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Ravaged by wars over the last three decades, Afghanistan has struggled to
find peace and stability in the face of serious internal and external chal-
lenges, including its history, demography, geography, and global power pol-
itics. This book examines the effect of a continuous state of war on
Afghanistan from various angles. Placing particular emphasis on how mul-
tiple conflicts shaped the question of ethnic identity, quest for empower-
ment, and political fragmentation, the book seeks to explain the structural
impediments in reviving the Afghan state.

It is argued that the state of war has added to the complexity of problems
in the context of rebuilding state and nationhood in a fractured multieth-
nic society of Afghanistan. The increased polarity between various ethnici-
ties and power groups has also reduced the likelihood of restoring the old
social balance that provided stability to the country for generations. More-
over, one cannot be too sanguine about the prospects of a fresh social con-
tract among Afghanistan’s diverse, and often competitive, social groups on
the fundamental questions of power, legitimacy, state and institution build-
ing, without long-term positive engagement of international community.

This book places Afghanistan’s political and security issues in a global
and historical framework, analyzing its position as a “frontier state” and
how that position has determined its tragic path from an isolated kingdom
to a battleground of the deadliest conflicts of our time. Although many di-
verse forces—internal groups and external actors—have contributed to this
dismal transformation, we should not forget that the last and the most dis-
astrous episode of the cold war took place in the deserts and mountains of
Afghanistan.
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The conflict in Afghanistan has generated a considerable amount of
global academic interest and scholarship. One of the most absorbing ques-
tions that the community of Afghan scholars, regardless of their fields of in-
quiry, has tended to focus on is how a country that was historically on the
margins of the world system came to occupy a central position in the cold
war rivalry between the two superpowers leading to its occupation by one,
and fomenting of resistance against that occupation by the other. Another
equally interesting area of inquiry is the issue of motivations and interests
of the United States, which was compelled to invade Afghanistan to remove
the Taliban regime under a set of completely different circumstances.
Equally important for the historians, sociologists, and students of politics
and security studies are the troublesome legacies of turning a tribal, agrar-
ian country into a battleground of the two most modern armies. These lega-
cies not only have gravely affected the Afghan state, state-society relations,
and ethnic dynamics but have greatly made the country vulnerable to for-
eign intrusion and manipulation.

Afghanistan continues to be in the middle of a new war on terrorism that
defines the American security framework in this part of the world. This has
pushed the country into a new phase of dialectic politics of reconstruction
under the foreign security umbrella and consequent Pashtun-based Taliban
resistance to foreign intrusion. There is a genuine interest among the inter-
national community to rehabilitate Afghanistan as a normal conflict-free
society. Afghanistan has never received the amount of international atten-
tion as it does today, because there is a primary concern that its troubles and
weaknesses are not confined to its borders. There is a great deal of evidence
to substantiate this assumption from the ruins of the World Trade Center to
the simmering conflict in the western borderlands of Pakistan and beyond.
It is in the self-interest of regional states, the United States, and the world
community to facilitate the process of rebuilding state and nationhood in
Afghanistan. Otherwise, the consequences of letting Afghanistan’s state and
society lay wasted on the wayside of history would be horrendous for the
entire region.

This study endeavors to make a modest contribution to the global policy
debate and academic discourse on what went wrong in Afghanistan and on
how this country can be reconstructed in the interest of its people, regional
states, and the world community at large. In doing so, it raises questions
about how the war has affected the ethnic balance among various contend-
ing social groups and their capacity to recover their social energies and re-
build the new Afghanistan. There is no pretension of offering definitive an-
swers to any of the troubling questions about the country; it is merely an
effort to share a perspective and a view, in hopes that it will generate some
interest about Afghanistan among scholars and policy makers around the
world.
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The fall of the Taliban regime through the intervention of an international
coalition of forces, authorized by the United Nations and led by the United
States, has ended one of the most tragic episodes of Afghan history—an era
during which some of the most abhorring atrocities were committed both by
the religious militia as well as its adversaries from the Northern Front.1 Since
the launch of “Operation Enduring Freedom” in October 2001, the western
countries have undertaken a difficult and complex task of nation and state
building in a tribal, Islamic society that has been and remains on the pe-
riphery of world order. The intervention in Afghanistan to revive the state
and its institutions and help the Afghans to rebuild their lives and economy
was motivated by self interest, mainly the national security concerns of the
intervening coalition. Anger and retribution over the tragic events of 9/11,
and some reflective realization, though late, that Afghanistan in turmoil pre-
sented grave danger to the world peace with transnational terrorist organi-
zations finding a safe sanctuary under the Taliban rule, influenced the Amer-
ican decision to invade the country.2

The American and Western involvement in Afghanistan is not unprece-
dented. The United States was a major player in the Mujahideen resistance
against the former Soviet Union in the 1980s during the second wave of the
Cold War that ended with the defeat of the Soviet Union in Afghanistan, and
later the Soviet Union’s disintegration. Having achieved remarkable triumph
against its strategic and ideological rival, the United States and other coun-
tries that had supported Afghanistan’s liberation war quit the scene rather
too quickly. Frustration with the warring Mujahideen factions, shifting
strategic priorities, and a fresh assessment of future threats in which Islamic
fundamentalism and militancy, one of the spreading effects of the Afghan
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war, changed the American posture toward Afghanistan from close alliance
with the Mujahideen to benign neglect. The Islamic militants from the Mid-
dle East, Pakistan and Central Asia, and from other distant places quickly
filled up the vacuum left by the great powers.3 Afghanistan became the train-
ing ground, a sanctuary, and a safe base from where Islamic militants wanted
to operate against their pro-West governments to realize their ideal of an Is-
lamic state. Some of them, like Osama bin Laden, even had far-reaching
goals of attacking the United States and Britain on their home turf; very few
could consider such a threat serious enough to pay any attention to the col-
lapsing state and society in Afghanistan until the tragedy struck in New York
and Washington, D.C., on September 11, 2001. Perhaps this tragedy could
have been averted if the western world had not left Afghanistan to fend for
itself in a vacuum of power and statelessness.

The Afghans, having made great sacrifices in contributing to the fall of the
Soviet empire, deserved a better deal than isolation and having been left in
a state of anarchy due to feuding between the various warlords after the end
of the Cold War era. The flight of the Western countries from the Afghan
scene left a bitter taste of foreign involvement and a widespread feeling
among more reflective, nationalist Afghans that they had unwittingly been
a proxy in a confrontation scripted in foreign capitals. This sentiment is not
out of place, as we can look at the Afghan tragedy with greater clarity and
coolness than we could in the heat of the Cold War geopolitics. The bitter
truth is that the people of Afghanistan, their territories, and the country as
a whole became a battleground of superpower rivalry, in the making of
which they had no role. An element of fate, wickedness of Afghan leaders,
or perhaps their poor knowledge of world affairs, and the strategic con-
frontation of the two superpowers has made them the victims of a long cy-
cle of unending war for the last thirty years.4

One of the most destructive dimensions of the Afghan war is the internal
strife among factions organized around tribal, ethnic, religious, and ideo-
logical lines. With the caving in of the state, which had historically main-
tained some kind of balance and peace among different communities, the
struggle for autonomy, power, and influence became so desperate that it re-
sulted in the worst kind of communal and intergroup violence the country
had ever seen. Afghanistan’s history is replete with violent outbursts, but
what the country experienced during the rise and reign of the Taliban was
perhaps one of the most tragic periods both in its incivility and human
degradation as well as in terms of its long-term effects on ethnic and social
relations. In addition to the popular perceptions of the Taliban as the reli-
gious movement driven by the zeal of Islamic fundamentalism, the ethnic
undertones of the movement cannot be dismissed as irrelevant to the analy-
sis of its social support base. For the ethnic minorities, the Taliban was both
a symbol of Islamic conservatism as well as a reflection of Pashtun ethnic
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chauvinism that aimed at recapturing political power and reasserting its
dominance. We cannot understand the Afghan civil war exclusively in ref-
erence to religious dimension alone, which is one of the central forces in
shaping the Taliban movement, but not the solitary one.

The Taliban’s political slogans and apparent agenda of peace, stability,
justice, ending warlordism, and creating national unity appeared to be at-
tractive to many Afghans, even on the other side of the ethnic divide for a
while.5 The people of Afghanistan were exhausted with warfare, insecurity,
and frequency of violence and found the Taliban a better alternative to the
warlords that had divided the country into fiefdoms. But that honeymoon
was very brief. The ethnic minorities closed their ranks and became unified
to confront a common adversary in the Pashtun Taliban. While protecting
their ethnic turfs, they portrayed the Taliban as “foreign” funded, trained,
and equipped by neighboring Pakistan for its own strategic interests.6 The
national unity, peace, and stability that the Taliban promised were con-
tested by the Tajiks, Uzbeks, and Hazaras as false and deceptive; these latter
groups resolved to fight back to reclaim their territories and stake equal
claim to power in Afghanistan. The ensuing turmoil further eroded the so-
cial capacities of the ethnic groups, conflict-ridden political factions, and
discredited leaders of all political colors to rebuild their state and society.

A brief comment on the nature of the Taliban regime, leadership, and ide-
ological makeup is necessary here to gain an idea about how Afghanistan lost
its sense of direction and the traditional balance of power among various
groups. The Taliban leaders, guided by the spirit of creating an Islamic state in
the image of Deobandi interpretation of Islam mixed with Pashtun tradi-
tionalism, attempted to establish a highly centralized political order. All the
commands flowed top down from Mullah Omar, the chief of the movement,
to the lower rungs of clerical hierarchy and functionaries of the regime. The
power structure was rigidly conservative in outlook, antimodern and anti-
West in ethos and beliefs. A pan-Islamic feeling and a self-perception that the
Taliban regime could play a vanguard role in supporting Islamic movements
in other countries brought all kinds of militants from Central Asia, Pakistan,
and the Middle Eastern countries into Afghanistan. Each foreign militant
group in Afghanistan found the regime supportive of their respective religious
and political struggles in their home countries. All states, perhaps with the ex-
ception of Pakistan, which supported the Taliban, became increasingly ap-
prehensive about the fallout of a stable Islamic state in Afghanistan under the
Taliban. Their fears about insurgency by the Islamist groups operating from
Afghanistan were not unfounded.7 Therefore, these states persistently raised
questions about the wisdom of Pakistan to lend support to the religious mili-
tia, which Pakistan continued to deny in the face of considerable evidence.8

The United States and Western powers first saw in the Taliban some vague
prospects for stability, but soon realized the dangers of helping a militant 
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Islamic movement that had the potential to spell disaster throughout the re-
gion.9 It took them longer than it should have to recognize how dangerous
Afghanistan had become under the Taliban. Not even the attacks on U.S.
naval vessel S.S. Cole and two embassies in East Africa caused any major shift
in U.S. policy except lobbing off cruise missiles in August 1998 at the hide-
out of Osama bin Laden and seeking Pakistan’s collaboration to capture
him. Never was the U.S. security establishment clear about the ability of Mr.
Laden and his underground network of transnational militants to strike at
the symbols of its power and prestige at home ground.10 The tragedy of 9/11
established beyond a doubt two facts of international life in the emerging
post–Cold War world order. First, ungoverned spaces in failed or collapsing
states can become secure and comfortable zones for terrorists to wage their
wars against the West and other states opposing their worldview if they are
not filled with credible authority. Second, the United States, leading the
Western world, can no longer define security in traditional narrow terms or
confine its strategy to defending certain strategic zones against states, but it
needs to extend defense to non-state actors in distant places, and employ its
forces to change regimes and build new ones.

These considerations guided the American invasion of Afghanistan when
it sought authorization from the United Nations and attempted to form a
broad international coalition to remove the Taliban regime. Six years after
U.S. forces landed in Afghanistan, it is nowhere close to completing the ma-
jor task of state and nation building. Along with NATO, the United States
continues to fight insurgency mainly in the Pashtun regions close to the
border with Pakistan. There are troubling questions about a strategic failure
in Afghanistan and how it will adversely affect stability and peace of the
neighboring states.11 Afghanistan, with all the international security and
economic assistance that it has been receiving for the past many years, still
remains within the zone of uncertainty. The peace and security with effec-
tive, functional state that the Afghans expected to achieve are not within
their reach yet. Economic and political gains are only partial, and the re-
construction process too slow. There are genuine difficulties in building
peace and reconstructing Afghan state and society, which cannot be de-
scribed entirely as a post-conflict situation, as limited, unconventional war
and counterinsurgency operations still continue.

Afghanistan has acquired a strategic position in countering terrorism and
the Taliban movement throughout the region more for its weaknesses than
strengths. Future stability and peace of the region hinges a great deal on the
success of a stable and unified Afghanistan. Therefore, leaving the business
of state and nation building unfinished is not a rational or prudent option.
However, there can be a debate about setting the priorities of reconstruc-
tion, choice and adequacy of means, cultural or social relevance of policies,
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nature and extent of inclusion of social groups, questions of power sharing,
and internal contestation in the process.

The purpose of this book is to engage in this debate with a focus on how
thirty years of war has affected the Afghan state, ethnicity, ethnic balance
among microsocial communities, and contestation over power. The basic
argument of this book is that war has significantly altered the balance of so-
cial and political forces in Afghanistan, polarizing and strengthening eth-
nic, tribal, territorial, and religious identities. Fresh efforts to reconstruct the
post-Taliban Afghan state will have to take into account ethnic rivalries, ter-
ritorial fragmentation, and interests of regional and great powers that have
influenced the pattern of internal conflict and territorial fragmentation in
Afghanistan.

THEMES AND PROPOSITIONS

The fundamental question this book raises and tries to answer is; what ef-
fect has war had on Afghanistan as a nation, its ethnic communities, its
state and institutions. The central premise of the book is that primordial
ethnic identity and Islam emerged as powerful tools of social and political
mobilization at the end of the long years of war. Islam and ethnicity, how-
ever produced two different types of resistance movements against the state
that has had equally disastrous effects on the capacity of the Afghan state.
The Islamic resistance of the Mujahideen targeted the Marxist state as a
client of Soviet imperialism and played a critical role in delegitimizing it.
Weakened by internal opposition, and finally left alone to defend itself af-
ter the collapse of communism, the communist Afghan state disintegrated.
The state got destroyed in its early phase of modernization when its insti-
tutional base was infirm. The Marxist revolution, resistance, civil war
among the Mujahideen factions, and the rise of the Taliban chipped away
the structure of the Afghan state piece by piece. The warlords, ethnic fief-
doms, and transnational militants quickly filled the ungoverned spaces and
found the vacuum of authority and power to their advantage.

This study covers three major themes—ethnicity, state, and war. Four sets
of propositions predicate discussion on these subjects that run through var-
ious chapters. (1) The wars in Afghanistan have sharpened ethnic and re-
gional identities that now present greater challenges than before to manage
and govern a multiethnic society with each group having larger ethnic affili-
ations across the borders; (2) Political polarization and multilevel con-
frontations that evolved in the course of the wars have fragmented Afghan
society, leaving a narrow space for social contact and political consensus; (3)
The Islamic militants of Afghanistan from a wide variety of states that joined
Afghanistan’s wars under different motivation present a serious threat to its
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peace and stability, as they are down but not out; (4) Afghanistan has accu-
mulated dangerous social, economic, and security legacies of wars that it
cannot face on its own. The conflict consumed its indigenous social energies
and traditional authority and institutions. In the absence of these prerequi-
sites of revival, it requires long-term, effective, and positive engagement of its
neighbors and international community to rebuild itself. Left on its own, the
country may plunge back into civil war, intercommunal violence, and state-
lessness.

THE MAKING OF THE FRONTIER STATE

The idea of frontier is very interesting and much debated in American his-
toriography, which argues that American “democracy and social progress
and national mores have been chiefly, if unconsciously, the creation of fron-
tiersmen, as these, in an epic sweep westward across the continent, succes-
sively wrested new free lands from wilderness and the Indians and there, ‘as
nowhere else in recorded history, set up institutions relatively free from co-
ercion by either law or habit.’”12 The frontier is a very distinctive idea that
reinforced the “isolationist state of mind,” and recognized the diversity of
immigrant populations to promote a vigorous sense of nationalism. One
may argue how much the United States was different in being a “new
world” and how much it owed its civilization to European roots or the “old
world,” but there may be a great deal of agreement on how factors of geog-
raphy and distance shaped its sense of uniqueness. It would be useful to
make it clear that we do not wish to use the concept of the frontier state in
the same sense or even draw the same meanings, as American historians do.
However, we are tempted to use the frontier state as a geopolitical concep-
tion with the following characteristics: remoteness, existing on the margins
of regional and global systems, weak authority structure, internal fragmen-
tation and conflict among competing groups, transnational ethnicities, le-
gitimacy of internal conquest, and preemptive and reactive intervention by
neighbors. There is yet another dimension to the frontier character of
Afghanistan, which is that the ethnic boundaries of its populations are
shared by at least six states. Historically, Afghanistan emerged as a buffer
state out of the territorial space vacated by old declining empires on the
edges of two advancing European powers: Czarist Russia and Britain in the
eighteenth century. Earlier, it served as the frontier of the Mughal Empire,
and even before that of the Delhi Sultans.13

The areas which now comprise Afghanistan were always at the crossroads
as well as the frontiers of ancient empire-building in the region; it was both
a gateway to foreign armies as well as a source of invasions. These areas
changed hands with the rise and fall of the Turkoc-Mongol and Persian em-
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pires. It was only in the eighteenth century that, after the decline in power
of these empires, the Abdali Pashtun tribes founded the Afghan kingdom in
1747 under the leadership of Ahmad Khan. He first united other Pashtun
tribes and then, with increasing power, conquered Hazara, and Uzbek and
Tajik areas, declaring himself the Shah (king).14

Afghanistan essentially remained a weak state. The authority structure at
the top, as well as the state institutions, were rooted in social traditions of
the country and reflected vertical hierarchies. Unfortunately, while
Afghanistan suffered the humiliation of colonial control, it did not receive
any positive benefits, which countries like India under the direct British rule
did. Western education, modern professions, industry, capital accumula-
tion, and a long political struggle for independence against the Raj created
new sectors in the Indian society which have aided the process of state for-
mation. Afghanistan was hardly touched by these changes and hence was
unable to reap the limited benefits its neighbors extolled from colonialism.
But absence of these benefits generated among the Afghans other qualities:
independence and the will to resist outside control.

External linkages of the Afghan state with the international system were
not much help in taking root in the society, either. Dependence on foreign
aid isolated the state from society. Individuals and social groups interacted
with the state not as citizens in any modern sense but as members of a
tribe, ethnic community, religious sect, or other kinship networks. These
traditional institutions maintained their own political space and allowed
the state limited access to its members. A political culture based on the au-
tonomy of the tribes and other social groups constrained the growth of the
state.15 Therefore, the Afghan state never emerged as a focal point in
Afghan citizens’ identity.16 It remained underdeveloped both in terms of
modern institutions, with the exception of the armed forces, as well as in
its political capacity to extend direct and effective control over all subjects
and territories.

The introduction of the 1964 constitution opened up Afghan politics for
the first time as it marked the beginning of a relatively free debate on na-
tional issues. New press laws allowed the political groups to publish maga-
zines and newspapers for articulating their points of view. With the parlia-
mentary elections, new informal political organizations along leftist and
Islamist lines emerged. However, the traditional power structure of
Afghanistan remained unaffected by both the free debates in the parliament
and its criticism in the press. Elections only legitimized the power of the
tribal chiefs. Out of the 216 elected members, 146 were tribal leaders and
next to them religious leaders constituted the largest professional group.17

Monarchy retained all powers of the state. All laws passed by the parliament
had to had sanction and approval of the king, which reduced the parlia-
ment to a debating forum. This experiment only sharpened the ideological
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divisions within the country primarily between Soviet-supported Marxists
and the Islamists.

The central system of the state functioned on an oligarchic pattern
through networks of patron-client relationships. Powerful and socially in-
fluential groups participated in the system to maintain their status. Infor-
mal power-sharing among elite groups, largely based on tradition, gave the
political order stability and legitimacy.18 Due to its exclusivity, the system
remained closed. Recruitment to higher administrative positions and polit-
ical roles was restricted to the influential members of the patrimonial elite.

The old power elite, satisfied with the distribution of power and auton-
omy in their local affairs, remained loyal to the system. Family ties among
the elite and their overlapping participation into religious and social net-
works further promoted their integration into the power arrangements at
the top. The ruling establishment of Afghanistan, like any other in the Third
World, had a stake in preserving the lopsided distribution of power and
privileges in the society, which came through ascription rather than per-
sonal achievement. In part, it was the underdevelopment of the civil soci-
ety, evident in the absence of any organized protest, that the traditional in-
stitutions, and the groups operating them, maintained a monopoly over
exercising social and political control.19

Autonomous structures of local authority have long existed parallel to the
state.20 They have proved capable of blocking access of the state to the local
population in the critical areas of political power and identity of the indi-
vidual. In this broad polarization of state-based power and local authority,
two factors, inherent in the social and economic structures of Afghanistan,
have frustrated the attempts to integrate the state with the fragmented soci-
ety. The first factor relates to the organization of social and political power
in the vast and autonomous periphery of the state. The mullahs (clerics),
landlords, and tribal chiefs have exercised far greater influence than the
state. Blood ties, kinship, tribal ties, and the hold on local economies have
immensely contributed to the power of the nonstate societal elites. The lo-
cal patron-client relationships and the exercise of authority, though within
the bounds of tradition, has been socially accepted and generally perceived
benevolent compared to an alien and intrusive image of the state.21

Second, the political economy of agricultural production has constrained
the growth of the state. Since arable land and water resources were limited
and scattered, agriculture remained largely subsistence-oriented.22 Produc-
tion was localized and just enough to sustain the local population, eco-
nomic transactions or trade across the local boundaries did not develop.23

Consequently, a national market system that could integrate the subsistence-
oriented rural economies did not take off. Underdeveloped infrastructure
further added to the fragmentation of the economy. With the construction of
a few highways and the introduction of mechanized cultivation on a limited
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scale, agriculture began to commercialize in the decades of the 1960s and
1970s. But changes in agricultural economy were restricted to few areas and
its benefits confined to influential landowners who had easy access to the
government-sponsored loans.24 The modern sectors of the economy, such as
industry, commerce, and finance, did not show any growth either. The im-
portant thing to show is that the political economy based on agricultural
production could not generate enough resources for the state to strengthen
its central authority.25

The traditional political order of the “rentier” state,26 based on somewhat
elite consensus could not go on unchallenged. The selective modernization
of the state apparatus through foreign resources brought forth a new class
of administrators and intellectuals. This segment of the Afghan society,
though small, highly influenced the political outlook of volatile young
groups, who were socialized in a relatively modern atmosphere of the
school. Social mobility and the prestige that the administrative and profes-
sional positions achieved served as a catalyst for the expansion and influ-
ence of modern educational institutions.27

The ideological orientation and the ethos of the groups that emerged
from the modern school system directly clashed with the interests of the old
power elites. Their aspirations for representation and a share in power per
force challenged the traditional relations of authority. The attendant desire
for political restructuring introduced a new intellectual discourse on com-
peting ideas and ideologies. The debates and controversies concerning re-
placing the authoritarian system of monarchy primarily focused on social-
ism, democracy, and Islamism.28

These conflicting ideologies of the aspiring political groups within and
outside the state might explain the origin of multipolar confrontations that
have ravaged Afghanistan for the past thirty years. Two broader categories
were the Marxism of the Parcham (banner) and Khalq (people), the two
factions of the former Peoples Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA),
and Islamism of the radical Mujahideen groups.29 Their ideological frame-
works were distinctive in terms of the basis of claims to political power and
contradictory visions of Afghanistan’s political and economic restructuring.
But these opposite ideological camps were never homogeneous even in
their own ranks. Their inner factionalism that has been responsible for
decades of conflict needs to be explained.

First is the issue of interpretation of Islam as a state and ideology, which
beyond rhetoric, lacks consensus among the Islamic communities through-
out the world. The Islamist Mujahideen groups were no exception.30 The
Marxist groups were unable to form coalitions anywhere, let alone in the
political milieu of Afghanistan.31 Class background, the socialization
process of leaders, and the absence of a democratic, pluralistic political cul-
ture are some of the variables that help us explain confrontations among
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various ideological groups. Social and cultural orientations of the members
of these groups were incompatible with the political values that would al-
low accommodation with those opposed to their beliefs.32 Not surprisingly,
they became poised to confront each other even in the preliminary stages
of their formation.

The conflict and hostility along Afghanistan’s nascent ideological camps
sharpened more with the introduction of the electoral process under, by
Afghan standards, the liberal constitution of 1964. Clear lines were drawn
between the so-called modernists and the Islamists, who had their genesis
in the polarization of 1920s, which was generated by the modernization
program of King Amanullah.33 It is necessary to state from the outset that
neither of these camps was politically broad-based. They functioned more
in the urban environment, and mostly among the politically aware and lit-
erate sections of the society. In each group there existed traditionalists and
moderates, both of Islamic and secular variety, who favored a more gradu-
alist approach to development and reform of the traditional institutions.34

This was the familiar pattern of ideological discourse witnessed in most
postcolonial Islamic societies. The modernist camp was comprised of ele-
ments from nationalist, secularist, and Marxist groups. Although the moti-
vations and social origins of these groups were different, their political in-
terests converged on confronting the rising power of the Islamist groups,
who were equally opposed by the conservative religious establishment for
what they called their modern interpretation of Islam.35 It was a rather
grand coalition of diverse interests that developed more expediently, and
was not adequately structured.

While modernization, development, and social reforms appeared to be
the common political agenda of both groups, inherent social class contra-
dictions remained unresolved. Each group waited for the opportune mo-
ment to outflank the other. This became apparent when the coalition cap-
tured power in 1973, under the leadership of Sardar Daoud, a former
premier and member of the royal family.36 He was a convenient choice of
the modernist coalition in that he had earned the image of a true national-
ist, and was credited with the expansion and modernization of the Afghan
Armed Forces through the enormous Soviet assistance.

The Marxist groups that had existed independently were definitely en-
couraged by the growing partnership of the Soviet Union with their coun-
try, which was initiated by Daoud during his premiership (1953–1963). In
the wake of increasing Soviet interest, activities of the left-wing groups were
no longer confined to the barren intellectual debates of the drawing rooms.
They found an audience in educational institutions and among the Afghan
Army personnel that were trained in the Soviet Union and were conse-
quently quite receptive to their political propaganda. The revolutionary
strategy of the Marxist groups from the very beginning stressed a sort of
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united front of all the progressive sections of the Afghan society.37 Recruit-
ing and indoctrinating a cadre within the Afghan Armed Forces figured cen-
tral in their political campaign. Otherwise, the obstacles to a mass revolu-
tionary line abounded. The society at large was religious, conservative, and
traditional in its values. Foreign influence, let alone the Soviet brand of so-
cialism, was generally perceived as atheistic and anti-Islamic, and was con-
sidered an affront to the cultural sensibilities of a largely peasant society.38

The modernist elements felt that the political order established by the
1964 constitution helped the traditional elite to perpetuate their social
and political control.39 They also feared that the increasing power of the re-
ligious establishment was pressing the king to introduce Islamic laws, ban
communist groups and sever ties with Moscow. Daoud, who had been ex-
cluded from participating in elections,40 exploited the frustration of the
military and bureaucratic circles and staged a coup in 1973 that put an end
to the so-called democratic experience. Daoud represented the ethos of a
state created by the middle class and military establishment. The mod-
ernist coalition under Daoud, which also included socialists, in the begin-
ning had three objectives: block the Islamists from gaining power, end the
monopoly of oligarchic elite over state institutions, and modernize the
country.41 It will be out of place to go into detail the conflicts and contra-
dictions within this coalition, but at the end Soviet-supported military of-
ficers and the Marxists murdered Daoud and staged a successful revolution
on 27 April 1978, that opened a new tragic chapter in the political history
of Afghanistan.42

While in power, the new socialist elite demonstrated a serious lack of
pragmatism. Moreover, their approach to restructuring the state was based
on a sort of textbook revolutionary thinking, and Marxist romanticism
rather than practicality. Their political ethos expressed in rhetorical terms
and their obsession with creating new social relations put the Marxists on a
collision course with the mass society.43 The collision occurred before the
Marxists had achieved complete control over all the institutions. They had
not managed to develop any political consensus, even among themselves.
Conversely, the leaders of the PDPA thought that by dominating the coer-
cive institutions at the top, they would effectively suppress the opposition,
and resistance from, what they frequently referred to as the “vested inter-
ests,” and “reactionary” elements. Attempts to subordinate the state and so-
ciety to a Leninist party through coercive means were, indeed, an old prac-
tice, which backfired in the Islamic social and cultural environment of
Afghanistan.

Two factors, largely missing in the political analysis of the Marxist regime,
added to its difficulties. First was the fact that the revolution was primarily
a political change at the top through a military coup d’etat. Even within the
armed forces, there was hardly any consensus on the meaning and direction
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of the revolution. The so-called revolutionary legitimacy, quite often cited
in the case of such authoritarian regimes in the Third World, did nothing to
win the hearts and minds of the Afghan population.44 If social structures are
important, and they are, in the acceptance and stability of the power elite,
then the Marxist rulers of Afghanistan were definitely outsiders. They had
neither social claims to power nor any basis for making a convincing polit-
ical case for being where they were. In the context of Afghan political cul-
ture, they were nonentities. Military leaders in many Third World countries
crashed the doors of political power but many of them spoke in a political
idiom that was compatible with the common values, or at least not openly
too offensive to popular beliefs. In Afghanistan, popular perceptions of the
revolution, Marxists, their ideology and links with Moscow were not con-
ducive for even preliminary political communication with the masses.

Second, the heavy reliance on the application of state power against the re-
bellious masses, now self-evident, was counterproductive.45 Many of the in-
fluential elements of the Afghan Marxist power structure were Stalinist in their
approach to controlling dissent. Instead of initiating a meaningful dialogue
in vernacular political vocabulary, they strengthened intelligence agencies, es-
tablished torture cells, filled prisons beyond capacities, and resorted to gen-
eral warfare against the common man. This was not an appropriate strategy
of achieving transformation of the country. Nor was it capable of offering any
basis of integrating the civil society into the new political order.

The administrative apparatus of the state, which was never strong, began
to disintegrate in the wake of mass uprisings. Revolt grew stronger and
stronger with each violent action of the Khalq functionaries. The popular re-
sistance to the regime led by the socially influential sections of the society
posed a serious challenge to the survival of the Marxist state. Fearing its col-
lapse, the Soviet Union substantially increased its level of support. It poured
more weapons and stationed more advisers to stabilize the shaky revolu-
tion and protect the insecure Afghan Marxists. The open collaboration and
political identification with the Soviet Union further alienated the Afghan
Marxists from mass society.

The gulf between the oppressive Marxist state and the civil society widened
further with the Soviet intervention. The resistance parties, local groups, and
the people rightly blamed the communists for occupation of their country
and the cruelty that followed. Afghanistan got caught in a vicious conflict,
which was shaped by internal confrontation and also by the strategic com-
petition of the two great powers. Islam and nationalism inspired and mobi-
lized the masses to take up arms against the state directly controlled by a for-
eign power. A “culture of Jihad”46 (holy war) that had deep roots in the
Afghan social tradition flourished with foreign arms, money, and political
support, which after defeating the Soviet Union continues to fuel resistance
against the international coalition led by the United States.
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GEOPOLITICS OF THE FRONTIER STATE

Afghanistan occupies a central position at the junction of three strategic re-
gions—central Asia, south Asia, and southwest Asia. Being landlocked, the
country has remained relatively isolated from the regional and interna-
tional systems. It was the colonial expansion of Czarist Russia and British
India from opposite directions in the middle of the nineteenth century that
brought Afghanistan to its strategic thinking. The British in India were too
fearful of the Russian expansionism beyond Central Asia. They thought
leaving Afghanistan alone would push it under the Russian influence. The
British were very concerned about the Russian intention toward their colo-
nial possessions in the Indian subcontinent.47 To checkmate the Russian ad-
vance they adopted what is known as forward deployment policy in the
northwest of India. The British established a formidable defense infrastruc-
ture in Balochistan and the North-West Frontier region, which now form
part of Pakistan.

The central objective of the British policy was to keep Russia out of
Afghanistan at any cost, even if it required military intervention. The British
invaded Afghanistan in 1839–1842 and then again in the later part of the
century in 1878–1880 to keep Afghanistan under its sphere of influence.
The fierce resistance from the Afghans to the presence of Anglo-Indian
forces inflicted massive casualties on the invaders and finally changed the
British strategy. Britain had realized that internal domination of
Afghanistan would be difficult, costly, and uncertain. The goal of keeping
Russia out could easily be achieved by handling Afghanistan’s foreign af-
fairs and recognizing and strengthening internal autonomy of the Afghan
rulers. In its reformed strategic vision, Afghanistan emerged as a middle
space or a buffer between Russia and British India, separating the two from
having direct territorial contact. Both the empires wanted to avoid direct
contact between their colonies, and with the passage of time, reached a con-
sensus on the buffer status of Afghanistan.

One of the most important aspects of buffering Afghanistan was to settle
its boundaries, so that no power took advantage of undefined borders. The
most notable of the boundary agreements was the Durand Line Border
Agreement that British India drew with Afghanistan in 1893 settling the
empire’s eastern and southern frontiers.48

Afghanistan regained full sovereignty in 1919 after a brief war with British
India. The timing of this declaration was propitious. The First World War had
exhausted Britain, and the Russians were still preoccupied with consolidat-
ing their revolution. Russia, however, was the first to recognize Afghanistan’s
independence and offer her assistance and enter into a treaty of friendship.49

The British also accepted Afghanistan’s independence by concluding a new
treaty at Rawalpindi the same year.50 A number of European states began to
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assist Afghanistan, but the foreign aid was not enough to support the mod-
ernization program that the country’s new modernist ruler Amanullah Khan
had on his cards.

The departure of the British from the Indian subcontinent in 1947 dras-
tically altered the geopolitical environment of Afghanistan and also later
shaped its new alignments in foreign policy. It resented the inclusion of
Pashtun areas into Pakistan although the Pashtuns of British India opted
for Pakistan through their free will, which they expressed in a referendum
that was conducted by the British. According to the partition plan all areas
of British India had to join either India or Pakistan. The Pashtun national-
ists on both sides of the border had demanded a third choice: indepen-
dence for the Pashtuns. Failing to achieve this objective, the Afghan rulers
raised the issue of the Durand line, the boundary settled by the British and
Afghan king Amir Abdul Rehman in 1893. They also demanded creation of
a Pashtunistan state by separating tribal areas of Pakistan. Isolated and
poor, Afghanistan had neither the military power nor any external support
to reshape its boundary with Pakistan.

Afghanistan’s international environment changed for the better with the
coming of the Cold War and the strategic rivalry between the Soviet Union
and the United States in 1950s. Pakistan’s decision to join the Western al-
liances against communism brought Afghanistan closer to the Soviet
Union. Moscow extended large-scale economic and military assistance to
Afghanistan, and as a rebuke to Pakistan, began to support Kabul’s claims
against Islamabad. Realizing Afghanistan’s position as a historic buffer, now
between the free developing world and communist expansionism, the
United States also provided a significant amount of economic assistance to
Afghanistan but declined requests for arms, which it feared could be used
against her ally, Pakistan. Heavy dependence of Afghanistan on external
sources can be explained from the fact that from 1955 to 1987 the former
Soviet Union gave $1.27 billion in economic and $1.25 billion in military
aid, while the United States poured economic assistance worth $533 mil-
lion.51 Afghanistan used foreign assistance in developing state institutions
and economic infrastructure. It established new educational institutions,
mostly in Kabul and other major towns, developed road and communica-
tion networks, and trained state administrators.

The United States, the postwar superpower, preferred a security alliance
with Pakistan over Kabul for its containment strategy.52 Though Washing-
ton provided considerable development assistance to Afghanistan, it did
not match the growing influence of Moscow in the important areas of train-
ing and supply of military equipment.53

Dependency relations of the Afghan state with the Soviet Union in
modernizing the armed forces and launching development projects in-
creased its vulnerability to penetration in important areas of public pol-
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icy and national security by big neighbors.54 Moscow’s involvement in the
political affairs of Afghanistan further deepened with the Saur revolution
of April 1978. Lacking domestic support, the Afghan Marxists leaned
heavily on the Soviet Union to ensure their political survival. Without the
Soviet commitment, and direct participation, the fragile political order,
which they were attempting to build, could not stand in the face of a
highly mobilized national resistance. Equally important was the conver-
gence of the Soviet regional interests with a dependent Marxist regime in
Afghanistan. These were: to counter the rising power of the Islamic move-
ments in the region, which had the potential of influencing political de-
velopments in Soviet-controlled Central Asian Republics; to ensure sta-
bility in the bordering areas; and to demonstrate the ability to militarily
intervene to defend allies in the region. More importantly, the Soviets did
not fear any countermove by the United States as Washington’s security
arrangements in southwest Asia had collapsed with the success of the Is-
lamic revolution in Iran.55 The Soviet leaders, though a very limited group
which participated in the decision to intervene in Afghanistan, assumed
that military action could salvage the political situation in Afghanistan,
which was fast slipping into anarchy.

The Soviet intervention invited counterintervention from Iran, Pakistan,
Islamic states of the Middle East, and the Western powers. Soviet military
presence across the Khyber Pass changed the buffer status of Afghanistan,
complicating Pakistan’s security dilemma, which faced a vastly powerful In-
dia along its eastern plank.56 The inflow of refugees and Mujahideen further
dragged Pakistan into accepting a “front-line” state role. But this policy de-
cision, though influenced by geopolitical considerations, was not entirely
independent of the domestic political process inside Pakistan. A military
regime which was alienated found a splendid opportunity in the Soviet in-
vasion of Afghanistan to attract Western support.57

The United States interpreted the Soviet move as a threat to the stability
of the adjacent areas that are vital to the economies of the industrialized
states. To safeguard the collective interests of the Western world, Washing-
ton declared that “any attempt by outside force to gain control of the Per-
sian Gulf region will be repelled by any means, including military force.”58

Therefore, the conflict in Afghanistan, particularly following the Soviet in-
vasion, was internationalized. Afghanistan was, from then on, a victim of
not only its internal confrontations but also its geopolitical factors.

Linkages and interconnectedness between Afghanistan’s internal political
dynamics and its geopolitical environment need to be understood. This in-
terplay might be explained through three factors—dependence of the state
and counterelite on external factors, convergence of political and strategic
interests of the Afghan partisans and their foreign supporters, and the in-
volvement of transnational ideological groups.
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Physical conditions of the country and the intensity of the resistance put
up by the population frustrated the Soviet attempts to restore law and order
and establish an effective government. The presence of the Soviet forces was
offensive to the national sentiment of the Afghans, and thus counterpro-
ductive in resolving the crisis. Inviting the Soviets to secure their political
survival further stigmatized the communist leaders, alienating them from
the society.

The use of massive force against the civilian population, destruction of
rural infrastructure, and ruthlessness of the “scorch earth” strategy strength-
ened the political support for the resistance, which took up arms against the
Kabul regime. The more the Soviets escalated the level of their counterin-
surgency operations, the more they moved the warring Afghan groups away
from national reconciliation. The Soviet involvement in support of the
Kabul regime was politically divisive, and a failure in terms of securing the
objective of pacifying the country.

The defiance put up by the Afghan resistance forced the Soviet Union to
fight a war of attrition, which worked to its disadvantage. The war took a
heavy toll in men and material and seriously damaged the Soviet Union’s in-
ternational reputation. After failing to expand control beyond the cities, de-
spite protracted counterinsurgency campaigns, it decided to seek a way out of
the Afghan quagmire.59 Political changes within the Soviet Union, especially
new leadership committing itself to openness and restructuring, added to the
previous urgency to end a war that was unpopular at home, and had gener-
ated tremendous opposition abroad, particularly from the West.

But the war also had devastating effects on the Afghan state and society.
Almost everything that Afghanistan had built with its meager national re-
sources and foreign assistance was destroyed. Most of the population be-
came dislocated internally and in neighboring countries. The resistance par-
ties that organized the insurgency failed to resolve their conflicts and this
pushed the country to a civil war that lasted until 2001, when the Taliban
was ousted from power. The failed state syndrome60 created warlords, and
brought in foreign elements that benefited from political and ethnic frag-
mentation. The rise of the Taliban was one of the disastrous outcomes of
the conflict that continues to trouble Afghanistan. The effects of the Afghan
war went beyond its borders and have spilled over into Pakistan, central
Asia, and the Middle East. The tens of thousands of young men who vol-
unteered to fight on the side of the Afghan Mujahideen went back home
with war hardiness and training to launch military attacks against their own
regimes. They also embraced a revolutionary Islamic ideology and armed
struggle as their strategy to change traditional political order according to
their vision of Islam that is antimodernity, anti-West, and obscurantist.
Their imprints are too visible in acts of terrorism and violence throughout
the region.
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TRANSNATIONAL ISLAMIC MILITANTS

The role of transnational ideological groups and movements in subjecting
Afghanistan to external intrusions is no less significant than the state actors.
Not only did they mobilize political support in the Islamic countries and
generate financial resources, but they also trained and sent their volunteers
to fight along the Afghan Mujahideen groups.61 The waging of jihad by the
private transnational groups became linked to a broader Islamic revivalist
movement. The foreign militants from the Middle East, Pakistan, and cen-
tral Asian states found stateless Afghanistan a convenient place to train,
hide, and plan attacks against the West and their own countries. They also
became involved in local power struggles among the Afghan factions. The
non-Afghan trans-Islamic groups like Al Qaeda offended popular religion,
showed no regard for local culture, and contributed greatly to internal rifts.
The terrorist networks created by the Al Qaeda have survived the ouster of
the Taliban, and it seems the organization has reassembled in the border re-
gions between Afghanistan and Pakistan from where suicide bombers have
been attacking targets in both the countries. The Taliban and Al Qaeda are
down but not out. Their presence in one of the most difficult terrains and
their capacity to establish safe havens among the local populations are not
positive signs for the state and nation building process in Afghanistan. Our
argument is that the war on terrorism must be a collaborative enterprise,
which requires the cooperation of regional states and major international
actors. Afghanistan or even Pakistan may not be able to face the challenge
of the Taliban and Al Qaeda–sponsored terrorism without international
support and a long-term comprehensive strategy that must combine mili-
tary offensives with economic and social development of the region.

ETHNIC FRAGMENTATION

The wars in Afghanistan have drastically altered the balance of power and
influence among the traditional social and political forces in the country.
Supplies of foreign arms, money, and patronage along with the illegal econ-
omy of drug trafficking and warlordism have sprung up new forces. The eth-
nic and social forces of Afghanistan are more conscious of their separate
identities today than any time in the history of the country. The responses
to the communist regime and the Soviet invasion were organized more or
less on an ethnic and local basis. By ousting the communist state and its
functionaries from their regions, they established a sort of self-government
under their own ethnic leaders. Ethnic considerations subsequently caused
political polarization among the Mujahideen groups, locking them into a
bitter struggle for power after the fall of the Marxist regime in 1992.
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The multipolar confrontation acquired dangerous sectarian and regional
dimensions and gradually transformed itself into an ethnic conflict be-
tween the Pashtuns, fearing loss of power, and the coalition of Uzbek and
Tajik groups from the north who had gained greater political influence in
Kabul, which had been traditionally dominated by the Pashtun elite. In the
absence of democratic institutions, the Afghan factions were unable to re-
solve their differences peacefully or maintain stable coalitions, which un-
dermined national unity. The differences between the Pashtun majority
groups and the minorities on the one hand, and political rift between the
parties professing traditional and revolutionary Islam on the other,
widened the conflict within the resistance after the departure of the com-
mon enemy, the Soviet Union, from the scene.

The rise of the Taliban movement, which sought reunification of the
country through military conquest and established a highly centralized
state apparatus run by a rigid theocratic line, also had Pashtun ethnic un-
dertones. Their military offensive pushed the ethnic minorities to margins,
causing the worst human rights violations.

The post-Taliban political arrangements were tilted in favor of the ethnic
minority groups from the northern parts of the country. With the new con-
stitution and elections for the parliament and provincial councils,
Afghanistan’s political system is gradually becoming more representative.
The issue of ethnicity may get diffused with economic and political recon-
struction. But the question of identity and regional interest will take a longer
time to settle, depending on how the social groups of Afghanistan seek ac-
commodation and live within a unified state like they had before the wars.

THE REVIVAL FRAMEWORK

The challenge for the Afghan leaders and the international community that
are trying to rebuild the country is how to achieve, peace, stability, and nor-
malize a society that has experienced one of the most devastating conflicts
of our time. They are trying to reconstruct Afghanistan’s political institu-
tions, structure of governance, vital institutions of the state, infrastructure,
and rural economy. The reconstruction model has ingredients of modernity
with a focus on human development, representative institutions and an ef-
fective statehood. This is the vision that the silent majority of the Afghans,
tired of vicious cycle of violence, would like to pursue.

There is realization among Afghan leaders and ordinary peoples that they
need international assistance to overcome their difficulties, notably the
stubborn legacies of the conflicts that continue to haunt them in the form
of warlords, drug mafias, and remnants of the Taliban. There cannot be any
two opinions about peace and stability being fundamental requirements
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for reconstruction. Conversely, progress on reconstruction of infrastructure
and state institutions will have credible demonstrative effects on popula-
tions and wean them away from the warlords and the Taliban movement.

Rebuilding societies and states after longer periods of internal strife and
external intervention is a difficult task and it requires long-term commit-
ment and regular flow of resources until national leaders and their institu-
tions can take care of themselves. One of the major obstacles in the way of
reconstruction has been, and continues to be, the Taliban insurgency in the
majority Pashtun regions. Their attacks on NATO and the Afghan security
forces and the counterinsurgency operations against them have delayed the
rehabilitation of populations and the revival of normal life patterns. One of
the casualties of growing conflict is the diminishing trust between the In-
ternational Security Assistance Force for Afghanistan (ISAF) and the local
communities because of the collateral damage caused to the civilians.62 The
issue of winning the support of the civilian populations through recon-
struction and security programs remains as important as ever before. The
coalition forces face enormous odds in delivering these programs in a state
of lawlessness in the Pashtun regions. The resurgence of the Taliban has
slowed the pace of reconstruction somewhat, but the movement has not ac-
quired the capacity to reverse the process and change the dynamics of pol-
itics in its favor.

Military action or counterinsurgency operations in situations like that of
Afghanistan are essential but have to be linked to peace building, negotia-
tions, and conflict resolution through a shared vision of good society and
by integrating interests of all vital stakeholders. The international commu-
nity may play a constructive role in bringing different factions of
Afghanistan, including moderate Taliban and former Mujahideen leaders,
to the negotiating table. A political solution to the conflict aiming at re-
constituting broad and legitimate power arrangements would be credible
only if it gathers the support of all the important Afghan groups. The in-
volvement of foreign powers, no matter how well meaning it appears, may
complicate the task of structuring national consensus among the Afghans,
if the main actors impose solutions from above. In our view, foreign bene-
factors and friends are a poor substitute for indigenous political or social
forces for mediating conflict among the old and new power elites or among
the rival ethnic groups.

What is essential to recognize is that peace and stability in the fractured
polity of Afghanistan might not be restored unless those engaged in a strug-
gle for power, or outsiders, wishing to defuse it, seek new relationships
among all the constituent groups—ethnic, regional, and religious. Any at-
tempt to structure powerful centralized authority within the framework of
the nation-state model would be self-defeating. Decentralization, regional
autonomy, and revitalization of traditional patterns of authority would all
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strengthen accommodation. Political structuring under the catchy slogans
of constitutionalism, electoral process, and even self-determination would
lose significance, if it ignores the underlying social forces of the Afghan po-
litical culture that has not changed much after years of conflict.
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Wars, particularly long, destructive civil wars among local groups, create or
sharpen existing ethnic identities by an exasperating sense of loss among
some groups, while inducing a real or imagined sense of empowerment
among others. A war with multiple domestic, regional, and international
dimensions and lasting more than twenty-eight years has drastically
changed the ethnic balance of power among Afghanistan’s social groups.
This development is troubling because it is bound to reflect in the recon-
struction of the Afghan state, a process already under way with support
from international influences. The question is how the social and political
aspirations of ethnic groups are likely to be accommodated in the new
framework of the Afghan state. It is an extremely difficult task to find a new
balance in any politically fractured society that has experienced such a long
spell of deadly conflict. Since the ouster of the Taliban regime, that largely
consisted of the Pashtun majority ethnic group, the question of division of
power among social groups, what role different communities would have in
the central government and how they will be represented have been, and
continue to remain, politically explosive issues. In this chapter, we will look
at the question of identity construction in Afghanistan under different
regimes, the structure of ethnic groups, the effects of war on ethnic com-
munities, and why the ethnic fault lines may persist and under what condi-
tions they may disappear.

Afghanistan has always been a multiethnic state, and like most postcolonial
states, it has more than one ethnic group, speaks too many languages, and has
multiple and multilayered identities.1 Ethnicity however does present a chal-
lenge for the state formation process by itself. It requires a different kind of pol-
itics that is integrative, culturally sensitive, and politically participatory. In
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many instances we have seen that failure to integrate ethnic groups into a na-
tional power structure or inability to grant them a fair degree of cultural and
political autonomy has politicized many of them, leading to civil wars.2 The
collective nationhood experience of many postcolonial states provides mixed
evidence about the success of creating national solidarity and a sense of com-
mon national identity. Not all states have really succeeded in nation-building
based on equitable distribution of power or representation of all groups. Nor
have they fallen apart as nation-states, despite many political strains in evolv-
ing institutions that would accommodate legitimate aspirations of ethnic
groups. In the case of Afghanistan and other states in the neighborhood their
identity markers are the same—common lineage, sect, history, location, and
mores. Ethnic group identities have subjective orientations in terms of self-
definition and conceptions of the other, which makes them different in some
of the core values that the members of an ethnic group share among them-
selves.3 Afghanistan’s ethnic groups have also identified themselves with some
of the above markers and, over the past two centuries or more, since the for-
mation of Afghanistan as a state have retained their individuality and group
consciousness.

ETHNIC DIVERSITY

The issue of ethnic identity is as complex as its many local, regional, and so-
cial forms. As a result of this complexity, ethnic, religious, and linguistic di-
versity of Afghanistan has presented enormous political difficulties in de-
veloping a coherent sense of nationhood. Afghan nationalism has been a
contested issue and it is being contested increasingly by the minority ethnic
groups because of its Pashtun social imprint and identity markers. Before
we talk about each ethnic group and its demographic representation and
social characteristics, two aspects of Afghan ethnicity need a mention. First
is the ethnic affiliation of social groups within Afghanistan with ethnic
groups in neighboring countries. The three sovereign ethnic states—Uzbek-
istan, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan, all share a strong ethnic sentiment with
similar social groups in Afghanistan. Additionally Afghanistan’s fourth
neighboring state, Pakistan, has two Pashtun-dominated provinces,
Balochistan and Northwest Frontier Province, which have overlapping
tribal affiliations across the border into Afghanistan. In crisis situations
throughout Afghan history, the counterpart ethnic populations across the
borders have served as a source of support and place of refuge and shelter.
The transfer and migration of population as refugees and resistance fighters
has been a two-way traffic. A good number of Uzbeks, some Tajiks, and
Turkmen from central Asia came to Afghanistan to seek sanctuary in their
war of resistance against the Russians in the late nineteenth century and the
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early part of the twentieth century. Afghanistan is a unique country in this
respect, serving as a frontier state to so many diverse ethnic groups with
their  own states next door. Therein lies potential for regional fragmentation
and the risk of redrawing of national boundaries if the present phase of na-
tion-building under international patronage failed is to fail. The second as-
pect of Afghan ethnicity is the territorial and geographical divide between
the north and south of the country. The areas north of the Hindu Kush are
culturally, ethnically, and linguistically part of central Asia and share very
little in common with the rest of the areas, except a common Afghan state.
The southwestern parts of the country in demographic characteristics as
well as topography are similar to Balochistan and the NWFP in Pakistan.
This is yet another fault line in Afghanistan’s fresh quest for state and na-
tionhood. The historical memory of Afghanistan as a common homeland
of all ethnic groups, an old political unit with international recognition and
identity, and a notional middle ground among equally multiethnic states
within the region may be a good starting point to reconstruct the frontier
state. But the big question is how the issue of ethnic balance, sharing of
power, and joint ownership of the new Afghanistan is settled among ethni-
cally more politicized and fragmented communities.

In today’s world when numbers are important for social group empow-
erment, political participation, communal mobilization, and representa-
tion, determining the demographic size of ethnic groups has become a
highly politicized issue. This is truer of societies like Afghanistan that have
witnessed long spells of conflicts and where no population census was ever
fully conducted. Therefore, figures about the ethnic groups are rough esti-
mates, and for political reasons each ethnic group in Afghanistan tends to
exaggerate its numbers.

PASHTUNS

Pashtuns are the largest ethnic group in the country. Their numbers are es-
timated to be between 50 percent to 54 percent of the entire population.
Some Pashtun nationalists put the figure much higher while minority eth-
nic groups tend to quote a smaller size of Pashtun population. The Pash-
tuns are concentrated in the southern and eastern parts of the country. The
Pashtun tribes were settled with land grants in central, northern, and west-
ern parts of the country, by Amir Abdul Rehman, where they have formed
local communities. Durrani and Ghilzai are two main tribal confederations
among the Pashtuns, and have their territorial domains in the south and
east of the country respectively. Historically and even in recent times they
have been rivals and at times competition for power and resources have re-
sulted in active hostility and prolonged periods of strife among subtribes of
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the two. Most of the Pashtun ruling class came from the Mohammadzai
clan of the Durrani Pashtuns originally from the Kandhar region. Within
each stream of Pashtun tribal confederacy, there are further tribal divisions
and subdivisions with their own local leadership patterns. Ghilzai are more
numerous but in social hierarchy and tribal order their position is lower
than the Durranis. The Durrani ruling elites have always been marked by a
consciousness of the numerical strength and jealousy of Ghilzai tribes. At
times they forged closer alliances with them and sought their support in
conflict situations. Without the passive or active alignment with the Ghilzai
tribes, the Durrani elite perhaps couldn’t succeed in establishing Pashtun
domination in the nineteenth century. At other times, particularly in the
twentieth century, they made their own political choices and refused to stay
in alliance with the Durrani chieftains. The process of separation between
the two lines of Pashtuns began with the modernization process in the later
part of the twentieth century. Thereafter, the Durrani elites were no longer
dependent on the tribal militia. They raised regular forces, recruiting edu-
cated urban Tajiks and other non-Pashtun groups. The links of the Durranis
with their tribal Pashtun society were weakened further with their urban up-
bringing and the adoption of Dari or Persian as their mother tongue.

Pashtuns are distinguished from other ethnic communities on account of
their tribal social structures and values of pride, independence, valor, and
chivalry, which are known as Pashtunwali. The khans or clan chiefs play an
important mediating role in the social hierarchy, maintaining social coher-
ence and managing relations with other tribes and political authorities both
in situation of peace and war. The war of resistance and then the civil war
has greatly impacted on the Pashtun tribes and their relations with other so-
cial groups. The Ghilzai Pashtuns destroyed the Durrani dynasty by launch-
ing the Saur revolution from within the armed forces. The same eastern
Pashtun tribes revolted against communism, crossed the border into Pak-
istan, and organized the toughest resistance against the Soviet forces. As a
result of war, and its accompanying political fragmentation among the
tribes and empowerment of other ethnic groups, the role played by the
Pashtuns in the Afghan society and the emerging power structure has some-
what declined.4

TAJIKS

Tajiks form the second largest ethnic group after the Pashtuns and they are
estimated to be roughly 26 to 30 percent of the population. They have
emerged out of the two wars, the Soviet war and the civil war with the Pash-
tun Taliban, as the more powerful ethnic group, and in a way they seem to
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have dominated the post-Taliban power structure in the country. Compared
to the Pashtuns, Tajiks are more skilled, better educated, and have a greater
number of urban intellectuals, merchants, and entrepreneurs. During the
reign of the Durrani dynasty, urbane and educated Tajiks joined the ranks
of civil services, educational institutions, and modern professions like med-
ical doctors, engineers, and lawyers. Their placement in the government de-
partments and traditional role as merchants made their transition to mid-
dle class status faster than any other social group in the country. It was not
because of any policy of ethnic preference but because of their better edu-
cation and preparedness to work in the government, but mostly in politi-
cally subordinate positions. Being functionaries of the old regime that the
Marxists dismantled, the Tajiks more than any other group suffered greatly
as a social class.

It was partly the pattern of resistance, which formed along familiar lines
of regional and local community-based leadership, and a strong sense of
identity that Tajiks organized their own resistance groups under their own
commanders. Ahmed Shah Masud was the most charismatic of them; he
had national stature and had developed links with a number of foreign
powers. The Tajik commanders were able to strike wider and deeper roots
in their community and kept both the urban and rural sectors of their pop-
ulation more or less aligned with the aid of using the umbrella of the
Jamiat-i-Islami. Jamiat was an important link with Pakistan and other coun-
tries as a vehicle of generating money and arms for the Tajik resistance
forces, but it was the local dynamics of community interests and the logic
of war that determined the resistance strategy of the Tajik commanders.
One of the most important spin-off effects of the war of resistance was the
claiming of local authority and control by evicting the government repre-
sentatives from most of the countryside. War also catapulted the Tajiks on
the regional scene in central Asia, Russia, and Iran in the West of the coun-
try. Their toughest period in the history of Afghan conflict was the resistance
against the Taliban, which stretched their forces and capacity to the limits.

The fortunes of the Tajiks changed after 9/11 as the American war against
the Taliban and their subsequent removal from power placed them in a
dominant position. Since the Bonn Agreement, the Tajiks have emerged as
a very powerful and influential group within the new evolving Afghan state
and out of it in the economy and the fledgling civil society. They are better
“positioned to provide a large share of the leadership and sophistication re-
quired for the unification and rebuilding of Afghanistan’s polity.”5 But the
way in which other communities, particularly the Pashtuns, though frag-
mented, accept the new balance among the social forces of Afghanistan
would greatly determine the place and political role of the Tajiks in the new
Afghan state.6
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UZBEKS

Uzbeks are one of the smallest ethnic groups of the country, comprising
only about 8 percent of the population. They have made transition to a
nontribal society with large numbers in modern professions quite similar
to the transition made by the Tajiks. Uzbeks are not natives to Afghanistan
but settled in the country at the time of Turkish invasions, and later as
refugees and fighters escaping the Russian armies and thereafter the Soviet
forces in central Asia. Like Tajiks, they have an ethnic state next door and
have family and clan affiliations across the borders. As an ethnic group,
they occupy an important geopolitical landscape between the Hindu Kush
and the central Asian region beyond the Amu Darya. Their language and
culture is closer to people in Uzbekistan than mainstream Afghanistan but
the majority of them speak Dari as a second language.7 The Taliban forces
twice occupied Uzbeks’ major city, Mazar-i-Sharif, and there was fierce
fighting and untellable revenge atrocities by the combatants of the two
sides. A Shia party, Hizb-i-Wahdat, joined Uzbeks in their resistance against
the Taliban. The post-Taliban political developments have placed the Uzbek
national leadership in a better position to bargain for power and resources
and claim authority over their region, which is occasionally contested by
the Tajik militia leaders from the neighboring provinces. With peace and
stability returning to Afghanistan, Mazar-i-Sharif and Uzbek provinces, be-
cause of their location as a gateway to central Asian states, would emerge as
a focal point of regional commerce and trade.

HAZARAS

Hazaras represent about 7 percent of the population of Afghanistan. They are
not natives to the land but, as tales from oral history go, came as a part of in-
vading hordes of Genghis Khan in the thirteenth century. The Hazaras have
very distinctive Mongolian physical features and their dialect, Hazaragi, has
Turkish and Mongolian vocabulary. The original dialect and social structures
have changed during the past few centuries. They have gradually adopted Per-
sian or Dari as their language and Shia Islam as their religion, under the in-
fluence of Persian rule in the region. Socially, they are no longer nomadic
people but have largely become settled farmers in the highland valleys of cen-
tral Afghanistan, which after them is call Hazarajat or the land of the Haz-
aras.8 Their tribal structures and hierarchies are still the same. Tribal Hazara
Khans and Sayyids stand at the top in the hierarchy of influence and power
and have greater wealth than ordinary folks. The Hazaras are the poorest and
most marginalized of ethnic communities of Afghanistan. It is partly their
barren landscape and partly long-standing discrimination against them that
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has placed them in an inferior economic and social position. Until the sec-
ond decade of last century, it was common to enslave Hazaras. They experi-
enced the most brutal internal colonization in the 1890s when Amir Abdul
Rehman decided to bring their desolate region under stricter control of Kabul.
This move was accompanied by the opening up of their region for settlement
of Pashtun tribes. Since then Pashtun presence as traders and farmers has sub-
stantially increased.

Hazaras, like other minority communities, have emerged out of the war
more empowered and greatly conscious of their place in the Afghan society.
During the war of resistance against the Soviet forces, they turned to revo-
lutionary Islamic Iran for political support, conserved their energies by not
actively taking part in the war, and paid a great deal of attention to forging
unity among diverse Hazara groups in the region. Under the influence of
Iran, they created a common umbrella organization, Hizb-i-Wahdat, which
has been demanding greater regional autonomy for the Hazaras and their
adequate representation in the administrative and political institutions.

AIMAQ

The Aimaq are the Persian speaking semi-nomadic social group that straddles
the area between Herat in the west and the highlands of Hazarajat in the East.
Their numbers are somewhere between half a million to three-quarters of a
million. They appear to be Mongolian in features but they are of mixed Mon-
golian and Turkish origin who migrated from Central Asia. They are divided
into four distinctive clans—Jamshedis, Taimani, Taimuri, and Firozkohi. All
of them have distinctive cultural traits and speak variants of the Dari language
that is closer to Herati accent. Their areas, like the Hazarajat, have seen mi-
gration of the Pashtun, who share common grazing lands with them and
some of which have now settled in this region. The relations between the two
communities, unlike others, have been peaceful and cooperative.

OTHERS

The Turkmens, Nuristanis, and Balochis constitute smaller social groups
that make up about 4 percent of the Afghan population.9 Balochis of
Afghanistan have much in common with the tribes of Balochistan in Pak-
istan and are socially closer to them than with any Afghan group. Nurista-
nis share history, ethnicity, and culture with the Kafirs (unbelievers) of
Kafristan, a region in the northwest of Pakistan. The same community of
Kafirs was converted to Islam by force in the late nineteenth century and 
the area was renamed Nuristan, meaning a region that embraced the light
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of Islam. This small group of Nuristanis is isolated from mainstream na-
tional life. The Afghan Turkmens share a border, ethnicity, and language
with people across the border in Turkmenistan. They have a tribal social for-
mation and have a semi-nomadic life style. A good number of them have
settled in northern towns and engage in trade.

None of the main ethnic groups is homogenous in its internal composi-
tion or social structure. Pashtuns, for instance, have a large number of tribes
and subtribes with whom they identify. Quite often, it is not the ethnic cat-
egory but their place of residence that forms the basis for an individual’s
identity in Afghanistan. As elsewhere, identity is a multilayered conception
in Afghanistan. A person can be an Afghan, a Pashtun, Gilzai, and Ghaznavi
depending on the circumstances and the social context within which he is
expressing identity. The questions of ethnic identity and group solidarity
have gained political significance as the twenty-eight-year-long war has vastly
changed the population landscape of the country. We will discuss some of
the legacies of the conflict and how they impact upon reconstruction of so-
cial and political life in Afghanistan later in this chapter. There are still mil-
lions of Afghan refugees in Iran and Pakistan and a great number of them
are physically dislocated inside the country. After a bitter armed conflict for
many years, Afghanistan’s social groups are in the process of readjusting to
new social and political spaces. The purpose of our discussion about ethnic-
ity is to make two points. First, historically, ethnic loyalties have been
stronger than any other loyalty and have had varying degrees of intensity
among different social groups. In the course of the long civil war, ethnicity
has emerged as a powerful political force defining identity, group affiliation,
and advancing claim for representation and access to power. Second, the is-
sues of ethnicity, state, and political power in Afghanistan have a regional
and geopolitical context because all major ethnic groups of Afghanistan spill
over into the territories of neighboring states. This attracts the involvement
of other regional states in support of one ethnic group or another.10

It is equally important to note that the two major ethnic groups of
Afghanistan, the Pashtuns and Tajiks, are not socially coherent through a com-
mon language; this gives each of them a semblance of cultural unity. The Pash-
tuns are further subdivided along tribal lines, have social hierarchies, and there
is a vertical division among them: Barakzais, Mohammadzais, the Durranis
from Kandahar being higher than the Ghilzais of the eastern zones. The Dari-
speaking Tajiks, the second largest ethnic community, don’t have similar social
divisions but do have horizontal subidentities, like Herati, Badakhsahni, and
Kabuli.11 Some of the groups, mainly Pashtuns, are interspersed geographically
due to deliberate state policy of their resettlement out of their historical home-
lands for land and water resources.12 They have also intermingled in a few ur-
ban areas, like Herat, Kabul, and Mazar-i-Sharif. Trade, commerce, expansion
of government activities before the Saur revolution, new opportunities for ed-
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ucation, and government services have created social and political space for
ethnic groups to interact with one another. What we are suggesting is that eth-
nic group boundaries, despite the strong feelings of separate identities, were
porous because of overlapping layers of common religion, language, and sect.
Some of the groups became socially more integrated through marriage bonds,
which in the Afghan culture is more of a family affair that an individual act.
Social integration across ethnic groups in Afghanistan is quite common but it
has generally taken place more in the modern social and economic context of
the town than in the rural areas where the vast numbers live. In the rural set-
ting they tend to gravitate around narrow family and subtribal identities.

Although 99 percent of the population is Muslim, relations among vari-
ous sects have not been harmonious. The estimates of Sunni and Shia13

sects vary widely from one source to another. It is generally believed that
about 80 to 90 percent of the Afghans practice Sunni Islam, while 10 to 20
percent are followers of the Shia sect. The numbers and relative strength of
each have gained greater political significance than ever before, as they are
used to support demands and claims for a greater share in power. There is
a deep sense of persecution among the Shia religious minority, who are pre-
dominantly Hazaras. Last century, they were systematically attacked and
even enslaved by the Tajiks, Uzbeks, and Pashtuns.14 However, it is neces-
sary to dispel the notion that sectarian divide is along ethnic lines. Not all
Hazaras adhere to the Shia sect, nor are all Tajiks or Pashtuns Sunnis. Due
to inter-marriages and conversion from one Islamic sect to another, the re-
ligious divide has never been strictly along ethnic lines.

ETHNICITY AND NATION BUILDING

Historically, ethnic groups in Afghanistan have coexisted without major
conflict over resources or on the issue of representation. A sort of ethnic bal-
ance existed among the majority and minority groups. This notion of bal-
ance is based on terms of harmony, equilibrium, and stability of relation-
ships among the ethnic groups and not in terms of any social, economic, or
political equality, which is hardly possible in real social situations. The
Pashtun groups that founded the Afghan state starting as a tribal confeder-
acy dominated the superstructure of the state through its turbulent exis-
tence for more than two centuries.15 The Afghan monarchs though Pashtun
in ethnic origin were ecstatic in embracing the social values, cultures, and
language other than Pashto, the national language of the Pashtun, on both
sides of the Afghanistan and Pakistan borders. They adopted Persian, which
in Afghanistan with local variance of idiom and accent is known as Dari for
its elegance and association with the high elite and the intellectual culture
of the Persian court. The Persian language and culture through Persian im-
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perial domination of the region for centuries in Afghanistan, and beyond
into central Asia, has left enduring marks on local populations, including
Tajiks and the Afghan oligarchy.16

It is questionable whether the Afghan kings in the twentieth century
made any serious and deliberate attempt to construct an inclusive and com-
posite national identity representative of the ethnic cultures, folklores, and
modern literary expressions. Many historians and observers of the contem-
porary society and politics of Afghanistan believe that Afghan nationalism
and identification of most of the ethnic groups with this idea, or some
might argue, ideal, subsumed other layers of divisive identities and gave
Afghanistan a coherent sense of national identity.17 But non-Pashtun intel-
lectuals and subnationalist elements have argued that the construction of a
single national identity had a Pashtun social base, as it rested on Pashtun-
wali, or the historical social code of the Pashtun tribes.18 For this reason,
Pashtun groups have identified themselves with Afghan nationalism more
than other ethnic groups. Mainly Pashtun ethnic symbols and cultural ex-
pressions in dance and music were adopted as national culture. Since the
declaration of independence in 1919, after the Treaty of Rawalpindi be-
tween the British Indian government and King Amanullah Khan,19

Afghanistan used three different routes to channel the construction of a sin-
gle national identity. These were: (a) strengthening and expanding the ad-
ministrative capacity of the central government in order to penetrate into
different areas of the Afghan society; (b) perpetuating a uniform system of
education that was embedded in the Afghan/Pashtun national ethos; (c)
promoting a common identity disregarding ethnic and social diversity.20

Tajiks, Uzbeks, Hazaras and many other smaller ethnic communities didn’t
see themselves through the Pashtun-based construction of a single national
identity. They resented nonrecognition of their individualities and their ex-
clusion from the national identity–making process, but they had very few
channels to express grievances or seek access to power and resources be-
yond the narrow circles of ethnic elites tied to the Afghan oligarchy.

In any authoritarian system, the dominant ethnic groups write the script
of state and nationhood because this kind of politics is by nature exclu-
sionary.21 Afghanistan under the monarchy was no exception. In the ab-
sence of institutions for interest articulation or facilitating representation of
different social groups in the power structure, the monarch acting as the
chief patriarch determined who got what and why. In this kind of political
system, it is also easier to generate myths about national identity, national-
ism, and nationhood, and sustain them in the absence of political partici-
pation.22 We know that myths are important for generating support for na-
tional symbols and articulating a common sense of nationhood, but if
these myths and symbols are representatives of one single dominant group,
which in the case of Afghanistan was the Pashtun, other groups begin to
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question the intentions and sincerity of such projects. The non-Pashtun
groups were not comfortable with the Pashtun-oriented national solidarity
and cultivation of national ethos.23 But they were unable to present any se-
rious challenge to the notion that all peoples living in Afghanistan were
Afghans and that Afghan nationalism and national identity was inclusive of
all groups within the society.

Did this project progress or succeed in its objectives under the monarchy?
There is mixed evidence about its success. The outside world did recognize
Afghan nationalism and its strong historical roots in resistance against for-
eign invaders, and the valor and sentiment of great sacrifice that the
Afghans have demonstrated again and again to defend their country.24

Within the country also a strong sense of Afghan national identity has pre-
vailed, at least in the urban settings and among the educated classes. This
sense did not travel deep into the rural society for the reason that the ques-
tion of larger identity is irrelevant to their daily existence, and their identi-
fication is with narrower communities of family, clan, subtribe, tribe, local-
ity, and region.25 It is also a social fact in other developing countries where
modernity has not crossed the frontiers of towns and cities. The policies
aimed at increasing the writ of central government or fostering single na-
tionhood did not end ethnic and social fragmentation of Afghanistan. Na-
tional integration is a long and evolutionary historical process that can be
accomplished by economic and social transformation of a society and by
providing effective political tools of empowerment to different ethnic com-
munities, recognizing their individuality and increasing their representa-
tion. Additionally, there is also a time factor, the duration of independence
for maturing nationhood.26 Regional and international environments de-
termine the geopolitical fix that can impede or facilitate development of na-
tional integration. Afghanistan, being landlocked, having a poor resource
base, and being on the margins of world politics was not lucky enough to
obtain enough economic or political support. The change of its role from a
historical buffer to an aligned state of the former Soviet Union further alien-
ated her from alternative centers of world power.27 The process of national
consolidation gravely suffered with political instability, political polariza-
tion, and creeping influence of regional powers and internal confrontations
that took both ideological as well as ethnic shapes.

ETHNICITY AND COMMUNIST REGIME

The leaders and ideologues of the Afghan communist factions were overly im-
pressed by almost everything about Soviet communism, including nationali-
ties policy. Even in the initial stages, when the new communist government
had to find its feet on the shaky political ground on which it had landed it-
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self, proclaimed that it would protect and advance the rights of the ethnic mi-
norities and promote their languages and cultures.28 This was in line with the
ideological orientation of the Marxists in other parts of the world, where they
have supported ethnic movements and their quest for autonomy and politi-
cal rights, sometimes to cause dissent and fragmentation in states seen in the
opposite political camp.29 The Afghan communists, driven by ideological
zeal, wanted to show that they were creating a different social and political or-
der, and for that purpose, they wanted to redefine the relationship between
state and society, and among different ethnic communities. The nationality
tone became more emphasized when Babrak Karmal took over after getting
his arch political rival, Hafizullah Amin, killed. He talked about “ensuring a
new atmosphere of democratic legality, trust and cooperation between the
nationalities of Afghanistan,” vowing that oppression and injustice were
things of the past.30

Ethnic policies under Karmal, at least at a rhetorical level, took four dif-
ferent expressions. First was the recognition of minority languages and ex-
pression of regional and local cultures associated with different social
groups. Before communist rule, Afghanistan’s school education was bilin-
gual, with the choice of Persian or Pashto as the medium of instruction. It
was perhaps a natural choice, given the historical importance of the two
languages and tradition of imparting education in either of the two. The
Pashtun-dominated regions in the south and east of the country for histor-
ical reasons preferred Pashto, while the other parts of the country adopted
Persian, which has also been a language of interethnic communication. The
Afghan communists began to change the two-language educational system
by replacing it with multiple languages, giving a choice to the ethnic mi-
norities like Uzbeks, Turkmens, Nuristanis and even a tiny minority, the
Balochis, to teach school children in their mother tongues. Disregarding the
question of practicality of the new languages project, the ideologues of the
new regime wanted to strike a departure from the past. Another factor in re-
placing Persian with regional languages was the growing cultural influence
of Iran, and the apprehension among the Afghan and Soviet communists
that Iran would revive the Persian language based culture in central Asia.31

It was partly the influence of the Pashtuns in the communist party of
Afghanistan that Pashto language teaching, learning, and literature began to
get more importance, hoping that it would take the place of Persian as an
inter-ethnic language.

The second part of communist ethnic policies emphasized decentraliza-
tion of administrative powers to the provinces, districts, and to the lower
levels.32 This policy was, however, limited to the official declarations, be-
cause the authority of the communist state under the stress of nationwide
resistance had crumbled, forcing the regime to rely on centralized measures
of security and political control. Two other areas of communist nationality
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policy, political representation of minority and culture, are quite significant.
The regime, in a perpetual political crisis and devoid of political legitimacy,
thought it wiser to solicit the support of ethnic minorities to compensate
for the loss of support from the majority groups that had taken up arms
against it. The best way to make its overtures toward the minorities, known
and felt in the hope of creating desirable political effect was to assign polit-
ical responsibilities to the known and prominent members of ethnic mi-
norities. It was not exactly political empowerment of the minorities but
symbolism of inclusion in the political hierarchy. This sent out a powerful
message to politically and culturally alienated groups. Finally, recognition
of the multiethnic cultural character of Afghanistan opened up new avenues
for cultural expression in the form of daily newspapers in ethnic languages,
the formation of folk song and dance troupes, and wider publicity of eth-
nic poets and their works.33 All the publications had a lot of Central Asian
content and liberally borrowed the style and material of renowned intellec-
tuals and poets who had earned name and fame in that region.

The question is how successful was the nationality policy of the commu-
nist regime? It is quite problematic to come up with any measurement of any
policy in dynamic conditions of conflict. The impact of the nationality policy
went beyond political symbolism in giving the ethnic minorities a feeling of
recognition, political importance, and a sense of political participation. For
that reason, the regime succeeded in generating a political effect in the north
of the country where the resistance forces from other regions were not able to
extend their political influence. That minority region remained the focus of
the communist regime both in allocation of whatever resources it could spare
from war and also as a source of raising local counterinsurgency militias.

Although the Afghan communist regime in the fashion of the Soviet
Union set itself above ethnic considerations, the hard political fact was that
individual identity and alliances and grouping within the party were sel-
dom separated from ethnicity. The formation of communist factions and
their attempts to establish control over power in Kabul showed tremendous
political friction and polarization along ethnic lines. Personal ambitions of
the top leaders further accentuated divisions and splits within the party. The
most notable difference between the two major factions, the Khalq and the
Parcham, was the different nature of the social support base along urban-
rural, Pashtun and non-Pashtun dividing lines.34 The Khalq and Parcham
were so divided from the founding of the PDPA to its disintegration that in
the view of Anthony Arnold, one of the early commentators on the subject,
“loyalty to Moscow was a factor” in keeping factions together, but “inca-
pable of reconciling their fundamental antagonism and intolerance of one
another.”35 The self-destructive feuds subsequently consumed all of them,
wrecking the political ideal of revolution and reform.
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The Pashtuns more than any other ethnic group were against the com-
munists; this enmity was not along the lines of the ethnic origins of the
communists but against the foreignness of their ideology and the imperial
influence of Moscow. Pashtuns’ anger and their low level of resistance flared
up into a national uprising when the Soviets installed Babrak Karmal, who
besides being a Tajik was a replacement for the assassinated Pashtun leader
Hafizullah Amin. Coupled with this was the way in which Babrak Karmal
was brought into power and the outright invasion of the country by the So-
viet Union. All this set the Pashtuns and all other social groups on the
course of confrontation with the Afghan state. At this point, the Pashtun
had seen power slipping away from them. The Pashtuns had more than one
objective for fighting against the former Soviet Union and their local pro-
tégés. Liberation of the country being at the top in the hierarchies of objec-
tives, one of their primary interests was in restoring Pashtun dominance in
the central power structure because they thought it was their right justified
by historical and demographic factors.

The Soviet Union in its multipronged strategy of pacifying Afghanistan
also used ethnicity as one of its cards in countering insurgency. Divide and
rule has been a time-tested strategic dogma of all imperial powers, and eth-
nic divisions provide ample opportunity to play this game. Although all the
ethnic groups took up arms against the former Soviet Union, not all of
them waged the war of resistance with the same nationalist or ideological
zeal, intensity, and consistency. The Pashtuns, being numerous, having sup-
port among the coethnics in the bordering regions across Pakistan, and
with strong official patronage from the host country were more determined
to fight until the last Soviet soldier vacated their country. Some of the
Afghan groups made compromises through their foreign supporters. Iran,
isolated and being in the containment ring of the United States, did not en-
courage the Hazara groups to go all out after the Soviet forces but secured
some kind of regional autonomy for them.36 They became more interested
in administering and defending the Hazarajat, their traditional geographi-
cal homeland, than engaging the Soviet or communist forces. In a way the
Soviets succeeded in isolating the Shias from mainstream resistance. The
only exception was that of Ayatullah Mohsini from the Kandhar region,
who came to Pakistan, but he hardly had any forces to organize resistance.
The Soviet Union concentrated its efforts to secure an ethnic support base
among the Uzbeks around the Mazar-i-Sharif by giving weapons and train-
ing them to fight against the Mujahideen factions. Abdul Rashid Dostam
first emerged as a warlord under the patronage of the Soviet forces. There is
also considerable evidence to suggest that after the second Soviet incursion
into the Panjsher valley in 1983 the Soviet Union entered into a deal with
the Tajik commander Ahmad Shah Masud.37 The deal was not, however,
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about winding up resistance forces but a sort of peaceful coexistence be-
tween the two and a mutual recognition of each other’s interests.

RESISTANCE AND POLITICAL FRAGMENTATION

Unlike many of the national liberation movements that had a national com-
mand structure and presented themselves as united fronts of all the sectors of
the society against the common enemy, the occupier or an imperial power,
the Afghan resistance took an opposite direction. From the outset it was frag-
mented along tribal, ethnic, and local lines.38 In our view, there are two rea-
sons for its fragmentation. First, it was the spontaneity of national uprising
against the Soviet invasion. Without any unified national call, all the ethnic
groups and local communities, mostly outside Kabul, began to resist the com-
munist government which was already under pressure from relatively more
organized groups. The local community leader, village, or tribal chief, and
later, as the resistance movement progressed, the local commander, emerged
as the man on the scene, organizing, supervising, and controlling the armed
men. All ethnic groups had a territorial base and they were not willing to
hand over control of their historical homeland to other ethnic group leaders.
In the tribal regions of the country, a tribe would not give up local control to
any other. The resistance parties based in Pakistan had to go through the lo-
cal commander, and in most cases, were not able to penetrate deeply into the
local social structures. It was therefore easier to stay within the comfortable
confines of the familiar territory where the resistance groups had a social sup-
port base, which they jealously guarded against the encroachment of other
groups. The ethnic base of resistance parties, with a few exceptions in the Is-
lamist groups, we believe, was the most crucial factor in causing ethnic frag-
mentation in the country, which continues to cast a heavy shadow on post-
Taliban state reconstruction activities. The ethnic groups in the process of war
against the former Soviet Union gained international recognition and sup-
port by developing horizontal relations with regional states for securing eco-
nomic and military assistance.39 By liberating their respective ethnic zones
through denying control to the illegitimate central state which was under the
control and influence of a foreign power, the non-Pashtun groups gained ad-
ministrative autonomy, established self-governance, and with the militias or
resistance forces of their own vastly empowered themselves, as never before
in the modern history of Afghanistan. The story of the Pashtun-based resist-
ance groups is very different. They were never unified under any single party
or leader and their fragmentation was on regional, religious, and ideological
lines. Six of the seven Mujahideen parties recognized by Pakistan were mainly
Pashtun in ethnic origin.
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The second important reason for ethnic character of the Afghan resist-
ance, though overshadowed by a call for Jihad and liberation mythology at
that time, was the absence of political institutions like political parties, free
media, and press and political forums. Whatever political development
Afghanistan achieved during the constitutional decade (1964–1973) was
wiped out first by the republican coup of Sardar Daoud and then by the
brutal and repressive communist takeover in April 1978.40 Absence of po-
litical institutions perhaps could be compensated for by some kind of eth-
nic homogeneity, but even in such situations, political rivalries among lead-
ers and groups have created fractured resistance movements. Had the king
been wise in allowing the political parties to register and engage in open
politics, perhaps many of the tragedies of Afghanistan might have been
averted. The parties could have provided a common base, leadership, and
organizational networks to gel the ethnic-based resistance groups together.
There is also the role of the neighboring states in keeping the Afghan re-
sistance movement divided. The Afghan intellectuals and leaders are not
unjustified in their criticism of Pakistan and Iran in pumping support and
extending patronage to selective resistance parties and their leaders.41 Pak-
istan has been widely accused of giving undue preference to Hizb-i-Islami
and its leader Gulbadin Hikmatyar, and also for recognizing seven parties
as legitimate resistance groups, providing them sanctuary and support,
while excluding others with moderate or nationalist credentials.42 There is
considerable evidence to support the view that Islamabad’s policy toward
the Afghan resistance had a strong bias in favor of the Islamist groups that
were ideologically closer to the religious right of the country and the pan-
Islamic vision of late General Zia ul-Haq, the military ruler at the time.

When in 1987 Moscow began to signal to the world community that it
would withdraw from Afghanistan, a sign that some of the Mujahideen par-
ties had read in the weakness of the Soviet counterinsurgency strategy, the
resistance groups began to preposition themselves for future power strug-
gles and to defend their own turfs against other Mujahideen rivals. The two
major resistance parties, Hizb-i-Islami and Jamiat-i-Islami, which were both
sort of Islamist in orientation but with very different ethnic social bases,
wanted to conserve energies and resources to prepare for capturing power.
We think the script for the battle of Kabul after the fall of Najibullah had
been written well before the event, and the capture of the national seat of
power by Jamiat’s Ahmed Shah Masud and counterattacks by the Hizb to
stake its claim on power were no accidents. The ethnic minorities or non-
Pashtun social groups in Afghanistan, having tasted a great degree of au-
tonomy and self-assertion through their individual security forces, were
never willing to accept the traditional Pashtun domination; a fact that con-
tinues to trouble relations among the Pashtun majority and the rest of the
communities.
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The formation of the Mujahideen government under the Peshawar Ac-
cord in the early part of May 1992 was a political move to present the par-
ties that had been involved in the resistance as larger than ethnic identities.
The assumption behind this move was that the Mujahideen factions would
work together and collectively undertake the enormous task of restoring
peace, social order, and stability in the country. The vast devastation caused
by the Soviet war was truly a national challenge and it was hoped that the
leaders of the seven parties would rise to the occasion and guide the coun-
try out of the mess. It was a false hope because it rested on misconceived
notions of social structures of the parties and their capacity to form a
durable coalition. The rhetoric of Afghan and Islamic brotherhood and that
the factions had common history and identical stakes in the future stability
of the country didn’t last the duration of the meetings called by friendly
countries like Pakistan and Saudi Arabia that had supported them during
the years of resistance. What was really at stake? It was the old, classic ques-
tion of power. In the absence of political institutions to mediate conflict of
interest, persuasion by external powers couldn’t bring about a change in the
attitudes of the Afghan parties, which had been marked by long years of
mistrust among their leaders. Therefore, the Peshawar Accord for sharing
power and constituting a coalition government began to show strains
within months as multiple rivalries along ethnic, sectarian, and party lines
spilled over into active and very deadly conflict in and around Kabul.43 In
the first few months after the arrival of the victorious Mujahideen parties in
Kabul, the Wahabis of Ittehad-i-Islami of Professor Abdul Rab Rasul Siaf
fought pitched battles against the Shia militia, the Tajik forces of Ahmed
Shah Masud attacked the Uzbek forces of Dostam to get them out of the
city, and Hizb-i-Islami forces of Hikmatyar camping at the outskirts rained
the inhabitants with rockets in order to send the message that Hikmatyar
was a serious contender for power. It was not the dawn of liberation that the
citizens of Kabul or generally the people of Afghanistan had hoped and
fought for. We have already alluded to some of the structural reasons for
this kind of political outcome of the war. The single largest failure of Pak-
istan, the United States, and other powers that supported the Mujahideen
parties against the former Soviet Union were in the area of managing the
politics of the resistance. Either they were too optimistic about the ability of
the Afghan factions that hardly had any experience in political coalitions to
share power or they had no long-term political vision about Afghanistan
beyond the retreat of the Soviet forces. This neglect was partly responsible
for the conflict among most of them after the departure of the common ad-
versary from the national scene.

The multiple confrontations among the Mujahideen parties turned the
entire country into a war zone; each community, ethnic or subtribal, fend-
ing for itself. The absence of state and its institutions from the lives of these
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communities encouraged the local structure of authority along ethnic and
still narrower clan and local levels. Regional or local autonomy that the so-
cial groups had enjoyed for more than a decade, since all of them had
turned against the central state, which was seen as an enemy controlled by
a foreign power during the Soviet war, changed the traditional power rela-
tions both among the ethnic communities as well as between these com-
munities and the central state. During the Mujahideen rule that had placed
the Tajik ethnic group at the apex of power in Kabul, the Pashtun majority
began to feel that it had lost sovereign control over Afghanistan. Although
the majority of them were as marginalized as other social communities, the
ordinary Pashtun had a greater sense of security and ownership of the sys-
tem in the Pashtun king and the Pashtun-dominated oligarchy ruling
Kabul. At social and psychological levels, the Pashtun identification with
the old system was stronger than other communities.

Although the Mujahideen government headed by Tajik president Burh-
anuddin Rabbani had many Pashtun elements, the ordinary Pashtuns and
their tribal and party leaders thought that they had been betrayed and the
Tajiks had unlawfully captured the power. They also found proof in the de-
nial of power to Hikmatyar; a Pashtun party leader of a nonethnic ideolog-
ical party, by the so-called Tajik-dominated government in violation of the
provisions of the Peshawar Accord. Along with this feeling of power loss,
political fragmentation, demographic dislocation, and the economic situa-
tion were perhaps worse than in other areas of the country. With the end of
foreign aid that was channeled through the Mujahideen parties mainly for
war efforts, the local commanders using the same arms resorted to criminal
activities. This included protection to heroin production and trafficking, ex-
tortion of money from traders by establishing checkpoints, and kidnapping
for ransom.44 The countryside and smaller towns were plunged into total
chaos with the disintegration of the state. Many of these commanders who
emerged as local gendarmes frequently fought turf battles, and have seen it
as a profitable operation, many others joined the ranks of warlords con-
verting the entire country into fiefdoms. With no formal political authority,
or functional state institutions, the warlords ruled the country fragmenting
political power, society, and social cohesion everywhere.45 But the effects of
political fragmentation were more pronounced in the Pashtun regions. The
failure of the Mujahideen parties to present a coherent, functional political
authority based on power-sharing arrangements produced the conditions
for localization and capture of power by ethnic and factional warlords.

TALIBAN AND THE PASHTUN ETHNICITY

The Taliban movement in the Pashtun areas was influenced by many factors
that we have examined in detail in a separate chapter, but anarchy, lawless-
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ness, and excesses of the local commanders and warlords were the most im-
mediate ones that triggered their uprising. However, their rapid rise and
popularity among the Pashtun tribes cannot be explained with reference to
their ability to provide security or restore social order alone.46 Nor was co-
ercion and intimidation a reason for the support that the Pashtuns ex-
tended to the Taliban leaders and their fighters. Why were the Taliban able
to get so much backing from the Pashtuns? As we have indicated elsewhere
in this volume, there was no single reason for Pashtun political interest in
the Taliban movement. Among other factors, Islam and ethnicity were the
most compelling reasons for the Pashtun community to support the Tal-
iban. They did regard the Taliban as selfless young men devoted to the study
of religion, with the will to fight against the evil of warlordism and imple-
ment Islamic laws that the Mujahideen government had failed to do. But
underneath of all this there was a strong element of Pashtun ethnicity. The
Taliban and their leaders were ethnically Pashtun and their religious ethos,
much influenced by their traditional culture, were more or less the same.
However, some of their regional antagonists contend that the vast majority
of the Pashtuns practiced non-Wahabi traditional Islam of the Sufi saints.47

The fact is that during the war of resistance, even before the influence of
Whabi Islamic teaching and practices among the Pashtuns, had significantly
eroded the social base of traditional Islamic practices. That is evident on
both sides of the Afghan-Pakistan border in the proliferation of madrasa
networks. Disregarding this controversy, the Pashtuns saw in the Taliban a
genuine hope for restoring peace and reuniting the country.

However, their conception of reuniting the country was very different
from the rest of the ethnic groups. While other ethnic groups, now signifi-
cantly empowered, wanted unity by redefining the terms of social contract
among various groups, the Pashtuns wanted continuity of the old relation-
ships. The subject of the Taliban’s efforts to construct a new identity, its re-
lationship with Islam, and the role that the Pashtun ethnicity played in
their political project is very complex, and therefore it does not lend itself
to an easy explanation. Ostensibly, there is a contradiction between the uni-
versalistic identity of Islam that would subordinate other forms of identity
articulation and the Pashtun identity of the Taliban itself. Never did the Tal-
iban leaders express themselves in ethnic terms, because in their worldview,
ethnic particularism stood opposite to the common Islamic faith that most
of the Afghans shared. Their view of common Islamic identity applied to
similar Islamic communities across the borders of Afghanistan. Such a pan-
Islamic view is very common among the Islamists in almost every country.
And that also partly explains why the Islamist activists from different coun-
tries descended on Afghanistan during and after the war of resistance. There
was a warm welcome for all of them and the Taliban needed their support
for their quest for power and also to turn their country into a hospitable
place for those seeking refuge from repressive governments and willing to
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fight for Islamic rule.48 However, the larger and overarching Islamic identity
and pan-Islamic sentiments tend to hide the ethnic factor behind the Tal-
iban movement. It is not only how a social group like the Taliban identifies
itself, what the sociologists might call subjective identity, but also how a
particular group is understood and recognized by others.49 The non-Pash-
tuns, some of them equally Islamists on their own terms, did not accept the
Taliban’s self-projection as an entirely Islamic and nonethnic movement.50

Nor was their claim of the movement and its leaders being above the eth-
nic considerations and the promise of accepting local autonomy of the eth-
nic groups in return for the acceptance of Taliban ideology and right to rule
in Kabul regarded as real.51

The minority ethnic groups were hardly impressed by the unity calls of
the Taliban under one Allah, one Quran, and one Islamic law.52 They
viewed them as essentially Pashtuns but even worse than the old Pashtun
oligarchy because of their rigid and orthodox interpretation of Islamic law
and its harsh implementation. All ethnic groups, the Tajiks, Uzbeks, and the
Hazaras opposed the Taliban tooth and nail to defend their traditional ter-
ritorial strongholds and claim to self-rule. These ethnic groups being rela-
tively weak and fragmented themselves with a history of infighting among
themselves now saw a more powerful enemy in the Taliban, and therefore
decided to close their ranks. The Taliban’s march beyond the Pashtun terri-
tories and onto Kabul provoked a new phase of civil war that was primarily
defined by the questions of power and ethnicity. In the case of ethnically
fragmented societies, the two cannot be separated. With the growth of eth-
nic identity and its politicization, the demands on sharing power at the cen-
ter, seeking recognition of identity, and assertion of autonomy have all been
common among minorities.53 Afghanistan’s minority groups had similar
concerns, interests, and strategies of empowerment. At the same time,
Afghanistan was and is a different country in two important respects. First,
the long years of war have greatly affected the construction of identity by
each ethnic group, and second, each one of the identities has gotten entan-
gled into a web of relationships with neighboring foreign powers and sim-
ilar ethnic groups across the national borders. These two factors contributed
to the complexity of the civil war and the patterns of internal and external
linkages that in many ways provided fuel to the civil war.

The conflict between the Northern Front that represented a wide mix of
ethnic minorities supported by a good number of foreign powers, and the
Taliban, supported by Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates
in varying degrees, shows the ugly face of multiple confrontation that raged
in and around Afghanistan over which of the Afghan groups would govern
and what would be the degree of influence that external powers would exer-
cise. The Taliban, while in power, reinforced the view that it wanted su-
premacy of Islamic law as it interpreted it, and second a veiled domination
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of the Pashtun majority. It is no surprise that Pashto, the language of the
Pashtun ethnic group, got better recognition as almost all the Taliban lead-
ers delivered their sermons in this language. Their press conferences and di-
alogue with representatives of foreign countries were also delivered in
Pashto.54 Not that Pashto replaced Dari in the urban areas, but being the lan-
guage of the ruling militia, it became associated with power. All other ethnic
groups reacted by focusing on their own particular identities and fought
back to deny their territories to the Taliban. By any criterion or definition,
this phase of the Afghan conflict was ethnic in orientation. The divide 
was primarily between the Pashtun Taliban and the non-Pashtun ethnic 
minority groups. There was only a very limited number of individuals on
both sides who for political reasons stayed with the nonethnic side. The 
Taliban–Northern Front war was the most bitter in terms of revenge, brutal-
ity, and intragroup violence.55 The atrocities committed by the Taliban
against their enemies both times they took over Mazar-i-Sharif are horrific
and well-documented. The atrocities that the Taliban committed while tak-
ing over Mazar-i-Sharif the second time, and what their enemies did to them
when they evicted them the first time, are horrific and well-documented.56

The Taliban, because of their zeal, commitment, numbers, resources, and
foreign support were able to capture most of the country and were able to
bottle up their opponents to a very narrow zone. The assassination of Ahmed
Shah Masud on 9 September 2001, just two days before the 9/11 terrorist at-
tacks in New York and Washington, D.C., made them virtually the new rulers
of Afghanistan.57 Their victory however began to change into their defeat and
removal from power as the United States and the rest of world community
came down very heavily on them because of their support of Osama bin
Laden and his terror network, both of which they hosted within the country.
Their refusal to hand over Osama and other leaders of his Al Qaeda organi-
zation to the U.S. authorities led to their defeat and expulsion from power.

POLITICAL RECONSTRUCTION AND ETHNICITY

The United States, in its war against the Taliban after the 9/11 tragedy, tried
the time-tested strategy of courting the enemies of the enemy. In Afghanistan,
the Northern Front emerged the natural ally of the United States, and the
leaders of the Front, for a price, obliged the United States for its need for their
territory, manpower, and intelligence gathering.58 Both had a common inter-
est in defeating the Taliban; the Northern Front, battered, humiliated, and
pushed into a corner of the country by the Taliban, was rather too eager to
jump on the American side and take the place of the Taliban in Kabul.

Therefore, it is necessary that one must assess the impact of ethnic factor in
the reconstruction of the Afghan state and society by raising this question: is
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the emerging power structure well represented by all ethnic groups? Is there
any feeling of exclusion or marginalization? The majority of the Pashtuns feel
that they have been excluded because of the Pashtun background of the Tal-
iban, and that their representation in the post-Taliban power arrangements
has been far below their numbers in the population. There is a deep sense of
loss of power within the Pashtun sectors of the Afghan society, but they nei-
ther have the political parties, institutions, or leaders in the opposition to
present their grievances or articulate their interests. Individual leaders from
the Pashtun area who have struck independent deals or have joined the post-
Taliban political arrangements give a false impression about the Pashtuns
having accepted the reality on the ground. Of course, there are many such im-
portant individuals with tribal or clan support, but there are doubts if they
represent the mass sentiment of the largest community. The selection of
Hamid Karzai during the Berlin conference in December 2001 as head of the
transitional administration was a good political move as he is a Pashtun from
Kandahar, the hometown of the Taliban.59 But has it really assured the Pash-
tuns that they have an adequate share in political power at the center? Selec-
tion of Karzai, who has done relatively well in consolidating his own position
and expanding the base of his government after the October 2004 elections,
has not erased the impression that power has been captured by the Tajik war-
lords supported by the United States and that Karzai is just a frontman with-
out any real power.60 This perception was perhaps accurate in the initial stage
when the United States was trying to put together the pieces of the Afghan po-
litical puzzle. And it owed a lot to the Northern Front leaders who for their
own reasons welcomed the U.S. intervention to “liberate” their country from
the Taliban. But over the last four years, things have begun to change.

Contrary to popular perceptions among the Pashtun social groups,
Karzai has emerged as a central political figure due to international recog-
nition and support. Karzai has also managed to strike pragmatic alliances,
and has garnered the support of a large section of the Pashtun community,
who voted for him in the presidential race in October 2004. Disregarding
popular perceptions among the Pashtun social groups, Karzai has emerged
as a central political figure by striking pragmatic alliances and has interna-
tional recognition and support, but most importantly, a large section of the
Pashtun community voted for him in the presidential race in October
2004.61 The question is, was it due to genuine feelings for Karzai or a sign
of protest and ethnic revulsion against his rival candidate, Mr. Yunis
Qanooni, a Tajik warlord? Many observers believe that the presidential elec-
tion demonstrated a sharp ethnic divide in the country. The Pashtuns voted
for Karzai because he was a Pashtun, and the Tajiks voted mainly for the
Tajik candidate and others for the members of their own communities. The
results of presidential elections reflect a sort of national census on ethnic-
ity. There was no major shift in voting across the ethnic lines, except where
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some important leader of an ethnic group entered into an alliance with a
leader from another group. Such kind of voting behavior, however, is very
common in the developing countries, particularly in south Asia, where peo-
ple vote along the lines of caste, tribe, subtribe, clan, and extended net-
works of family or bridari.62 Although Afghanistan is not an exception in
this regard, the memory of intraethnic violence and social effects of a long
civil war may have long-term effects on the balance of power among the
ethnic groups. The most troubling aspect of the ethnic divide is that the ma-
jority group, the Pashtun, which had never defined itself in a narrow ethnic
category and had symbolized the ethos of Afghan nationalism, has begun
to nurture ethnic feelings. Scholars of ethnic studies have found different
reasons for the rise of ethnic feelings, and it is not always the minority be-
coming politically alienated and marginalized.63 Any community or ethnic
group that enjoyed power for part of a country’s history but saw decline in
its share of power as other social groups got better representation had its
ethnic identity become politicized.64 The question of why Pashtuns sup-
ported the Taliban or why they remain relatively alienated from the power
arrangements in Afghanistan cannot be addressed without examining eth-
nic fragmentation and disruption of traditional ethnic balance among the
social groups.

A large section of the political and intellectual elite of the Pashtun com-
munity has held the view that the Pashtuns, who traditionally exercised rel-
atively greater influence in Afghanistan, have lost power. It began to happen
with the ouster of the communist regime of Najibullah.65 Anwar-ul-Haq
Ahady, a former professor of political science at Providence College, Rhode
Island, and the governor of the State Bank of Afghanistan since the ouster of
Taliban, attributes the decline of the Pashtuns to five major factors. These
are: capture of Kabul by the coalition of ethnic minorities, fragmentation
and conflict of interest among the Pashtun groups, the disconnect between
the Pashtun resistance parties and the society at a grassroots level, negative
Western feelings toward the Pashtun community because of its support and
association with groups like the one led by Hikmatyar, and the competition
for influence in Afghanistan among its neighbors.66 For the last four years,
the American war efforts to stabilize Afghanistan very much like the Soviet
counterinsurgency strategy have focused on the Pashtun areas. The reasons
for concentration of military operations against the Pashtun territory are
identical, although the historical settings and driving force for military in-
tervention by the superpowers are very different. Chief among them is the
historical tradition of resistance among the Pashtuns against the presence of
foreign powers in Afghanistan and a popular perception at present that their
country has been invaded and occupied by the United States. The popular
discourse and discussion on Afghanistan by the media ignores this fact, and
rather it centers on the Taliban, Al Qaeda, and terrorism.67 It is true that the
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Taliban is still active and its attacks against the United States and fledgling
Afghan national army troops seemed to have increased since 2005. Also, the
leaders of the Taliban and Al Qaeda organizations have continued to evade
arrest and prosecution. Nor has terrorism emanating from Pashtun-
dominated regions across the Afghanistan-Pakistan border been completely
eliminated. The activism of the Taliban and presence of fugitive leaders in
the border regions between the two countries raises the question of why
some sections of the Pashtuns, if not the majority, support them against the
American forces even at a heavy cost of military reprisals and regular aerial
attacks and ground operations.68 Even if one concedes the point that there
has been progress in winning over tribal loyalties in the Pashtun areas, and
there has been progress of reconstruction projects, enlarging presence of se-
curity forces, and some rehabilitation of agricultural economy, the problem
of insecurity, fear, and the presence of the Taliban persist. One may also raise
the question of whether the Taliban is the right kind of identification of the
forces that are resisting the presence of American forces and American sup-
port to the government in Kabul.

It would also not be irrelevant to study the political history of Afghanistan
in similar situations, the two wars the British fought in the nineteenth cen-
tury, and the one imposed by the Soviet Union in the last quarter of the
twentieth century. On these three occasions, the Pashtuns took a larger part
of the responsibility of defending the country and for that reason bore the
brunt of the foreign wars. Two of the major characteristics of their earlier his-
torical encounters with the foreign powers are relevant to the new war
launched by the United States, though in a totally different context. First is
the growth of wider support for the militias at the societal level and the in-
volvement of more than one group. In the present situation which appears
to be more complex, we see support from the Pashtun tribes on the Pakistani
side of the border, joining of the insurgency activities by Hizb-i-Islami of Hik-
matyar and also by the underworld of smugglers and drug traffickers.69 The
second characteristic is a sense of historical burden that the Pashtun seem to
carry on their shoulders to defend Afghanistan. Such a sense has negative ef-
fects on interethnic relations in the country because it casts the minorities
out of patriotic mythology and labels them as collaborators with foreign
powers. This sense also existed at the time of the communist governments,
particularly when the Soviets installed Babrak Karmal (1980–1986). By de-
sign and policy Karmal under Soviet guidance brought the ethnic minorities
closer to the regime, to serve as a political counterweight to the Pashtuns
who accounted for the bulk of anticommunist resistance forces.70 The U.S.
policy in a similar vein started with the cooptation of the ethnic minorities,
and at least for three years, paid greater attention to leaders of ethnic mi-
norities than to the Pashtuns. The reasons for this tilt or choice were obvi-
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ous. The ethnic minorities driven out of power by the Taliban militia were
more open to welcoming and supporting the U.S. forces than the Pashtun
community that provided a strong political and ethnic base to the Taliban.
In every situation, like the post-Taliban conditions of Afghanistan, some of
the tribal leaders and strong individuals with local and regional influence
from Pashtun areas have sided with the central government and cooperated
with the foreign powers.

Ethnicity is an issue in all multiethnic societies.71 But it is an issue of
deeper concern and graver consequences in societies going through post-
conflict reconstruction, which Afghanistan is today. The reason for this con-
cern is the impact of stubborn legacies of the conflict on interethnic and 
intersocietal relationships. In Afghanistan ethnic communities have been
guilty of genocidal acts, ethnic cleansing, and brutality against one another.
As that phase of conflict is over and Afghanistan is rebuilding itself as a new
state, the question of ethnic balance, equity, fair share in power, and ade-
quate representation have become important. The non-Pashtun ethnic
groups are greatly empowered, more self-confident, and have maintained
control over their regions for decades now. Pashtuns who claim majority in
the population think power has shifted to minority groups, notably the
Tajiks, a view which is contested. Some of the Afghan scholars however ar-
gue that “there are no majority or minority ethnic groups” in Afghanistan
because such a characterization is offensive and pejorative.72 In our view
nonrecognition of ethnicity as a factor in Afghanistan’s present and future
politics will not make this issue disappear, rather it would haunt the policy
makers with its powerful influence on perceptions about power, identity,
and marginality in Afghanistan. Our argument is that Afghanistan has
changed vastly in terms of ethnic balance due to civil war, foreign interven-
tion, and state failure. Defining Afghan nationalism in singular terms,
therefore, is no longer a political possibility. As reconstruction is the over-
arching political theme in Afghanistan, perhaps its identity politics need re-
construction by recognizing the reality of ethnic empowerment of minori-
ties and providing institutionalized balance and representation of all
groups in the political, economic, and cultural life of the country.
Afghanistan and its majority community, the Pashtuns, need to understand
the political logic of a reconstruction of identity as a composite nationhood
that would be accommodative and not exclusionary. Recognition of ethnic-
ity and legitimacy of the claim of each group for space in all spheres of na-
tional life will have positive political implications about rights, representa-
tion, autonomy, and a sense of worth and right to participate in the power
arrangements of the country. With the growth in the capacity of the state, as
reconstruction projects in different areas of national life spin off positive
political effects, the ethnic groups may find a new balance among them-
selves.
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The sudden rise of the Taliban movement raises many questions. How and
why did the Taliban succeed in capturing more than two-thirds of the terri-
tory without any major resistance until they pushed across the areas popu-
lated by ethnic minorities? Why did the Taliban emerge from and remain
confined to the Pashtun-dominated regions? Was religion the only driving
force behind the Taliban movement or did Pashtun ethnicity play any role?
What was the national and world outlook of the Taliban? Was the Islamic
fundamentalism of the Taliban different from that of similar groups in other
Islamic countries? Is there any relationship between the cultural and reli-
gious definition of good and how does that influence the politics of Islam in
Afghanistan and other Muslim societies? These are complex questions, but
any student of Afghanistan and Islamic politics would need to address them
to explain Islamic social and political movements and determine why they
have a tendency to turn violent. Instead of taking each question indepen-
dently, we will try to address them together with some added focus on a few
of them. Before doing this however, it would be useful to examine how the
existing literature on Afghanistan, which has proliferated because of global
demand in understanding the society and politics, depicts the Taliban move-
ment and its rise to power. The discourses about the Taliban may be grouped
essentially into two categories with some variations. Even these four cate-
gories that we have suggested are more heuristic devices than definite expla-
nations, and they have many overlapping characteristics.

The first is the incomplete politics of Mujahideen resistance; the coun-
tries that supported the war of resistance against the former Soviet Union,
notably the United States and Pakistan, did not pay any or enough atten-
tion to the postconflict political and economic reconstruction. For them
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that was too distant in the future, and the task at hand was how to defeat
the Soviet Union. Washington, in the first few years of the war, was not even
convinced whether the Soviet Union would ever quit the country or could
be forced to do so.1 Its assistance to the Afghan resistance was motivated
largely by Cold War concerns against the rival superpower and by the need
to rehabilitate its credibility as guarantor of security in the anxiety-stricken
neighboring Gulf region.

The scale of national uprising against the communists was so wide and
intense that there emerged all kinds of leaders, groups, and forces, at all lev-
els of society; all wanting to liberate the country but with very little in com-
mon in terms of political vision or leadership. Some have also argued that
it served the interests of Pakistan to keep the resistance divided in recog-
nizing seven groups by confirming legitimacy to them and entitling them
to economic and military assistance.2 None of the major outside players
wanted to address the issue of internal cohesion among the Mujahideen
groups or help create some kind of common political and military forums
from the outset of the war of resistance. Either they thought these were lofty
goals or believed that placing fighting men and material in the field was too
pressing to pay attention to the mechanics of political organization. One
could understand this logic for the first couple of years, but not for the next
eight years when there was ample time and opportunity, and when later
there were clear signs of the Mujahideen victory.

One also needs to keep in mind the dynamics of war inside the coun-
try and the international climate created by the Soviet occupation. In the
intensity of war and efforts to sustain it for a long haul, the supporters of
resistance failed to examine the long-term consequences and likely im-
pact of the new forces produced by the conflict on the Afghan society and
the adjacent regions. One of the abiding criticisms of Pakistan’s policy to-
ward Afghanistan is that Pakistan deliberately sidelined the moderate fac-
tions within the Afghan resistance, putting its weight behind the Islamist
radical Mujahideen groups.3 In the final years of the resistance, there were
opportunities to explore the issue of power transition with the Moscow-
backed government in Kabul.4 Overtures by Moscow, which was keen to
negotiate a coalition government, and similar moves by Najibullah were
conveniently spurned, as Pakistan smelled victory for the Mujahideen in
the air.

With the benefit of hindsight one may term Pakistani and American strat-
egy in Afghanistan as myopic. But one may also consider a human as well
as institutional dilemma of state bureaucracies to visualize political events
in distant futures. Islamists and radicals who are now branded as terrorists
were genuinely aligned with the West during the Cold War against commu-
nism, and Afghanistan was their common battleground. The United States
and Pakistan formulated and pursued goals in the objective environment of
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the 1980s. The American goals in the resistance were confined to defeating
the Soviet aggression, while Pakistan wanted to establish a government that
would be friendly or would at least deny influence to Pakistan’s regional ri-
vals in Afghanistan. Thus, neither of the two key players backing the resist-
ance showed consistent interest in shaping political institutions among the
resistance groups for future peace and stability.

Learning from the experience of other insurgencies and nationalist move-
ments in the colonial world, some forms of partnership and coalition build-
ing might have been introduced. The political future of Afghanistan was left
to the good intentions of the domestic political players that were constantly
being manipulated by Pakistan and others; these players, even during the in-
tense periods of war against Moscow, were interlocked into turf battles. There
was no evidence at that time that the bitter factionalism among the Afghan
Mujahideen parties would get resolved on its own or produce any political
coherence when the Soviet troops departed from their country. They had nei-
ther any common political institutions to interact with nor were able to de-
velop a political process that could generate social capacity and linkages be-
tween their strategy of war and politics of peace once they defeated the
common enemy. This neglect resulted in a political vacuum among the Mu-
jahideen groups. Pakistan, their main handler, preferred to deal with each of
the seven groups separately, assigning different value and importance to each
according to its estimation of role in the war efforts and commitment to the
overall strategy that its planners behind the lines drew in closed offices.5 One
may also argue that keeping the Mujahideen divided was a convenient strat-
egy to exercise greater control over them; but in terms of creating stable and
peaceful Afghanistan, it was disastrous. We have dealt with some of these
points in a chapter on Islamic resistance. What we have tried to argue is that
the roots of the Taliban movement may be traced to the factional politics of
the Mujahideen parties. Political capacity of the Mujahideen parties to gov-
ern Afghanistan together and revive its old traditions and build new institu-
tions to sustain peace and economic reconstruction would have prevented
the outbreak of the costly civil war that followed the collapse of the Na-
jibullah regime. But this is only one of the many explanations about the rise
of the Taliban movement. Our contention is that in order to understand how
the Taliban emerged as rulers of the country one may need to look at other
factors that are peculiar to Afghanistan, notably its ambitious neighbors,
geopolitical environment, and more importantly, the internal dynamics of
its social, political, and ethnic divisions.

The second set of explanations relate to the destruction of the Afghan state
and its institutions.6 While the general chaos, disorder, political fragmenta-
tion, and ethnic rivalries and unsettled issue of political power among the
Mujahideen groups created circumstances that facilitated the rise of the Tal-
iban, the most important thing to note is that there was no state apparatus
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with any capacity to check or confront them. The insurgency against the So-
viet Union had crippled the Afghan state, and whatever was left of it was fur-
ther destroyed by the ensuing civil war among the Mujahideen parties. The
political void created by the defeat and departure of the former Soviet Union
increased the vulnerability of the beleaguered and demoralized Marxist state
that Moscow had left behind to largely fend off itself against the Mujahideen
and ambitious neighbors. It is remarkable that without the presence of the
Soviet forces and with limited flow of arms, the Najibullah regime survived
for more than three years. The Mujahideen parties failed to capture a single
town even in the peripheral regions like Jalalabad.7 A limited success against
the rural town of Khost, on the border of Pakistan, was more a result of bar-
gaining and cash flow than a real military victory. What was the reason for
the failure of the Mujahideen parties to capture any territory and establish
control inside the country? They were neither trained nor willing to fight a
conventional battle against the Afghan army that had maintained a good de-
gree of internal cohesion until the end of 1991. The Mujahideen factions
preferred to conserve their energy, resources, material, and manpower for a
final showdown among themselves hoping that after the disintegration of
the Soviet Union, the Marxist regime in Kabul would also collapse. The fact
is once the common enemy was about to fade off, the factionalized Mu-
jahideen parties set their sights on how to control power in Kabul. A prior
agreement to share power that Pakistan, Iran, and Saudi Arabia hastily bro-
kered in Peshawar in the last week of April 1992 failed to prevent the out-
break of civil war that many had feared would erupt.8 While the Mujahideen
leaders were quarrelling over the fine lines of the Peshawar Accord, Najibul-
lah’s hold over power had begun to loosen up with the defection of many
army generals from non-Pashtun minorities to Commander Ahmed Shah
Masud toward the last week of April 1992. The defecting generals paved the
way for Massoud and orchestrated a secret entry of his troops into Kabul out-
flanking his rivals, particularly the Hizb-i-Islami of Hikmatyar. All others fol-
lowed the movement of the militia controlled by Massoud. Most of them
fought ferociously over the control of Kabul, staking claims over parts of it,
virtually dividing the city into separate territorial domains. There is consen-
sus among the Afghans as well as outside observers that Kabul, which re-
mained hitherto unharmed, was destroyed by the turf battles of the Mu-
jahideen parties, particularly the Hizb-i-Islami of Gulbadin Hikmatyar.

The weakened position of the Afghan state in terms of its vital institutions
and political capacity was further compounded by the question of legitimacy
of those who controlled it—the coalition dominated by Ahmed Shah Masud
and Burhanuddin Rabbani. Encouraged by their foreign sponsors, notably
Iran and Russia, they decided to stay on even after the short tenure of office
stipulated in the Peshawar Accord expired.9 Disregard to the veracity of
claims of legitimacy by the rival factions and the genuineness of their griev-
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ances, armed confrontation among them crippled their individual and col-
lective capacity to revive the dead Afghan state. The conflict among the war-
ring factions that had begun to shape along ethnic and regional lines dashed
the hope about peace and normal life of millions of Afghans dislocated in-
side the country and living in exile in refugee camps in neighboring Iran and
Pakistan. The Mujahideen lost their credibility, among the population that
supported them during the war of resistance, to govern the country. All
groups, with disregard to ethnicity, became greatly disillusioned with their
selfish and individualist quest for power, lawlessness of former commanders
who became local warlords, and inability of the Mujahideen factions to
work together to maintain social peace and order.

Another point which is necessary to note about the statelessness of
Afghanistan is that the foreign sponsors of the Mujahideen resistance failed
to fully comprehend the political and security implications of removal of
the Marxist government by force or its sudden collapse from within, which
was actually the case. The United Nations representatives had partially suc-
ceeded in brokering an agreement that could result in the peaceful transfer
of power in the last week of April.10 But it was too late and not all the fac-
tions were willing to share power according to the vision of the peace plan.
Peaceful power transition should have been one of the central themes of ne-
gotiations and should have come as a part of the larger package of the
Geneva Accords that were signed in April 1988.11 This question was left to
be negotiated later through the agency of the UN. The Afghan groups and
their regional backers were, in our opinion, more interested in capturing
power by force than negotiating a political deal with the Marxist govern-
ment. A negotiated settlement and peaceful transition would have saved
hundreds of thousands of lives and some capacity of the Afghan state in-
cluding its National Army to maintain peace and order. As a result of this
failure, Afghanistan sunk into a civil war that created large stretches of no
man’s land where private militias and stateless terrorists began to operate
with impunity. A state with no capacity, political or material, to defend it-
self was no match for the zealous religious forces of the Taliban that had
snowballed into the second largest mobilization after the national uprising
that followed the Soviet invasion of the country.

In most of the works that have so far been produced on the rise and rule
of the Taliban, there is exclusive emphasis on their religious background,
ideology, and anti-Western world outlook.12 In our opinion, we need to
carefully assess the social base of the Taliban. Their links with antimodern
and anti-West transnational Islamic radical networks like Al Qaeda and sec-
tarian outfits of Pakistan have obscured the Pashtun ethnic origin of the
movement. In order to explore the Pashtun ethnicity and how it became a
social base of the Taliban movement, we will have to digress a little bit and
go into the larger issue of war and the rise of ethnicity among the minority
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groups. In the first place, Afghanistan was never an ethnically integrated na-
tion; throughout its history, it has been a split nation, divided and further
subdivided into tribes and narrow territorially defined entities. Social inter-
action, mixing up, and exchanges among the various groups took place
only in a few urban settings. The growth of institutions of higher learning
concentrated in Kabul, expansion of bureaucracy, open and some clandes-
tine political activity brought the diverse ethnic groups together, but with-
out modern economic and political processes each group tended to gravi-
tate around the narrow zones of subtribal and subethnic identities. There
was not enough trust or cultural sensitivity toward one another to produce
any greater degree of social or political solidarity beyond a fuzzy and no-
tional symbolism of Afghan nationalism whose definition remains con-
tested. Afghanistan remained deficient in the process of nation building un-
der both the monarchy and during the chaos of Marxist rule. Pashtuns as a
majority ethnic community and as a ruling group had a perception of po-
litical dominance, but the historical balance that the Afghan rulers had cre-
ated accommodated some interests and aspirations of other social groups.
Non-Pashtun ethnic groups made significant gains through educational op-
portunity and the opening up of new professions along with traditional
trade and commerce. But the Pashtun-dominated oligarchy exclusively took
the responsibility of defining Afghan nationalism and articulating the vi-
sion of nation and statehood. The Pashtun-dominated political order had a
stable balance but it was neither symmetrical nor representative of all re-
gional and ethnic interests. It would be pertinent to mention that some
scholars of Afghanistan studies question the entire notion of Pashtun dom-
inance by raising questions about which groups actually dominated culture,
modern sectors of the economy, urban life, and jobs in the state machinery.
In their view, even the Afghan monarchy was alien to its Pashtun roots, as
it embraced Persian language and cultivated a Persian urban mannerism
and court culture.13

Once the old order broke down with the end of monarchy in 1973, new
forms of politics began to emerge, which had destabilizing effects on state
institutions, society, and intergroup relationships. In brief, three dimensions
of new era politics can be mentioned to get an idea about how multidimen-
sional polarization was taking place in a traditional society. The alliance of
Parcham and Khalq, the two communist factions with Daoud, took the de-
bate on to new ideologies; Marxism and Islam came out of the drawing
rooms and into the open forums of educational institutions. The debate in-
volved large groups of educated urban sections of the population and fac-
tionalized them along narrow loyalties to individuals and small groups. Sec-
ond, political rivalry between the Marxists and Islamists turned violent as the
former used agency of the state and partnership with Daoud to eliminate po-
litical threat from the Islamist groups. Third, Soviet penetration of the
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Afghan state institutions, and counterintervention by Pakistan to force
Daoud to change his policy added a strong external factor to internally po-
larized politics of Afghanistan. Although Daoud’s modernist, nationalist vi-
sion of Afghanistan was consistent with his reputation and known political
ideals, the Marxist forces that backed his capture of power had a different
agenda and had pressure points outside the country. Therefore, the republi-
can regime that Daoud attempted to structure had big political holes and
dangerous ideological fault lines. When he realized the danger of becoming
ensnared by the Moscow-controlled Marxist groups, it was already too late
for him. Daoud and immediate members of his family were killed when the
Soviet-trained and ideologically indoctrinated air force and army officers
staged the coup, which was directed by Hafizullah Amin, leader of the Khalq
faction on 27 April 1978. This tragic episode of Afghan history buried the
dream of a modern Afghanistan with common bonds of culture, history, and
Afghan nationalism. We have discussed these aspects of Afghan politics and
society in detail earlier. The Marxist groups that took over control of the gov-
ernment were factionalized along personal, regional, and ethnic lines. Nei-
ther the communist ideology nor the common benefactor and patron, the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, was able to resolve their unending
feuds. The disintegration of the already fragile social, economic, and politi-
cal institutions created unprecedented chaos, insecurity, and social disorder.

The unstructured national resistance that quickly began to rise against the
Soviet military march into Afghanistan, in December 1980, also took local,
regional, and ethnic forms. A fierce struggle for power among the various
Afghan Mujahideen parties that had a weak and loosely defined relation-
ship with the local commanders inside the country gradually acquired an
ethnic and regional dimension. A cursory look at the pattern of civil wars in
the Third World, which have abounded,14 will show that they have been fu-
eled by ethnic considerations and the cycles of violence they created have
further strengthened ethnic identities. In the case of Afghanistan, non-Pash-
tun groups through foreign support and alliances gained control of their
own areas, established local structures of authority, and considerably em-
powered themselves through the different phases of war. This begs the ques-
tion of what impact has this left on the Pashtun ethnicity and how this con-
tributed to the rise of the Taliban.

Pashtuns bore the brunt of the Soviet war, faced the greatest challenge of
physical and social dislocation, and fought back heroically. They rallied
around their resistance leaders and local commanders in the name of
Afghan nationalism and Islam, the two recurrent themes in the history of
their struggles against foreign powers that attempted to dominate their
country. The resistance parties in the Pashtun areas had many shades and
colors but the most defining one was the Pashtun ethos and values that gel
well with traditional Islam in the cultural sense of the word. These twin
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sides of the inner consciousness of the Pashtuns were instrumental in deny-
ing the Soviet forces control over their territories and populations. At the
end of Soviet occupation and the later collapse of the Marxist regime of Na-
jibullah, the Pashtuns saw the power shift to the Tajik minority with Rab-
bani as president and their strongman Ahmad Shah Massoud as the guar-
antor of security of the new political arrangements in Kabul. The Pashtuns
in the National Army and in other positions of power in the waning years
of the Marxist rule tried to facilitate the Pashtun parties notably of Gul-
badin Hikmatyar, but lost the game to their ethnic rivals in similar posi-
tions.15 Once officially in control, Rabbani and Massoud gained in interna-
tional stature, and obtained the resources and recognition necessary to
consolidate their hold on power. Efforts by Hikmatyar, a Pashtun who com-
manded the most formidable force at that time, failed to get a share in
power through negotiations or the use of force. Other Pashtun groups were
too small, weak, and divided, but were never averse to the repeated attempts
that Hikmatyar had made to capture Kabul. Pashtuns at large felt humili-
ated, powerless, and without a leader who could reunify them. Some of
them looked toward former King Zahir Shah, but he neither had an army
nor the political will or vigor to return and lead his divided nation. He
knew well how Afghanistan, through the war of resistance and foreign in-
tervention, had changed with the emergence of new forces. The traditional
Pashtun oligarchy and tribal notables that wanted to see him back were
mostly in exile and marginalized by the Pakistani authorities. Pakistan pre-
ferred Islamists like Gulbadin Hikmatyar as it felt threatened from political
mobilization and unity of the Pashtun groups around the traditional no-
tion of Afghan nationalism that evoked fears of raising questions about the
border issue.16

The security situation in the Pashtun areas was another important reason
why the cross-section of the population from ordinary villagers to trades-
men, commanders of the Afghan army and former members of the com-
munist party welcomed the Taliban. Why was there such mass-based appeal
of the Taliban vis-à-vis the security situation? The people were sick and tired
of the checkpoints on roads and highways by different local warlords who
forced passengers and traders to pay them for a safe passage. Indiscriminate
murders and kidnapping created social chaos. Defying the will of the war-
lords would lead to beating, detainment, and, worse, loss of life and prop-
erty. The major resistance parties lost control over the local commanders
when their sources of funding dried up. The former commanders in many
areas assumed the role of local thugs. Most, if not all of them, began to prey
on their own populations to extort resources to maintain their power. This
was not the dawn of liberation and security that they had expected after the
defeat of the Soviet Union and its Afghan clients. The chaos and disorder
resulted primarily from the destruction of the Afghan state and its institu-
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tions; though historically fragile they had had presence and some capacity
to deal with rogue elements even in the peripheral regions. The traditional
power structure of elderly tribesmen and locally influential persons got
pushed to the margins with the rise of strongmen with guns, foreign
monies, and militiamen on the payrolls of the warlords.

As discussed earlier, observers of Afghanistan’s political history fail to un-
derstand the social origin of the Taliban because it is convenient to cast them
as a group motivated by the desire of creating an Islamic state. There is no
doubt about their ideological inclinations or commitment to an ideal of Is-
lamic state, which we will delve into a little later. But there are questions
about whether it was a planned force with a well-defined idea about how to
capture power and rule Afghanistan, the way the Taliban did when it actu-
ally gained control over most of the country. The view that the Taliban was
an accidental force and a local affair cannot be dismissed out of hand. When
the distressed local population approached the Taliban madrasa headed by
former Mujahideen warrior Mullah Omer to recover a boy who was kid-
napped and molested by a rogue commander, the Taliban and its leaders had
no plans to capture political power.17 How, then, did their motive change is
a question that we need to address with reference to the human need for se-
curity and trust. Afghanistan was truly in a state of nature; a state so vividly
described by the eighteenth century English philosopher Thomas Hobbes, to
drive the point home that without the strong arm of state, the society would
lose its peace because the selfish nature of mankind would lead them to vi-
olate rights of other human beings, particularly the weak ones who might
lack the power to defend themselves.18 The social conditions in Afghanistan
mirrored the chaos of the state of nature in turmoil, “every one against every
one,” and “life was short, brutish and nasty.”19 Under such conditions it was
natural for the ordinary Afghans to accept the protection that the newly
emerging Taliban force offered. The Taliban’s slogans of peace, justice, and
security of life and property were attractive. And they were not empty slo-
gans, they enforced their vision of just order by gentle persuasion first, and
when that failed, by brutal use of force. The Taliban movement filled a vac-
uum left by the collapse of the state.

Secondly, the Taliban accumulated trust and confidence of the Pashtun
community to which they belonged. Their personal character, strong com-
mitment to what they believed in, and sentiment of sacrifice for religion and
the country invoked a tremendous amount of sympathy and support among
the Pashtuns. As the force began to gather credibility, self-confidence, and
gained control of territories, the Pashtun peasants, former army men and
Mujahideen fighters who had fought on opposite sides, looking for a new as-
signment, began to join them in hordes. It was a Pashtun whirlwind that
gathered more momentum with each falling commander and successive
withering away of the Mujahideen parties, which had lost local respect and
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support. Trust in all cultures is an important asset to build relationships and
networks, what in modern social science inquiry is referred to as social cap-
ital.20 We are using trust as a basic cultural expression that exists among
tribal networks. In these societies, it is the honor and sanctity of word that
matters more than a written contract. The Taliban delivered on what it prom-
ised on the issue of security both by word and deed, and it earned more trust
and support. Afghans in the Pashtun zones wanted security of life and prop-
erty and some degree of certainty. The Taliban gave them just that but on the
condition of total obedience to the order it wanted to create. Haunted by the
ghost of local warlords, it was not a bad bargain. Moreover, the Taliban’s
conception of justice, order, and Islamic piety was close to the customary Is-
lam that the Pashtun tribes have practiced for centuries.

Having brought Pashtun ethnicity to the debate about the emergence of
the Taliban, it is necessary to qualify our position. The ethnic consciousness
was largely latent, unarticulated, and was never brought to the level of po-
litical discourse or rhetoric. As the movement was shaped by many complex
internal and external forces, its emergence cannot and shouldn’t be ex-
plained with reference to any single set of factors. This is what we have tried
to argue in the previous sections by looking at the failure of Mujahideen
parties, terror of the warlords, social disorder, political vacuum, and ethnic-
ity. Let us now turn to what role religion had in the making of the Taliban
rule. The Taliban movement was Islamic in character and in agreement with
the way Islam is understood and practiced in the Pashtun territories both
on the Pakistan as well as the Afghanistan side. Its ambitions rose from ac-
cidental security force to a regional movement with the ideal of establish-
ing an Islamic state. Its victories were quicker than anybody could imagine
because the society needed some credible security force to counter political
anarchy. The society at large was exhausted and had lost the strength of its
institutions. Battered for eighteen years, the local populations had no ea-
gerness or vigor to resist any new force hovering over them or to risk their
lives to support the discredited local commanders, rogue warlords, or war-
ring Mujahideen factions that were in total disarray. The Taliban rode on the
wave of general frustration, despair, and unending anxiety among the pop-
ulations, particularly among the Pashtuns.

Among all these factors in our judgment, the undercurrents of Pashtun
nationalism, though, subdued by the Islamic rhetoric of the Taliban, served
as a bedrock for the growth of the movement. Largely for this reason the
movement captured more than two-thirds of the country without any ma-
jor resistance and its social support base remained largely confined to the
Pashtun-dominated regions where it emerged. The leaders of the movement
had remarkable success in reunifying the Pashtun belt, using Islamic sym-
bolism and security as tool of political mobilization. What motivated the
Pashtuns and set them behind the Taliban was a general concern that they
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had lost power over the state to the Tajiks and Uzbeks, and the Taliban was
the right kind of force to secure their country and establish order. The Pash-
tuns had difficulty in accepting the fact that ethnic and religious minorities
had grown vastly powerful, and had created autonomous regional fief-
doms.21 Pashtuns, on the other hand, wanted to reestablish a reunified, cen-
tralized Afghan state under their domination. This still remains a funda-
mental point of consensus among them.

PAKISTANI CONNECTION

The Afghan groups internally opposed to the Taliban movement and most
foreign observers have tended to place too much emphasis, if not entire
credit or blame, on Pakistan and on independent religious groups based
there for the Taliban’s rise to the conquest of the larger parts of Afghan-
istan.22 Pakistan has played a key role in the internal politics of the coun-
try from organizing, training, and funding the Mujahideen resistance to
switching its support to the Taliban movement. How much of the rise of
the Taliban can be attributed to the Pakistani connection and how much
of it was on account of domestic and regional factors is a question that will
perhaps never be settled because of the political controversies that have
surrounded this question. Enough has already been written on it.23 And
more needs to be done to search the social, political, and economic roots
of the Taliban movement. In most of the literature on Afghanistan, the so-
cietal factors seem to have been relegated to secondary importance, or ig-
nored, stressing the Pakistani connection more than anything else. We
think that any discussion about the rise of the Taliban will be incomplete
without explaining the kind of support that Pakistan extended, for what
reasons and to what effects. The motives, interests, and strategy of Pakistan
also needs to be explained to answer why it supported the Taliban move-
ment, and whether or not it was the right kind of strategy. How much
weight and influence Pakistan carried with the Taliban leaders is another
important question that we need to answer.

We must recognize the fact that the rise of the Taliban movement took
place at a time of internal contestation in Afghanistan and bitter rivalry
among its neighbors. All the regional states, notably Iran, Central Asian
states,24 and Pakistan, stepped up their efforts to bolster their favorite
Afghan factions to increase and maintain their respective influence in the
future politics of Afghanistan. Pakistan was better poised to exercise influ-
ence than others because of its wartime linkages and dependency relation-
ships that it had created during the anti-Soviet war. But soon after a Mu-
jahideen government was installed through the Peshawar Accord, which
Pakistan was instrumental in brokering, Pakistan’s influence had begun to
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wane with other regional powers also stepping in and supporting various
groups that would be compatible with their vision of politics and regional
security. The Mujahideen government in Kabul was freer to interact with ex-
ternal powers and no longer was it under the obligation of its former pa-
trons in Islamabad to shape its foreign or domestic policies. Had the Mu-
jahideen groups been united or succeeded in building a workable coalition
among them, perhaps the external influence over some groups inside the
country might have gradually disappeared. That was not to be the case;
rather Afghan politics took an opposite direction.

The designated prime minister Gulbadin Hikmatyar, and Ahmed Shah
Masud, the gendarme of the Rabbani regime, locked themselves in a bitter
feud over the control of Kabul, which would determine who ruled
Afghanistan. Their rivalry and unending conflict forced them to turn to for-
eign benefactors. Masud turned to Iran, Russia, Tajikistan, and India, while
Hikmatyar continued to receive support from Pakistan.25 Iran and Russia
openly encouraged Rabbani to stay in power, reneging on the obligation to
convene a consultative assembly to draft a new constitution and finally
hold elections in the country. Violating the Peshawar Accord had four ad-
verse consequences for the Rabbani regime and for the stability of the coun-
try. First was the question of political legitimacy; irrespective of what the na-
ture of a political system is, it is an important issue for those who exercise
political authority and they cannot escape from it. Let us take its simplest
connotation, popular acceptance, which was not there beyond the narrow
margins of some Tajik ethnic groups. Or let us consider any loose criteria of
control or exercise of political authority as a mark of institutional capacity
to govern, which never went beyond certain pockets of the capital city. Nei-
ther the Afghan tradition of consultation nor persuasion by friendly coun-
tries succeeded in resolving the question of legitimacy and power: who will
exercise power, on what basis, and for how long, once the Peshawar Accord
was thrown into the proverbial “dustbin of history.”

The second negative consequence of going back on the commitments
spelled out in the Peshawar Accord was that war reemerged as the essential
instrument of settling political differences on access to power. All Mu-
jahideen factions, who were distrustful of one another, had begun to pre-
pare for capturing Kabul well before the departure of the Soviet forces from
their country. Particularly, the two most powerful of them, Hizb and Jamiat,
had their strategy, manpower and stock of weapons in place, and it seems
neither of them wanted to live by any agreement reached between them by
the intervention of friendly countries. Therefore, refusal by Rabbani to step
down accelerated factional strife. Rabbani and Masud wanted to stay in
power by force, and others who wanted to remove them had to resort to the
same. Afghanistan was once again in deep turmoil, now with Afghans fight-
ing Afghans.
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Third, the new phase of war among the Mujahideen parties necessitated
that they look for partners among the regional powers, who, as indicated
earlier, wanted to support them to increase their influence inside the coun-
try. It can be argued that had the Mujahideen parties settled their political
differences peacefully, the regional rivalry could perhaps have been reduced
and even directed toward positive competition for reconstruction of
Afghanistan. Since security, power, and political dominance were the goods
that the Afghan factions wanted to have, it required them to seek foreign pa-
tronage, which they did without any moral restraint or good of the country.
They were blinded by their particularistic interests into grabbing more,
rather than rising above these considerations to collectively face the gigan-
tic task of rebuilding Afghanistan.

The fourth impact of the collapse of the Peshawar Accord was on the eco-
nomic and social situation of the country. Afghans, dislocated both inter-
nally and externally, living in the refugee camps in Iran and Pakistan, had
hoped to return to their country after the end of communist rule. The new
phase of conflict dashed their hopes as the fighting, social anarchy, and lack
of any economic opportunity prevented them from coming back to the
country. Those in Kabul and the other few cities that had been spared by the
Mujahideen-Soviet war got trapped into the new war. In fact, a new wave of
refugees from Kabul began to trickle down to Pakistan and other countries.
Many Afghans who were on the sidelines or had passively accepted the So-
viet intervention were quite skeptical about the ability of the Mujahideen
parties to stay together in one political fold and their ability to govern the
country. Their doubts were not unfounded and proved to be true. The fight-
ing among the Mujahideen parties shows how a decentralized resistance
movement was able to deny the Soviet Union effective control over the
country, but at the same time, it established that without some common
structure of ideology, leadership, and institutions it degenerated into local
fiefdoms. In the eyes of the Afghan public it lost the image of nationalist
warriors fighting for the glory of Islam and liberation of Afghanistan. This
partly explains why the Taliban, as a new social movement, emerged in an
environment of unending conflict.

Two other factors that we have already alluded to, undercurrents of Pash-
tun nationalism and the role played by external forces, proved disastrous in
dividing Afghans into factions. The Taliban leaders very effectively exploited
conditions of anarchy, foreign intervention, warlordism, and lawlessness to
shape their struggle and seek social energy from Kandhar and its environs
to their rule over Kabul and beyond.

The Taliban movement rising from the Pashtun areas adjacent to Pakistan
had multilayered linkages with the Pakistani state, society, and religious parties
that made it a natural partner of Pakistan. All other states interested in fielding
a local force in Afghanistan found the politics and religious orthodoxy of the
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Taliban too offensive to look toward them as partners. The Taliban became
popular with the rural Pashtun population partly as a reaction to the influence
that powers like Iran had in the internal affairs of Afghanistan under the Rab-
bani government. On theological matters, both Iran and the Taliban were
poles apart and the sectarian gulf between the two competing interpretations
of Islam was just too wide.26 Therefore, it was natural for the Taliban to look
toward Pakistan for whatever assistance it needed. Pakistan, under the com-
pulsive security environment of the region, needed the Taliban on its side to
deny influence to its rivals in Afghanistan and also to effectuate its theory of
“strategic depth” that one of its prominent generals, Mirza Aslam Beg, had ar-
ticulated in 1990.27 In my opinion, it was more of a marriage of convenience
between Taliban and Pakistan than any ideological affinity between the two.
How much the Taliban owes its rise, strength, and successive victories to Pak-
istan and how much can be attributed to its own domestic power base is open
to question. But Pakistan did play an important role in allowing the Taliban
four key elements in its struggle. These were: access to food and medical sup-
plies, provision of fuels28 that the Taliban badly needed to run and move their
war machine, recruit fighters, and raise funds through private sources, and fi-
nally a diplomatic link to the outside world that Pakistan gladly offered by rec-
ognizing its regime as the legitimate one. Pakistan offered them intelligence
support and strategic advice in their key battles, and helped them negotiate po-
litical deals with local commanders and warlords.29

Why did Pakistan shift its policy from the former Mujahideen parties to
the Taliban? There is no single answer to this question, nor is there any sin-
gle factor that influenced Pakistan’s new Afghan policy. Pakistan’s policy to-
ward the new emerging Taliban militia at first was a result of political expe-
diency. There was hardly any serious thinking beyond the assessment that
they had manpower, ideological zeal, and a political vacuum in the Pashtun
regions of Afghanistan that they could very quickly fill. Those who were re-
sponsible for Afghan policy in Islamabad thought that aligning with the Tal-
iban would serve Pakistan’s interests better than the old policy of support-
ing the feuding Mujahideen parties or serving as a mediator among them.
But it is also interesting to analyze who really shaped Pakistan’s Afghan pol-
icy during the Taliban period. Much of the literature focuses on the Inter Ser-
vices Intelligence (ISI), the agency that managed the Afghan resistance
against the former Soviet Union.30 The idea that the ISI wanted to change
horses in Afghanistan to pursue the same policy sounds convincing but ig-
nores the complex domestic environment and the various actors that
shaped Pakistan’s Afghan policy. The objectives of that policy-friendly, sta-
ble, and peaceful Afghanistan were the same, but the instruments of the pol-
icy and the strategy of achieving them were constantly reviewed and their ef-
fectiveness reassessed at every turning point in the troubled political history
of Afghanistan and Pakistan. Pakistan had a new elected government under
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Benazir Bhutto, a lady with liberal credentials and benefits of Western edu-
cation. This begs the question of why her government embraced the Taliban
movement as new allies. The simplest answer would be that like any prag-
matic politician, she was interested more in advancing Pakistan’s interests
than in religion, ideology, and political behavior of a movement across the
border. There is also another convenient explanation: she had no control
over Pakistan’s policy toward Afghanistan. In order to explain why Pakistan
supported the Taliban, we need to look at the complexity of Pakistan’s deci-
sion-making environment and the actors that tried to influence Pakistan’s
policy of lending support to the Taliban. They were three major actors; gov-
ernmental, primarily the ISI; the ethnic, Pakistani Pashtuns; and religious,
essentially the Deobandis of Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam.31 Their interests con-
verged on supporting the Taliban. The government of Pakistan for its de-
clared, and not so declared, objectives in Afghanistan embraced the Taliban.
Although the prominent Pashtun leaders in Pakistan remained mostly silent
on the subject of the Taliban, the tribal and other leaders at the grass-root
level did support the Taliban.32 The JUI for both Deobandi as well as the
madrasa networks considered the Taliban its own boys. But deep down there
was a common ethnic factor binding all these elements. The Pashtun offi-
cers in the army as well as in the ISI who generally thought that it was their
prerogative to handle the Afghan question had fraternal feelings for the Tal-
iban and had shared its grief after the loss of power in Afghanistan at the
hands of the Tajiks and Uzbeks.33 The top leaders Fazal ur-Rehman and
Sami ul-Haq, heading two different factions of the JUI, though always plac-
ing their religious identity before any other, including ethnic, happen to be
Pashtuns. Both of them and the religious organizations and parties aligned
with the Deobandi movement threw all their weight behind the Taliban. If
there is any single individual who can be credited or discredited for the shift
in Pakistan’s policy toward the Taliban is a retired general of the Pakistan
Army, Nasirullah Babar, who is an ethnic Pashtun. He was interior minister
during the second tenure of Benazir Bhutto, from 1994–1997. Prime Min-
ister Bhutto assigned him the responsibility of reshaping Pakistan’s Afghan
policy, and in doing so, he had full authority and control.34 It did not take
him much time to assemble the Pashtuns in the right place to build a con-
sensus on supporting the Taliban. The JUI provided yet another layer of sup-
port outside the governmental bureaucracy. It is important to mention that
the JUI was a coalition partner in the Bhutto government. Some analysts in
Pakistan have argued that the Taliban was the brainchild of Nasirullah
Babar.35 In his vision of Afghanistan, the Pakistani interests converged with
the Pashtun majority both for historical and ethnic, as well as geopolitical
reasons. He thought they were natural partners and that they had to work
together to reunite and stabilize Afghanistan.36 This vision goes deep in Pak-
istan’s policy-making circles. And why does it? Because the assumption is
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that the ethnic fragmentation of Afghanistan is a political fact and what af-
fects Pakistan’s security, stability, and political arrangements in the two bor-
dering provinces, Balochistan and North-West Frontier Province, is how sat-
isfied or alienated the Pashtuns on the other side of the border are.37

Instability, chaos, disorder, and conflict on the other side of the border
would engulf the Pakistani Pashtun regions in turmoil. The troubles Pak-
istan has been facing in the tribal regions of north and south Waziristan for
the past three years are a case in point.38

The motives of the JUI were quite different from those of the official bu-
reaucracy of Pakistan; they were both religious as well as political. Politi-
cally, the JUI had had very close connections with the Taliban leaders and
their fighters. Most of them had gone through the madrasa network of De-
obandis in the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP) and Balochistan.39

They had a sectarian bonding with the Taliban as well, as they distinguished
themselves from the rest of the Sunni and Shia categories by preaching and
practicing more conservative and puritanical Islam. Historically, the ulema
of the Deobandi sect, and especially the JUI, had aligned itself with the
Pashtun nationalists in the above two provinces, and unlike Jamat-i-Islami
they never viewed ethnic nationalism as contradictory to their identifica-
tion with Islam.40 The JUI and most of the Deobandis in Pakistan saw the
Taliban government in Afghanistan as a first step toward the Islamization of
their own country. The Taliban had captured larger parts of Afghanistan,
had a great transnational support network, good Muslim leadership in their
historical images of pious Islamic leaders, and a large number of fighters
from so many different countries to establish an Islamic state next to the Is-
lamic Republic of Iran that is based on a Shia model of Islamic state. Es-
tablishment of an Islamic state and its consolidation in Afghanistan would
have served as a base for bringing about a similar Islamic transformation in
the adjacent Islamic countries, notably Pakistan and the Central Asian states
in the north. Afghanistan was a great territorial prize for the Pakistani De-
obandis, who wanted to use their expanded networks to further their reli-
gious and political agenda across the region. Some of their fronts and off-
shoots like the Sipah-i-Sahaba Pakistan (army of the companions of the
Prophet) found sanctuary in Afghanistan for training and launching terror-
ist attacks against their sectarian rivals, the Shia in Pakistan. Most of the
wanted terrorists of the SSP were captured back in the country only after the
overthrow of the Taliban by the American forces.41 The Taliban leaders had
always claimed ignorance about the presence of these sectarian terrorists.42

Many of the Taliban fighters had interpersonal and institutional links with
some, if not all, Pakistani sectarian terrorists who took refuge in their coun-
try. They had a mutual support system and strategic ties that were forged
during the anti-Soviet resistance movement and during their common
training in some of the madrasas in Pakistan. A common religious ethos,
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socialization in the madrasas, an identical worldview, and similar approach
to social and political issues in their respective societies helped forge the ties
that have survived even after the ouster of the Taliban from power.

All religions serve a common ground for political action among the com-
munities that use it for political purposes. With Islamic resurgence on the
rise and militant groups mushrooming in the democratic void of the re-
gion, both the Taliban and their supporters in Pakistan found Islam a great
mobilizing force as well as a common political cause in it to establish a pre-
ferred political order, the rule of Shariah or Islamic law. Doctrinally, the De-
obandis and other variants of Islamic groups objectify the rule of Shariah as
an article of faith, and a will of Allah for founding good political order.

The support of the religious groups was not totally confined to the De-
obandis or major factions of the JUI and went beyond these narrow divid-
ing lines. Most of the religious groups and parties, usually those that had
roots in the madrasa networks, extended full support to the Taliban, from
their very rise to their control of Kabul and territories beyond the Hin-
dukush mountains, when they confronted their ethnic rivals in the north of
the country. What kind of support did the Pakistani groups provide? It
ranged from everything from food stuffs to money and young fighters who
were motivated to fight against the fellow Muslims belonging to ethnic mi-
norities of Afghanistan believing they were fulfilling a religious responsi-
bility of jihad or holy war against the “infidels.” They went in tens of thou-
sands to fight along with the Taliban against the forces of the Northern
Alliance. But Pakistanis were not the only outsiders helping them; thou-
sands of Arabs, along with Chechens and Uzbeks, were part of the Taliban
support base. They were there not only to assist their hosts but also to plan
against their own governments who they thought were ‘enemies of the peo-
ple’ in being close to the United States and other Western powers. The
United States, and the leaders and regimes in Islamic countries that were
aligned with Washington, figured prominently in their propaganda and
were marked on the top of their target list.

Besides the government of Pakistan and the Deobandis of JUI, there were
Afghan-Pakistan businessmen interested in stability and order, in
Afghanistan, that supported the Taliban. In the formative phase, the Afghan
traders and transporters came forward with whatever means were necessary
to bolster the Taliban. They saw the new militia as an emerging force that
would eradicate the menace of checkpoints at the turn of every major road,
confront the local warlords that took money from them, and establish the
order necessary for the flourishing of businesses.43 The degeneration of the
Mujahideen resistance into proliferation of warlordism all over the country
had deeply disappointed the Afghan traders and their powerful allies in the
trading communities of Pakistan who were involved in the smuggling of
goods. Chaos, disorder, and lawlessness had gravely affected the trading
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communities as well as tribes in the border regions who had an interest in
smuggling commodities and third-party goods across the established cara-
van routes in and out of Afghanistan, with the connivance of Pakistani cus-
tom officials, through Chaman, a Pashtun border town in the Balochistan
province of Pakistan, and through other entry and exit points. The Afghan
traders had a vested interest in stability in the country and the restoration
of the writ of law and governmental authority without any ideological pref-
erence for any group. Their choice for the Taliban was pragmatic because it
was the only force capable of restoring peace. The harsh measures that the
Taliban took to deal with robbers, thieves, and those involved in crimes
against life and property did not matter to the traders and transporters.
Rather, they demanded harsh measures to arrest the deteriorating climate of
security. It suited their business interests to restore order no matter who did
it and what measures they resorted to. To conclude this section, one can say
that there were multiple interests, forces, and actors interested in promot-
ing the Taliban and the social and political conditions in Afghanistan were
just right for the emergence of such a movement.

IDEOLOGY OF THE TALIBAN

What the Taliban stood for has become obscured in the Western media by
too much emphasis on Islamic fundamentalism and Islamic militancy. The
Taliban has been grouped with other Islamist movements that have
emerged in almost every Muslim country over the past fifty years. Although
there is a common yearning for self-revival and an effort to retrieve the
mythical glorious past from the cultural mix of colonialism, the Islamist
movements are not the same. The orientalist writings on the subject of Is-
lamic fundamentalism are flawed in not differentiating the social and cul-
tural variants within what is broadly called the Islamic civilization.44 As
their social, political, and historical contexts vary, their vision of what is Is-
lamic and what is not and what is the best strategy to achieve the ultimate
objective of establishing an Islamic state varies greatly from one Islamic
movement, and country, to another. A tendency to see the Taliban in the
image of other, well-established or mature, Islamic movements and parties
with great degree of political experience and standing will be an analytical
fallacy. Until now, we have looked at the Taliban’s ethnic roots and its pop-
ularity among the Pashtun tribes and the reasons why it was successful.
Since the Taliban leaders themselves and their foreign observers have fo-
cused on their Islamic characteristics, it would be necessary to explain their
view of Islam and the ideology that they stood and fought for.

The Taliban leaders put their ideology and politics in the simplest form;
the Quran, and the Sunnah (the tradition of the Prophet) were their con-
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stitution, law, and political system.45 But this belief, very common among
most of the Islamic sects, has never resolved the complex interpretive issues,
or even the methodologies of interpretation. All theological and sectarian
divides including political factionalism among the Islamic movements rest
on the question of interpretation of Quran and Sunnah. Each sect defines
the Islamic religious mosaic both in harmony and disorder depending on
the established theological lineages of the interpreter and decides what is
authentically Islamic and what is not.46 The political circumstances of dif-
ferent communities, in most cases the postcolonial troubles of state and na-
tion formation, and the contestation of power to exercise control over state
along with its social dynamics have generally shaped the ideologies of the
postnationalist phase of politics in many Islamic countries. Afghanistan
went through the same type of ideological conflict. Additionally, different
Islamic groups differ on the fundamental question of what the Islamic state
is, what purpose it will have, and how it would be established. In the case
of the Taliban, it had to be through a military conquest and subjugation of
all opposition and the population to the Taliban’s will through the force of
arms. The circumstances of their birth—the failure of the Mujahideen par-
ties to create an Islamic state or provide some sort of law and order, their
religious and political socialization in the atmosphere of the madrasa, and
the experience of jihad, all contributed to the ideological mind-set of the
Taliban. Besides these influences, their Deobandi theological lineage, the vi-
sion of Islamic law and society that was rooted in that theology shaped
their enterprise of structuring an Islamic state.

It is interesting that the relatively more established Islamist groups like 
Jamat-i-Islami distanced themselves from the Taliban.47 The Jamat and other
similar groups perceived the Taliban as more traditional in orientation than re-
formist or modernist in the understanding of the Islam state, or how it could
be constructed. The Jamat leaders were openly critical on some policies of the
Taliban, but their opposition generally remained muted due to political con-
siderations, notably their desire to play the role of mediator among the Afghan
groups. In our view, the Taliban ideology was influenced as much by the ques-
tion of political power as it was by its Pashtun ethnicity, tribal traditions, and
premodern world outlook. There are three characteristics of their ideology that
stand very salient—Islamic formalism, nonmodern traditionalism, and Pash-
tun tribalism. All these characteristics have a long history of development. Its
political roots go back to the constitutional period (1964–1973) when the
ulema, particularly after the second election in 1969, demanded the imple-
mentation of Shariah or Islamic law from the monarch. The Taliban thought
of an Islamic order more in terms of implementing Islamic law in the light of
Sunni-Hanafi school of jurisprudence and awarding Islamic punishments for
petty offences and major crimes than of a political system in any sort of mod-
ern sense. One of the sections of the Deobandi Taliban and their followers and
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sympathizers in Afghanistan and Pakistan believe that the observation of the
Shariah in letter and spirit on individual as well as on a collective level through
the agency of the state is their central religious goal in life. Formal practices of
Islam, like five daily prayers; fasting in the month of Ramadan; making pil-
grimages to Mecca; paying Zakat (the religious tax); Islamic punishments like
cutting the hands of thieves, stoning to death for adultery (in the case of mar-
ried couples), and engaging in jihad against the infidels form the core of their
political beliefs. Although Islamic formalism is not confined to the Taliban
alone, it received tremendous support from the Pashtun society for what it
preached and practiced because of the synergy between its ideology and the
Pashtun traditions, namely the Pashtunwali.48 In the traditional Pashtun soci-
ety, Islam is practiced more or less as a way of life and there has always been
greater emphasis on Islamic law and punishments than anywhere, with the ex-
ception of Saudi Arabia, in contemporary Islamic societies. The Pashtun pop-
ulation in general supported the Taliban for its religious fervor as well as for
being close to the fundamental values of their society.

In the Deobandi religious order in general, and the Taliban in particu-
lar, there has been a strong sectarian sentiment against the Shiites.49 Quite
often they have declared this sect both privately as well as publicly as be-
ing out of the pale of Islam.50 The massacre of Shia in Mazar-i-Sharif in
the north when the Taliban captured the city was largely for sectarian ha-
tred, but revenge and ethnicity also contributed to the violence. Intoler-
ance of other sects and beliefs came as a part of religious training at early
stages of their socialization with sectarian-minded teachers and col-
leagues.51 They extended religion intolerance to the religious minorities,
Hindus and Sikhs that had lived in Afghanistan for centuries in peaceful
coexistence. The Taliban made them wear distinctive colors for identifica-
tion, which amounted to humiliation. Likewise they were equally intol-
erant toward those Muslims who didn’t observe the religious rituals, and
the Taliban publicly humiliated them by whipping them. The religious
police of the Taliban was the most feared and repressive; they ordered
people to grow long beards, say prayers five times a day, and adopt the so-
cial behavior of puritanical Islam.52

In pursing a puritanical Islam rooted more in the Pashtun traditions than
a modern interpretation of Islam and its application, the Taliban adopted
Khilafat or caliphate as its ideal form of Islamic state.53 The essence of this
system is that the loyalty to the Amir (leader) is a sort of religious obliga-
tion, and the Amir knows better than others what is good for the commu-
nity. In making decisions, he may consult those capable of giving advice but
not necessarily be bound by any such consultation. This is a nonmodern
political outlook, as it excludes popular sovereignty and representative gov-
ernment. But the Taliban was more concerned with the issue of religious le-
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gitimacy and how in its view that could best be created than with modern
norms of politics.

The Taliban viewed the Muslim societies including that of Afghanistan as
being corrupted by Western influences that included dress, food habits, po-
litical institutions, social customs, music, culture, education, and even view-
ing of television. The West as imagined by the Taliban was the enemy of Is-
lam and the Muslims. The Taliban presented a very selective historical
narrative of Muslims being the victim and of others, particularly the United
States and Western powers, being immoral, materialistic, corrupt, and li-
centious. They interpreted the West more or less in Huntingtonian terms of
the clash of civilizations.54 The oppressive West had to be confronted and it
had to start with overthrowing the pro-Western regimes in the Muslim
world, which in the Taliban’s view served foreign interests more than the in-
terests of the Muslims. For this, the Taliban was open to collaboration with
likeminded groups from the Muslim countries. It was their worldview and
the facility of sanctuary that attracted tens of thousands of Islamic militants,
who poured into Afghanistan to fight along with them.

THE AL QAEDA CONNECTION

Starting from the years of Mujahideen resistance, the Arab Islamic radicals
had joined the jihad against the communists in large numbers. Their back-
ers, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and the United States, rather encouraged politi-
cal mobilization of the Islamists because they were training their guns at the
communists. They did not give a serious thought to where the non-Afghan
Mujahideen would go and what would be their new targets. The three con-
sequences of introducing Islamic militants from so many Islamic countries
to Afghanistan are quite obvious now. First, the militants succeeded in es-
tablishing transnational linkages, a common support system, and a world-
wide network of organizations with many hidden layers. These networks
continue to trouble all the countries involved in fighting terrorism in
Afghanistan and Pakistan. It is difficult to uncover which organization is 
giving support to whom for what purpose. Second, Islamist groups from
other Islamic countries trained their workers in Afghanistan in guerrilla war-
fighting capabilities, general military skills and in building transnational
connections among similar groups. Third, all of them found a sanctuary in
Afghanistan to hide, organize, and plan activities against their pro-West 
national governments, and later against the United States and other Western
powers. Although Al Qaeda was founded much later, its top leaders and
many fighters had the benefit of experience in Afghanistan.55 And in the 
time of need they maintained contact with different leaders in Afghanistan
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during the unstable and chaotic Mujahideen government. When Osama bin
Laden was ousted from Sudan under American pressure in 1994, he found a
refuge in Afghanistan.56 He didn’t come alone, however; he brought with
him the entire top echelon of his organization, his security outfit, gradually
getting thousands of his Arab fighters into Afghanistan. Since his years of war
against the Soviet forces, bin Laden was familiar with the tribal networks,
leaders of the Mujahideen, and the terrain. He had grown quite deft at strik-
ing alliances with locally influential figures.

An interesting question is why bin Laden chose to settle in the Pashtun ter-
ritories of southern and eastern parts of Afghanistan. One plausible expla-
nation is that his earlier Afghan experience was in these areas, and not in the
non-Pashtun regions of the country. Second, the brand of Islamic ideology,
anti-American sentiments, and the general world outlook he held found ac-
ceptance with the leaders of the Taliban movement, some of with whom bin
Laden had very close personal relationships. Among all the factors linking
Osama and Al Qaeda with the Taliban, the most important is the fact that
they needed each other badly for their own respective purposes. Bin Laden
and his outfit needed a secure sanctuary from where they could plan and ex-
ecute their political and military agenda against their targets in the Middle
East and the world over, including the United States of America. To this end,
a stateless Afghanistan which was remote, desolate, thinly populated, and
difficult to approach was an ideal place for the Al Qaeda network to hide,
and plan and act against its targets. The Taliban leaders welcomed Al Qaeda
operatives and justified Taliban protection to them on the alleged grounds
that the Al Qaeda members were “Islamic fighters,” “refugees” seeking shel-
ter against “tyrannical regimes.”57 There were material, strategic, and politi-
cal reasons that also need to be looked into. The Taliban needed the mate-
rial resources and the most trained and hardy fighters of the Al Qaeda army
to fight its war against the Northern Front. The Al Qaeda members also
proved to be a strategic asset in mobilizing fighters and financial assistance
from some of the key Islamic countries. And also, there was a political con-
sensus among the religious organizations in Pakistan, Afghanistan, and the
Middle East to support the alliance between the Taliban and Al Qaeda. Be-
hind the scenes, important ulema or scholars of Islamic theology played an
important role in linking the two groups together.58

The United States began to focus on Al Qaeda and its presence in
Afghanistan more seriously after the bombing of two of its embassies in
East Africa, in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam, on 6 August 1998.59 As a retali-
ation, the U.S. naval forces present in the Arabian Sea fired scores of cruise
missiles on the camp of Osama bin Laden in Eastern Afghanistan on Au-
gust 28, 1998, killing close to a hundred militant trainees.60 Bin Laden had
left the camp before the missiles were fired. The United States pursued a
two-pronged strategy to apprehend bin Laden and destroy his organiza-
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tion. The first was the hiring and training of Afghans familiar with the re-
gion to follow bin Laden and provide real-time intelligence about his
whereabouts, or arrest and kill him if they found an opportunity to do so.
Despite repeated failures, the United States has not given up this option.
The search for bin Laden and his close associates goes on as of the writing
of these lines. The second prong was the application of direct and indirect
pressure on the Taliban leadership to evict or hand over bin Laden to the
Americans. Washington used the good offices of Pakistan to communicate
regularly to Mullah Omar on the question of Al Qaeda. There was equal
pressure on Pakistan to get bin Laden out of Afghanistan by using its con-
nections with the Taliban leadership. Nothing worked. The Taliban leaders
claimed innocence of bin Laden and demanded hard evidence against him,
and claimed that if and when they would be satisfied, they would try bin
Laden in their own courts. There is sketchy evidence of the Taliban at-
tempting to use Bin Laden as a bargaining chip for recognition of their
regime and a seat in the United Nations. Repeated attempts by Pakistan to
negotiate a deal with Taliban failed miserably, as the inflexible, obstinate,
and somewhat irrational leadership of the Taliban would refuse any com-
promise. As an alternative, Pakistan offered its own agencies to capture bin
Laden on Afghanistan’s territory and hand him over to the Americans. It
trained a slick group of sixty commandoes under American guidance to ar-
rest bin Laden.61 The plan failed because of military takeover and change
of government in October 1999.

The tragic events of 9/11 changed the way America looked at the world.
Caught unprepared, its focus turned to the real source of trouble,
Afghanistan’s Taliban rulers and its militant guests from the Arabian
Peninsula. While preparing for the worst—that is an attack against
Afghanistan to remove the Taliban and capture Osama bin Laden the
United States made repeated attempts through Pakistani and Saudi emis-
saries to convince the Taliban leaders to hand over bin Laden and his or-
ganization. In their meetings with Mullah Omar there was the always the
question of evidence of bin Laden’s involvement in the New York and
Washington, D.C. terrorist attacks, and there was insistence on the right
of Afghanistan to try them, if they were convinced about their complicity.
The only flexibility they showed was to the extent that bin Laden and his
associates would be tried by a council of Islamic jurists from Islamic
countries. Even a very clear warning by the director general of the ISI
about what was in store for the Taliban if it failed to deliver bin Laden
didn’t make the reclusive leader of the Taliban budge.62 What happened
to Taliban rule and the Taliban has been discussed in chapter 4. The ques-
tion is, had the Taliban agreed to surrender bin Laden, could Afghanistan
have been spared the wrath of an American war? In our view, it could
have. Occupation of Afghanistan or ruling such a remote country was
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never the primary objective of the United States. In the political and psy-
chological environment created by the ramming of airliners into the
World Trade Center towers and the Pentagon, the United States could not
take no for an answer from the Taliban. Had the Taliban leaders been re-
alistic or had some capacity to think as rationally as normal leaders who
run the modern states think about the questions of war and peace, they
could have avoided the imposition of war on them and their subsequent
destruction and removal. They could have saved their regime, and even
gotten the international recognition that they had been demanding since
a few years prior to the American attack on Afghanistan. The Taliban lead-
ers chose rather the opposite track of refusal and confrontation. Perhaps
it is too early to judge the outcome of American war and the Taliban re-
sistance to the regime that they have constructed. But with whatever ben-
efit of history we have, there was room for negotiations and a concession
by the Taliban leaders. Their dogmatism and inflexibility ruined them and
brought untold misery to their followers and supporters.

IS THE TALIBAN GONE FOREVER?

Any discussion of the Taliban movement will be incomplete without address-
ing the question of the continuing Taliban resistance against the American
forces in Afghanistan and the new regime. Do they really pose a challenge to
the survival of the regime? What capacity do they have to destabilize
Afghanistan or prevent the Karzai regime from reconstruction and political
consolidation? Will they fade off in the mist of history or remain as a key
player in the future politics and security of Afghanistan? Our first reaction to
these questions is that the Taliban is down but not out. The top leaders are still
at large, and without the protection and cover of local populations they can-
not remain out of the reach of American forces for long. However, consistent
and massive destruction of their camps, now routinely reported in the inter-
national press, suggest that regular bombardments have neither deterred the
Taliban fighters nor have they finished off their sources of recruitment, train-
ing, and deployment. In the summer of 2005, the Taliban staged daring attacks
against the Karzai regime’s outposts and against the American forces that have
concentrated their counterinsurgency operations in Pashtun-dominated east-
ern and southern provinces of Afghanistan.63 Although the Taliban is some-
what scattered, less organized, and fatigued, it has survived as a fighting force.
It is still, however, not in a position to pose a real challenge to the stability of
the Karzai regime. Its capacity is, at the moment, limited to peripheral regions
in the Pashtun countryside and areas close to the Pakistani tribal belt, like
Waziristan.64 Its strategy is to menace the Afghan security forces at the weakest
points and deny the government an opportunity to rehabilitate communica-
tion infrastructure and rebuild security institutions.
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The Taliban leaders and fighters are operating with two assumptions in
mind. First, that the United States will not stay in Afghanistan forever, and
one day will have to vacate the country. Second, the United States cannot
afford the economic and political cost of occupation. Therefore, keeping
the United States engaged in the periphery sends an important political
message of insecurity to Kabul as well as to the local population: that for-
eign forces are vulnerable to the Taliban fighters.

What really makes the Taliban go on fighting has a lot to do with the
post-Taliban politics of Afghanistan. Three aspects of political reconstruc-
tion and war strategy have directly and indirectly fueled anger and frustra-
tion among the majority of the Pashtuns who are continually supporting
the rebel groups. First is the real and perceived exclusion of the Pashtuns in
the post-Taliban government that the warlords from the Northern Front
dominated for quite a while. Although the situation has changed since the
October 2004 presidential elections and the placement of many Pashtuns
in top governmental ministries, the image of the entire political enterprise
is that of an American puppet. Second is the targeting of Pashtun areas to
destroy the Taliban and its foreign allies present in regions close to Pakistan.
From an American point of view, it would make sense to concentrate war
efforts in these areas because a persistent resistance emanates from there.
But this helps the Taliban propaganda machine in portraying the United
States as an enemy of the Pashtun, and an occupation force in Afghanistan.
Going by the norms and call of jihad against the former Soviet Union, the
evidence of daily killings, bombardments, and capturing of Pashtun Tal-
iban provokes a good degree of negative images about the United States and
the government in Kabul that it supports. The third factor is related to the
previous one but it has a significance of its own. It is the perception of a for-
eign force in occupation and being present on the Afghan territory and en-
gaged in hostile activities. Historically, on three different occasions—twice
in the nineteenth century against the British and a third time against the
former Soviet Union last century—the Afghans fought against the invading
forces. The United States like any power in such a situation has presented
itself as “liberator” and “nation builder” but the claim is not universally ac-
cepted inside Afghanistan or out of the country.

During the past two years, the Taliban fighters have been joined by other
anti-American forces. And these include the same multinational mix that
troubled the Soviet forces for a decade. There are reports that Arabs, Pak-
istanis, and some from Central Asian states are joining the Taliban.65 In our
assessment, the forces engaged against the United States may become in-
creasingly diverse with a united front strategy and a single focus on the re-
moval of the United States from Afghanistan. The accounts of the activities
of these forces in 2005 suggest that they have a constant flow of money, are
better equipped, even using shoulder-held antiaircraft missiles.66 The
emerging nature of the resistance against the U.S. forces should be seen in
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light of the general atmosphere of anti-Americanism in the Muslim coun-
tries. The situation in Iraq, the strength of insurgency there, and the popu-
lar perception that the United States is part of the problems of the Muslim
world feeds into the insurgency in Afghanistan. There is enough empirical
evidence to support the view that territorial problems in Islamic lands have
not remained confined just to people there but have attracted Muslims
from other part of the world to support them.67 Based on this evidence, we
might say that the United States may confront this combination of Islamic
forces of which Taliban will be a significant part. Ultimately, in such con-
flicts, it is the question of the hearts and minds of the people; who really
wins them will determine the final outcome. Today, the situation is unclear,
ambiguous, and fuzzy. We have to bear in mind the question of economic
and political reconstruction of Afghanistan, how quickly this gigantic task
of state and nation building is accomplished. And also, the issue of Pash-
tun integration into the economic and political system is equally important
to isolate the Taliban and anti-American forces. Progress in state and nation
building that is under way may gradually reduce the Pashtun ethnic support
to the Taliban. Moderates among them, as it is evident from the September
2005 parliamentary elections, may choose to give up armed resistance and
isolate the extremist fringe.
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This is a war against a country that was traditionally considered remote and
peripheral to American interests. But the massive terrorist violence of 9/11
has brought the United States, its NATO, allies and other friendly powers to
Afghanistan to clear Afghanistan of their Taliban and Al Qaeda adversaries.
Ironically, in the 1980s, the United States for Cold War reasons became a
strategic ally of the Afghans and the transnational Islamic forces that had
wanted to defeat and expel the Soviet Union from Afghanistan. However,
American interest in Afghanistan did not go beyond helping defeat the So-
viet aggression. Once the Soviet Union was forced to withdraw and conse-
quently there was a disintegration of its territorial unity, ideology, and po-
litical order, Washington left the conflict, which had complex legacies of the
Islamic resistance, the Afghan civil war, and multiple regional actors, largely
unattended. For the United States, Afghanistan was once again a distant
country with leaders who were addicted to the habit of fighting wars and
did not want to construct peace.

The problems of stateless Afghanistan as a hub of international terrorism
visited the United States in the tragic episodes of 9/11. It was only after
tremendous human and material loss that the United States acted to remove
the Taliban from the Afghan scene and destroy the sanctuaries that they gave
to Al Qaeda members. The tragedy in the United States could have perhaps
been averted, if the United States had paid some attention to reconstruction
after Moscow pulled out of Afghanistan. In hindsight, the benign neglect of a
cold war ally, fatally wounded and unable to cure itself, was a self-defeating
policy. A country without state institutions, a political center and a viable
economy was allowed to slip into a deadly civil war, which sucked in differ-
ent elements with different motives from near and far. As Afghanistan became
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the epicenter of transnational movements, it affected countries and societies
that were located around and far beyond its immediate boundaries. Our
main argument is that stateless societies driven to despair, poverty, and chaos
are both sources of religious extremism and a fertile ground for terrorist net-
works. Second, modern day terrorism, particularly of a religious nature, is not
a problem restricted to a single country. Terrorism has become a global phe-
nomenon with multilayered transnational connections among militants. In
this chapter, we look at coalition building at the international level, the re-
gional strategy of the United States on Afghanistan and the military opera-
tions to defeat the Taliban and Al Qaeda forces. We will tie up this discussion
with American interests in cultivating moderate regimes in Central Asia,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and southwest Asia. We will also evaluate the political
gains of the war on terrorism, constraints, future risks, and challenges for
American security role in the region.

U.S. POLICY TOWARD AFGHANISTAN

In order to understand the present American policy toward Afghanistan,
which is a combination of a war on terror and state reconstruction, we need
to briefly examine the various phases of U.S. policy. American policy has
neither been consistent nor part of any comprehensive strategic plan for the
region. Rather, the policy makers in Washington have always reacted to the
events in and around Afghanistan, assessed the relevance of the situation in
relation to their own regional and global interests, and have then shaped an
appropriate response.1 Whether their assessment of events, situations, and
policy responses were apt or not is open to debate. The first phase of Amer-
ican policy was influenced by the general concern about underdeveloped
countries in the post–World War period. The United States as a new and
emerging global power after the demise of the old European colonial pow-
ers had a great advantage in engaging the postcolonial developing coun-
tries. It had a clean image, as its character was not stained like that of the
former European colonial powers in the region. The generosity and frank-
ness with which it approached the developing countries was refreshing and
the United States was welcomed as a partner for economic and security as-
sistance to eradicate poverty, and to support education, health, and other
nation-building activities. The United States approached Afghanistan
through its global assistance program in these areas. But how much assis-
tance a country would receive or how deep the relationship would become
was never independent of American strategic goals that mainly centered on
containing the Soviet influence and curbing the expansion of communism
outside the recognized zones of Soviet influence.
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In U.S. strategic calculations, Afghanistan was marginal to its interest in
containing the former Soviet Union. There was a reasonable understanding
of Afghanistan’s strategic location, and an attempt, though half-heartedly,
was made to win the Afghan rulers over to its side during the first few years
of the Cold War. But the tensions between Afghanistan and Pakistan over the
border issues forced the United States to make a choice between the two.
Pakistan was bigger, had greater potential, and was more relevant to the
strategic needs of the Western alliance. This choice reduced Afghanistan as an
unimportant periphery, a medieval kingdom, and a landlocked buffer situ-
ated between the Soviet Central Asian republics and the new states of south
Asia. In the beginning, the United States extended a good amount of assis-
tance in agriculture, education, and infrastructural development to
Afghanistan.2 The United States was somewhat apprehensive about the
growing Soviet influence in Afghanistan, but came to recognize the role of
the Soviet Union as long as the Soviet Union did not upset the internal po-
litical arrangements in Afghanistan or go beyond its borders. The two great
powers picked up different development projects and competed for influ-
ence peacefully, which suited the foreign aid–dependent Afghanistan and
aided it in modernizing itself and in laying down the infrastructure for de-
velopment. Afghanistan was not apparently drawn into the Cold War rivalry,
but for geographical reasons, and due to its experience with the British, it
was relatively more open to a wide range of economic and security assistance
that Moscow was willing to offer. Washington’s close alliance with Pakistan
foreclosed the possibility of American arms or extensive economic assistance
to Afghanistan. During this phase American relations with Afghanistan were
cordial, friendly, and trouble free, but questions about Washington’s security
assistance to Pakistan remained strong on the mind of the Afghan leaders.
The occasional eruption of problems between Afghanistan and Pakistan, and
the growing Soviet influence in Kabul, were also responsible for the low-
keyed relations between Kabul and Washington.

With the end of monarchy in 1973, Afghanistan began to experience the
impact of Soviet influence. Many military officers who were involved in the
overthrow of the king had received training in the Soviet military acade-
mies, and had strong communist inclinations and political linkages with
the newly established communist groups in the country. The new regime
led by Sardar Daoud, a member of the royal family himself, became hostage
to the pro-Soviet military leaders. Perhaps Daoud was unaware of the con-
nections between the communist groups and the pro-Soviet military offi-
cers and how both were managed by the Soviet intelligence. The United
States watched these developments with distant interest for two reasons.
First, it was in the process of winding down its war in Vietnam and had be-
come engaged with the Soviet Union on reducing strategic arms. Second, its
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new strategy of propping up regional powers to protect Western interests at
that time, like Iran in the region, shaped its policy of benign neglect. The
Shah of Iran, being the American frontman for the security of the region,
was assigned the responsibility of handling the small bushfire of crises in
the neighborhood. Facing no clear dangers, the United States relieved itself
of the greater part of the responsibility in the Persian Gulf and its hinter-
land, which included Afghanistan.3 Even within this policy framework, the
United States was gradually building its security capacity in the Indian
Ocean and filling the political and security role that Britain had vacated in
this region. Although such a role was cast in the East-West confrontation
and was an attempt to ward off any possibility of rival Soviet Union at-
tempting to control the oil resources of the region, the American force struc-
ture had multiple tasks capacity, including engaging any hostile regional
state.4

American policy toward Afghanistan began to take a new shape with the
communist coup in April 1978, which had a clear Soviet stamp on it. The
United States maintained diplomatic relations with the new regime but
kept watching the situation carefully as the Soviet-inspired revolution and
reforms provoked a mass resistance in different parts of the country. With
communists in power and dependent on Moscow for their survival, their re-
lations with the United States were cool and indifferent, if not completely
strained. At this stage, the United States became apprehensive with the in-
creasing number of Soviet advisers guiding and supervising high numbers
of departments of the new government in an effort to help shape a social-
ist future of a primitive, feudal society. Being distant and with very few as-
sets in and around Afghanistan, the United States could just keep observing
the developments in the country without a focused, clearly defined policy
and a capacity to influence events. The Shah of Iran was facing simmering
protests, and Pakistan had a military regime that the Carter administration
had decided to isolate due to its pursuit of a nuclear program and over-
throw of an elected regime.

Only when the Soviet forces invaded Afghanistan in December 1979 to
take control of its politics and security by killing the sitting president and in-
stalling a more pliant puppet, Babrak Karmal, did the United States react
sharply. It cancelled the participation of its athletes in the summer Olympic
games in Moscow scheduled for 1980, and offered Pakistan a modest eco-
nomic and military assistance package, which the latter turned down, saying
it was “peanuts,” and declared that it would resist by force any move by the
Soviet Union in the direction of the Persian Gulf. This became known as the
Carter Doctrine.5 The U.S. prestige and credibility to maintain security in the
region had already suffered a grievous blow with the fall of the Shah of Iran
and the success of an anti-American Islamic revolution in that country. The
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan spun the American policy in the region into
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greater chaos. The U.S. policy of isolating countries that had been its allies
and stood up with it during the Cold War had in fact weakened its capacity
to put up a coherent policy against the former Soviet Union.6

The immediate interest of the United States, in the wake of Soviet ag-
gression against Afghanistan, was not that country itself, but ensuring that
the Gulf States and its other partners in the region had the political will and
capacity to stay with the United States and prevent the Soviet Union from
endangering their security.7 The United States reacted to the Soviet threat by
sending out a strong signal to all the regional countries that it was sincere
and serious to assist all countries and social movements that were opposed
to Soviet presence in Afghanistan. Pakistan was the first country that it ap-
proached because even before the United States appeared on the Afghan
scene, Pakistan was supporting the Afghan resistance against the commu-
nist regime. It had been hosting both refugees as well the Mujahideen lead-
ers without much international publicity.8 Pakistan had been offering itself
as a staging base for attacks by the Mujahideen. Pakistan’s military ruler,
General Zia ul-Haq, found the United States offer to assist the country and
the Afghan Mujahideen as a great political opportunity to stay in power and
implement a vision of free and Islamic Afghanistan. General Zia was the
chief architect of Pakistan’s Afghan policy, and by all evidence, his influence
on American policy in Afghanistan was immense.9 In his view, the Soviet
Union had neither the political skills nor the ideological appeal to stabilize
Afghanistan and retain it under its influence. The Soviet Union only had a
deadly military force that knew how to decimate populations, and the im-
age that it had never withdrawn from the country it occupied.10 Zia told the
Americans that the Soviet Union was vulnerable and hardly had any chance
of succeeding, but the struggle to oust it would have to be long, consistent,
and collective. The United States’ policy makers did not find this logic very
convincing, but were willing to do whatever they could to support the
Afghan resistance. In their estimation, it was an opportunity to bleed the
Soviet Union, destroy its image in the world, portray it as an aggressor
against a Third World Islamic country, and make its adventure costly in or-
der to prevent it from going to areas beyond its traditional sphere of influ-
ence.11 In a few years’ time, Washington found the ideological fervor rooted
in the Islamic concept of Jihad or holy war and the national passion to lib-
erate Afghanistan immensely impressive. The Muslim and most of the Third
World countries were vehemently opposed to the Soviet war and in varying
degrees they supported the resistance movement. This is evident from the
number of countries that routinely voted for resolutions annually at the
General Assembly session calling for an immediate withdrawal of the Soviet
forces and for negotiating a peaceful settlement of the problem.

The U.S. policy had remarkable success in forging a very broad-based inter-
national coalition of forces that supported the Afghan Mujahideen resistance.
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Its European allies, pro-West Muslim countries, and the wealthy oil-producing
Middle Eastern states extended enormous support to Pakistan and the Mu-
jahideen. An important, and now very controversial, aspect of American pol-
icy was to indirectly encourage young Muslim fighters across the Middle East,
Pakistan, and other Muslim states to join the struggle of the Mujahideen. Of
course, this grass-root Islamic resistance movement was not entirely on the be-
hest of the United States; however, the United States was neither averse to it,
nor did the United States see any danger in radicalizing Islamic youth. Islam
as a religion, Islamic movements, and groups of all shades because of their
strong opposition to communism were thought to be natural allies of the West
during the Cold War.12 The same Islamic elements became a partner of the
United States, as both had a common interest in defeating the Soviet Union.
Freedom from communism was a common and unifying theme between the
Islamic radicals and the United States. There is an unending debate on why the
United States did not read the danger in the militancy of the Islamic youth and
their flocking into Afghanistan, and what consequences their political and mil-
itary experience would have on the home societies when they returned to
them, or why would they not turn their guns on the West when the Soviet
Union was gone?13

There cannot be and will never be a satisfactory answer to these troubling
questions. Because much of this questioning is based on hindsight wisdom
and hardly addresses the issue of the great power confrontation in the
1980s and the American need for a broad-based strategic alliance against
the former Soviet Union. Moreover, the Mujahideen resistance had nation-
alistic as well as strong Islamic orientations and would have gone fighting
against Moscow even without American support.14 It is also a question of
relative importance of each partner to the common strategy of rolling the
Soviet forces out of Afghanistan; did the United States need the Mujahideen
more or the vice versa? There are other questions, like why did it not sup-
port the moderate elements in Afghanistan? Perhaps they were very few in
numbers, had a narrow social support base, or were unable to organize a
massive resistance comparable to what the religious groups had. The mod-
erate Afghan groups were at a disadvantageous position in Pakistan because
Pakistan had a policy of preference for the groups with strong Islamic ori-
entation. The Islamist Mujahideen flowed into Pakistan with millions of
refugees. They had ethnic and religious networks across the border, and re-
ceived personal political support of Zia, who favored them greatly.15 Many
of the Mujahideen groups welcomed American support and highly valued
its extensive assistance through Pakistan. But they were also conscious of
the fact that the United States had its own interests in the situation, as it saw
its rival superpower in great trouble. There is hardly any evidence that the
Afghans during the Jihad against the former Soviet Union considered the
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United States as an enemy or as the next target or had any coherent ideol-
ogy to compete against the American global influence.

The United States and its Afghan and regional allies, notably Pakistan,
achieved their central goals—forcing the Soviet Union to make a retreat, leav-
ing a weak communist government to fend off for itself. There is hardly any
recognition of the sacrifices that the Afghans made in causing the collapse of
the Soviet Union and fall of communism.16 Once this central goal of Ameri-
can policy was accomplished, Washington, after agreeing on positive/negative
symmetry with Moscow over their respective economic and military assistance
to their Afghan clients, began to gradually pull itself out of the Afghan war. In-
directly, through Pakistan and on its own using the good will that it had earned
with some of the Mujahideen groups, it tried to promote some political un-
derstanding among them for a workable political alliance. But it found work-
ing with the Mujahideen groups frustrating and was not comfortable with the
Islamic ideology of some of them. It is also important to note that the demise
of the Soviet Union kicked up a new intellectual and policy discourse on what
would be the future security threats for the United States and its Western al-
liance. Or who will be the new enemies that the United States would be most
likely to confront with the end of communism. Real or concocted, there is a
lot of controversy that the Islamist groups and countries supporting them
slowly began to emerge as the new ‘other’ in the American security assessment.
Afghan Mujahideen, vowing to establish an Islamic state in Afghanistan in the
greatly altered world security environment, couldn’t win American support for
this kind of cause. Had their focus been on political and economic recon-
struction or ending internal strife to make Afghanistan a stable and peaceful
country and been pragmatic enough to respect and engage the West in their
own benefit, the United States might have continued its assistance and politi-
cal support. Many of the Afghan leaders wasted this important source of inter-
national support by taking an unnecessarily anti-Western posture. Another rea-
son for the United States to quit Afghanistan was its ad-hoc, goal-oriented, and
pragmatic foreign policy. The Afghan war had served its purpose, now the
United States had other issues to attend to and reassess the value of its part-
nership with the Mujahideen. Reappraisal of the situation in and around
Afghanistan suggested that it was time for Washington to leave that country be-
cause the multiple confrontations it was facing didn’t deserve taking sides or
staying engaged with the Mujahideen factions fighting to capture political
power.17

This turned out to be one of the greatest mistakes of American foreign pol-
icy. It is true that Afghanistan’s liberation war had deteriorated into a civil
strife and it was difficult to stabilize the country with so many centers of
powers, warlords, political factions, and creeping intervention of neighbor-
ing countries, but these were the very reasons for the United States to stay 
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engaged. The confrontation between the Soviet Union and the Afghan Mu-
jahideen had ruined the country. Afghanistan hardly had any economic, po-
litical, or state-based institutional structure left to handle the reconstruction.
More than anything, it required peace, solidarity, and unity among the war-
ring factions to restart a new life. The United States and Western powers, de-
spite many irritants, including rhetoric of anti-Americanism of some of the
Afghan factions, could have shown some patience and understanding of the
troubles of the Afghan society, which was going through cycles of conflict.
The United States unfortunately left the country, when the Afghans needed
its support the most, in the area of economic reconstruction. It is evident
now, after the ouster of the Taliban, economic rehabilitation and support to
state and society institutions are vital for rebuilding peace and creating sta-
bility in postconflict conditions. The United States and other partners of the
Mujahideen resistance did not realize how a stateless society, fragmented
and porous to regional influence and intervention from so many opposite
directions could menace the security of the entire region, and dangerous
anti-American forces could seek a refuge therein and plan and execute a
global strategy of terror. It needs to be clarified that the Afghans themselves
were never on the front of the anti-American war of Al Qaeda. This organi-
zation was not launched as a consequence of war in Afghanistan either, but
had emerged with a mission to liberate Islamic lands, specifically Saudi Ara-
bia, Kuwait, and other states in the region after the American-led war to va-
cate Iraqi aggression against Kuwait. This is a complex issue and it is out of
the purview of this chapter to examine it in length. It would suffice to say
that the Afghans, because of their camaraderie of the war of resistance, em-
braced the fugitive Al Qaeda into their fold. More than the memory of their
wartime association, there was a mutuality of interest between the Al Qaeda
and Taliban leadership. One needed a space, a shelter, and freedom to train
forces and plan attacks; the other needed determined fighters and material
resources to win the internal war against the Northern Front. Islam and a vi-
sion of an Islamic state and a powerful narrative of Muslims as victims fac-
ing prosecution, injustice, and oppression were some of the common
themes between the two organizations.

Washington has to accept part of the responsibility for how Bin Laden
and his associates escaped to Afghanistan, and that the United States was
unable to capture him or get his custody when he was still in Sudan or on
his way to Afghanistan. The official claim is that Bin Laden was well pro-
tected in Sudan, and that it was thought he would be an easy target when
he relocated himself in Afghanistan. Sudanese authorities have claimed that
they offered to turn over bin Laden to the U.S. authorities, but they declined
to take him.18 The 9/11 Commission Report has found the Sudanese claim
without “unreliable evidence.”19
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There is a good amount of evidence to show that the United States tried
its best to get bin Laden out of Afghanistan indirectly through Pakistan and
directly by using some direct contacts with the Taliban leadership.20 The ef-
forts did not materialize because of the conditions put forward by the Tal-
iban for delivering bin Laden. First and foremost was the demand of the
Taliban for recognition by the United States and membership of the UN,
which Washington was not willing to grant for the disputed legitimacy of
the Taliban, their treatment of women, minorities, and those who were op-
posed to their rule. The United States had found evidence of involvement
of Al Qaeda and bin Laden in the bombing of two of its naval ships in the
port of Aden, and wanted the Taliban to hand bin Laden over for question-
ing and a possible trial. The Taliban’s condition was that whatever evidence
the United States had should be placed before them and, if the Taliban was
satisfied, it would appoint a committee of Islamic jurists to try bin Laden
rather than turn him or his associates over to the U.S. authorities.21 During
the Taliban reign, getting bin Laden became one of the central objectives of
U.S. policy. The United States tried several options to get hold of the most
wanted man on the U.S. list, which ranged from negotiating a deal with the
Taliban to using the good offices of the third parties friendly to both the
United States and the Taliban, like Saudi Arabia and Pakistan. The CIA col-
laborated with Pakistani ISI to train a special commando force to capture
him.22 Before this, the U.S. naval forces present in the Arabian Sea fired
scores of cruise missiles on 28 August 1998, at Osama’s camp in the eastern
part of Afghanistan. The missile attack killed hundreds of trainees (includ-
ing some Pakistanis) and completely destroyed the camp. But the real tar-
get had escaped before the missiles landed.

American relations with the Taliban were frosty most of the time. Wash-
ington used some bait to change Taliban’s policy on bin Laden, but nothing
worked. In a way the United States exhausted all means, which included in-
direct influence, persuasion, intervention of common friends, threats, isola-
tion, sanctions, and some vague promises to accept the Taliban after they ful-
filled certain conditions, expelling, and preferably giving bin Laden over into
their custody. The Taliban leadership used many excuses to continue giving
protection to bin Laden. These excuses included the Islamic duty to provide
secure refuge to fellow Muslims fearing persecution or oppression; Pashtun
culture based on social code of Pashtunwali that among other things shelters
the fugitives disregard to their nature of their crime; questioning the quality
of the evidence against bin Laden and the failure of the United States to
place all the evidence on the table; insisting that Taliban government was
more qualified to try bin Laden if it had evidence than any other govern-
ment; and there was no guarantee of a fair trial for bin Laden if he was
handed over to the U.S. authorities. The Taliban, true to its character, took a
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very rigid position; almost all the demands it placed before the third party
emissaries were nonnegotiable. The real difficulty was that the Taliban oper-
ated on very different premises and assumptions than the traditional diplo-
macy. As an essentially nonmodern, tribal force functioning under the ab-
solute control of Mullah Omar, the self-designated Ameer Ul Momineen
(leader of the faithful), a man who never even visited Kabul, the outside
powers found it extremely difficult to negotiate with the Taliban on any-
thing. They had neither any political grooming nor understanding of how
the world system functioned. Their socialization in the madrasa environ-
ment gave them very little and narrow exposure to the world outside their
educational institutions. Therefore, the principles of normal diplomacy did
not work; nor did polite and persistent pressures from two of the common
supporters, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan. The United States did not give up its
pursuit of finding Bin Laden and continued to explore all possibilities short
of direct military intervention.

The terrorist attacks on 9/11 entirely changed the whole world’s percep-
tions about the Taliban and Afghanistan. It did not take the Western pow-
ers much time to dig out evidence that connected the bombers of the World
Trade Center with the Al Qaeda leadership present in Afghanistan, and be-
ing protected by the Taliban.23 For the United States, it was not just the de-
struction of thousands of lives and the loss of billions of dollars but the
stark question of how stateless terrorists dealt such a grave blow to its na-
tional security and global prestige by targeting symbols of its wealth and
power. The 9/11 attacks might be termed as the second Pearl Harbor for the
United States. The tragic event had two immediate effects. First, it generated
unprecedented sympathy for the United States and its people from all over
the world and a global disgust for the ghastly act of terrorism. Second, the
terrorist attacks caused an unparalleled upsurge of nationalist sentiment
among the American masses. A feeling of deep hurt and anger united the
entire nation behind conservative president Bush surrounded by a group of
right-wingers who had long entertained a vision of a hostile world. The
tragic event offered more than adequate evidence to their worldview in
which the security of the United States depended on a willingness to use
disproportionate power against the real and “imagined” enemies.24 The
world sympathy and national solidarity in a moment of deep grief gave the
American president a free hand to respond to the situation.

REGIONAL ALLIES

The war on terrorism in Afghanistan has many dimensions and involves
many sets of players, national, regional, and global. In this section we will
examine the role that some of the regional countries have played in assist-
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ing U.S. operations, providing basing rights, sharing intelligence, and ex-
tending political cooperation. In our view, four of them are greatly relevant
in understanding the contribution of regional allies to the U.S.-led war
against the Taliban and Al Qaeda. They are: Afghanistan’s Northern Front,
Pakistan, Iran, and central Asian states.

ALIGNING WITH THE NORTHERN FRONT

Before the dust of the twin towers settled or even the smoke and fire were
put out, the Americans began to evolve a comprehensive strategy toward
Afghanistan. The policy had multiple prongs that covered the mechanisms
to effectively punish and quickly oust the Taliban regime and destroy the Al
Qaeda network throughout the world, specifically in Afghanistan where its
leaders had found a secure refuge. Having left Afghanistan high and dry in
the midst of civil war in the early 1990s, the United States operated with very
limited resources. Therefore, the first prong of its plan was to establish a
strategic partnership with the Northern Front that consisted of non-Pashtun
ethnic minorities. The Front had been fighting against the Taliban for the
past several years. Although it was weak and demoralized after the assassi-
nation of its charismatic commander Ahmed Shah Masud, the Front had re-
tained tremendous social capacity to mobilize fighters within its communi-
ties against the Taliban. The United States had maintained some intelligence
links with the Front during its troubled relations with the Taliban but ab-
stained from assisting it in the war. Now the situation had changed. The
Front wanted the U.S. partnership to oust the Taliban as much as the United
States wanted the territory and militia of the Front to use against the Taliban.
It was a perfect marriage of convenience for both of them. They now saw a
common end against a common enemy, the Taliban. This book is not the
place to go into the detail of the negotiations, the amount of money that
changed hands to buy off commanders of the Northern Front, or the role lo-
cal militia played as an adjunct of the American forces in defeating the Tal-
iban. The Northern Front, having taken beatings repeatedly from the Taliban
and squeezed into a narrow band of territory, found the opportunity propi-
tious in having an angry, desperate, and very powerful country in the world
on its side. Once it became clear that the United States was committed to
changing the regime in Afghanistan and was willing to apply the most lethal
force to do the job, the anti-Taliban forces began to attract hordes of fighters
with prospects of an assured salary, uniforms, and weapons. The smell of vic-
tory against the most hated enemy, the Taliban, forged among them greater
unity than could have been possible before 9/11.

There are many questions that need to be addressed about why the
United States went all the way to embrace the Northern Front that had
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some of the warlords within its fold with worse records of atrocities against
their opponents. Did the United States explore other options, like creating
divisions within the Taliban and using factions within the majority Pashtun
community to topple the Taliban? What role did the Northern Front really
play? Did the United States contemplate fully the implications of aligning
with the regional warlords and using them as proxies against the Taliban for
the future political unity and integration of Afghanistan? We think these
questions are important to be debated and discussed among the historians
and political observers of Afghanistan and policy makers of regional states
and Western coalition. We do not wish to be an apologist for U.S. policy in
the initial phase of its military action against Afghanistan, but understand
the national sentiment and political atmosphere within which the United
States took critical decisions regarding Afghanistan. There was a national
outrage against the terrorist attacks within the United States and a sense of
humiliation. Unlike many other incidents of terrorist violence, there was a
visible and identifiable source from where Al Qaeda had operated. Those
who had provided protection and sanctuary to Bin Laden and his associates
were state functionaries and had control over Afghanistan. In the face of ev-
idence that the Bush administration presented to the media and the world,
inaction, delay, or wavering would have caused embarrassment and a
tremendous political cost. All accounts of inside stories within the close
network of the Bush administration suggest that quick action was consis-
tently on the mind of the President.25 The CIA and other outfits of the gov-
ernment were eager to win over the Northern Front leaders because it was
easier and doable, along with being a strategic necessity for operational pur-
poses. The United States badly needed local partners on the ground, inside
Afghanistan with secure rear and firm positions on the front. Besides these
qualities, the Northern Front had good intelligence assets, long and valu-
able operational experience against the Taliban, and more than that, they
possessed the will to fight and oust the Taliban militia. In a political sense,
the Front made a perfect natural partner of the United States in its war
against terrorism and the Taliban.

What other possible options were available for United States? Very few.
Exploring and pursuing other options like divisions within the Taliban or
cultivating Pashtun factional leaders would have required more time, en-
ergy, and political resources. Washington did not entirely ignore these op-
tions, as it tried to win over “moderate” Taliban or those who were not ide-
ologically deeply committed with Mullah Omar. But defections were very
few and ineffective in causing the collapse of the Taliban from within. It was
the lethal use of force from above, the heavy and consistent aerial bom-
bardment, that finally made the Taliban fighters run for life. This was not
the kind of war that the Taliban had expected or could be prepared for. With
the softening of the Taliban positions and withering away of Taliban forces
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that were concentrated around Kabul and largely in the northern parts of
the country, the United States tried to push through the Pashtun regions by
fielding former Mujahideen commander Abdul Haq in Jalalabad and
Hamid Karzai in the Kandhar area for causing uprisings against the Taliban
at a popular level. None of the missions succeeded beyond limited incur-
sions confined to the immediate tribal networks. The Taliban captured and
executed Abdul Haq, while Karzai had a narrow escape and was rescued by
the American forces.26

The U.S. alignment with the Northern Front factions, though justified on
pragmatic and operational grounds, was not without adverse political ef-
fects. Although U.S. intervention in Afghanistan was independent of the
civil war between the Northern Front (comprising non-Pashtun minorities)
and the largely Pashtun Taliban, it has been seen as being on the other side
by the Pashtun majority. The post-Taliban power shift in favor of the North-
ern Front further strengthened the impression that the Pashtuns had lost
power, and it was a direct result of the American intervention and war
against the Taliban. The United States has tried to correct the ethnic imbal-
ance by facilitating Hamid Karzai, a Pashtun from the Kandhar region, to
head the interim administration. It was tactically a smart move and has pro-
duced better political effects in terms of rallying some elements of the Pash-
tun community behind Karzai. A lot has changed since the election of the
parliament in September 2005 as Pashtun representatives affiliated with
different political groups, including some moderate Taliban, have been
elected to the legislature. The electoral process over time will settle the ques-
tion of political balance in the country.

NEUTRALIZING IRAN

Initiating and firming up a partnership with the Northern Front was just
one of the elements of the American strategy. The United States needed the
support of the regional states adjacent to Afghanistan for using their air
space, bases, and intelligence assets and continuing assistance in many
other ways to achieve its ends. Iran, because of its longstanding row with
the United States over a number of issues, could not be a direct and visible
partner, and Washington made no serious attempt in this regard except
seeking some support for search and rescue missions. Tehran had been one
of the major players inside Afghanistan supporting the anti-Taliban forces
and its opposition to the Taliban for sectarian and political reasons was well
known.27 When the United States initiated attacks against the Taliban
regime, Iran did not make an issue out of foreign intervention in
Afghanistan and abstained from throwing any wrench in the way of Amer-
ican strategy against the Taliban. The American resolve, the broad-based
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support its leadership had, and international revulsion against the Taliban
were some of the factors that also kept the Iranians from intervening against
foreign presence in Afghanistan. The United States did not need to issue
threats to neutralize Iran, as Iran had silently prayed and hoped for the re-
moval of the Taliban. Unlike some support in the streets of some of the
Muslim countries for the Taliban when the United States launched its at-
tacks, the Iranian streets were empty of such protestors. Iran became neutral
in the American war against the Taliban and rather rejoiced the fact that two
of its adversaries were fighting among themselves. As we will explore in an-
other section, the long-term effects of American presence in the region on
Iran’s strategic interests in Afghanistan and beyond will be quite adverse.
Iran does not find itself in a happy situation as a weaker adversary; the Tal-
iban has been replaced by a stronger global power, covering Iran’s eastern
flank from air bases in Afghanistan. But it hardly had any choice, and it very
prudently avoided creating any trouble for the U.S. forces.

The United States and Iran have an uneasy relationship in Afghanistan,
which is influenced by a host of other factors that are not directly related to
the situation in this country. Three issues can be mentioned here. First is the
American invasion of Iraq and its political and security consequences. There
has been lot of debate on why the Bush administration decided to invade
Iraq when the Iraqi regime had nothing to do with the terrorist attacks or
Al Qaeda.28 The allegations that Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruc-
tion have proven to be absolutely false. It is not relevant here to explore all
the conspiratorial and not so conspiratorial theories that try to explain why
the United States invaded Iraq—oil, interest in spreading democracy, do-
mestic political compulsions, establishing American credibility as a global
power, and redefining its role in the larger security framework of the Mid-
dle East under the new doctrine of preemption. Whatever the U.S. motives,
interests, and strategy in the region, Iran has considerable stakes in the fu-
tures of both Iraq and Afghanistan.

Iran has in many ways played a complementary role to U.S. policy toward
post-Taliban Afghanistan in providing development assistance, opening up
alternative trade routes, and working closely with the Karzai government.
Iran has a long-term strategic perspective on Afghanistan beyond the U.S.
involvement. On security and internal politics issues of Afghanistan, Iran
has been lying low and concentrating more on trade and development to
sustain its constituency of influence in Afghanistan, independent of U.S.
purposes and policy.

BASE FACILITIES IN CENTRAL ASIA

As the American military needed bases from where it could launch its opera-
tions, it focused on Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Pakistan. We will deal with
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Pakistan at the end of this section. Let us first examine briefly the strategic rel-
evance of the two Central Asian states, the former Soviet republics for the
American military operations. Both of them have well-developed air bases, sta-
tioning facilities for the forces, and proximity to Afghanistan. Both of these two
states have had strong interest in getting the Taliban out due to the support the
Taliban was providing to the states’ religious militia. The Soviet Union in its
war against the Afghan Mujahideen had used these bases in its counterinsur-
gency operations. Moscow itself, wanting American good will, did not object
to the use of its “near abroad” periphery. One of the important effects of the
new situation in the region was the change in American policy on the question
of human rights and democracy, the two conditions it had set for deeper and
extensive engagement with Uzbekistan. When the United States sent a request
to Uzbekistan for assistance in terms of use of the Khanabad airbase in the
southern part of the country, it did not take much time for them to make a
choice, because the opportunity offered political support to fight against the Is-
lamic movement and marked an end of criticism against them for human
rights violations. In a quid pro quo, the United States provided $500 million
security, and repackaged the country as a “stable and moderate force.”29 Presi-
dent Islam Karimov and his regime have one of the worst records of oppres-
sion of dissidents, fixing elections, and corruption has used the American con-
nection to his political benefit. Since 9/11, Karimov has declared all his
political opponents as “Islamist terrorists,” and unfortunately, Washington has
embraced this tyrant as a partner, because in its view the strategic interests over-
weigh interest in supporting democracy in this region.30

PARTNERSHIP WITH PAKISTAN

Pakistan once again emerged as the key state in helping the United States
end the Taliban rule, the regime Pakistan had supported against persistent
international criticism. One of the first calls to world leaders was placed to
Pakistan’s General Pervez Musharraf, who had been isolated for toppling an
elected government in October 1999. Former secretary of state Colin Pow-
ell was as blunt as one can be in diplomacy in presenting a list of demands.
The demands were extensive and included basing facilities, permission to
use airspace, intelligence information, and halting of all support to the Tal-
iban.31 The central theme of the conversation was that Pakistan had to de-
cide whether it was the United States or with the terrorists, and if it chose
the terrorists, it was to “be prepared to be bombed to the Stone Age.”32 Pak-
istan, which recalculated its interests when the U.S. intervention in
Afghanistan appeared imminent, decided to accede to the U.S. demands for
unconditional support.

For almost a decade after the departure of the Soviet forces, the United
States and Pakistan had found very little to restructure a new partnership
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and the drift in opposite directions continued on some of the important
issues like Pakistan’s support to the Taliban, Kashmir insurgency, the nu-
clear program, and combating religious extremism and religious extrem-
ism’s fallout in the region. Pakistan had failed to convince the United
States about the rationale of its policies on these issues. After getting the
former Soviet Union out of Afghanistan it wanted Pakistan to finish the
support extended to the Islamist groups there, banish the religiously moti-
vated private militias from crossing national boundaries and close its
doors to Islamic activists from other countries who had grown links with
like-minded elements in Pakistan during the Afghan war.33 It was a tall or-
der for the Pakistani state that had developed strong links with these
groups to fulfill part of its foreign policy agenda in the region. This factor
was no less important in the minds of American policy makers than the
nuclear program when they slammed sanctions against Pakistan in the fall
of 1990.34 Three years later, Pakistan was put on the watch list of terrorist
states on the question of supporting militants in the Indian-held Kashmir.
Nuclear testing in May 1998, which was in response to Indian tests earlier
in the month, invoked a new wave of sanctions. A third wave of sanctions
came when the military took over power in October 1999. The events of
9/11 presented a new situation to both the countries and also a moment
of reflection on what had gone wrong and how they could cooperate to
oust the Taliban regime.

Why did Pakistan emerge as central to the American war against the
Taliban and Al Qaeda network? It did so for two fundamental reasons. First,
it was due to Pakistan’s strategic location on the southern fringes of central
Asia, covering the southern and eastern flanks of Afghanistan. Furthermore,
Pakistan’s long coastline along the Arabian Sea placed it at the center of
maritime strategy for the hinterland in this direction, as it later became ob-
vious from the American use of airpower from its aircraft career groups in
the area. No such operations could be conducted within the exiting inter-
national legal regime without the consent and cooperation of Pakistan.
Pakistan’s airfields, intelligence resources, and the institutional strength of
the armed forces were considered essential for defeating the Taliban and
routing out the Al Qaeda from the region.35 The most important consider-
ation in soliciting Pakistan’s support was the proximity of its bases from
which search, recovery, and other vital operations could be launched. Along
with the Karachi port, the air base at Jacobabad has given the U.S. forces a
valuable logistical and supply facility because of the short distance between
this region and Afghanistan.

The second important reason behind seeking partnership with Pakistan
was Islamabad’s experience of handling Afghan groups for three decades
and the intelligence assets it had acquired over the years. Pakistan’s support
was crucial in sealing the borders, preventing the Taliban and Al Qaeda
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fighters from crossing over to the country and taking shelter there. How-
ever, the joint watch over the border through deployment of Pakistani
troops and American technical means had many loopholes which allowed
some of the Al Qaeda operatives to slip through the lines using local con-
tacts in the tribal areas bordering Afghanistan. There were many questions
raised about the capacity of Pakistan to control these elements and even
face a backlash, which it did two years later during its operations in South
Waziristan.36 The control over the borders required heavy deployment of
troops, and for the first time, Pakistan’s armed forces had done a splendid
job in denying territorial space to the Taliban. Since Pakistan is a strategic
backyard of Afghanistan, no movement or military operation has succeeded
in Afghanistan without the active support of Pakistan’s tribal belt. This belt
played a central role in Pakistan’s policy of organizing resistance against the
Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. Before that Nadir Khan had mobilized
Pashtuns in this region and raised a big militia in the late 1920s for re-
moving Amir Habibullah, the Tajik bandit, popularly known as Bach-a-Saqa
(son of water carrier).37 This time also, the Pashtun Taliban have received
political and social support in Pakistan’s tribal region that has partly sus-
tained their resistance against the American forces. For this reason, the
post-Taliban regime and the U.S. administration have continued to raise
questions about the sincerity of the Pakistani government in expelling or ar-
resting the Taliban and Al Qaeda leaders.38 Pakistan’s position is that it has
arrested a large number of Al Qaeda leaders and has handed them over to
the American authorities. It asserts that there cannot be better evidence of
its commitment to the war on terror than the fact that hundreds of its
troops have lost their lives fighting Al Qaeda terrorists. Washington has re-
peatedly acknowledged Pakistan’s contribution in the effort to stabilize
Afghanistan. It is easy to trade accusations and raise doubts in difficult sit-
uations like along the borders between Afghanistan where neither
Afghanistan nor Pakistan established any effective control. The situation is
complicated further because during the war of resistance against the former
Soviet Union, the Afghan and foreign fighters used the border regions as
staging points and thousands of Arab fighters decided to marry local
women and eventually settled down there. Blood ties among the local Pash-
tuns and Arab veterans of the Afghan-Soviet war have created enormous dif-
ficulties for the Pakistani government to flush out the foreigners from the
region. Their presence, which is much lower than it was at the start of Amer-
ican war in Afghanistan, raises fears about the stability of adjoining
provinces of Afghanistan, where American forces have faced tough and per-
sistent resistance from the remnant Taliban elements.

The terrorist attacks on 11 September 2001 presented Pakistan with a dif-
ficult political and diplomatic terrain to negotiate. Essentially, it only had
two options; to stay an ally and supporter of the Taliban or to join the
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American-led international coalition against terrorism. Realistically, there
was nothing in between these two alternatives, as even genuine attempts to
find a neutral course would have damaged Pakistan’s national security in-
terests. Triggered by public anger, humiliation, and the scale of human
tragedy, the immediate reaction of the United States left Pakistan with no
room for any gray area. So when Pakistan was posed the question of
whether it was with the United States or not, Pakistan’s military leaders un-
derstood the logic of this question, and responded positively.39

By calculating risks and pay-offs between the two options, Pakistan made
the right decision in supporting the United States in its new war against ter-
rorism. Any delay or margin of error would have taken the initiative away
from Islamabad, and perhaps pushed it to the brink of disaster. Had it wa-
vered, tried to hedge out or ride on emotions of nationalism and religious
solidarity with the Taliban movement, it might have faced its gravest dan-
gers to its national security. Pakistanis understood the urgency of the situa-
tion, intensity of international revulsion against terrorism and global sym-
pathy for the United States, and therefore decided to support the war efforts
of the United States against the Taliban. Under the vastly changed circum-
stances, Pakistan reversed its policy toward the Taliban, the closest allies in
Afghanistan, from collaboration with them to joining an international
coalition against them. It was not a moral or religious issue but one that re-
lated to reassessment of national security interests.

Reversing its policy toward the Taliban and siding with the United States
to destroy the Taliban’s regime was a bold but at the same time a contro-
versial step at the popular level for Pakistan. The change may have long-
term effects on Pakistan’s internal as well as regional security environment.
The question is what will Pakistan gain or lose by such an abrupt and fun-
damental shift in its policy from an ally of the Taliban to their adversary?
Apart from the heavy weight of international circumstances, Pakistan acted
according to the old maxim “There are no permanent friends and enemies.
Only national interests are permanent.” What are then Pakistan’s interests
in Afghanistan? It has a basket of interests. Many governments during the
past twenty-five years have added new items, and have taken out some of
them with the changing circumstances. I believe that with the American en-
try into Afghanistan, the size and shape of the basket and the items in it
have changed fundamentally. The real and substantive change is between
the old policy that rested in carving Afghanistan out as sphere of influence
with strong security and political ties with Islamabad to a new policy of
neutrality in the internal affairs of Afghanistan and support to international
measures in reconstructing the Afghan state. Pakistan’s geopolitical location
and ties with the Afghan tribes, ethnic groups, and historically with so
many different factions and parties during the Afghan war are such that it
can be a spoiler as well as a friendly supporter. Under the old policy it put
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its weight behind the Taliban movement by extending considerable eco-
nomic, military, and political support in its attempt to secure a strategic ad-
vantage over its regional rivals that were supporting their own favorite
groups in this complex and confused contestation of power. Some would
argue that Pakistan’s support was crucial for the military success of the Tal-
iban against their opponents. At the end of the day, however, Pakistan
gained very little. By helping the Taliban it alienated other ethnic and re-
gional groups that began to see Pakistan as an adversary fueling internal
strife and guilty of staging intervention through the Taliban that included
big contingents of religious militants. The country remained unstable and
in perpetual conditions of war. This ruined Pakistan’s dream of opening up
to Central Asia. The leaders in these states found the nature of Taliban
regime, its fanaticism, and policy of giving sanctuaries to militants from
other Islamic countries to train themselves, hide, and plan attacks against
their targets quite alarming. The Central Asian states accused Pakistan for its
support to the Taliban, which they feared could trigger unrest and further
fan the forces of militant political Islam in their territories at a difficult stage
of political transition and state formation. These states more or less devel-
oped a sentiment of passive hostility toward Pakistan for its support to the
Taliban. The United States, Western countries, and Pakistan’s close ally,
China, also felt offended due to Pakistan’s failure to influence policies of
the Taliban on any issue. Pakistan’s post-Soviet policy toward Afghanistan
was a failure.

One of the more stubborn and negative effects of Pakistan’s support to the
Taliban was their nexus with the sectarian terrorists in Pakistan. With sanc-
tuaries and training facilities in Afghanistan the Taliban caused tremendous
damage to intersect harmony in the society. It is an overstated fact that Pak-
istan has been a victim of ethnic and sectarian terrorism for about quarter of
a century. But Pakistan must take part of the blame for its own policies that
created a social environment conducive to the growth of ethnic and religious
violence. Long years of military rule, absence of genuine mass-based politi-
cal leadership and expedient domestic and foreign policy agenda, were re-
sponsible for the rise of violent ethnic and religious groups. The ouster of the
Taliban and reengagement with the international coalition against terrorism
provided Pakistan with a fresh opportunity to combat terrorism within the
country. Pakistan continues to face backlash from the extremist elements on
the outer fringes of the religious right for turning off support to the Taliban.
But it is better to deal with this menace now when it has sympathy and sup-
port of the international community than to fight this problem later alone.
Pakistan, in our view, made a bad policy choice in opting for the Taliban.
The geopolitical assumptions that inspired the shift in Pakistan’s Afghan pol-
icy were not thoroughly thought out. There were better alternatives to the
Taliban but its policy makers were stuck in their alignment with the Pashtun
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groups. This policy increased Pakistan’s political, diplomatic, and long-term
security costs. Presented with difficult challenges, and narrow choices under
a very compulsive international environment, Pakistan changed its course
on Afghanistan, abandoning the Taliban in the lurch.

The Taliban have a social support base in the border regions among the
Pashtuns on the Pakistani side and even in the rest of Pakistan through the
madrasa and mullah networks. The groups sympathetic to the Taliban
staged a few big demonstrations in the wake of American military strikes.
However, these groups failed to keep on the momentum of Friday protests
or pressurize the military government to change its policy of giving support
to the U.S. forces in Afghanistan. The crowds of protestors outside the
mosques and in the streets of major towns began to thin out every succes-
sive week. But there has been a political backlash in the massive popularity
of Mutahida Majlis-e-Amal (joint action council) or MMA, a coalition of six
religious political parties representing all religious sects and denomina-
tions. The alliance won largely in the Pashtun territories for its support to
the Taliban and opposition to the American war.40 There is a strong view in
Pakistan and outside that the electoral performance of the MMA in the
provinces of Balochistan and Frontier in the October 2002 elections was
mainly due to pro-Taliban sentiments among the Pashtuns. This is a con-
testable issue, but nonetheless, the American war in Afghanistan was one of
the important situational factors in determining MMA’s electoral victory.41

Many would argue that Pakistan hardly had any choice, when its
leadership was posed with a straight question: are you with us or with
them? Ditching the Taliban meant making a u-turn on Pakistan’s Afghan
policy that it had pursued for a quarter of a century.42 The policy in brief
was meant to bring Afghanistan into Pakistan’s sphere of influence and use
it for furthering Pakistan’s economic and political interests into the Central
Asian region. Some of the former military leaders of Pakistan have de-
scribed this policy in terms of seeking a strategic depth, which in the opin-
ion of this scribe is ambiguous, empty of any meaning, except if it is inter-
preted in terms of a high degree of influence over the government there.
That had been a declared goal of Pakistan’s policy, but the experience of
dealing with the Afghan resistance groups, the Mujahideen government of
Professor Burhanuddin Rabbani and later that of the Taliban suggested how
independent the Afghans have been. The Afghan leaders, during the anti-
Soviet war and afterwards, wanted Pakistan to be a supporter, friend, and fa-
cilitator, not a bully around the block or a king-maker, playing one group
or faction against another. Pakistan of course has a different narrative of its
engagement with Afghanistan, but our impression is that prominent
Afghan leaders have never been comfortable with Pakistan’s approach to-
ward its country, particularly when it came to handling the issues of stabil-
ity, peace, and reconciliation.43
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The unease of all types of Afghan leaders, traditional as well as those who
rose to prominence during the war of resistance against the Soviet Union,
was quite visible about Pakistan’s assistance to the Taliban. Such a discom-
fort was not confined to the Afghans alone; Pakistan also failed to convince
the rest of the world that the Taliban were good guys and that they had rea-
sonable success in stabilizing and reunifying the country. These values
could be higher on the agenda of Taliban or Pakistan, but the world was
more interested in humane conduct of politics, and the Afghan groups were
more concerned with national reconciliation. Taliban’s human rights record
and treatment of women became international issues and the world looked
at the Taliban as primitive, brutal, and even uncivilized in their political
dealings with the opponents and enforcement of their interpretation of Is-
lam in the Afghan society.44 Pakistan’s policy on Afghanistan had met virtu-
ally a dead end. But those in Pakistan addicted to the lost causes wanted to
hold on to that policy as long as they could. Their definition of Pakistan’s
interests in Afghanistan was essentially geopolitical, and essentially security
driven, which they did not want to change.45 It never occurred to them that
a peaceful Afghanistan, so dependent on transit routes and economy of the
larger parts of the country and were so integrated with the Pakistani market,
that they would have no choice but to stay friendly with Pakistan, no matter
which group or faction ruled Afghanistan. This fundamental fact of
Afghanistan’s political economy and geopolitics has persistently escaped the
analysis and attention of decision makers in the Foreign Office and the ISI.

The moment of truth arrived with the straight talk from Washington
immediately in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks in New York and
Washington, D.C. Pakistan had no escape from compulsory retirement
from its policy of interference in Afghanistan in the name of security and
other compulsions. It was a wise, rational, and pragmatic decision to
change sides from the Taliban to the international coalition against terror-
ism led by the United States. It might have been a difficult decision, but
could Pakistan stay neutral in the war or risk being with the Taliban that
had no chance of surviving? The answer is categorically no. Pakistan ex-
hausted its moral responsibility to the Taliban by conveying to them at the
last moment that they could perhaps procure their survival by surrendering
Osama bin Laden and Al Qaeda for their involvement in the terrorist at-
tacks. True to their image of rigidity, the top Taliban leaders refused to
budge.46 A combination of fatalism, tribal inflexibility, and ignorance of
the destructive nature of modern warfare prevented them from understand-
ing what was in the offing for them.

The decision to fight a common war against terrorism brought Pakistan back
to the center stage. For the second time in twenty years it became a frontline
state, this time, against international terrorism. Washington also realized that
the nature of war against international terrorism required strategic partnership
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with countries like Pakistan that are close to the sources of trouble in all di-
rections. A big embrace by the United States for the third time was based on
sound judgment of Pakistan’s strategic environment, its character as a poten-
tially moderate and progressive Islamic country but troubled by the legacy of
the Afghan conflict. Pakistan was willing and quite relevant to the American
strategy of fighting new threats, like militancy and terrorism of some of the Is-
lamic groups operating from its territory. The United States was equally keen
to revive the old relationship with Pakistan because its earlier policy of im-
posing sanctions against Pakistan for well over a decade had undermined its
leverage and diminished its influence with the successive civilian and military
governments in Islamabad.

Pakistan made virtue out of necessity in becoming part of the American-
led international campaign against terrorism in Afghanistan, which is a eu-
phemism for physically eliminating the Taliban and Al Qaeda. Aligning
with the United States for the third time has served Pakistan’s interests well.
It is no longer as isolated as it was before 9/11. All the sanctions that stood
against Pakistan for more than a decade have been lifted, and now Pakistan
is receiving large-scale economic assistance to implement its reform
agenda.47 The rescheduling of debts could not be possible without the sup-
port of the United States and other Western countries that are sympathetic
toward Pakistan for the risks it has taken in distancing itself from the forces
of religious extremism. The United States has also responded positively to
Islamabad’s long-standing request for the purchase of F-16 fighter-
bombers.48 This is a reconfirmation of a new strategic partnership between
the two countries. Washington has repeatedly acknowledged the role Pak-
istan has played in ending the Taliban regime in Afghanistan and extending
extensive support in stabilizing the situation there.49 But on occasion, more
frequently during the past year, the opinion has been that Pakistan has to
do more for preventing the Taliban and its foreign supporters hiding in the
border regions from crossing over to Afghanistan.50

MILITARY OPERATIONS

Once the United States began to mobilize forces and started building up an
international coalition and equipped itself with the legal authority from the
UN, the question of how and when the Taliban regime would be removed
was no longer a speculative question. No rational person looking at the
combination of forces that were zeroing in and around Afghanistan could
give even a slight chance for the survival of the Taliban regime. Under the
psychological pressure of the coming war, the Taliban regime had started
melting down on the margins. The commanders in remote areas always had
fluid loyalties and preferred to go with the more powerful and resourceful
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patrons. The threat of American war also produced a new wave of refugees
from Pashtun areas into Pakistan that contributed to the disintegration of
the popular support base for the Taliban.51 The cities, towns, and villages
began to wear a deserted look. Rhetoric, Islamic and nationalistic senti-
ments of the Taliban and its supporters failed to maintain political coher-
ence of its constituency inside Afghanistan and across the border into Pak-
istan in the face of clear and imminent danger. There were serious doubts if
the Taliban forces could stay on the ground and engage the United States in
conventional military encounters. This time around, the invading forces
had the most advanced weapons, more lethal than ever used and a political
determination to wipe out the Taliban. A few years later, Navy Vice Admiral
Eric T. Olson, speaking on the role of the Special Operation Command said
it “used nearly every tool in its toolbox to remove the Taliban from power
and render al Qaeda less effective.”52 It is evident from the wide array of
forces that Washington gathered around Afghanistan.

The structure of forces that the United States assembled in the Arabian
Sea and around the region was awesome. In addition to task forces, fifty
that had been based routinely in the region with fifteen to thirty-five ships,
United States deployed four carrier forces. More than 30,000 soldiers,
sailors, airmen, and marines, and about 300 military aircraft of various
types were estimated to be in the region, giving the U.S. leaders multiple
choices. The military buildup was paced up because the president wanted
to send a political message home that it was prepared and willing to face
the new challenges and deal with the post-9/11 situation. In the early
phases of deployments, the United States moved two carrier battle groups—
one led by the USS Carl Vinson and the other by the U.S. closer to Pak-
istan’s coast from where they conducted air strikes. Each carrier had seventy-
five aircrafts aboard, including F/A-18 Hornets and F-14 Tomcats.
Numerous ships in these groups were equipped with Tomahawk cruise mis-
siles. The third carrier, USS Theodore Roosevelt, which left Norfolk, Vir-
ginia, in September also moved into the Indian Ocean after completing
multinational exercises near Egypt. It had fourteen warships and 15,000
sailors and marines. The fourth carrier, USS Kitty Hawk, came from the Pa-
cific. B-52 and B-1 bombers as well as tanker refueling aircraft, U-2 recon-
naissance planes, and RC-135 surveillance aircrafts were stationed in the re-
gion along with air force ground support personnel. The United State used
these forces in combination with the staging facilities, and logistical and in-
telligence support from the neighboring states, like Pakistan, that declared
open support to America’s war against the Taliban.53

One of the criticisms of American strategy in Afghanistan is that it missed
the opportunity of capturing or killing Osama bin Laden when he was as-
sumed to be hiding in the Tora Bora caves and tunnels during late 2001.
The reason for this failure was that this job was “outsourced” to the local
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Afghan warlords and their fighters. Presidential candidate Senator John
Kerry repeated this allegation several times close to the November 2004
elections to establish the incompetence of the Bush administration.54

Tommy Franks, the former commander in chief of the Central Command at
that time has refuted this claim by saying that there was no credible evi-
dence to suggest that American forces had surrounded bin Laden there. But
the General does admit to the fact that most of the fighting on the ground,
killing, and capturing of the Taliban and Al Qaeda was done by the Afghans
who knew the terrain, the area, and were familiar with the complex tunnel
system that had been under use of the Mujahideen.55

FALTERING WAR ON TERRORISM

Overthrowing the Taliban was perhaps the easiest part of the American war
in Afghanistan. Consolidation, recovery, and reconstruction of the country
which are hinged on internal peace and security have proved to be very dif-
ficult tasks. And this is a war that the world community cannot afford to
lose because of its wider ramifications for the security of the entire region.
But the progress on rebuilding institutions of Afghan state, ensuring secu-
rity beyond Kabul, and extending the authority of the state to the hinter-
lands has been very slow.

The last couple of years and particularly 2006 have not been good for
Afghanistan, its people, or the countries fighting a counterinsurgency war
against the Taliban. By all accounts, the year witnessed a remarkable come-
back of the Taliban, or whoever the insurgents in the southern and eastern
parts of Afghanistan are. There are two emerging trends in the Afghan war.
First is coming on to the scene of the suicide bomber, blowing himself up
in crowded places or very close to the Afghan and NATO forces in the re-
gion.56 Hitherto, it was thought that suicide bombing was a problem
unique to the Middle East and Sri Lanka. It is no longer true. The suicide
bomber has become the most dangerous weapon of our time, and it is very
much in Afghanistan and Pakistan as well.

The second important development is the mounting of conventional at-
tacks by the Taliban forces, which it carried out in early September at large
human costs to themselves.57 By any indication, the Taliban has a big pres-
ence, and it is better armed and organized than in any previous year.58 Ob-
viously, the International Security Assistance Force, and now NATO having
taken control of command and operations have failed to achieve their ob-
jectives of stability, security, and reconstruction of this tragic country.59

There is no, and cannot be any, better evidence of their failure in
Afghanistan than the rise of the Taliban forces, emergence of Afghanistan as
a narcotics state, and persistence of the warlord phenomenon.
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Let us examine in some detail why NATO is failing and the Taliban 
appears to be succeeding in at least persisting despite the regularity and
lethality of attacks. The first problem of the United States is that leading the
war in Afghanistan, and that of NATO is that they do not seem to be recog-
nizing or openly admitting the identity of the insurgents in Afghanistan.
They continue to label them as Taliban. This name and the images associ-
ated with Taliban invoke international sympathy for the U.S. and NATO
forces in their respective countries because of the popular perceptions of the
Taliban as “Islamic” militants, medieval in thinking and hostile to the West
and modernity. The Taliban is very important and perhaps a critical element
in the insurgency, but the Taliban is neither exclusively Taliban in character,
nor is it entirely motivated by religious factors.

Behind the Taliban façade is Pashtun ethnicity,60 and if one wants to learn
from Afghanistan’s three wars against two great powers, Britain and the for-
mer Soviet Union, it is Afghan nationalism and its conventional resistance
to the presence of foreign forces. In these wars, the Pashtun took up the flag
of Afghan nationalism, mobilized resistance, and paid the heaviest price in
human and material loss. One may argue that there are Pashtuns and other
Afghans from other nationalities who are on the side of international forces
in their country. But there were also Afghans with the former Soviet Union
and quite a few with Britain as well. This is a dangerous symptom of polit-
ical polarization and the ethnic divide in the country.

The leaders of Northern ethnic minorities, President Hamid Karzai and
his allies, are very keen to have the international security forces do the
tough job of security, reconstruction, and stability in their country. And they
have a primary political interest in the defeat of the insurgency in the Pash-
tun regions. But unfortunately, this is very unlikely and does not seem to be
happening, and may not happen until the United States and NATO do
some serious rethinking about reconstruction, national reconciliation, and
dialogue among different contending forces, including the Taliban, which
would require a major course correction.

In the annual NATO summit meeting in Riga, Latvia, in November 2006,
and before it, in many of the statements of commanders dealing with
Afghanistan, three dominant themes have dominated their deliberations.
First, Afghanistan is a very important country and the security of the world
and surrounding regions in the new century would depend on how this
country is rebuilt, made secure, and stabilized. One cannot disagree with
this prognosis of Afghanistan and the likely implications of failure of the
international coalition. The second important subject of discussion is that
NATO needs more forces on the ground to combat the surging tide of the
Taliban. NATO already has 32,000 troops under its command. In addition,
the United States operates 11,000 troops outside the NATO command for
logistics and antiterrorism purposes. It seems, for good reason, some of the
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NATO countries are not willing to send more troops to Afghanistan because
there is a high risk of combat there, and so far the results of military oper-
ations are not too positive or visible.

Facing reluctance on the part of member countries to the idea of more
troops, NATO commanders have sought decreasing restrictions on the de-
ployment of troops to combat zones in the south and east of the country.
They have secured an agreement in the Riga meeting on calling troops from
other countries present in Afghanistan into combat situation from areas of
their regular deployment.61 In emergencies and in volatile areas, the U.S,
British, and Netherlands forces have done most of the fighting. That may
give the commanders some flexibility and increase their troop strength to
an optimal level, but that hardly presents a long-term or realistic solution
to the growing insurgency.

NATO and the United States need to focus on a three-pronged strategy to
stabilize Afghanistan. First and foremost they need to address the issue of
Pashtun alienation. There has been good progress on Pashtun representation
in the power structure since the parliamentary elections, but there is more
that needs to be done. The perception of the power shift in favor of Tajiks
and other groups persists among the Pashtuns, and that is not a good polit-
ical sign. Secondly, they must concentrate, with greater commitment, on re-
construction programs and revival of the legal economy. Unfortunately, drug
production and trafficking have increased at alarming rates, providing the in-
surgents with resources and local support for the protection they provide to
the poppy cultivators.62 This also demonstrates failure of the international
agencies in providing alternative sources of livelihood to people who seem
to have fallen back on the old practice of drug production. Third, and in our
view the most important and effective way of stabilizing Afghanistan, would
be peace talks and peace agreements with the Pashtun tribal leaders and with
those Taliban who are willing to come to the negotiating table.

The American-led war in Iraq, the rise of insurgency, and the pattern of
conflict in Iraq have demonstrative political and psychological effects on
the situation in Afghanistan. As the United States approaches the endgame
in Iraq, it must focus on Afghanistan, wiser with the lessons learned in the
course of the Iraq tragedy. One of the lessons that one can learn from Iraq,
which now teeters on the brink of disintegration, is that different social
groups locked in a power struggle need outside help to evolve institutions
and political consensus to live in harmony. Afghanistan has also become di-
vided along ethnic lines, and may face the same consequences, if the U.S
and NATO forces fail in their avowed mission of nation and state building.

WHAT WENT WRONG?

The twin strategy of war and reconstruction in Afghanistan has failed to
achieve any remarkable success. The country is sliding fast into chaos and
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disorder, particularly its southern and eastern periphery. If other areas are
calm, it is not because the state has extended its writ, but because the state
has surrendered its authority to the local warlords. There is general de-
spondency, disappointment, and frustration among the population. Their
grief and anger is widely shared by the international community and
friends of Afghanistan throughout the world. After three bouts of deadly
war, the Afghans thought they would have a better and peaceful future with
economic opportunities to reconstruct their individual and collective lives.

Against the hope that international intervention and political reconstruc-
tion would end the war, the Taliban has reemerged as a formidable force,
and the warlords continue to stay put and strong, forcing President Hamid
Karzai to make compromises. The Pashtun regions remain unstable and out
of the control of the government. The local farmers and international drug
traffickers have found the absence of the Afghan state and weak political
and security arrangements to their benefit in reviving poppy cultivation on
an unprecedented scale. Afghanistan unfortunately has become a narcotics
state—a development that has taken place in the presence of NATO, ISAF,
and U.S. forces. The situation inside Afghanistan is not very hopeful and it
is likely to get worse. The numbers of those optimistic about the future of
the current government or about the ability of the international coalition of
forces to do better in the coming months and years is on the decline. Let us
examine in detail what went wrong in Afghanistan.

First, the U.S strategy toward Afghanistan was shaped hurriedly in an at-
mosphere of anger and thus it became centered on ousting the Taliban,
whose ideological makeup, ruling style, and leadership had been widely de-
monized in the Western media. The presence of Al Qaeda and Osama bin
Laden and their operation from sanctuaries in Afghanistan presented good
justification for war to show results to the angry and highly demoralized
people of the United States after the terrorist attacks of 9/11. We believe the
Taliban was misunderstood as a religious force in the image of extremist Is-
lamic political movements.63 They were essentially Pashtuns in terms of
ethnicity and had among their ranks all kinds of Pashtuns, not just those
motivated by religion. The Pashtuns of all political colors and categories
who represent the majority of the population of Afghanistan were frus-
trated over the way Tajiks captured power in Kabul after the fall of the com-
munist regime in 1992. They found themselves out of power, divided in
small factions, and controlled by large numbers of gun-toting warlords. The
rise of the Taliban presented them an opportunity to reclaim the country
from the Tajik rule. The United States and its Afghan informers and experts
were wrong in presenting the Afghan civil war merely in religious terms,
which in fact was ethnic in orientation, structure of forces, and social bases
of support. Religion and nationalism are two sides of the Afghan identity,
which is historically associated with Pashtun national ethos.

The focus of an antiterrorist military campaign in Afghanistan on the
Pashtun regions has alienated most of them due to the collateral damage it
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has caused, providing a fresh opportunity for the  Taliban to recruit fighters
and continue to seek support from the local populations.64 The neo-Taliban
forces are no different in terms of social composition; they are essentially
Pashtuns inspired by their glorious tradition of resistance against foreign
forces and those who cooperate with them. Today’s conflict in Afghanistan
is no different in its essential structure than the one during the Soviet war
in the popular Pashtun imagination; foreign forces occupying the country,
supporting a regime constructed by it. The present Taliban force is built
around Afghan nationalism and its driving force is Pashtun ethnicity more
than it was before the American war.

The second major mistake the United States made in Afghanistan was to
rely on ethnic minorities who had suffered the most at the hands of the Tal-
iban. The logic of war, not the logic of political reconstruction, shaped the
U.S. choices for allies in Afghanistan. In targeting the Pashtun Taliban and
removing it from power, the United States helped the Tajiks, Uzbeks, and to
a lesser extent, Hazaras, to capture primary institutions of the post-Taliban
power structure—police, intelligence agencies, armed forces, and recon-
struction agencies with enormous amounts of foreign funds. The coalition
forces in a way have become a partisan force, not a neutral one in the eyes
of the general Pashtun population.

The Afghan civil war during the Taliban rule had another dimension,
which is of the warlords who belonged to all ends of ethnic and political
fragmentation. The warlords humiliated, coerced, and murdered tens of
thousands of Afghans, and most of them had narrow support bases in their
immediate ethnic or tribal communities. The United States, by coopting
them as allies against the Taliban, rehabilitated and empowered them with
money, weapons, and a dignified space in the new political structure. Most
of them have committed untold atrocities against their political and ethnic
rivals and could be put before the international criminal tribunal for their
crimes against humanity. All of them have been spared for the ‘good’ work
they have done for the U.S. and ISAF forces.

The third major mistake the United States has made is the refusal to ne-
gotiate with the Taliban. Except occasional hints and suggestions by Presi-
dent Karzai and American spokespersons that they would welcome a mod-
erate Taliban, which in itself is a questionable construct, there have been no
concerted or serious efforts toward that end. The conservative American
leaders have a tendency of thinking and speaking through the barrel of gun.
This has not worked in Iraq and it is not working in Afghanistan either. If
the interest is in rebuilding Afghanistan as a viable state and ending the in-
surgency, military operations should be considered a matter of last resort
and not a first-choice strategy, as appears to be the case. The United States
and its Afghan allies need to reconsider their strategy and focus more on ne-
gotiating local and regional political settlements with an open mind to in-
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clude the Taliban in the process of national reconciliation. Its atrocities and
bloodletting were no worse than some of the warlords in power in and
around Kabul.
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The state and society in Afghanistan have been devastated by wars for the
past quarter of a century, and hence, present a challenge to the world com-
munity. As observed earlier, the risks and collateral costs of benignly ne-
glecting stateless societies are greater than the costs of their rehabilitation
and reconstruction. Postconflict reconstruction is a multidimensional en-
terprise, involving human resettlement, disarming the warlords, creating
state institutions, reviving the economy, providing security in the critical
years of national recovery, and putting in place pragmatic and acceptable
political arrangements. We are familiar with postconflict reconstruction
strategies and we can borrow from successes and failures in other parts of
the world, but each conflict situation is unique because of the social struc-
ture of conflict, the geopolitics of the region, and the character of the forces
involved.1 We will try to explain the models of national reconstruction as
applied to Afghanistan. Rehabilitation of Afghanistan as a normal func-
tioning state has a wide interest among the regional states and world pow-
ers, as a unified, peaceful, and stable Afghanistan would contribute to re-
gional stability and security. Contrarily, Afghanistan in turmoil would
become a focal point of rivalries, external intervention, and spill over eth-
nic problems to the neighboring states.

RECONSTRUCTING A FAILED STATE

The idea of reconstruction may not adequately explain the situation of
Afghanistan because it can give the impression that the institutions, political
structures, processes, and the relationship between the state and society of
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the prewar period could be revived or rebuilt. Afghanistan as a state and so-
ciety was still on the margins of the modern world when the communists
took over power and sparked the conflict. The economy and state institu-
tions, in Afghanistan, were developing but still lagged far behind any thresh-
old of modernity. It was partly the impatience of intelligentsia and the bu-
reaucratic elite of pulling Afghanistan out of its medieval, archaic economy
and power relations that some of them organized to first overthrow the
monarchy, and later bring about the socialist revolution in 1978. The nature
of the revolution, the flunky character of the revolutionaries, and the op-
pressive order they created to modernize Afghanistan in their own image of
a socialist paradise caused most of the accomplishments of the country to
wither away. Therefore, the world community and the post-Taliban Afghan
leaders had very little to salvage from the debris of the conflict.

The defeat and departure of the Taliban provided a fresh opportunity to
rethink about Afghanistan in terms of its history, heritage of conflict, bal-
ance of ethnic groups, as well as its future. Beginning with what was on the
ground, the broad coalition of countries and Afghan elites quickly formu-
lated a framework, like an architectural design, to rebuild new Afghanistan.
Because the multilayered and multidimensional war had destroyed the old
structures of power and institutions, the planners had the flexibility and
freedom to try something very different and the option to not dig anything
out of the ruins.

If we closely look at the framework of rebuilding Afghanistan, it seems to
have been greatly influenced by liberalism. The underlying assumption is that
laying the foundation of the new state and society on liberal institutions will
rehabilitate Afghanistan as a normal, peaceful society. In doing so, the frame-
work has heavily borrowed from the modernization theory.2 In the case of
Afghanistan, like many other postconflict societies, reconstruction has be-
come synonymous with modernization and development. The reconstruc-
tion priorities and the set of immediate and long-term objectives would vary
from one country to another, and they thus do in the case of Afghanistan,
which that has some of the most stubborn structures of conflict.

Peace and security have been, and continue to remain after five years, the
primary objectives. Without a stable and secure environment the recon-
struction projects would not commence, take off, or be completed, in time
to earn the trust and confidence of the people. This has also been a means
to the larger objective of denying Afghanistan as a safe haven to transna-
tional militants. Therefore one has to understand that the driving force be-
hind reconstruction and the liberal framework being applied to Afghanistan
is a strategic one: that Afghanistan does not relapse back to statelessness,
which would create a vacuum of authority, power, and institutions in which
the militants could take refuge and operate from there against other states.
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The international coalition of forces undertook the primary task of de-
feating the Taliban and restoring peace and security in Afghanistan. The in-
tervention authorized by the United Nations was for bringing about a
change in the regime for its suspected links with the Al Qaeda and its refusal
to hand over Osama bin Laden and his associates. Changing the regime
meant replacement, but with a broader political vision for Afghanistan,
which included reconstruction of the state, jumpstarting of the economy,
and redefining relations between state and society.

Seen in this light, the reconstruction of Afghanistan presents an ambi-
tious and long-term plan of political development with a modernist ethos.
Undoubtedly, the reconstruction project of Afghanistan has Western ideo-
logical markings with pragmatic sensitivities of social structures, traditional
leadership patterns, and communal and regional interests of different stake-
holders. Even though the coalition partners in the enterprise of rebuilding
Afghanistan have not been able to strike any balance among the different
lines of conflicting interests, they are at least aware of them and have at-
tempted to channel the varying interests in their conception of the new
Afghanistan.

In every postconflict reconstruction project, political and economic ideas,
institutions, leadership patterns, governing coalitions, and resources, have
played a vital role.3 These are essentially the elements that define recon-
struction and also determine the outcome of the efforts of rebuilding the
state and reviving the society. What are the ideas that have shaped post-con-
flict reconstruction in Afghanistan? What types of political institutions have
been introduced in the conservative traditional society of Afghanistan?
What is the quality of leadership and does its social support base carry for-
ward the agenda of reconstruction? And finally, are the resources adequate
to meet the needs of Afghanistan? Let us try to answer these questions first,
and then examine the challenges facing the postconflict reconstruction.

The vision behind the reconstruction model as applied to Afghanistan is
liberal and modernist as indicated earlier. But it needs to be spelled out in
what sense is the postconflict vision modernist? Before we do this, we must
mention that modernization has been an Afghan dream; an ideal that its
elites have pursued several times, but for various reasons it has failed to ma-
terialize or stay consistent in their objective of changing Afghanistan’s so-
cial and political landscape.4 I wish to argue that the reconstruction project
with all the flaws that one might discover is not inconsistent with Afghan
aspirations if we see it, on the surface, in terms of economic opportunity,
social services, and development of infrastructure. The ideas of moderniza-
tion draped in reconstruction and their relevance to non-Western societies
have been greatly refined on the basis of the vast experience of societies
with different cultures that have successfully rebuilt.
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First and foremost is the idea of a functional state, one which has legiti-
macy not as a result of the use of force and coercion but in the trust of peo-
ple ascertainable through an electoral procedure. That can be the starting
point in Afghanistan. Trust and legitimacy of a government are functions of
a broad-based representation of social groups, multiple interests, political
factions, and people at large. As we have seen in the case of many post-
colonial states, getting to this starting point or moving straight forward has
not been an easy task. There could not be better political tools to construct
legitimacy and representation than through the processes that were set in
motion during and after the Bonn Agreement in December 2002.

Second, associated with the idea of effective statehood are other ideas like
accountability of those who exercise power, transparency of their actions,
and a good degree of commitment to the rule of law. In postconflict situa-
tions like Afghanistan, the planners have an opportunity to make a fresh
start in institution building. Afghanistan’s new political experience is
largely shaped by the liberal democratic enterprise. We are discussing the
ethos and strategic vision here; it is another matter how Afghanistan is de-
veloping itself on these ideological foundations. One may question the
pace, and even the seriousness and sincerity of some of the domestic play-
ers, but at least a direction has been set.

The attention to civil society organization and allocating resources to
them and empowering them to undertake social development and infra-
structural work in different areas of Afghanistan is quite remarkable.5 Par-
allel to the development of the new state apparatus, the civil society insti-
tutions are a new phenomenon, which has come to Afghanistan as a part of
the broader liberal vision of social and political development. The found-
ing of the new state and growth of the civil society should reinforce each
other. We know the pitfalls of overloading the postcolonial state with mul-
tiple tasks of development and political and economic ramifications of
state-centered approaches. There is always a risk, as we learned from the ex-
perience of many Third World states, of giving too much power and re-
sources to the bureaucracy and oligarchic elites. The concentration of power
in them, in many instances, has stunted the growth of democracy and lib-
eral institutions.6 Building the state and society from the ruins in
Afghanistan has made a difference in selecting appropriate institutions and
establishing a balance among them. The balance between the state and civil
society is vital to the development of democracy in Afghanistan and other
developing societies. If we borrow from the experience of Western societies,
the state and civil society cannot be viewed as rivals but rather partners that
are mutually interdependent and draw energies from each other.

In the postreconstruction process, the role of foreign agency is important,
as it is in Afghanistan for several reasons. First, foreign actors are equipped
with a vast experience of development, have material and managerial re-
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sources, and therefore in reconstruction they make lesser mistakes than
would be the case of those who are conceiving and implementing recon-
struction for the first time. Secondly, they have political neutrality, which is
often difficult to maintain among competing indigenous social and politi-
cal forces. This gives them the capacity to manage rivalries, balance com-
peting interests, and push elites in one direction. Finally, they come with
material resources that the local communities need, and that gives them
power and real influence over how these resources would be distributed.
Foreign agencies are loath to delegating too much responsibility to local el-
ements in the absence of effective mechanism of accountability. They gen-
erally function within their own frameworks, not that they are ideal, but
they are the ones they know of and have practiced elsewhere.

No matter how experienced and powerful the foreign managers of devel-
opment and modernization are, they cannot operate without the coopera-
tion and support of local elites and the communities whose interests they
are supposed to serve. Reconstruction and development are joint, collective,
and cooperative endeavors. The issue of local ownership is extremely im-
portant because without this sense local leaders and communities would
become detached and alienated and would have a feeling of powerlessness.
It is not easy though to gel foreign ideas of development with local social
conditions and to make local actors adopt them or act on them with a great
degree of commitment. It is a difficult task to start with foreign ideas; how-
ever, if the programs bring concrete and visible results, the local communi-
ties don’t look at what shapes the process but focus on the benefits that de-
rive on individual and collective levels.

THE BONN PROCESS

The Bonn Agreement brokered by the United Nations on 5 December 2001
in the wake of the Taliban’s removal from power set a political process in
motion for rebuilding the Afghan state and its vital institutions.7 However,
reconstruction had to be done in a gradual fashion due to the existence of
so many other urgencies such as the unfinished business of war against the
Taliban, warlords controlling the periphery, militias, and economic and
state collapse. The Bonn meeting and agreement among the delegates, rep-
resenting mainly the anti-Taliban and anti-Mujahideen groups, on the fu-
ture shape of power arrangements and transitional measures was the start-
ing point in terms of state and nation building, and the political process in
Afghanistan.

The Bonn Agreement captured the spirit and essence of liberal ideas in
committing to “the right of the people of Afghanistan to freely determine
their own political future in accordance with principles of Islam, democracy,
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pluralism and social justice.”8 It is questionable though, whether or not lib-
eral political ideas could be rooted in the tribal, feudal society of
Afghanistan, but liberal political ideas have emerged as the guidepost to
show the way and provide some unity of thought and action to state
builders. Afghanistan’s own history and past political experience did not
contribute much to conceptualizing the future state. Therefore, both by ne-
cessity and by the ideological biases of foreign actors involved in helping ne-
gotiate the Bonn Agreement, the Afghans and their supporters could not es-
cape the embrace of democracy, pluralism, and peoples’ rights as defining
political ideas.

But the real purpose of the Bonn Agreement was not to settle a debate
about democracy in Islamic societies but was determining what type of new
Afghan state was to be reconstructed, what framework should guide the cre-
ation of the new state, how transitional power issues were to be solved, and
to select the actors which would be entrusted with the responsibility to
move the process forward. Before we go any further, two points need to be
made clear about the actors and the political arrangements that the Bonn
Agreement envisaged. First, the Afghan groups that had fought against the
Taliban occupied most of the space in the Bonn deliberations. Their fears,
aspirations, and concerns were accommodated within the political and se-
curity vision of the United Nations and the United States. The United
States, which actually conducted the war against the Taliban, carefully se-
lected the delegates, the interim and transitional authorities, and the se-
quences of political transitions. It would be apt to say that the victors were
presented, and the vanquished were nowhere in sight or thought of in the
future power relations in the country.9

The second but closely related to the first was the objective of giving legit-
imacy to the Afghan individuals, groups, and external powers for restructur-
ing and rehabilitating the Afghan state and society. As an initial step, the
Bonn Accords set a very ambitious, time-bound, sequential political agenda
for Afghanistan. The first and immediate question was the formation of an
interim government, which would be representative of all social groups (in-
cluding women), to be in place before a permanent structure could be cre-
ated. The delegates at Bonn with some prodding, pushing, and gentle influ-
ence selected Hamid Karzai to be the head of the interim council that would
rule the country for six months and facilitate the next steps. Karzai was an
obvious choice for two reasons. He symbolically represented the Pashtun
majority, and second, he was a leader with whom the United States could do
business because of a history of a close relationship with him. Many of the
prominent members who attended the Bonn meeting and signed the Ac-
cords secured cabinet positions in the interim authority. The composition of
the ruling council gave a de facto recognition to the power of the Panjshiri
Tajiks who controlled and commanded the militia that took over Kabul from
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the retreating Taliban. They got the most powerful ministries—defense, inte-
rior and, the foreign affairs.

The power-sharing arrangements created two lasting impressions about
haves and have-nots in the post-Taliban governance that did not help the
cause of national solidarity or reconciliation. First was the widely held per-
ception among the Pashtuns that the Tajiks had gotten the lion’s share,
which their smaller demographic strength did not justify. Second, the Pash-
tuns perceived President Karzai as more of a symbolic head of the state than
a real one and did not truly represent the Pashtun interests. The leaders of
the Northern Front by displaying arrogance and showing defiance to
Hamid Karzai gave enough evidence to the popular theories in Afghanistan
about who had the real power.

The next move as outlined in the Bonn Agreement was to convene an
emergency Loya Jirga that met in June 2002. The Jirga provided a fresh op-
portunity to Karzai and his foreign backers to address the issue of growing
Pashtun resentment over underrepresentation in the new power structure.
There was some realization that without adequate Pashtun representation,
Karzai would remain weak, dependent on the Northern Front, and unable
to create a constituency of support among peoples of his social group.
Karzai’s attempts to create a balance only partly succeeded, leaving the
power of the Northern Front intact, a force that could menacingly under-
mine authority of the president.10 This partial success was also due to an in-
creasing rift within the Panjshiri group over who had better credentials and
claim to lead them. Ahmed Zia Masud, the brother of the slain charismatic
leader of Tajiks, Ahmed Shah Masud, challenged Mohammed Fahim and
Yunus Qanooni for factional leadership and began to drift closer to Karzai.

One of the most fundamental accomplishments of post-Taliban
Afghanistan and the international coalition assisting reconstruction of the
country is the framing of a new constitution. The Bonn Agreement provided
for convening of a constitutional Loya Jirga to debate, review, and adopt a
new constitution that would be drafted by a commission and be approved
by another commission. It unnecessarily took more time for the drafting
commission to prepare the draft constitution that was then placed before
the constitutional Loya Jirga that was selected through the United Nations
through consultation with local groups throughout the country. The Jirga
acting as a constitutional convention or a constituent assembly debated the
draft for more than three weeks, from 13 December 2003 to 4 January
2004, before adopting it after minor changes.

The constitution in essence has created a presidential form of govern-
ment, a system that has no historical precedent in Afghanistan in terms of
distribution of power among different organs of the state. The constitutions
of communist regimes had an institution of presidency but that was fash-
ioned in the image of the former Soviet Union and borrowed heavily from
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the political experience of other socialist countries. In the new constitution,
the president is elected directly on a national basis. Unlike the U.S. Consti-
tution, it doesn’t give any weight to the provinces. This is primarily because
of the unitary system and a general political sentiment, at least among the
Pashtun, against federalism. It is questionable whether electing the presi-
dent through popular vote in an ethnically pluralistic society with vastly un-
equal demographic strengths would make the presidency a national insti-
tution. As is reflected in the electoral contest for the first president of
Afghanistan, the voting pattern reflected ethnic loyalties.

The constitution gives the president vast executive powers and there is
hardly any institution that can effectively balance that power. The Wolesi
Jirga or lower house of the parliament can impeach the president, but has
few levers to place checks on the presidency.

The constitution has created a bicameral legislature, Wolesi Jirga (Lower
House), and the Meshrano Jirga (Upper House). All the members of the
Wolesi Jirga are elected, which is common practice for the lower houses in
democracies. The Meshrano Jirga has both elected as well as appointed
members.11 The 1964 Afghanistan Constitution had also established two
houses for the legislature. The Wolesi Jirga has greater powers in proposing
and passing the budget, ratifying treaties, and making laws than Meshrano
Jirga, which doesn’t have power to initiate legislation but to approve it. It is
not clear who the Meshrano Jirga represents. If we go by the historical evo-
lution of democracies in the Western world, the upper houses were meant
to represent the aristocratic classes, and in federations, the states.
Afghanistan has neither the old Afghan aristocracy nor the ancient regime.
They have dissipated since the communist rule that targeted them the most
brutally. The constitution does not recognize ethnic identities or their re-
gional homelands. It is also not clear how effective a check the Meshrano
Jirga can be on the lower house on legislative and budgetary issues.

The constitution does not establish separate Islamic courts like Pakistan
or some other Islamic countries. The drafting and review commissions
probably wanted to distance new Afghanistan from the Taliban heritage
and identity that the country had earned during those troubled years.
Rather, it has a regular pattern of court systems, including High Courts, Ap-
peals Courts, and the Supreme Court.

The gender issue in Afghanistan became internationalized with the widely
reported abuse and violence against women, in the Afghan society, which
had been abetted or ignored during the Taliban regime. International pow-
ers behind the drafting of the constitution wanted to make a difference at
least in providing some institutional mechanism for the representation of
women in the power structure. They have attempted to ensure this by pro-
viding for equality of women under the constitution and securing 25 percent
of seats of the Wolesi Jirga for women. Each of the thirty-four provinces of
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Afghanistan will have two elected seats reserved for women. For the
Meshrano Jirga, the presidential appointees shall have 50 percent women.

Constitutions provide a legal structure, fundamental rules of the political
game, and establish a framework for a political process. In this sense, the
new Afghan Constitution represents a historical milestone. Many develop-
ing countries have started their political journeys with procedural democ-
racies—constitutions, elections, some freedom of speech, and political par-
ties. The substantive democracies would grow out of political experience
and how different social classes adjust themselves to the political game and
how sincerely they commit themselves to the rules of the game.
Afghanistan’s democratic journey has just started. Its social characteristics,
culture, values, and quality of competing groups and individuals would fi-
nally determine the stability and quality of its new political experience. The
country while at war and under international supervision, has conducted
elections for the president and the parliament, provincial, and local coun-
cils. Let us turn to this perhaps more complex and difficult part of the po-
litical transitions that Afghanistan has made.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

October 9, 2004 was a historic day in the troubled political history of
Afghanistan. Millions of Afghan men, women, old, and young in towns as
well as in remote rural areas cast their ballots for the first time in a direct
election to choose the president among eighteen candidates who belonged
to different ethnic groups and clans that make up the country. Being a first
democratic, participatory exercise after a quarter of a century of war and in a
climate of fear and insecurity, it couldn’t be perfect. But the very fact that mil-
lions of Afghans came out to vote, defying the inclement weather and threats
of terrorist disruption, was a major success and a milestone in the demo-
cratic journey and political rehabilitation of Afghanistan.12 The elections,
like anywhere else, have a supreme political purpose in constituting a repre-
sentative government, conferring legitimacy on the existing one and trans-
ferring it to a new one. Implanting the seed of democracy in a soil that has
had a barren political landscape required careful planning, hard work, and
more importantly followed carefully the sequences of political reconstruc-
tion, which started with the Bonn agreement in December 2001. The earlier
steps toward reorganizing the Afghan state and building its institutions were
no less significant. It included first the agreement among the Afghan factions
on an interim government and how the factions would share power. The sec-
ond landmark was the selection of the members of the Loya Jirga and its
meeting to ratify the new constitution in 2003. And the third was the prepa-
ration for the presidential election, which required the registration of voters
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and issuing them identity cards for recognition on polling day. The October
election was a culmination of that process.

There was widespread fear about the surge in Taliban attacks close to the
elections or on the polling day.13 There were a few sporadic acts of violence
but the Taliban failed to prevent the Afghans from participating in the elec-
tions; however, due to insecurity, voter turnout was lower in some provinces
where the Taliban had domination. The Afghan official sources counted
thirty-six attacks that were mostly unsuccessful. There are three reasons that
might explain why the polling was relatively peaceful. First, the Taliban was
not a cohesive force, as it appeared to be two years after the elections. They
were scattered and their command lines were weak because their leaders
were constantly under threat of attack by the American and other coalition
forces. Second, the international coalition forces were present and visible all
over the country that assured people of their safety on the polling day.
Thirdly, war weariness among the people of Afghanistan was also a major
factor, as they wanted to redirect their energies to exploring a peaceful, dem-
ocratic alternative. Many of the Afghans with first time experience appeared
to be eager to vote hoping that the process would bring about stability, or-
der, and peace.

The elections in Afghanistan like any other in the developing world were
not without controversy nor was its outcome uncontested by some candi-
dates. The systems that organizers of elections devised to safeguard against
multiple polling did not work everywhere and all the time. The indelible
ink used as a marker on ballots was found defective and washable. The con-
trol over the distribution of voter registration cards were lax; this enabled
some to cast votes more than once. The supporters of candidates at local
levels pushed such votes to win plurality. These flaws tarnished the clean
image of the elections but didn’t prove to be politically fatal. Some of the
fifteen candidates in the race cried foul over the ink issue and called for
fresh elections in view of the irregularities but did not find any support for
this call among the people who braved threats to line up and cast their bal-
lots at tremendous personal risk or among the independent observers who
monitored the electoral process.14 The Organization for Security and Coop-
eration in Europe that sent about forty electoral experts, and the Free and
Fair Elections Foundation of Afghanistan that deployed 2,300 monitors ob-
served that there was a “fairly democratic environment” in the polling cen-
ters.15 The high voter turnout, more than expected, and general enthusiasm
among the ordinary Afghans shown on the polling day further discouraged
rival candidates of Hamid Karzai, who was expected to win with a wide
margin, not to push the controversy too far. It was partly due to effective po-
litical management by the coalition forces in Afghanistan that the discon-
tented candidates took a retreat on the issue of unfairness of the elections
and sought out a way in having an independent body to investigate the
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matter. The United States presented the Afghan elections as a symbol of its
foreign policy success and didn’t want to see its legitimacy undermined by
allegations of fraud and improper voting. Afghanistan is the first showcase
of nation building and flexing of American power around the world in the
twenty-first century. For this reason alone, the United States moved fast to
settle the question of validity through negotiation, bargaining, positive in-
centives, and implied threats to the losers. U.S. Ambassador Dr. Zalamay
Khalilzad was firm, and perhaps not so polite to Mr. Yunus Qanooni in sug-
gesting to him that he “could best help his own political future by not ap-
pearing to thwart the will of the Afghans.”16 Dr. Khalilzad was more than
an ambassador in rebuilding the post-Taliban Afghanistan. Behind the po-
sition of a diplomat, he was a political negotiator among feuding Afghan
personalities, stage manager of political affairs, and a crucial link with
strong Afghan sensitivity to the U.S. and Western world. He was one of the
major players in the nation-building project and has impeccable credentials
in terms of knowledge about the country, training, and experience. Using
the right connections and the right attitude he succeeded in diffusing the
electoral controversy and forging an agreement on an independent report.

The elections were a watershed in Afghanistan’s troubled political history.
They marked a clear departure from the old tradition of getting to power
through bullet and conquest that was amply reflected in the attitude of the
Mujahideen, Taliban, and the warlords. The ballot box offered a new op-
portunity to pursue power, including the former commanders of the Mu-
jahideen and some of the former warlords. In the barren political soil of
Afghanistan procedural democracy is a fresh seed that was planted and is
being protected by a very large coalition of international forces with a hope
that it will grow, gain strength, and adapt to the social climate of the coun-
try. Once it takes root, it will definitely influence similar changes in the
neighborhood in central and southwest Asian region. From that standpoint
alone, it is a brave experiment in nation building on democratic lines.
Afghanistan is therefore one place where the interests of the West and mod-
ernist Muslims all over the world converge. Democracy, rights of men and
women, social and political equality, and internal peace and stability are
some of the salient values that they share together.

Afghanistan’s electoral process was a step forward to reestablish legitimacy
and authority of the central state. Since the collapse of the state institutions
during the civil war, the warlords fragmented the country into their separate
regional fiefdoms. Political transitions have created a new political environ-
ment for the rehabilitation of the Afghan state. The central authority of the
Afghan state and the warlords couldn’t and will never coexist because the two
are an antithesis of each other. Warlords flourished under conditions of state-
lessness and they have had a vested interest in keeping the central state lim-
ited to few functions with limited territorial jurisdiction. The extension of the
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state or its expansion in terms of institutional effectiveness and coercive ca-
pacities would diminish their standing, and eventually take away their fief-
doms and reintegrate them into the national state. The state, on the other
hand, wouldn’t succeed in restructuring itself in the postconflict phase or
grow in legitimacy and effectiveness in the presence of the warlords, who have
a vested interest in denying and undermining sovereign control of the state,
its leadership, and governing agencies.

The elections have strengthened the process of this important political
change. The procedural democracy might be slow, fragmented, or even re-
versed in certain areas for some time, but the very dynamics of political par-
ticipation and involvement of ordinary people, if consistent and supported
by external powers through availability of resources and commitment to
build state institutions, would gradually erode and end the influence of
warlords holding sway over the larger periphery of the country. The process
of participation with growing credibility would provide them the incentive
for exploring peaceful and constitutional means to access power. This con-
version is not unusual if we look at other instances of postconflict political
reconstruction. In the Afghan elections, the former powerful warlords, Ab-
dul Rashid Dostam, Yunis Qanooni, and Muhammad Mohaqeq contested
presidential elections. The social constraints, tribal political culture, and the
stubborn legacy of the long conflict do pose a barrier in the way of demo-
cratic Afghanistan, but the only way to demolish these barriers is more de-
mocracy, functional and effective state institutions, and popular legitimacy
of the rulers on the top.

Elections were also important from the point of state and nation build-
ing, the twin processes that the conflict pushed back by decades of war. One
of the central questions that the Afghans and their foreign supporters faced
while getting the Taliban out was how to recreate an Afghan state that will
give a sense of ownership to all ethnic communities, create harmony
among them, and reintegrate them into nation. The only answer to this
question could be a new constitution, national elections, popular partici-
pation, and a new form of political authority that would emerge through an
electoral process. It can only be achieved on the basis of political pluralism
and through shared institutions. Elections have set this process in motion.

Since elections have been conducted for the first time for all tiers of gov-
ernment, the election only marks the path and points a direction of state
and national building. The direction is right because elections and popular
participations have proved an effective instrument of gelling common na-
tionhood and effective statehood in postconflict societies. Why would the
consequences of the same process be different in Afghanistan? Unfortu-
nately, very faulty arguments like “the West is unique,” or “Islam is incom-
patible with democracy,” or the tribal societies are best governed by oli-
garchies, have underestimated the energies of these societies to change,
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adapt, and modernize. In fact, this type of cynicism is more about the trans-
formative effects of democracy than the societies in question. The theme that
democracy is a universal value shouldn’t be left for political rhetoric alone
but should be placed on the agenda of global change. All non-Western, tra-
ditional societies deserve the benefit of Western political experience in bring-
ing about social, economic, and political changes. Postconflict reconstruc-
tion in Afghanistan or in other places with similar situations presents many
challenges but also offers opportunities to make a fresh start in sowing the
seeds of democracy.17

The presidential elections in Afghanistan were a big success if we measure
them by the usual standard of enthusiasm, voter turnout, and in the specific
conditions of Afghanistan, largely free of violence. For a country known for
its bloody past, violence, terrorism, and warlords, elections were a new
form of politics that was never tried as a means of forming a government or
determining the legitimacy of its rulers. The reason for not trying the dem-
ocratic route to development or resolving political conflict in Afghanistan
and other developing countries is an absurd view based on the notion that
the cultural, social, and economic conditions of these countries don’t per-
mit such an experience.18 We understand democratic development is a long
and difficult process and it takes a lot of time, commitment, and social en-
ergy to move along that path. But that is the only civilized method to or-
ganize political power and give people a sense of ownership of the political
system. There is no better guarantee of peace, stability, and political cer-
tainty except a system based on popular legitimacy. It may be a new experi-
ence for the Afghans, but like other nations that started their political life
with democracy earlier, they would learn their own political lessons and
over time remove the flaws, imperfections, and problems that may come 
up on its way of democratic journey. What is remarkable about Afghanistan
is that their new leaders, some with the troubled past of warlordism, have
embraced the idea of elections. That itself is a revolutionary thing in
Afghanistan.

There are important reasons why the elections were so successful and why
they give us hope that Afghanistan is on the path of recovering its lost state
and nationhood. First and foremost is the fact that the people of
Afghanistan are weary of warlords, conflict, violence, and a life of insecurity
and fear that dominated their minds and existence for well over a quarter
of a century. The society has exhausted its energies and there is a new real-
ization that it can and must charter a new course, away from the old fac-
tional leaders and their rivalries. The elections offered them a credible op-
portunity to bring their country out of that phase by electing their leader
through peaceful and democratic means.19 There are also some other rea-
sons for the successful conduct of the elections. The role of the United
States, which is a major player in Afghan politics and security, was crucial.
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In an elections year, just a month before the presidential elections, the in-
cumbent president George W. Bush wanted to project elections in Afghan-
istan as an American success story in nation building.20 The American forces
along with ISAF were more vigilant, active, and present than before to deter
and prevent the Taliban elements from disrupting polling. Show of strength
and movement of troops even to very remote areas was one of the major
factors in maintaining peace. The United States put considerable pressure
on Pakistan to seal the border, deploy more troops, and make sure that the
Taliban movement across the lengthy border was effectively checked.21

ETHNICITY AND ELECTIONS

The voting results of the presidential election in Afghanistan closely resem-
ble the ethnic patchwork of the country. The ethnic groups have voted
largely for the candidate from their own communities—Pashtuns voted for
Karzai, Uzbeks for Abdul Rashid Dostam, Tajiks for Yunis Qanooni, and
Hazaras for warlord Mohammad Mohaqeq.22 Karzai received more than 55
percent of votes; this roughly corresponds to the size of the Pashtun ethnic
group. However, some estimates put the figure of Pashtuns as low as 40 per-
cent. Demography like political power has been a contested issue and will
remain so until a census is held. If we accept the 40 percent share of Pash-
tuns in the Afghan population, then it seems that Karzai has also received
some votes from other ethnic groups, but the number is not too significant.

Afghanistan’s ethnic fault lines are too obvious to be ignored. Rhetori-
cally Pashtuns and other leaders from other ethnic groups present them-
selves first as Afghans before anything else, but the political fact of ethnic
divisions and the question of empowerment, representation, and a share in
the allocation of resources remains troublesome. As we have seen in the
case of other countries, well-intentioned statements of national solidarity
and unity are poor substitutes for an effective policy of addressing griev-
ances and addressing genuine interests of each community. For a very long
time to come, ethnic groups might go along with the leaders from their own
community in electing representatives for the parliament or for making
choices about who to vote for in the presidential races. One cannot wish
this pattern away in a less integrated society, or in the preliminary stages of
state and nation building that Afghanistan represents.

Over time the pattern of ethnic bloc voting will change because the re-
quirements of majority or plurality for a presidential candidate to be
elected, or for leadership in the parliament, will change. Out of political ne-
cessity, different groups and subgroups will have to form electoral and rul-
ing coalitions to stay afloat in the rough political sea of Afghanistan. De-
mocracy in practice perforce forges alliances among different groups and
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brings them together. It will therefore be a function of consistency of dem-
ocratic experience and its quality, and how quickly it sinks roots in the po-
litical culture of Afghanistan that ethnicity will become diffused.

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS

According to the Bonn Accords, the parliamentary elections were to be con-
ducted at the same time as the presidential elections. However, they were
held roughly one year later on 18 September 2005. The parliamentary elec-
tions like the presidential elections were well contested. In terms of the
sheer number of candidates contesting, the elections created a lot of excite-
ment. The electoral law established multimember constituencies and al-
lowed single-nontransferable voting. This generated a lot of hope even
among candidates with an insignificant support base to contest. This is ev-
ident from the fact that roughly 6,000 candidates were in the running for
390 parliamentary (Wolesi Jirga) and 217 provincial council seats.23

From the planning stage to the eve of elections, wild hopes and expecta-
tions existed about the type of mandate, majority, consensus, or support for
the political agenda and reconstruction would emerge. Clearly Karzai, his
political associates, and foreign powers backing him wanted to strengthen
him through a legislative majority. How could this be possible without any
party symbols, party manifestos, and party leadership collectively mobiliz-
ing voters and canvassing according to their vision of Afghanistan? The rea-
son that nothing of this sort happened is due to the electoral law that pre-
vented candidates from using party platforms and names. The planners and
perhaps President Karzai himself, in enacting the law, vainly hoped to keep
the Mujahideen parties that had local political infrastructure out of the par-
liament.24

Elections have dynamics of their own and short of rigging them they sel-
dom follow the pattern set by those in power. In a country that had no his-
tory of party-based free elections, and where social and kinship networks
dominate social and political choices of individuals and families, this kind
of election could only give popular legitimacy to individual candidates with
some local influence.25 It is evident from the electoral results that smaller
local communities voted for their candidates along narrow tribal, ethnic,
and sectarian lines. In the cultural climate of Afghanistan, like other tribal
and feudal societies, voting patterns manifest social solidarities. Theories of
voting behavior of democratic societies, where ideology, party loyalty, and
calculations of self-interest matter, would not apply to Afghanistan, at least
in the initial decades of democratic development.

Parliamentary elections produced mixed political results without a clear or
significant mandate for any major political player. President Karzai did not
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get the numbers that he hoped and worked for. Nor have his political op-
ponents been able to gather enough support to create major obstacles in his
way. In essence, both the houses of parliament are politically fragmented
and demonstrate a “personalistic political process.”26 Influencing individu-
als, groups, or voting blocs in the parliament that form around strong lead-
ers would require the accommodation and inclusion of traditional politics
of patronage in networks of power. In the absence of political parties, indi-
viduals and small groups negotiate and influence legislative agendas.

Even in socially fragmented and politically divided societies, legislative
caucuses or blocs eventually do emerge, and it seems to be happening in
Afghanistan as well. But the common ground on which they meet is wob-
bly without political parties or common ideologies disciplining the mem-
bers and holding them together. Often they reach temporary agreements
and form alliances around issues and consequently, when the issues are re-
solved or disappear, the political bonding loosens up. The members of the
Afghan parliament have weak and shifty solidarities. This is usually the out-
come of partyless elections and not allowing parliamentary parties to
emerge.

The Afghan parliamentarians are prominent persons with a strong social
presence in their localities. However there are many factors that have con-
tributed to their electoral success. The most important of all is the multi-
member constituency. Candidates receiving even less than 2.5 percent votes
have won because of too many candidates fragmenting the votes. Anybody
with some degree of local influence could get elected without the majority
voting for them. These influential men belong to one of the following po-
litical and social categories: former commanders of local militias, members
of the defunct Peoples Democratic Party, warlords, tribal chiefs, royalists,
and urban professionals.27

One of the most positive outcomes of the Bonn process and parliamen-
tary elections is the representation of women in the formal legislative insti-
tutions. They occupy one quarter of the seats in the Wolesi Jirga. They have
representation, some voice, and a place in the emerging power structure of
Afghanistan, which is unparalleled in the history of Afghanistan. Women of
Afghanistan did not fare well during or before the war except in a few ur-
ban areas where they had the opportunity of obtaining an education and
even choosing a career.28 This and other concessions to Afghan women have
come about as a result of the reconstruction project which has attempted to
redefine relationships in totality; these include relations of gender, periph-
ery, center, state, and society.

The presidential and parliamentary elections in Afghanistan have pro-
duced three positive consequences. First is that the Taliban has been weak-
ened politically, as a moderate section of it has separated from the militant
wing and has decided to join the political process. This may not end the Tal-
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iban insurgency but it has opened the possibility of dialogue and reconcil-
iation.29 A good number of former Taliban commanders did participate in
the elections and they won seats in both houses of the legislature and
provincial councils. The ballot box provides an alternative to armed strug-
gle for groups to empower themselves and seek representation. Ethnic and
social pressures also work in changing political preferences of armed groups
from guns to ballot papers. The Pashtun population, in a climate of ethnic
feelings and fragmentation, was eager to elect a Pashtun as president and
Pashtun members for the provincial councils and the Wolesi Jirga. It is spec-
ulated that many Taliban themselves voted for Mr. Karzai to prevent Yunus
Qanooni, a Tajik, from getting elected. And building on that experience
later fielded themselves as candidates in the legislative elections.

Successful conduct of elections in a country torn apart by conflict is not
an ordinary affair. Successes like these accrue over time and help erode the
power of the groups previously engaged in conflict. The Taliban, which is
opposed to American presence and to the entire project of nation building
under international watch, would lose out to the newly emerging demo-
cratic forces. This will, however, also depend on other elements of nation
building, like reviving sustainable agriculture, rehabilitating infrastructure,
and rebuilding institutions.

The second important gain is creating and building a legitimate state and
power structure in the country. Although there are many first-time things in
Afghanistan, the chief executive of the country has been elected for the first
time ever in the history of the country. The question on what grounds a
leader occupies a public office is extremely important in the politics of any
country. But it is more important in postconflict situations to construct
power and political process on the basis of popular legitimacy. Since
Afghanistan has seen only kings, conquerors, and coup makers in top slots,
the elections are a new but not unfamiliar way of determining who would
hold lawful authority in the country. The consent of the people through an
open electoral process is a very powerful weapon itself to defeat the war-
lords and the Taliban. Elections take an indirect route of weaning the pop-
ulation away from the militants and their leaders.

Third, armed with popular support, President Karzai has done better in
ousting some of the warlords from their fiefdoms, and has positioned him-
self in a better position to expand the authority of his regime, which had re-
mained mostly confined to Kabul. The writ of the Afghan state and its pres-
ence in the periphery is important to deny social and political space to its
twin enemies, the Taliban and the warlords. As the state increases its polit-
ical capacity and strengthens its coercive arms—intelligence, police, and
military—it will gradually replace the warlords. For its own survival and ra-
tionale, it must succeed; otherwise Afghanistan as a country, nation, and
state may continue to hang in the balance. Elections give the postconflict
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Afghan state political energy to walk in a definite direction of peace and sta-
bility. With every mile covered, the Kabul government will gain more con-
fidence, attract more allies, and neutralize more enemies. Politics in such
situations acquire snowballing effects, one success leading to another. The
presidential and legislative elections have in many ways paved the way for
reviving and rebuilding state capacities. The political road, however, may re-
main bumpy and cause quite a few accidents, but the more Afghanistan
travels on this road the better it will be for internal peace and stability of
the country.

INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY

State building is a complex enterprise, as it involves many strands of formal
and informal institutions, political and administrative systems. Functional-
ity and effectiveness of state institutions largely determine governing capac-
ity of the state. And it is the governing capacity of the state through which
popular will is expressed and the public policy and national purposes can
be realized. Four institutions of the state—judiciary, public administration,
armed forces, and the police—are key elements that define the modern
states. Afghanistan even as a non-modern, underdeveloped state had all of
them with variable capacities in each, but lost them in the wake of civil war.
All its achievements in building state capacity in these essential sectors dis-
integrated as a result of the war. Since the overthrow of the Taliban regime,
the international coalition supporting Afghanistan’s revival and restructur-
ing has attempted to address state deficiency in these areas. Let us briefly
touch on the some of the initiatives and the relative progress made.

(a) Armed Forces

The international coalition has set in motion the organizing of a national
army as one of its fundamental objectives in Afghanistan. No country in an
anarchical world order can hope to survive without armed forces. It is truer
of a country like Afghanistan, which has a long history of conflict in the
country among its warlords, ethnic groups, and rival political groups, all vy-
ing to capture state power through armed struggle. It has never been easy to
create a national army in a social and political climate of ethnic rivalry and
parochialism.

The real challenge that the international community and Afghan leaders
have faced is how to demobilize and disarm regional armies funded and
controlled by the ethnic warlords and replace them with an integrated na-
tional army. The objective of establishing disciplined, professional, and eth-
nically balanced armed forces cannot be realized in the presence of regional
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armies. The warlords have a vested interest in keeping their militias under
their own command and have hence very reluctantly only demobilized
some units partially. Success in disarming militias has also been limited due
to lack of trust in the authority of the new Afghan state and structural lim-
itations of the security forces. The ethnic communities continue to rely on
their local arrangements for security that includes the militias. Replacing
these local forces with the effective and credible national police and na-
tional army has been a tedious and slow process. But this is a priority area
in the reconstruction process, and the Afghan state may not be rehabilitated
without national security forces.

The size, structure, and mission of the Afghan National Army have been
some of the issues that the states involved in restructuring have had to ad-
dress. Afghanistan does not have the luxury of disposable national re-
sources or income, and it has to allocate foreign resources in a judicious
way as it has competing priorities in social development, infrastructure, and
services. How strong should the armed forces be and what should be the re-
alistic range of their missions, have been the subject of debate and discus-
sion inside and outside Afghanistan.30 Another factor determining these
choices is the question of resources. Afghanistan on its own cannot afford
to equip and pay for a very large armed force. For many years, the interna-
tional community will have to foot the bill, as it is currently doing. The tar-
get of the Afghanistan government is to raise the armed forces to 70,000 by
March 2009. Currently, it claims to have recruited half of this number.31

Afghanistan cannot hope to devote more resources on a sustainable basis
or have forces capable of effectively defending territorial threat from any of
its neighbors. Therefore a realistic mission of the forces would be to main-
tain internal cohesion of the state by denying territorial space to warlords,
drug traffickers, and to insurgent Taliban or ethnic forces.32

Currently Afghanistan depends heavily on the International Security As-
sistance Force (ISAF) created by the United Nations with the mandate to se-
cure and stabilize the country. The United States, Britain, and NATO have
played and continue to play a critical role in fighting the Taliban insurgency.
In recent years, they have inducted newly trained units of the Afghan army
into joint operations.33 Adequate training, capacity, equipment, and profes-
sionalism still remain critical issues in the development of new security
forces. It will take more time and resources than are currently available to
make the Afghan armed forces capable of maintaining internal security and
some effective presence along the borders.

(b) Public Administration

A bureaucratic structure that is impartial and neutral among competing
social groups and primordial linkages is what separates the traditional power
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structure from a modern one.34 Afghanistan had a public administration sys-
tem, better organized during the later part of the twentieth century but
nowhere close to the rational model of bureaucracy in modern societies.
Monarchy, Republican government, and the communists relied heavily on
the bureaucracy to implement policies but did not pay much attention to its
professional development, structured training, and building its capacity.
Decades of war have had a very adverse effect on the personnel in adminis-
trative services. The most competent and able of them fled the country and
never returned to their positions.

The post-Taliban regime found the old administration skeletal, with little
expertise and trained officials. To meet this challenge, the new regime and
the international coalition partners launched a program of ambitious Public
Administration Reforms (PAR).35 The objective of the reforms was to de-
velop an efficient, transparent, and accountable civil service with strong po-
litical oversight.36 The progress toward these goals has been slow and patchy.
The most remarkable of them are the creation of civil services reform com-
mission and the passing of the civil services law. These provide a legal and
institutional structure within which the civil services can be organized pro-
fessionally. The reform process in this vital state-building activity continues
to face challenges. The most stubborn of them are poor quality of political
leadership, weak political commitment, disregard of merit by ministers, and
many unresolved issues relating to salaries and service structure.37

The major states and international institutions involved in stabilizing and
rebuilding Afghanistan have gradually evolved a strategic vision about the fu-
ture of Afghanistan state and society. One may see the glimpses of this vision
in the Bonn Agreement and in the documents and declarations of the Tokyo38

and Berlin conferences.39 The Afghanistan Compact, signed at the end of a
similar conference in London, presents a more comprehensive framework
with a sharp focus on security, governance, and the rule of law.40 It goes be-
yond giving an outline of political institutions and devising multisector de-
velopment strategies with benchmarks and deadlines that would be moni-
tored by a board of donor countries and agencies. This document is a product
of many years of collective deliberations and an evaluation of Afghanistan’s
situation. In some areas it overlaps with the Afghanistan National Develop-
ment Strategy.41 The goals and targets set by the Afghanistan Compact remain
behind schedule and are threatened by growing insurgency, weak institu-
tional capacity to deliver, endemic corruption, and lack of political will.42

CHALLENGES OF REBUILDING

In envisioning the reconstruction agenda for Afghanistan, the foreign agen-
cies have in fact undertaken a gigantic task of modernizing the country, the
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effects of which will appear slowly and in the long run if the national and
international actors succeed in following the script of state and nation-
building.43 There is much skepticism about the relevance, adequacy, and the
pace of implementation of reconstruction in Afghanistan. Afghanistan has
made some progress on its way to reconstructing its state and nationhood,
but it is not yet there. Let us examine in detail the real challenges that the
reconstruction program has been facing, and why it has not generated the
social and economic benefits that it was expected to produce. The recon-
struction process continues to face enormous challenges. We would like to
list these challenges below and explain why they may continue to affect the
development and modernization of Afghanistan.

(a) Warlords

With the defeat of the Taliban, the warlords gradually reclaimed their lost
territorial domains that were taken away by their common foe, the Taliban.
They did this with the help of American guns, money, and support. But that
had not really been the intention of the United States. The United States ac-
cepted the warlords, particularly with non-Pashtun ethnicity, and relied on
them because they shared its objective of removing the Taliban from power.
The warlords had trained militias under their command, fighting experi-
ence, intelligence, and above all, spirit to get the country rid of the Taliban.
These qualities were more than enough to draw them closer to the United
States, which very desperately wanted to field local forces on the frontline,
while confining itself to strategic bombardment and the use of sophisti-
cated weaponry to instill the fear of God in the hearts of the Taliban.

On purely pragmatic grounds, the warlords served a good purpose in the
first phase of the war. They were rather excited about the involvement of the
United States in driving their enemies out of power. The new war also of-
fered them an opportunity to take places that the Taliban would vacate in
Kabul. In many areas, the U.S. operatives subcontracted the warlords for
military operations in the local areas, and provided them with the equip-
ment that they needed and the money to pay the fighters. It is now well es-
tablished that the CIA had been tasked to develop a relationship with the
anti-Taliban forces well before 9/11. Washington wanted to cultivate these
forces to obtain information about Al Qaeda and use them in any opera-
tions against the transnational terrorist network of OBL. It used the con-
nections with the Northern Alliance to strike a partnership.44 Both the
United States and the Northern Alliance had a strategic need to cooperate
and saw a common enemy in both the Taliban and Al Qaeda.

Just a few days before the 9/11 tragedy struck, two Al Qaeda agents dis-
guising as journalists from Middle East, had assassinated the legendary
commander Ahmed Shah Masud. The leaders of the Northern Front and the
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United States had suffered humiliation, defeat, and a colossal loss of life at
the hands of the same elements. The Tajik leaders in particular wasted no
time in responding to the American call for cooperation in defeating the
Taliban.

They facilitated entry of the American Special Forces to set up bases for
operations by the Air Force and provided them with real-time intelligence
about the Taliban and Al Qaeda targets. A partnership with the United
States assured the Northern Front leaders of victory and eviction of their ad-
versaries, the Taliban and Arabs fighting along with them. But the coopera-
tion wouldn’t end with the entry of their forces in Kabul; the elimination of
the Taliban and Al Qaeda as a regional and global threat would require
their continued support. As later events proved, they were sort of down but
not completely out of the Afghan security scene; however, there was a tacit
understanding or quid pro quo. The United States would allow them to
keep their fiefdoms, maintain their militias, and regain control of the terri-
tories that they had lost to the Taliban. The contribution of local allies to
the success of American military strategy cannot be denied, but allowing
them to establish ministates within larger national states runs counter to
the broader vision of political reconstruction. Maybe it was politically ex-
pedient, and even necessary, to allow the warlords freedom to exercise local
control, but gradually, they will have to be integrated into the national
power structure. The United States and its coalition partners have taken
some measures in this regard (encouraging warlords to participate in polit-
ical reconstruction, not allowing them to form parties if they kept militias).
Whether the warlords will give up easily and get themselves replaced by the
Afghan national army, or change their roles from warlords to politicians is
the six-million-dollar question. The warlords have a political economy that
runs on drugs, extortion, and import-export duties on border trade. They
have a vested interest in maintaining control over their respective regions
and will continue to do so until they are forced to surrender to the national
sovereignty or brought into the central structure of power. For the local pop-
ulations the warlords are bad news as they frequently engage in turf battles
with rivals, order attacks against suspected opponents, and engage in vio-
lence. The warlords have also not been very reliable partners for the Amer-
ican forces beyond realizing their primary goal of defeating the Taliban.
They have often provided false information against their rivals to make
them targets of attack by the American forces.

The best way to end the terrible reign of the warlords could be by ex-
tending the role and area of operation of the international stabilization
forces that are presently under the command of Britain—the command
may soon pass on to Turkey. The United States has refused to expand this
force from Kabul city to other provincial towns. In the absence of the na-
tional police and army, and limitations on the international stabilization
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force to remain confined to Kabul, the writ of the Afghan state cannot be
expected to go beyond its immediate environs.

Much about political reconstruction of Afghanistan is being postponed to
the new government that would be formed later when the Loya Jirga meets
in the second week of June. But any government with such a tormented
legacy and political fragmentation would be disadvantaged in keeping peace
within its ranks or providing security to the desperate population.

Peace, deweaponization, and economic reconstruction would be three
pillars on which the future stability of Afghanistan would stand. There is
hardly any concrete poured into these foundations yet. The aid that the
donor countries or international agencies have committed to is still stuck
up in the intricate webs of their bureaucracies. It will take time before the
Afghan national army takes a definite shape and develops into a neutral, co-
herent, and disciplined force.

Before the hopes, which are attracting the refugees in hundreds of thou-
sands back into their country, fade and the Afghans turn to the local war-
lords for security, it is necessary that the American-led coalition in
Afghanistan rethink its priorities. First, the financial assistance to the in-
terim administration must be put through the fast track, with greater atten-
tion to revival of agriculture, rebuilding of health centers, and schools for
children. This aspect must be an integrated part of rehabilitation of
refugees. Larger projects like rebuilding roads, communication networks,
extensive trade, and economic activity would depend on the security of for-
eigners and Afghans involved in the reconstruction work. Local warlords
would be a poor substitute for providing security.

What is also needed is a fundamental change in the role of the interna-
tional stabilization force from covering just the capital city to all major
towns and provincial centers. It will be a gigantic task and may require a lot
of resources, but leaving things to the warlords and local contenders for
power would further delay, and even undermine, the objective of rebuild-
ing the state and society in Afghanistan.

THE INSURGENCY

While the northern parts of Afghanistan seem to be relatively calm, for rea-
sons other than the state extending its writ, the Pashtun areas in the south
and east of the country have experienced a resurgence of the Taliban. We
have previously discussed the issue of the Taliban in greater detail. Here we
would like to discuss how the Taliban activity hinders the reconstruction
process. I think there is a dialectical relationship between reconstruction
and the Taliban insurgency; the success of one will lead to the defeat of the
other. There is an emerging consensus, at least among the observers of
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Afghanistan, that inadequate resources, poor implementation, and slower
pace of development projects have failed to create a relationship of trust be-
tween the new Afghan state and the local populations in the Pashtun re-
gions.45 One of the major reasons for implementing and delivering devel-
opment projects on time has been the presence and activities of the
Taliban.46 With every successful project with the potential of employing idle
Afghan youth, the Taliban and other warlords would lose a part of their re-
cruiting ground.47

The Taliban have a very clear strategic design in denying the contractors
that operated under the umbrella of reconstruction and security teams the
opportunity to rebuild. They know if the government succeeds in rebuild-
ing schools, hospitals, roads, communications and in providing security to
the people in the villages, it would broaden and deepen its support base. A
big window of opportunity for Kabul existed, immediately after the ouster
of the Taliban, to move quickly in rebuilding but it lost considerable time
in obtaining international assistance. Additionally, the donors were quite
slow in responding to the needs of reconstruction. A delay in reconstruction
projects has dashed the hopes of ordinary citizens to rebuild their lives and
livelihoods. This is a crucial factor in explaining why larger parts of the
Pashtun population have reembraced the Taliban. The Taliban is from
within them, has stayed close to them, has the weapons and organizational
ability to enforce its own form of order and security.

Taliban activity has further diminished the ability of the central state to
maintain its presence on a sustainable basis. During the last two years, the
frequency and fatality of Taliban attacks has increased. Quite a few times, it
has even launched larger operations and has taken over district headquar-
ters in the southern provinces. Its ability to do so has undermined the cred-
ibility of the U.S. and NATO forces to deliver on security. Their military op-
erations against the Taliban have produced rather adverse effects because of
the collateral damage that they have caused in bombing suspected targets.48

The death of innocent civilian men, women, and children by the U.S. and
NATO forces has enraged local populations. The Taliban has effectively ex-
ploited growing anti-American sentiment, and has largely contributed to it
through its propaganda. The political effects of counterinsurgency have not
been to the liking of the Kabul authorities, which has disabled them in re-
connecting with the local communities or undertaking the much needed 
reconstruction projects.

POPPY CULTIVATION AND DRUG ECONOMY

Afghanistan has a long history of poppy cultivation, but the scale of pro-
duction that it has reached during the past few years is unprecedented.
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Never have Afghanistan’s farmers produced so much opium as they do now.
In 2006, they produced more than 90 percent of the world’s heroin, break-
ing all previous records.49 This has flown in the face of the much hyped
about efforts of the United States to eradicate poppy cultivation.
Afghanistan’s reemergence as the top narcotics producer of the world in the
wake of an American-led war and the removal of the Taliban from power is
a reversal of what the local Taliban had achieved—i.e., making Afghanistan
poppy-free with very meager material resources. The Taliban leaders en-
forced a ban on poppy cultivation on account of a religious edict and they
enforced it effectively throughout the country. How and why did the Tal-
iban enforce the ban effectively is a matter of debate. Was it the fear of
reprisals from the Taliban for violation of their decrees that made the farm-
ers abide by the rules? Or was it the nativity and nearness of the Taliban to
the local populations that was responsible for the eradication of poppy cul-
tivation? Or, was it the moral authority that the Taliban enjoyed over the
people that made its policy work? Without going into details of these rea-
sons that partially explain the effectiveness of the Taliban regime, there was
and still remains great admiration for the Taliban for making Afghanistan
free of drugs in a very short period of time.

Unfortunately, poppy cultivation is now at an all-time high and a combi-
nation of strategies of disincentives and incentives has yet to show results.
Why the strategy of poppy cultivation is not working, and why the eradica-
tion of poppy cultivation is a major challenge in the reconstruction of state
institutions and a formal economy, needs to be explained. First, we have to
bear in mind that some of the provinces of southern and eastern Afghanistan
have grown poppy for centuries but at a smaller scale. The main product was
raw opium, which was mainly transported to British India for medicinal use
and also was used to feed a small population of addicts. Opium use until the
first half of last century was not regarded as an addiction or a drug with po-
tentially long-term effects. It used to be a household recipe for colds and
body pains that was given to peoples of all ages, including infants. Hakeems
(local doctors) in Pakistan often prescribed opium without any legal or
moral restraint to their patients for different reasons, and it used to be sold
openly in shops along with hashish. The sale of opium goods was banned
only in the late 1970s as a part of the Islamization process in Pakistan. Even
today, opium, hashish, and heroine are easily available, and a very large pop-
ulation of addicts on the Pakistani periphery of Afghanistan uses it. The
problem of drug addiction in Afghanistan itself and in Pakistan has grown
manifold and has growing numbers in almost every city and town.50 Inter-
national trafficking and its impact on Western societies overshadow the issue
of local drug addiction and trafficking.

The soviet military intervention in Afghanistan turned poppy cultivation
into one of the major sources of revenue for some of the resistance groups.
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This happened at a time when international drug traffickers displaced by
Iranian clergy introduced new technologies of refining opium into heroine
in the border regions of Afghanistan and Pakistan. Another important fac-
tor was that in the wake of popular uprising and Mujahideen resistance, the
poppy-growing areas were freed of whatever little governmental control had
previously existed there.

The local Mujahideen commanders who fought the war against the So-
viet forces in the name of Islam and Afghan nationalism did not oppose the
cultivation of poppy in the areas under their control. In place of govern-
ment functionaries, they taxed the middleman who purchased opium for
the international drug mafia. It is widely reported that some Mujahideen
leaders struck profitable deals with the narcotics traffickers and became in-
volved in the business.51 It is questionable whether the top leaders sanc-
tioned such deals to finance the war efforts officially or the local militia
commanders struck independent deals to earn private money. The Mu-
jahideen groups that are alleged to have adopted this policy received most
of the arms from Pakistan and had no such compulsion for getting involved
in the drug trafficking. However, involvement of some commanders cannot
be entirely ruled out. Some of them might have exercised the drug option
after the end of the Western support in the early 1990s. Despite denials by
the Mujahideen leaders, some of the Western journalists and those who
have been writing on the subject have continued to level charges of drug
trafficking against the Mujahideen.52

The collapse of the state in Afghanistan in the wake of civil war in the
country has removed the already weak, governmental authority structures.
The absence of state institutions to enforce controls has further encouraged
both the poppy growers and drug traffickers. The dependency of the grow-
ers on the traffickers has increased as poppy has emerged as the single most
important cash crop. It will be extremely difficult for the international agen-
cies and any government to control production on the supply side by trying
to induce the Afghan farmers to grow alternative crops. It is not just the cul-
tivators, but also a large variety of stakeholders in the opium economy,
from workers, traders, and speculators to small-time traffickers who depend
on the drug economy to earn their living.53 Before the Taliban enforced a
ban on poppy cultivation the United Nation Drug Control Program started
a crop substitution scheme in Afghanistan at a relatively smaller scale.54 It
did not prove to be effective or sustainable due to limited funds.

After the departure of the Taliban, social and political conditions that fa-
cilitated poppy cultivation during the war or resistance have reemerged. The
authority of the Kabul government is weak and its functionaries in the
poppy-cultivating areas have become more a part of the problem than the
solution. They have become involved in drug trafficking and take a cut from
the local trade and production. The United States and the Kabul govern-
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ment have tolerated drug-related activities of tribal chieftains as opposed to
the Taliban for their support in the counterinsurgency intelligence and op-
erations. It is true that along with terrorism, poppy cultivation and drug-
trafficking have become major enemies of Afghanistan.55 Corruption in the
Karzai government is another reason for Afghanistan earning the notoriety
for the world’s number-one drug producer. The link between the Taliban in-
surgency and drug production is too visible. The Taliban, increasingly iso-
lated, has become partly dependent on drug trade and production. There is
a political reason for its support of poppy cultivation. The government’s de-
struction of the crop though partly successful has turned the local popula-
tions against Karzai and international forces involved in this kind of oper-
ation. For this reason, their response to the growth of poppy cultivation has
been slow and may remain so because it will create more opposition for the
government and support for its Taliban rivals in the Pashtun regions.

Without crop substitution, integrated rural development, formal eco-
nomic activity for the local youth, poppy eradication schemes will remain
ineffective. The five-point program of the United States covering interdic-
tion, eradication, alternative livelihood development, judicial reform, and
public education theoretically offers a good package and takes a holistic
view of the drug situation.56 The implementation of this program has been
problematic for reasons of corruption, weak capacity, and tenacity of the
Taliban groups and their disruptive activities. The economics and politics of
drug production and trade in Afghanistan have regional as well as global di-
mensions because of international trafficking networks. With the resources
it makes available to the Taliban and the political fallout of the eradication
strategy against the government, the problem may remain until better
strategies like buying off the product and reconstruction of a formal econ-
omy with visible impact on lives of the local population are conceived and
implemented.57

THE TWO-WAR DILEMMA

The American decision to invade Iraq has affected its role in Afghanistan in
more ways than one. First is the diversion of material resources and political
attention from Afghanistan to a more intensive war in Iraq. Defeating the Tal-
iban was a first step but not the end of a complex process of state and nation
building that the Bush administration had declared at the time of launching
“Operation Enduring Freedom.” In the early phase of building peace and sta-
bility in Afghanistan, the United States unwisely engaged itself in a second
war that has proved to be enormously costly, unwinnable, and domestically
divisive. The United State had spent over $400 billion on military operations
by December 2006 and it continues to spend nearly $8 billion a month, thus
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the final cost of the Iraq war may not be less than $2 trillion.58 Another $34
billion was appropriated for reconstruction purposes. Compared to this sub-
stantial commitment to Iraq’s security and politics, attention and resources
devoted to Afghanistan appears to be very small.

The Iraq war has badly hurt Afghanistan as it has diverted the United
States away from this core country in the war on terror. In a moment of fury,
confusion, and haste, it prematurely declared victory in Afghanistan and
moved on to Iraq without any established link of Saddam Hussein with
9/11. It is widely recognized that the intelligence was faulty at best and con-
cocted at worst. The neoconservative elements misused international sym-
pathy and domestic support to occupy Iraq without giving any serious
thought to its regional ramifications. The American commitment to re-
building Afghanistan was affected by its war against Iraq at a time when the
Taliban and Al Qaeda forces still remained active against the coalition
forces, and the warlords continued to claim autonomy and authority in
their respective areas, denying the Kabul government any authority. Bob
Woodward, a renowned investigative journalist, who helped expose the Wa-
tergate scandal that forced President Richard Nixon out of office, in his
book Plan of Attack has revealed that President Bush secretively approved di-
verting $700 million allocated for Afghanistan for preparations to invade
Iraq.59

If the United States withdraws without assuring a sustainable political
and security structure, which is increasingly becoming evident, the Taliban
and Al Qaeda will be greatly encouraged by American defeat. A growing
perception about weak American commitment to Afghanistan, an uncer-
tainty about its strategic purposes in and around Afghanistan, and the op-
position to the American-supported Kabul regime is likely to grow. A feel-
ing of triumphalism among the transnational jihad networks will further
destabilize Afghanistan and make the post-Taliban regime more vulnerable.
The Afghans already seem to have become disenchanted with the United
States and the international coalition of forces for many of their failures.60

There are many critics of the political process within and outside
Afghanistan who argue that the United States, leading the international
coalition, has imposed a regime of exiles through military force. All the ma-
jor players that dominate the Afghan political scene spent most of their
time in foreign countries during the war of resistance against the former So-
viet Union. They might have been concerned about the situation in their
country that was devastated first by the Soviet invasion and then the civil
war, but did hardly anything practical to help the country. This is a general
comment that the former Mujahideen and Taliban leaders, in a sullen and
angry mood of defeat and humiliation, make.61 The fact is that the United
States and its coalition partners had limited choices. The Mujahideen fac-
tions that fought the war of resistance had severely damaged themselves by
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factional infighting. They failed to create any workable political order or en-
sure stability. Some of them turned their political rhetoric against the
United States and the West, while their fighters at local levels had crossed
over to the Taliban. Therefore, they were an unlikely ally for the United
States in combating terrorism or flushing out the Al Qaeda from their bases.
But ignoring them entirely in reconstructing the post-Taliban power
arrangements was not politically prudent.

The fear of Taliban regrouping in guerrilla formation after making new
alliances with local tribes and ethnic groups may keep the American and
NATO forces engaged in combat that may in the end prove to be ex-
hausting, expensive, and may produce uncertain results. Much would de-
pend on the American-led coalition and its local connection to stay in
power and weed out, isolate, or drive out the Taliban and its supporting
allies. At the same time they need to devote more time, energy, and re-
sources to rebuilding the economy, social development, and reconstruc-
tion of infrastructure. Security and development are two overlapping and
reinforcing activities. They have become rather interdependent and are
somewhat integrated. Success in one would contribute to success in the
other. Parallel gains in both would secure the state and defeat the Taliban
insurgency.
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Wars and drug production and trafficking have been fellow travelers in
Afghanistan’s modern political history, conversely creating conditions sup-
portive of each other. In conflict situations, the drug economy becomes an
important source of developing and maintaining war-fighting capability by
the insurgent groups. And internal wars with some degree of popular sup-
port edge the state out of the populations and remote territories or make its
exercise of authority difficult, thus creating a power vacuum that the insur-
gents, terrorists, and criminals fill up with militias and illegal economic ac-
tivity. Afghanistan presents a classic case of how collapse of the state under
conditions of insurgency provided greater space to a variety of actors to
transform the legal agricultural economy into illegal poppy cultivation on
a vast scale. The void left by the disappearance of the Afghan state, which
was already weak, was filled by the warlords, local commanders allied with
the Mujahideen parties fighting the war of resistance against the former So-
viet Union, and transnational terrorists and crime syndicates involved in
drug trafficking.

Production, trafficking, and use of narcotics constitute nonmilitary
threats to national security even in relatively stable societies. Afghanistan
has been through various cycles of conflicts for the past three decades where
the threat of drug economy to the stability of society, health of the general
population, and revival of the state is far greater than in the countries with
relatively effective state institutions. Afghanistan has made encouraging
progress with the support of the international community and the coalition
forces that are engaged against the Taliban insurgency. But the surge in
opium production during the past few years is threatening to reverse the re-
covery of this war-torn country.1 The post-Taliban regime has inherited an
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old problem that has gotten worse during the past four years. From a nearly
complete ban on poppy cultivation under the guns of Taliban religious po-
lice in 2001, Afghanistan has become the largest producer of raw opium in
the world, leaving countries of Latin America and the Golden Triangle far
behind.2 The country is going through a difficult and complex phase of eco-
nomic and political reconstruction and faces the prospect of becoming a
narco-state.3 Any success on the war on terror would greatly depend on how
the international coalition engaged in Afghanistan effectively eliminates
drug production. The two issues, drugs and insurgency, reinforce each other,
which complicates the task of reviving the Afghan state.4 The functional
boundaries between terrorism, crime, and insurgency have become increas-
ingly fuzzy in the political economy of drugs. The world community may
lose the war on terror if it does not deal effectively with the political econ-
omy of drugs in Afghanistan, as part of billions of drug earnings end up in
the hands of terrorists.

Unfortunately, the United States and its coalition partners in Afghanistan
have been slow in comprehending the full range of implications of pro-
duction of illicit drugs and their distribution within the country, in the re-
gion and beyond. The U.S. security establishment did not want to add the
role of antinarcotics police to its already overstretched forces.5 While it fo-
cused its resources and energies on fighting a growing insurgency against
the Taliban, the vast areas of rural Afghanistan slipped off into the hands of
transnational drug traffickers and their local collaborators, which includes
a wide range of criminal elements, terrorists, and Taliban insurgents, every
one of them having a finger in the drug pie. The neglect of drug production
of trafficking networks has been very costly and may have long-term effects
over the regional security and future prospects of peace and stability in
Afghanistan. The insurgents and local warlords greatly benefit from pro-
duction and trafficking of Afghan opium and heroine. They provide pro-
tection to the farmers against efforts by the Afghan government to eradicate
poppy cultivation and also assure safe passage to the traffickers for a charge.
Earnings from the drug economy have for decades provided resources to the
Afghan warlords, Mujahideen commanders, and the Taliban to finance
their private armies and buy weapons. The revival of the Taliban movement
after its defeat in 2001 is partly due to the revival and expansion of the drug
economy. They are just one of the players, and may be smaller than others,
but they do have a political stake in the drug economy as they sustain their
efforts by taxing the drug trade.6

During the decades of wars, the Afghan government disappeared from
the lives of local communities, leaving them to the local insurgents and
warlords. With the disruption of normal agricultural supplies and practices
by war, the farmers turned to poppy cultivation in greater numbers because
that was the only means through which they could sustain their families.
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The vacuum left by the state was filled quickly by the national and interna-
tional drug mafia, which worked closely with the warlords and militia. The
international community after the retreat of the Soviet Union pushed
Afghanistan, a state that became a battleground during the second wave of
the Cold War, to isolation. The political and security climate of the country
was very conducive to the drug mafia to spread its tentacles in vital elements
of the Afghan society and around its insecure borderlands and beyond to
central Asia and Pakistan. The drug barons have emerged as a powerful and
respectable class, have acquired social significance, and use their wealth to
raise and maintain armed militias. In this chapter we will focus on the fol-
lowing questions: What are the local, regional, and international factors
that have contributed to the growth of trade in illegal drugs? What is the re-
lationship between the Afghan war and the regional distribution of heroin
and other illegal substances? What is the impact of drug trade on the
Afghan state and society? How has the drug production and trade affected
state- and nation-building efforts of Afghanistan? What efforts have the in-
ternational coalition made to control production of drugs? How successful
have international counternarcotics efforts been? What is the nature of in-
ternational cooperation to control narcotics trafficking out of Afghanistan?

DRUG PRODUCTION IN AFGHANISTAN

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime in its Opium Winter Rapid
Assessment Survey of Afghanistan presents a dismal picture of how and why
poppy cultivation has reached the highest point in history. It reports that
165,000 hectares were under cultivation in 2006, which showed a 59 per-
cent increase as compared to 2005.7 The crop yielded approximately 6,100
metric tons of opium, which was recorded as 90 percent of the world’s il-
licit opium. The area under cultivation has doubled from 74,000 hectares
in 2002, and so has the production risen from 3,400 metric tons to its pres-
ent level of 6,100 metric tons.8 The production has progressively increased
since 1986 when Afghanistan produced only 350 metric tons and the
poppy cultivation was confined to only 29,000 hectares.9

Equally shocking is the share of the narcotics sector to Afghanistan’s econ-
omy. According to the UNODC report of 2005, it adds US$2.7 billion value
to the total national economy of US$5.4 billion.10 There are too many local
and foreign stakeholders in the Afghan drug economy. The chain runs verti-
cally from the farmer at the lower end to farm laborers, small traders, whole-
salers, refiners, government officials, warlords, and cross-border smugglers.11

The gains out of the drug economy accrue larger benefits for the individual
and groups at the top, leaving very little income for the local farmers. Com-
pared to other crops, however, the Afghan farmers get ten times more income
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from poppy cultivation than legal crops. This keeps them within the complex
drug chain of Afghanistan, as the alternative agricultural activities do not
make economic sense to them.

There are more than one factor that have contributed to the emergence of
Afghanistan as the leading producer of opium-based drugs. Climatic condi-
tions stand on the top of them all. The river valleys, highlands, and slopes
of mountain ranges in Afghanistan have provided ideal climatic and social
conditions to cultivate poppy. The tribal farmers mostly in the Pashtun re-
gions grew poppy for limited use, essentially to sell to the trade caravans
who crossed to central Asia, Iran, and India. The physical features of the
area are as important in understanding the modern day drug problem as
the social and political development of the regions that now have become
the center of drug trade.

Geographically, the drug-producing areas of Afghanistan and the border
tribal regions adjoining Pakistan have been desolate and remote from areas
where the major population centers developed. Owing to distance and dif-
ficult terrain, most of these territories were left to fend for themselves, re-
ceiving little or no attention from the central governments. The social and
political organization of the tribal communities further strengthened their
autonomy. In Afghanistan, a rentier state did not attempt to sink its roots
in the society through extraction or any other modern means of institu-
tional development.12 The monarchy, which was essentially tribal in char-
acter, and had a narrow social base in the Pashtun regions negotiated legit-
imacy through the tribal chieftains. As an oligarchic power structure began
to emerge, the tribal chief became the intermediary between the tribal pop-
ulation and the king. The chief was the main instrument through which the
king exercised power and mobilized support when it was needed to fight his
internal and external enemies. In the bargain, the king left the tribal areas
to be governed by the local tribal elders according to their customs and so-
cial norms. More importantly, the tribes and subtribes of the Pashtuns
straddling the vast areas around the Afghanistan-Pakistan border had, over
the centuries, carved out autonomous territorial domains that they fiercely
defended against any intruder, including the Kabul government.

The anarchic border regions of Afghanistan and Pakistan from where the
Taliban and before them the Mujahideen staged an intervention in Afghan-
istan have been more or less stateless or accepted nominal authority of the
respective governments. Never have Afghanistan and Pakistan paid sus-
tained attention to the borderlands to integrate them or extend writ of the
state. The neglect has created a myth of “free Pashtun tribes,” meaning they
do not accept any external authority except that of local elders. This myth
has a colonial history about the tribes on the Pakistan side of the border
who control trafficking routes and are part of the wider web of the regional
drug trade. The British Indian government tried for decades to bring the
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Pashtun tribal areas under its administrative control but failed. Britain sent
more than 42 military expeditions of varying sizes there between 1849 and
1890 into these areas. Finally, in 1897 it sent a force of 30,000 soldiers to
fight against the Afridi tribe in the Khyber area alone.13 With each failure,
the British took harsher measures.

A number of things worked against the British: the terrain, the jihad cul-
ture of tribal resistance, and the availability of relatively modern firearms
that were manufactured in the tribal areas and also smuggled in from the
Gulf region. Even its two invasions of Afghanistan in 1838 and 1878 for
strategic reasons proved disastrous, causing enormous loss of life to the
British troops. The British policy after the second Afghan war settled on ac-
cepting internal autonomy of the country and keeping control over its ex-
ternal affairs in order to prevent it from entering into alliance with Russia.
The story of the “great game” is too familiar to repeat here.14 The point is
that the Pashtun tribes on both sides of the border, which was drawn in
1893, remained out of the reach of Afghan and British power. The British
policy in the region settled on autonomy, nominal presence over the hori-
zon, and gradual integration of the Pashtuns into the Indian armed forces.
This was the political legacy that Pakistan inherited at the time of indepen-
dence. Pakistani authorities have never attempted wholeheartedly to inte-
grate the tribal areas or fully extend civil laws to the tribal agencies where
most of the poppy is cultivated. The old rules and regulations from the
British time and the colonial administrative system of political agents sup-
ported by the Tochi Scouts, Khyber Rifles, and similar other security outfits
continue to function with a little tinkering here and there.

In the tribal regions of Afghanistan and Pakistan trade in sophisticated
weapons, manufacturing of small arms, and narco-trafficking take place with-
out any control or interference from any governmental authority. Drugs—
opium, hash, and heroine—are bought and sold openly like other legal mer-
chandize. Criminals, murderers, and international terrorists quite often take
refuge in these areas and in return work for the local chiefs, which may in-
volve illegal activities. One cannot look at the problem of poppy cultivation
and other processes from refining opium to heroin and smuggling out of
Afghanistan without considering the social and administrative structures of
the poppy-cultivating areas.

Around half a century back, Afghanistan had limited opium output,
mainly for local consumption or a little export to British India. The British
did not encourage commercial cultivation of poppy in the tribal belt. Rather,
it built up a network of interdiction at the periphery, particularly at the en-
try points, to deny the bigger Indian market to the Pashtun producers of
opium. The settled areas of the Frontier province, Punjab, Sindh, and other
areas that now comprise Pakistan, were kept open to the opium grown in
other parts of British India. Informal opium trade through smuggling at a
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smaller scale, however, continued through the porous Afghan border. Offi-
cially, Pakistan continued to import opium from India for its addicts and for
pharmaceutical uses. But gradually, when the government of Pakistan began
to open up the tribal areas through new roads and launched development
schemes, the opium from these areas and from across the Durand Line be-
gan to enter the Pakistani market in a big way. The opium-producing areas
of Afghanistan and Pakistan became gradually integrated into a larger mar-
ket with horizontal price variations. Within a decade after independence, the
opium supplies from Afghanistan and the tribal regions replaced the Indian
opium except for the small quantities smuggled into the bordering regions
of Punjab. Shortfalls of production on the Pakistani side due to bad weather
conditions were met through smuggling from the opium-growing regions of
Afghanistan. Market forces played an important role in integrating the
opium-growing areas of Pakistan and Afghanistan. Because of the limited
number of consumers of opium in Afghanistan, the growers there always ser-
viced the bigger markets of Pakistan and Iran. The opium traders in the re-
gion skillfully developed transnational networks and kept the local retailers
in Iran and Pakistan well supplied.

The drug traffickers have played a critical role in the political economy of
the opium-producing areas. They have provided the growers with loans,
agricultural inputs, and protection whenever needed. The farmers obtain
advance credit on opium and other crops through informal channels,
which is usually extended by the local traders and shopkeepers,15 who serve
middlemen for the drug-trafficking network. They lift the crop at a reason-
able price. The next stage is the refining of the opium into heroine. At this
crucial stage, they supply the chemicals, machinery, and experts. The final
stage is the trafficking into Pakistan and to the heroin markets of Europe
and North America. This illegal business would require thousands of dedi-
cated and trustworthy workers to run it smoothly. The tribal traditions of
loyalty and involvement of the entire clan in trafficking give them a greater
sense of security. They work in alliance with other similar syndicates from
central Asia, Iran, and Pakistan.

In order to understand the evolution of the drug production and traf-
ficking in Afghanistan and around the region during the past two decades,
we have to look at four important developments in the region. First was
the Islamic revolution in Iran. The new regime totally banned the culti-
vation of poppy, which was done on a large scale during the reign of
Shah. The Islamic regime began executing both the addicts and the traf-
fickers.16 The resulting shortages in the Iranian market gave a boost to the
production of opium in Afghanistan. Many of the Iranian traffickers
sought refuge in Afghanistan and began supporting the local drug pro-
duction chain to supply the addict population in their country through
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smuggling. In the early 1970s, for political and climatic reasons, the pro-
duction of opium significantly declined in the Far Eastern Golden Trian-
gle, leaving a big supply gap in the Western heroin market. This shifted
the focus of the international drug mafia to the poppy-growing areas of
Afghanistan and Pakistan. The entry of this mafia changed the entire
structure of the drug trade in the region. Two changes are important to
note. First was the introduction of chemicals and technology of process-
ing opium into heroin. This occurred in the late 1970s. Second was the
linking of drug-producing areas of this region with the international traf-
ficking networks, another critical development as it brought in more pow-
erful and resourceful actors onto the local scene. The local traffickers had
international access before but it was limited and often uncertain. The in-
ternational traffickers brought with them the promise of a much bigger
market and greater cash flows along with relatively secure access points
and trafficking routes. With their access to the European market, they gen-
erated greater demand for the Afghan drugs.

Soviet military intervention was the third important development in the
region that further strengthened the hold of international drug traffickers.
In the wake of popular uprising and Mujahideen resistance, the poppy-
growing areas got free of whatever governmental control was there. The lo-
cal Mujahideen commanders who fought the war against the Soviet forces
in the name of Islam and Afghan nationalism did not oppose cultivation of
poppy in the areas under their control. In place of government functionar-
ies, they taxed the middleman who purchased opium for the international
drug mafia. It is widely reported that some Mujahideen leaders struck prof-
itable deals with the narcotics traffickers and became involved in the busi-
ness.17 The local Mujahideen commanders and the Taliban turned a blind
eye to the production of illicit drugs. Some would argue that they in fact en-
couraged poppy cultivation and refining of opium as a commodity for trade
that earned them taxes and kept the farmers and the middlemen engaged
in some economic activity.18

It is questionable whether the top Mujahideen leaders sanctioned such
deals to finance the war efforts officially or the local militia commanders
struck independent deals to earn private money from the beginning of the
war. The Mujahideen received most of the arms from the United States, Saudi
Arabia, and Pakistan and had no such compulsion for getting involved in the
narco-business as long as they were well-supplied. As Western support to the
Mujahideen came to an end in the late 1980s, a good number of them
turned to drugs as a source of revenue to finance their militias. Despite de-
nials by the Mujahideen leaders, some of the Western journalists and those
who have been writing on the subject have continued to level charges of drug
trafficking against them, which appear to be quite credible.19
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Collapse of the state in Afghanistan in the wake of civil war in the country
was the final blow to a state-based authority structure. The war removed all
governmental presence, which was already nominal in the peripheral regions.
The drug producers took full advantage of the state vacuum and began to es-
tablish wide and deep linkages with the poppy-cultivating farmers. The de-
pendency of the growers on the traffickers substantially increased as poppy
emerged as the single most important cash crop. It became extremely difficult
for the international agencies and some foreign governments that were inter-
ested in addressing this problem to induce the Afghan farmers to grow alter-
native crops.20 It was not just the cultivators, but also a large variety of stake-
holders in the opium economy from workers, traders, and speculators to
small-time traffickers who depended on the drug economy to earn their liv-
ing in the strife-stricken country.21

Although wars have been a major factor in encouraging poppy cultiva-
tion, farmers in Afghanistan have grown opium for centuries both for local
use and trading the surplus with the adjacent regions of south and south-
west Asia. The issue of social beliefs and practices is important because they
do not create an ethical barrier for the poppy farmers. The values of the so-
ciety and customs of the Afghan tribes do not stand in the way of growing
poppy or refining opium into heroin. The only moral or religious prohibi-
tion is against use of drugs. The Afghans do not see any conflict between
producing illegal drugs or trading them and their religious obligations as
Muslims. Growing poppy is an accepted agricultural practice and the pro-
cessing of opium and its trade falls in the category of legal business in the
popular image.

Poverty and underdevelopment are also some of the issues that we cannot
ignore in discussing the growth of the political economy of drugs in
Afghanistan. The country is one of the poorest in the world and the least de-
veloped. It stands at the lowest line of each of the human development indi-
cators today.22 Whatever development Afghanistan registered before the com-
munist revolution in 1978 was wiped out first by the Soviet war, and then the
civil war between the Taliban and the Northern Front. With the complete
breakdown of the Afghan state and its writ, which was never fully respected
or enforced, the poverty-stricken farmers turned to poppy cultivation in great
numbers to sustain themselves, as it paid far better than the regular, legal
farming.

Small land holding and lack of irrigation water have increased depen-
dence of the Afghan farmers on the poppy crop. Opium poppy does not re-
quire regular watering and the crop can resist drought which has been a reg-
ular phenomenon in this region over the past decade. From a small plot of
land a farmer can obtain enough yield to buy grain, usually smuggled out
of Pakistan, and meet their other daily needs.
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Table 6.1. Fact Sheet—Afghanistan Opium Survey 2006

Variation
2005 on 2005 2006

Net opium poppy cultivation 104,000 ha +59% 165,000 ha
In percent of agricultural land 2.30% 3.65%
In percent of global cultivation 62% 82%
Number of provinces affected 

(total: 34) 26 28
Eradication 5,000 ha +210% 15,300 ha
Weighted average opium yield 39.3 kg/ha -6% 37.0 kg/ha
Potential production of opium 4,100 mt +49% 6,100 mt
In percent of global production 87% 92%
Number of households involved in 309,000 448,000

opium cultivation
Number of persons involved in 

opium cultivation 2.0 million 2.9 million
In percent of total population 

(23 million) 8.7% 12.6%
Average farm-gate price of dry 

opium at harvest time US$138/kg -9% US$125/kg
Afghanistan GDP2 US$5.2 billion +29% US$6.7 billion
Total farm-gate value of opium 

production US$0.56 billion +36% US$0.76 billion
In percent of GDP 11% 11%
Total export value of opium to 

neighbouring countries US$2.7 billion +15% US$3.1 billion
In percent of GDP 52% 46%
Gross trafficking profits to Afghan

traffickers US$2.14 billion +9% US$2.34 billion
Household average yearly gross 

income from opium
of opium-growing families US$1,800 -5% US$1,700

Per capita gross income of opium-
growing farmers US$280 -7% US$260

Afghanistan’s GDP per capita US$226 +28% US$290
Indicative gross income from opium

per ha US$5,400 -15% US$4,600
Indicative gross income from wheat

per ha US$550 -4% US$530

Source: UNODC, 2007 World Drug Report, June 2007, p. 195.
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Table 6.2. Afghanistan, Regional Distribution of Opium Poppy Cultivation (ha), 2005
to 2006

Change 2006 as
Region 2005 (ha) 2006 (ha) 2005–2006 % of Total

Southern 46,147 101,900 +121% 62%
Northern 28,282 22,574 -20% 14%
Western 16,543 16,615 0% 10%
Northeastern 8,734 15,234 +74% 9%
Eastern 4,095 8,312 +103% 5%
Central 106 337 +218% 0%
Rounded Total 104,000 165,000 +59% 100%

Source: UNODC, 2007 World Drug Report, June 2007, p. 196.

THE TALIBAN AND THE DRUG ECONOMY

In recent years, Afghanistan has emerged as the largest producer of opium
gum since the toppling of the Taliban regime as we have indicated in the
first section of this chapter. The real growth in the expansion of poppy cul-
tivation took place during the rise of the Taliban regime. The well-publi-
cized ban by the Taliban in 2000 obscured two important facts. The Taliban
reportedly had massive inventories of opium before issuing a decree against
poppy cultivation, which did not affect the drug trade. There is a view that
the Taliban was not serious about eradication of drugs. It issued decrees to
regulate drug trade. Before banning, it is reported that the Taliban leaders
stockpiled 300 tons of refined heroine to corner the heroine market in cen-
tral Asia. The Taliban did not eliminate the stockpiles or the trade.23 Two
years before the famous ban, poppy cultivation registered an unprece-
dented increase in the country during the 1998–1999 growing season and
spread to twenty-seven new districts. The area under cultivation increased
by 43 percent, covering an estimated 90,983 hectares, way up from 63,674
hectares of 1997–1998 season. The crop yielded around 4,581 metric tons
of opium according to a United Nation Drug Control Program (UNDCP)
report, which marked an increase in opium production of 70 percent from
the 1998 deflated figure of 2,692 metric tons.24 Compared to this massive
increase, Afghanistan’s opium production at the time of the Saur revolution
in 1978 was only 200 tons.25

According to 1999 estimates, the poppy crop spread to 104 districts,
which showed a sharp increase from 55 districts in 1994 and 73 districts in
1998. The crop was then grown in 50 percent of the provinces.26 The Tal-
iban which controls 90 percent of the territory, on occasions condemned
the production and distribution of opium, but made no serious effort to
curtail production or prosecute those involved in the illicit drug trade.27 Ac-
cording to the UNDCP, 96 percent of the area where poppy is cultivated was



under the Taliban control.28 This contradicted Taliban’s public declarations
on the issue. The question is why a religious movement that claimed to
have enforced Islamic laws in all spheres of life was loath to controlling pro-
duction of illicit drugs? There are three answers to this question. First, ac-
cording to the Taliban’s interpretation of Islamic law, cultivation of poppy
is not prohibited, use of opium and other substances is. The warnings the
Taliban leaders issued against growing poppy and trading in hashish and
heroin and threats to prosecute violation of such orders according to the Is-
lamic law were for meant to leverage for funds from the international agen-
cies and foreign donors. They linked their practical measures against poppy
cultivation to the availability of sufficient funds.29 The chief of Taliban’s
State High Commission for Drug Control in an interview with The Friday
Times said, “we can’t allow thousands of farmers to starve because the world
only cares about the drug addicts.”30 The Taliban regime consistently argued
that crop substitution, development of the infrastructure, and creation of
employment opportunities in the poppy-cultivation areas would require ex-
ternal funding.31 It deflected criticism of the world community against pa-
tronizing drug production by demanding material resources for eradication
and for economic and social development from the world community to
prove their genuineness in the drug control at the farm level in Afghanistan.
The foreign powers with tremendous interest in controlling poppy cultiva-
tion were not sure if the resources they provided the Taliban would be used
for the same purpose or diverted to their war efforts.

The Taliban officials had private and collective interests as a militant
movement in all the elements of the drug chain and greatly benefited from
the production of illicit drugs. By allowing the farmers to grow poppy they
carved out a solid constituency of support among them. They charged some
sort of tax on production and connived with the drug traffickers for heavy
bribes. The nexus between the drug barons and the Afghan warlords goes
back to the day of anti-Soviet Mujahideen war in the country. These links
survived and continued to flourish; political and military changes in the
country had hardly any effect on them. The drug barons merely realigned
themselves with the new rulers, the Taliban. The Taliban and Mujahideen
parties had a symbiotic relationship with the drug traders, as all of them
had a strong financial stake in the drug business. The Taliban used a great
part of income from the drug trade to buy weapons in the international
market which helped them consolidate their hold on the country.

The expansion of drug production during the Taliban regime can also be
explained with reference to the ruling style and political culture of the reli-
gious militia. The Taliban as it first emerged was a military movement with
religious orientation. Never did it acquire any solid institutional base to
form a proper government. It also lacked sustainable administrative re-
sources to employ against narcotics, even if it wished to. Its rule was focused
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on fighting the ethnic minorities of the Northern Front or ensuring com-
pliance of the population with its religious decrees. Normal functions of the
state never entered its deliberations or acquired any significance in the hi-
erarchy of its objectives. During the Taliban rule, Afghanistan became a safe
haven for international criminals of all sorts. Religious and ethnic terrorists,
kidnappers, smugglers, and drug cartels and transnational terrorists estab-
lished a strong base with the support of locally influential figures or with
the support of the Taliban leaders. All of them traded money for hospital-
ity, protection, or found a common ideological cause with the Taliban
movement.

Isolating the Taliban pushed the movement further into the grip of Al
Qaeda, drug mafia, and other criminal groups. The world faced a difficult
situation as recognizing the Taliban or assisting it in any manner would
have enabled it to stay firm in power, something no country except Pakistan
wanted. The United States had already abandoned Afghanistan to its Tal-
iban fate after achieving its strategy of defeating the Soviet Union and caus-
ing the fall of communism. In a vastly transformed international system,
the U.S. and Western priorities changed and attention shifted to other areas
of the world. Neglecting Afghanistan made the Afghan society a double vic-
tim of warlords and poverty. The UN sanctions hit the poor and dispos-
sessed hard in Afghanistan, which confused their moral and political
choices on drugs, ethnicity, and allegiance to the local warlords. Perhaps
constructive engagement with the Taliban regime and not isolation, as
some observers argued at that time, might have helped address the problem
of drug production in that country.32 But the character of the regime, its
policies toward the religious and ethnic minorities and treatment of women
invoked universal contempt for the Taliban in the Western world. Thus the
narcotics problem in Afghanistan became enmeshed with power relations
and the nature of regime. The efforts against production of narcotics in the
country consequently suffered a great deal.

Whatever assistance to control the drug problem during the Taliban
regime was provided did not succeed much in linking the programs to other
goals, due to the apathy of the Taliban. For instance, the United States tied
its support to projects like crop substitution through non-governmental or-
ganizations with respect to international norms of behavior on narcotics,
fight against terrorism, and respect for human rights. It is not difficult to in-
fer how the Taliban regime could qualify for American support. Therefore,
the narcotics issue became more vexed and equally complex as the political
settlement of the civil war in that country.

The representatives of the Taliban government set equally difficult condi-
tions for cooperation to control production and outflow of drugs from its
country. In March 1999, the Peshawar-based vice consul general of Afghan-
istan insisted that it was difficult for his government to ban poppy cultiva-
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tion, declaring that his country would resist international efforts toward
that end until sufficient funds were provided for the restoration of agricul-
ture and irrigation networks.33 The other demand of the Taliban for ex-
tending cooperation with the eradication of poppy was international recog-
nition of its regime, which none of the Western countries was prepared to
accept, given the widely publicized human rights abuses and its refusal to
form a broad-based government.34

Since its ousting, the Taliban has gradually reemerged as a credible in-
surgency movement during the past few years, gaining more strength with
each passing year. We have discussed its rise in a separate chapter. One of
the reasons for the Taliban’s menacing presence in the rural districts is its
close link with the drug trade. It does not have the same flow of funds from
Pakistan and the Middle Eastern countries as it used to in its early years
when it surfaced on the Afghan political scene in the mid-1990s. It is diffi-
cult to know how much the drug economy contributes to its resources, but
it is the most important means to buy food, weapons, and war supplies.35

The southern provinces of Afghanistan, like Helmand where the Taliban in-
surgents are most active, have emerged as the largest producers of opium.

TRAFFICKING

Drug production and trafficking in the region and beyond to the wider
world is one of the most stubborn legacies of the Afghan war, which con-
tinues to trouble all countries around Afghanistan along the trafficking
routes. In 2006, about 53 percent of all the opiates of Afghanistan transited
through Iran, 33 percent passed through Pakistan, and 15 percent via cen-
tral Asia, mainly Tajikistan. The trafficking of morphine and heroin presents
a very different picture. The major portion of heroin, about 48 percent,
moved through Pakistan. Iran was the second largest route with 31 percent
and central Asia third at 21 percent.36 The countries on the trafficking routes
not only have to confront criminals but also have to nurse growing popu-
lations of heroin addicts, which is straining their resources. Iran even with
stricter laws has the largest drug abuse rate among the regional countries.
Iran has 1.2 million addicts, which is roughly 2.8 percent of its general pop-
ulation. The opiate use is also relatively high among the central Asia states
where the number of drug abusers has touched 300,000. Pakistan’s drug use
in percentage is around 0.7 percent, which is far lower than Iran, but it has
to take care of 640,000 opiate users of whom the overwhelming majority
are heroin addicts.37 The drugs from across the border are cheap and easily
available without any strict control of the law-enforcing agencies.38

Most of the opium and heroin produced in Afghanistan finds its way mostly
to Europe and through old and new trafficking routes. Some 80 percent of
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heroin seizures in western Europe alone originate from southwest Asia, in
which Afghanistan has a major share.39 The first route runs through Pakistan,
which has emerged as one of the major transit countries for the illicit drugs. It
is much easier for the Afghan and Pakistani drug traffickers to push their dan-
gerous product to Pakistan’s bordering provinces of Balochistan and North-
West Frontier Province (NWFP). Most of the heroin is processed in the bor-
dering regions between Afghanistan and Pakistan and parts of the NWFP and
is smuggled out of Pakistan through three routes. Karachi, which is a major
seaport city of Pakistan, is the traditional outlet for international traffickers.
The illicit drugs travel through the vast expanses of the Punjab and Sindh in
the presence of hundreds of check-posts and under the eyes of scores of law
enforcement agencies. The Karachi city located on the Arabian Sea has become
the hub of drug trade for further shipments to Iran, Gulf, and then to the
Balkan region.

The Mekran coast of Balochistan is the second important route out of
Pakistan. The presence of the law-enforcing agencies along this coast is lim-
ited and the Arabian Sea offers vast space for the traffickers to ship drugs by
small fishing boats and then on to the big vessels waiting in the open wa-
ters. The Balochistan-Iran border serves as an important route for smuggling
into Turkey and from there to Europe. According to a U.S. report, approxi-
mately 17 percent of the heroin seized in the United States in 1995–1996
originated in Afghanistan and Pakistan.40 The share of Afghan and Pakistani
heroin in the North American market has significantly declined because the
South American traffickers dominate that region.

Smugglers of all types of goods from and to Pakistan frequently use the
border with India. Acetic anhydride, a catalyzing chemical used to convert
opium into heroin, is manufactured in India and smuggled into Pakistan for
onward use in Afghanistan. In recent years, the consignment of heroin and
other illegal substances have started to get into India for local use and further
trafficking into Europe.41 A large of group of traffickers from different coun-
tries operates in the Afghanistan, central Asian, and Pakistan triangle. The
record of Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF) of Pakistan showed that in 1997 among
the 5,555 defendants arrested for drug trafficking, 206 were foreigners from
38 countries. With seventy-one defendants, Afghanistan topped the list, fol-
lowed by Tanzania (31) and Nigeria (25). There were nine from Britain and
seven from South Africa.42 In terms of region, Africa ranked number one with
seventy-nine persons from twelve countries.43 This trend has continued over
the past ten years. Among the Africans, the Nigerian traffickers form the
largest group now, leaving Tanzanians to the second position.44 Many of
those arrested are carriers that take the contraband to international market for
relatively small payments. Poverty in the African countries drives lot of men
and women into the risky business of drug trafficking. Most of the drug traf-
ficking is done by the more powerful and well-connected members of the 
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international mafia in connivance with influential drug lords of Pakistan and
Afghanistan. Pakistanis perhaps carry the largest quantities of drugs into the
Gulf States, Saudi Arabia, and the Western countries.

Iran constitutes an equally important element of the triangle along with
Afghanistan, central Asia, and Pakistan. The Islamic government in Iran has
applied the harshest of the punishments to the drug traffickers, frequently
executing them. Through different measures, it brought down the addict
population from 1.2 million in 1993 to half a million in 1997. After a
decade, its addict population has grown back to 1.2 million. Compared to
other regional countries as indicated earlier, Iran has the largest number of
drug users, that is 2.8 percent of its population. It is widely reported that the
Iranian borders with Afghanistan have become a safe haven for the drug
traffickers. In most of the cases, Turkey is the next destination from where
heroin and other opiates enter European countries. Quite often, the Afghan
traffickers have fought with the Iranian security forces. Tehran has deployed
some 30,000 troops on drug patrol along the borders with Afghanistan and
Pakistan and spends around $400 million a year combating smuggling,
some of which is offset by assets confiscated from convicted traffickers.45 In
1999 Iran claimed that the drug traffickers had killed 2,635 of its personnel
from law-enforcing agencies since 1983.46 In recent years, the death toll of
the Iranian security forces has gone much higher due to its active interdic-
tion policy. In 2005, Iran emerged as a world leader in drug seizures with
the confiscation of 29 percent of the opiates followed by Pakistan with 20
percent seizure.47 For what Iran is doing to interdict trafficking through its
territory, it gets very little international assistance or recognition for com-
bating drug trafficking, which has mostly European destinations. A few
years back, it received only $2.5 million from Britain through UNDCP,
which it used among other things to buy 1,000 bullet-proof vests and 170
sets of night-vision goggles. France for its part donated five drug-sniffing
dogs for detection.48 The United States has only taken Iran out of the list of
the countries that fail to meet the international standards of drug control,
but because of estrangement has offered no tangible help.

In order to lessen some burden of the border security forces, the Iranian
Parliament in May 2000 decided to fence larger parts of its border with
Afghanistan. In addition to strict border patrols, Iran has tried to address the
problem at the source, that is drug production in Afghanistan, by extending
cooperation for rebuilding the country. Iran was so concerned about the
flow of drugs from Afghanistan that despite serious problems with the Tal-
iban regime, it held talks with its leaders on the drug control issue. It even
promised economic assistance to poppy growers in the Afghan province of
Helmand, which continues to be the largest producer of opiates.49

Since the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the drug traffickers have
found the new routes of central Asia safer as they face fewer restrictions on
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their movement.50 They have taken benefit of political transitions in the
newly independent states in the region. This route has seen a 12 percent in-
crease in trafficking in 2006.51 The international drug mafia has asserted
control over its countries and works as a part of invisible networks passing
the contraband from one group to another. The central Asian drug mafia,
mainly the Tajiks and Uzbeks, have taken command of drug operations,
pushing the Russian gangs to their territories. The Russian crime syndicates
are a vital link of the drug chain to the Nordic countries, eastern and west-
ern Europe. With investment and financing from international drug cartels,
new areas of production and processing are emerging in some of the cen-
tral Asian states. According to a report of International Narcotics Control
Board, there is a rapid spread of illicit cultivation and abuse of drugs in the
central Asian States and the Caucasus.52

The drug trafficking problem has international dimensions and therefore
it requires international cooperation. Only recently the countries in the re-
gion have begun to cooperate. India and Pakistan have held frequent meet-
ings at secretary level to evolve a common strategy against the traffickers. In-
dia and Pakistan have agreed to the exchange of information in identifying
major operators, hold periodic border meetings between the Border Security
Force of India and Pakistan Rangers, and establish direct contact between the
custom officials of the two countries.53 Pakistan has similar cooperative
arrangements with Iran to interdict drug traffickers at various points along
the common border. Islamabad, Tehran, and UNDCP have been cooperat-
ing on drug smuggling on the Pakistan-Iran borders under a tripartite agree-
ment since 1994.54 Afghanistan, Iran, and Pakistan have agreed on broad
measures that include constructing physical barriers along their borders, im-
proving law enforcement capacity, conducting joint counter-narcotic sweeps,
and increasing intelligence-sharing about trafficking routes and traffickers.55

Better coordination among the regional countries may help in interdicting
trafficking but as long as cultivation of opium poppy at the present scale
continues in Afghanistan, it will have only marginal effects.

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF DRUG TRADE

Afghanistan’s opium economy generated about $3.1 billion in 2006, which
was shared by the farmers, refiners, and Afghan traffickers. The size of the
drug economy is roughly half of the licit Gross Domestic Product of $6.7 bil-
lion of the country or 32 percent of the entire economy. The farm-gate value
that accrued to the primary producers was only $0.76 billion, about one
quarter of the drug trade, the rest being skimmed off by refiners and traffick-
ers at the top of the pyramidal chain.56 Another shocking fact about
Afghanistan’s drug economy is the number of families and persons involved
in its various cycles from cultivating to trafficking. The World Drug Report 2007
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estimates that 2.9 million persons were engaged in poppy cultivation in 2006.
This number is equal to 12.6 percent of the country’s population. The na-
tionwide percentage obscures the fact that a greater number of peoples and
households are participating in the drug economy in provinces like Helmand
where poppy cultivation is more concentrated.

The social, political, and security effects of the political economy of drugs
are visible all over Afghanistan in the failure of the reconstituted Afghan
state to expand its authority, persistence of the warlords, and growing in-
surgency, mainly in the poppy-cultivating areas. What are the possible link-
ages between the drug economy and the worsening security situation of the
country? First let us look at the massive amount of money, an estimated two
billion U.S. dollars each year ending up in the hands of around twenty ma-
jor drug barons of Afghanistan. They have enough resources to buy security
from the warlords or assume that position by maintaining their own mili-
tias, as some of them do, bribe low-paid security officials, and share part of
their illicit earnings with influential government officials. A strong parallel
economy in Afghanistan has created an invisible parallel power structure
run by the warlords that promotes criminality in the society.

The drug economy has devastating effects on the security climate of the
country. The nexus between crime, drug trafficking, and insurgency is well-
established. The actors involved in these three activities have a rational in-
terest to cooperate, help each other, and thus impede the progress of the
Afghan state. Rapid growth of the drug economy during the past four years
has undermined the political process through a creeping influence in the
centers of political power in Kabul and vital state institutions from law-
enforcing agencies to judiciary. This has happened at a critical stage while
the Afghan state was reviving itself while international support. It is not
therefore surprising that the increase in poppy production and the rise in
the scale of the drug economy have been parallel to the rise of the Taliban
insurgency. The massive revenues that the drug trade has brought to the
Afghan traffickers over the past four years has made them the most power-
ful economic group in the country with the capacity to influence the secu-
rity environment. This is the class of actors that develops and flourishes
with a weak state. They have used the drug money to further strengthen
their links with insurgents as well as the government officials with rampant
corruption and also extended the patronage and spoil system far and wide
in the country. The relative failure of the Afghan government lies both in the
corruption in the administrative machinery of the state and the economic
power of the drug syndicates to buy off the law enforcement officials.

The reports published in the international press suggest that drug traffick-
ing is not confined to the criminal gangs or some figures of the underworld
of Afghanistan. The promise of getting richer, weak laws and prosecution
process, and influence peddling have encouraged some members of the
Afghan parliament to join the drug cartels or extend protection to their 
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activities. According to a report in the Newsweek of January 2006, a large
number of governors in the provinces are drug lords, and the foreign diplo-
mats believed “that up to a quarter of the new Parliament’s 249 elected
members are linked to narcotics production and trafficking.”57 In the same
report, Andrew Wilder, who worked for the independent Afghanistan Re-
search and Evaluation Unit, revealed that “at least 17 newly elected M.P.s are
drug traffickers themselves, twenty-four others are connected to criminal
gangs, forty are commanders of armed groups, and nineteen face serious al-
legations of war crimes and human-rights abuses.”58

It is difficult to estimate how much drug money remains in Afghanistan
as it has a limited formal banking system, and how much of it is stashed
away in the foreign banks close to the country or in the Gulf region. Money
laundering is a global phenomenon. The Afghan and regional drug syndi-
cates have international business connections, which they use to transfer
proceeds from drug trafficking to the regular economy and from one coun-
try to another. Money laundering is much easier in neighboring Pakistan
than many other countries.59 Bad governance in the financial institutions, a
culture of corruption, and some governmental policies are responsible for
this. Some of the Afghan drug lords might have acquired Pakistani citizen-
ship and have used the following schemes for money laundering:

1. The drug producers and traffickers have greatly benefited from invest-
ing in real estate in Kabul and other cities where they put their money
in multistory plazas, houses, and shopping centers.

2. Foreign currency accounts in Pakistani banks have provided another
secure means for money laundering for two reasons. First, the U.S.
dollar is relatively more stable and second, hardly a question is asked
regarding the source of income.

3. There is a private hundi or hawala custodial system, which is akin to fi-
nancial transfers from banks from one country to another. The agents of
the traffickers have established their business in the Middle Eastern
countries and have operated from Europe and North America until the
tightening of polices on money transfers after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
They offer a higher rate on foreign exchange than banks can to the over-
seas workers who send remittances to their relatives. They collect the for-
eign currency abroad and pay the benefiting families in Afghan or Pak-
istani currency. They make payments in less than twenty-four hours, and
even travel long distances to reach the benefiting families in the rural ar-
eas of Afghanistan.

4. The drug barons are involved in the regional trade, both legal, and il-
legal with their center in the Gulf countries. Pakistan’s transit facility
is misused by the drug traffickers in investing drug proceeds in the
third-party goods that are first imported into Afghanistan and then
smuggled out to a larger market to Pakistan.
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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL INITIATIVES

In recent years, Afghanistan’s national initiatives in controlling production
and distribution of illegal drugs have largely been influenced by an emerg-
ing global consensus against the proliferation of drugs and how they un-
dermine international efforts to stabilize the country. While the Western
counternarcotics policies have neither been consistent or effective enough
to stem the rising tide of poppy cultivation in Afghanistan, which has
reached at an alarming point, there is a debate on what would work and
what would not in the political and social conditions of Afghanistan.

One central dilemma the world community faces is how to isolate the
drug producers and traffickers from the evolving power structure of the
country. As indicated above, some of the drug barons have acquired repre-
sentative status through elections and they are influential power brokers in
the provinces and at the center. A weak government led by President Karzai
is more of a hostage than a free agent to manage political affairs impartially.
By pressuring Karzai to purge his government of drug lords, some of whom
he depends on, his foreign backers do not want to risk further instability.
The policies of the United States in the initial phase of the war against the
Taliban in seeking support of the warlords and aligning with them have
been counterproductive as they have become firmly established. Washing-
ton thought that the warlords were the lesser evil and could deliver on fight-
ing against the Taliban, which they did. The warlords, empowered by the
Western coalition, turned to investment in poppy to fund their private
armies. But their price of this engagement with the criminal elements has
been too high as they continue to defy the state and its writ. Fighting
against the Taliban and Al Qaeda had greater priority than the antinarcotics
policy, which made sense in the political climate of the post-9/11 tragedy.
President Hamid Karzai has his own political compulsion for garnering po-
litical support. According to Paula Newberg, “desperate for unity, he culti-
vated warlords to avoid cultivating conflict. Poppy was outlawed, but took
over the economy.”60

A similar doctrine of necessity worked behind American policy toward
the Afghan Mujahideen when it ignored, or even encouraged, drug produc-
tion and trafficking by them to finance the resistance against the former So-
viet Union. Defeating communism was a higher goal to which everything
else was subordinated than keeping Afghanistan drug free. This was in view
of the fact that about 70 percent of the Afghan heroin ended up in the
streets of Washington’s close European allies and some even filtered into its
own market.61 In the present situation of Afghanistan, reconstruction ef-
forts have been undermined by the expansion of drug production and traf-
ficking that has strengthened the warlords with interest in the weak gov-
ernmental authority. Therefore the first task before the international
community is how to strengthen institutions of police, national army, and
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justice to apprehend and prosecute the drug lords. Their presence in the cor-
ridors of power complicates this task as they take ownership of managing
institutions from Parliament to the police department. The entire project of
postconflict recovery is threatened by the emerging nexus between drug
lords and the Taliban insurgency that benefit from the political economy of
drugs at two different ends of the production and trafficking chain.

The development of infrastructure, revival of formal agricultural practices,
and livelihood of the rural areas is another alternative. Before the series of
wars visited upon Afghanistan, the country was more or less self-sufficient in
food and it even exported its fruits to the neighboring countries, which it
continues to do though at smaller scale. The Afghan farmers turned to poppy
cultivation during the Soviet war when the entire system of agricultural credit
and supplies through private and governments sources was disrupted. The
drug traffickers filled the economic vacuum by providing cash advances and
guaranteed buy offs but it was only for poppy cultivation. In conditions of
national disorder, the Afghan farmers had a limited choice between starving
their families and cultivating poppy to survive. While feeding into war,
poppy cultivation played a very important role in filling the vacuum of for-
mal economy and preventing the rural economy for total collapse. Similar
considerations are behind tolerance of poppy cultivation that inhibits
stricter, harsher measures like large-scale crop eradication, because the farm-
ers who are on the edge of the drug economy will suffer the most.

The real alternative is in greater investment in rural economy, social sec-
tor development, and creating job opportunities that would wean away the
farmer from poppy cultivation.62 The success of these initiatives would de-
pend on stability, a secure environment, and an understanding on the part
of the farmers that they would not lose much by shifting to legal crops. In
other words security and education of the farmers are two primary condi-
tions through which progress can be made on shifting the crop patterns
back to a traditional economy.

The poppy cultivation provinces are the hardest hit by the Taliban insur-
gency and the links among the criminals, traffickers, and the insurgents are
the strongest. All three of them are the primary beneficiary of the political
economy of illicit drugs. Their stake is more in the absence of the state, an-
archy, and disorder than in stability and security. In such conditions, inter-
nationally supported development and reconstruction programs have not
materialized; several projects have been delayed as the contractors and
NGOs have retreated out of the region because of fear of kidnapping and
murders. Paradoxically, the Afghan state and international community can
establish some degree of influence and regain trust only through recon-
struction, development activities, and revival of agricultural infrastructure,
which the Taliban insurgents have subverted. There is an interesting finding
in the Afghanistan Opium Winter Rapid Assessment Survey 2007, which sug-
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gests that the 42 percent of the villages that received external assistance cul-
tivated poppy, compared to 50 percent of those that did not get any fund-
ing.63 Development and reconstruction are slow processes in making an im-
pact on the society and still slower in conditions of low-level, uncon-
ventional conflict that Afghanistan is experiencing currently. But there is no
other viable and long-term alternative than substituting poppy with wheat,
vegetables, fruits, and other crops through farm credit, subsidies, develop-
ment of roads, and irrigation channels and rural industry to generate em-
ployment.

The production and distribution networks in and around Afghanistan are
integrated and linked with the international drug trafficking networks. The
porous borders and graft make it easy for the drug traffickers to smuggle in
and out of Afghanistan to other destinations. The problem of drug trafficking
is essentially international in character, which requires greater cooperation
among regional states and major international players to address this prob-
lem at different levels from farms in Afghanistan to the streets of European
countries where the only major Afghan product finds its way and is sold.

The growing power of the drug syndicates poses a serious threat to the so-
ciety, state institutions, and formal economy. Their influence in the corri-
dors of power and open opportunities to invest drug money in business
and industry may remove the distinction between legal and illegal econ-
omy. The governance and rule of law that are already weak in Afghanistan
may further suffer if criminals continue to enter politics and use political of-
fices and patronage to protect their crimes against the Afghan society and
humanity at large.
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The reconstruction of fractured states and societies or combating insurgen-
cies effectively always requires goodwill, support, and constructive engage-
ment of neighboring states. If the insurgents find sanctuaries and support
bases across the borders with or without the connivance of governments,
the postconflict societies find it extremely difficult to revive themselves.
This is a lesson that one can easily draw from a number of cases of post-
conflict reconstruction efforts around the world. There are also many ex-
amples that show that internal conflicts never remain domestic affairs; they
become externalized with destabilization strategies of antagonistic neigh-
bors.1 Afghanistan presents a more complex situation because of it geopo-
litical position, transethnic populations, and a history of rivalry among its
neighbors. An even more important factor is three decades of war in
Afghanistan, which has an active involvement of the neighboring states in
supporting rival groups, locked in a fierce power struggle at one point or an-
other.

Therefore, for explaining what role Afghanistan’s neighbors have, or will
have, in stabilizing or destabilizing Afghanistan, one must understand the
linkages between Afghanistan’s internal political dynamics and its geopolit-
ical environment. In recent decades, Afghanistan’s geopolitical environment
has been shaped by distrust, ambitions, and power politics of the neighbor-
ing states. The conflict in Afghanistan, from the revolution and revolt in
1978, to the Soviet war and American-led international action against the
Taliban regime, has had a region-wide political and security impact. The
events that took place during the three decades of war in Afghan-
istan also severely affected the security, politics, and internal harmony of
Iran, Pakistan, and some of the central Asian states. Adversity and hard times
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in this region did not respect territorial jurisdictions or state boundaries;
there was massive proliferation of arms, inflow, of millions of refugees, and
flow of armed insurgents, supported by major international players, in the
neighboring states.

Nonstate transnational Islamic militant groups in particular have trou-
bled the security of all neighboring states in varying degrees. Conse-
quently, fear and insecurity were as responsible in shaping the responses
neighboring states had to the Afghan conflict, as did their latent and man-
ifest desires to influence the political outcomes of the civil war in their fa-
vor. In order to understand the relations of neighboring countries with
Afghanistan we need to examine three sets of factors. The first factor is that
the Afghan groups, which were interlocked in the civil war, depended on
external sources for material and political support. The post-Taliban
Afghan regime has not been able to entirely replace those factional link-
ages. One finds convergence of political and strategic interests between the
Afghan groups and their foreign supporters, which they use to influence
the weak Afghan state and retain the option of doing business out of the
state’s control. The second factor is the establishment of independent sup-
port networks between Afghan groups and transnational religious, ideo-
logical, and ethnic groups from within the region. Afghanistan and other
states are finding it hard to challenge the influence of nonstate actors that
threaten the traditional order and stability of the nation state. Thirdly,
Afghanistan’s neighbors have followed predatory policies toward
Afghanistan and have exploited many of its vulnerabilities to their advan-
tage. Fears and ambitions of neighboring states have, in the past, fomented
rivalry that has worked to the disadvantage of Afghanistan. The interven-
tion by foreign powers in Afghanistan has been both a cause and effect of
the conflict among the Afghan groups. The internal confrontation in
Afghanistan somewhat mirrored the disagreement among the regional
states on the question of organizing political power in Afghanistan, and its
future role in the region.

With the removal of the Taliban and the end of civil war, the situation
has begun to change. Afghanistan has new major players—the United
States, NATO, and a larger international coalition on the scene that has a
United Nations mandate to reconstruct the Afghan state. The international
presence and interest in reviving Afghanistan has pushed its neighbors out
of the power struggle, but since they are a permanent part of Afghanistan’s
geopolitical system, they are waiting to see how Afghanistan rebuilds itself
and what kind of role Afghanistan will play in the region. In the following
sections, we will look at the interests, strategies, and policy framework of
some of the important neighbors of Afghanistan. We will devote a little
more space to Pakistan, since it has played a key role in the politics of
Afghanistan.
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IRAN

Among the regional states, Iran and Pakistan have been most affected by the
Afghan conflict, and in return, have influenced the politics of the Afghan
groups in varying degrees. During the Soviet war, their approach toward the
Afghan problem was more or less similar. But now they widely differ on al-
most all aspects of the Afghan problem.

Iran had a lingering fear that once the Soviets were driven out of
Afghanistan, the more powerful Pashtun groups would be better placed to
reorder the political landscape of the country to their advantage. Iran,
hence, made all efforts to ensure a greater representation for the Shia groups
in any future political institutions of the Mujahideen resistance. Pakistan
did recognize Iran’s interest in Afghanistan and regularly consulted Iran on
all political and diplomatic initiatives. Curiously, Iran absented itself from
the Geneva negotiations that aimed to settle the Afghan problem, insisting
that the Mujahideen parties should be represented at the negotiating table
instead of neighboring states. Since the Geneva parleys were primarily be-
tween the Soviet-supported Kabul regime and Pakistan, the Mujahideen
groups were kept out. However, Iran did not raise any serious objections to
the Geneva talks and fully trusted Pakistan’s endeavors to seek Soviet with-
drawal. Once it became clear that Moscow would be pulling out its troops
from Afghanistan, Iran began to pay more attention to the issue of repre-
sentation for the Shia groups. The kind and degree of representation given
to the Hazara Shia community in political power has been a serious point
of contention for Iran. It has supported the demand of the Shia groups that
they should be given 25 percent representation in all echelons of political
power, a demand that was fiercely contested by all other parties because the
Shia population is estimated around 15 percent or below.2

After the Soviet defeat in Afghanistan, Iran became more actively involved
in the internal conflict of Afghanistan. By that time, its eight-year war with Iraq
had also ended, freeing its foreign security policy resources, which were, hence,
increasingly focused on building alliances with substate social, ethnic, and ide-
ological forces in the larger Middle East and its non-Arab periphery. Iran has
opposed Pakistan on issues, like the composition of a broad-based govern-
ment, distribution of power among the various parties, and the direction of
political change in Afghanistan. Iran extended full support to the Rabbani
regime, although it had no mandate to stay in power beyond the eighteen
months period during which it was supposed to make preparations for elec-
tions and transfer power to the elected government.3 After the eviction of the
Rabbani government in Kabul by the Taliban in September 1996, Iran sub-
stantially increased its support to the anti-Taliban coalition, which is com-
prised the Tajiks, Uzbeks, and the Hazara Shia groups. Gradually, Iran has be-
come one of the major players in the power game of Afghanistan.4 Iran’s policy
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has been generally influenced by three sets of interests. The first and foremost
objective of Tehran’s policy is to seek protection of the political interests of the
Hazaras. These are a higher representation in any future government, regional
autonomy, and the implementation of separate Islamic laws for the Shiite
community. Secondly, Iran wants to counterbalance Pakistan’s influence in the
internal affairs of Afghanistan. It has accused Pakistan of helping the Pashtuns
regain their traditional dominance, which Tehran thinks will work against the
interests of the ethnic minorities. Iran has carefully cultivated and materially
supported the Northern Alliance to defeat the Taliban movement.5 The third
interest is that of geopolitical regional strategy. Iran considers Afghanistan an
important element in her regional strategy, through which it seeks to build
closer associations with ethnic communities and states that have a Persian lin-
gual and cultural heritage. Such an association also provides economic and po-
litical benefits for Tehran.

Iran had troubled relations with the Taliban from the outset. The Taliban
was regarded by Iranian clergy as rivals, both politically and on account of
conflicting sectarian Sunni and Shiite doctrines that they respectively repre-
sent in the Islamic world. The Taliban challenged the regime of Burhanud-
din Rabbani, which was supported and sponsored by Iran, which had many
foes inside Afghanistan and across the border in Pakistan for not comply-
ing with the terms and conditions of the power-sharing agreement that Is-
lamabad and Saudi Arabia had brokered among the Afghan Mujahideen
factions. The Taliban was generally perceived to have the backing of Pak-
istan, which directly threatened Iranian influence in Afghanistan. The Tal-
iban leaders contested and condemned Iranian intervention in supporting
various factions of the Northern Front as much as Iran detested the ideol-
ogy and religious interpretations of the Taliban. Consequently, Afghanistan
became yet another battleground of religious schism during the Taliban
regime in which Tehran, Riyadh, and many other private groups played a
supportive role to their client Afghan factions.

Fueled by anger and conventional hate and inspired by conflicting views
about questions of Islam, stability, governance, and peace, the Taliban and
Iran-supported groups in the north of the country committed some of the
most horrific atrocities against each other.6 The victims of violence included
a large group of Iranians in Mazar-i-Sharif that Iran claimed as diplomats
while the Taliban accused them of supervising and assisting commanders
and fighters of the Northern Front.7

Iran has the aspirations, credentials, and a policy framework to act and
project itself as a regional power, but it cannot do so without radically al-
tering the existing power structure of its neighborhood. After a deadly
eight years war with Iraq, it changed its geopolitical outlook to trans-
forming the Islamic countries in the adjacent regions according to its vi-
sion of revolutionary Islam. Iran’s policy toward Afghanistan has reflected
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a secular interest in political stability of the country, along with the em-
powering of the Shia community. Iran’s response to the American war
against the Taliban has been shaped by two factors. Firstly, it is guided by
Iran’s hostility toward the Taliban regime, which Iran was unable to re-
move and or directly confront. The policy of indirect confrontation that
Iran had followed backfired as the Taliban turned its guns on the belea-
guered Shia groups in Afghanistan. Shia groups in Afghanistan were sub-
jected to violence, displacement, and ouster from power. The American
war in Afghanistan and the removal of the Taliban regime in a long-term
perspective has an unintended positive gain for Tehran. The same has
been the case with the later removal of Saddam Hussein and his regime.
Iran therefore did not oppose American action against the Taliban and
did nothing politically and militarily that would create trouble for the in-
ternational coalition forces.

The second important reason for Iran’s guarded neutrality, which makes
it indirectly supportive of the American-led war, was the question of stabil-
ity and unity of Afghanistan. Iran has for the past five years helped in cre-
ating a regional environment that would promote reconstruction and sta-
bility of Afghanistan and has not made the foreignness of the forces or
occupation an issue yet.8 Iran has apparently no interest in assisting the Tal-
iban insurgency that has been on the rise during the past few years. The re-
turn of the Taliban, with whom Iran nearly went to war when they were in
power, is the last thing that Iran would like to see in Afghanistan.

There are wider regional security issues, beyond Afghanistan, that may
force Tehran to rethink its neutral stance. With the growing insurgency in
Afghanistan, and the presence of the multinational security forces under the
umbrella of NATO, the question of confrontation or cooperation between
the United States and Iran in stabilizing Iraq and the Gulf region will have
an impact on Iran’s policy toward Afghanistan. Therefore, an aggressive and
hostile attitude of the United States toward Iran on the nuclear issue or in-
fluence of the anti-West hardliners in the Iranian foreign policy establish-
ment will change Iran’s neutrality and parallel assistance program for re-
construction in Afghanistan into a spoiler.

This is no longer a remote possibility and seems to be happening in Iraq
and Afghanistan. Interestingly, Iran quietly supported the removal of the
regimes in these countries by the United States–led international coalitions,
and the hardliners rejoiced the moment, which they saw as an opportunity
to expand their influence. But the challenge faced by Iran and the United
States is that they do not have any strategic understanding of the future po-
litical and security landscape because of conflicting interests. Iran is a rival
and a competitor of the United States in Iraq and Afghanistan, and Iran has
the political capacity, on account of its complex webs of religious and po-
litical alliances, to create trouble for the Western countries.
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Facing increasing threats from the United States, in 2007 Iran began to
shift its policy toward Afghanistan with a purpose to raise the costs of
American presence in three significant areas. First it began to force tens
of thousands of Afghan refugees to leave the country. This increased the
pressure and burden on the American-supported Afghan government.
Second, although Iran maintained good relations with the new Afghan
government, there are reports that Iran has been providing assistance to
a new political coalition, the United Front, comprised of the former Mu-
jahideen leaders. Thirdly, NATO and other sources have accused Tehran of
providing similar types of weapons to the Taliban insurgents that it has
been giving to the Shia militants in Iraq.9 Tehran has no political or se-
curity interest in the revival of the Taliban movement or in its recaptur-
ing of political power in Afghanistan. This however, does show how Iran
can widen its conflict with the United States and hit its adversary at its
weakest points.

PAKISTAN

For the past quarter of a century, successive bouts of war in Afghanistan
that have devastated its economy, society, and state institutions have fur-
ther deepened linkages, contacts, and a sense of common stakes between
Afghanistan and Pakistan. However, parallel to this feeling of common
stakes is the issue of a conflicting definition of what is common between
the two countries. This has been the most fundamental and critical prob-
lem in Pakistan’s relations with Afghanistan primarily for two reasons.
First, and foremost, Afghanistan as a nation and country has remained
fragmented along regional, sectarian, and ethnic lines, and no group in
Afghanistan can authoritatively claim to be a representative of national
interests. Afghan groups have been politically polarized and divided into
at least two camps; and the choices made by these camps are guided by
their material and political need to seek foreign support and involvement
of regional and other powers. As a result of the internal confrontation
among the Afghan groups, the issue of commonality of interest became a
function of the nature of ties between Pakistan and a particular Afghan
group or set of groups. It is therefore not only the ethnic definition of
what is good for Afghanistan, which cannot in any way be separated from
groups’ interests in political power, but also the choices that Pakistan
made in the Afghan game. Pakistan’s image as a friend or enemy of
Afghanistan has therefore largely been determined by the degree of close-
ness to any specific group and the degree of material assistance that Pak-
istan has provided it to fight its rivals.
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PAKISTAN’S KEY ROLE

Pakistan has played a key role in the Afghan conflict both during the Soviet
war and after the collapse of the Marxist regime in Kabul. On a broader
level, therefore, Pakistan’s Afghan policy may be analyzed in two phases:
the war of resistance against the Soviet occupation and the subsequent 
intergroup Afghan civil war, and the post-Taliban politics and security in
Afghanistan. The first phase, which started with the Soviet invasion in De-
cember 1979 to the Geneva Accords, which were signed in April 1988, Pak-
istan’s goals were centered around vacating the Soviet occupation and help-
ing the Mujahideen replace the Marxist government in Kabul. The sudden
collapse of the Najibullah regime in April 1992 was a turning point in both
the political history of Afghanistan as well as in Pakistan’s policy toward
that country. A unified and friendly Afghanistan under a broad-based gov-
ernment has been the main concern for Pakistan since 1992. In under-
standing Pakistan’s role one has to look at a wide array of domestic, re-
gional, and international factors that have shaped Pakistan’s responses to
the political and military situation in Afghanistan.

Pakistan staged a counterintervention in Afghanistan under two consid-
erations. The first one was domestic and the other one was related to the se-
curity situation created by the Soviet intervention. Domestically, the mili-
tary regime of General Zia ul-Haq was isolated and under tremendous stress
from the political forces in Pakistan, which wanted him to hold elections
and transfer power to the elected government. Internationally, Zia-ul-Haq’s
regime was seen as brutal and illegitimate. But the Soviet intervention next
door in Afghanistan changed all perceptions about Zia-ul-Haq’s regime.
The military regime in Pakistan exploited the Afghan situation very effec-
tively and used it to gain domestic and foreign support. The foreign support
came mainly from the United States and her regional and European allies.
Internally, Zia was able to structure an alliance of right-wing religious po-
litical parties that shared his views on the Afghan situation and supported
his drive for Islamization in the Pakistani society.

On the other hand, Pakistan’s security concerns about the Soviet military
engagement in Afghanistan were genuine. What would have been Moscow’s
next move if it succeeded in stabilizing the political situation in
Afghanistan? How far would the Soviet Union have gone in encouraging
and supporting an allied Afghanistan to raise its historical claim over the
Pakistani territories in the Northwest Frontier Province (NWFP)? Would the
Soviet Union have used Afghanistan as a base to incite and aid ethnona-
tional movements in Pakistan? These were some of the troubling questions
that Pakistan faced and Pakistan had sufficient reasons to fear the Soviet
motives. Moscow had been quite hostile toward Islamabad for joining the
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American security alliances during the Cold War. It supported Pakistan’s ri-
val India, in the war of 1971, and emerged as India’s major source of mod-
ern weapons and defense technology. Two assumptions defined Pakistan’s
decision to stand up to the Soviet superpower. First, the scale of the national
uprising in Afghanistan was such that no amount of Soviet atrocities fash-
ioned on the pattern of eastern Europe could succeed in suppressing the re-
sistance in Afghanistan. Second, the Soviet Union could be forced out of
Afghanistan by raising the economic and military costs of occupation and
counterinsurgency campaigns. At the same time, Pakistan responded favor-
ably to any suggestion of a negotiated settlement on two conditions. First,
it would not recognize the Soviet-backed regime, nor would it hold any
peace talks directly with its representatives. Second, the Soviet Union would
unconditionally withdraw its forces from Afghanistan. After tremendous
costs and destroying much of Afghanistan, the Soviet Union made virtue
out of necessity in agreeing to quit Afghanistan by February 1989 under the
Geneva Accords. Pakistan greatly succeeded in achieving its objectives in the
first phase of the Afghan conflict.

Pakistan’s interest in Afghanistan and its involvement with the Mujahideen
groups did not end with the departure of the Soviet forces because its objec-
tives were not confined to getting the Soviets out of Afghanistan alone. The
Soviet-backed government headed by Najibullah was still in power, to which
Pakistan was unwilling to concede legitimacy or enter into any deal for set-
tling the political future of Afghanistan. Not only had the Soviets dumped a
large quantity of arms while leaving the country but they also continued as-
sisting their Afghan clients. Pakistan’s next move was to install a Mujahideen
government in Kabul. Pakistan combined military attacks against the border
towns like Jalalabad and secretively supported coup plans to get Najibullah
out. Under the negative symmetry, meaning that the United States and the
Soviet Union would cease giving any assistance to their respective Afghan
clients, the Najibullah regime began to crumble from within. The political
changes within the Soviet Union sealed the fate of the Afghan communists.
Pakistan assembled all the Afghan groups to agree on power-sharing arrange-
ments and form an interim government in April 1992. The meeting pro-
duced the Peshawar Accords under which first Sibghatullah Mojeddadi and
then Rabbani were installed as interim presidents.

A new phase of civil war began in Afghanistan when Rabbani refused to
step down from his office at the end of his tenure toward the end of 1993.
In fact, Rabbani’s faction and that of Hikmatyar had been at war from the
very beginning when Rabbani had refused to share power with Hikmatyar.
Rabbani also used force to eject other groups from Kabul, which included
Hizb-i-Wahdat and Jumbesh-i-Milli led by Uzbek warlord Abdul Rashid Dos-
tum. Pakistan kept shifting its support from one Pashtun group to another
in order to put pressure on Rabbani to honor the Peshawar Accord and to
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stop his transitional government from tilting toward India and other re-
gional powers. Ahmed Shah Masud and Rabbani were unhappy with Pak-
istan for supporting their rival, the Hizb and its leader, during and after the
war of resistance and wanted to use Iran, Russia, and India as new levers to
contest Pakistan’s influence in Afghan politics. Pakistan repeatedly re-
minded Afghanistan of the sacrifices it had made for liberating Afghanistan
and supporting it by giving shelter to refugees and providing arms and
money to their forces. It seems these leaders were not punctilious about ex-
pressing gratitude to a former benefactor in the midst of being locked in a
bitter struggle for power. In a fit of anger over the killing of four Afghan hi-
jackers on a school bus in Islamabad, they organized an attack on the Pak-
istan Embassy in Kabul, set it on fire, killing one employee and injuring
many others, including the ambassador, in the summer of 1994. Afghan re-
lations with Pakistan became frosty thereafter and Pakistan began to ex-
plore other possibilities, along with supporting Hikmatyar. Pakistan was
more concerned about Rabbani and Masud inviting Indian technicians and
intelligence operatives in the Afghan air force and other military installa-
tions. The creeping back of Russian and Indian influence in an Afghanistan,
which had been liberated after a massive loss of money and blood at the
hands of the Afghan communist and the Soviet intelligence agencies, was
the last thing Pakistan could expect would happen.

COURTING THE TALIBAN

Pakistan was very eager to open up the Afghan route to central Asian states,
and see the return of the three million Afghan refugees that were housed on
its land, but without peace among the warring Afghan factions and stabil-
ity in Afghanistan it could gain neither of the two. The pressures that it ex-
erted on the Rabbani government, through Hikmatyar, pushed the transi-
tional government further toward Iran, Russia, and India, which were eager
to support Rabbani against his Pashtun rivals who had close links with Pak-
istan. With a new bout of civil war, fragmentation of the country, and dif-
ferent regions being controlled by rival warlords, the internal conditions in
Afghanistan further worsened. The Mujahideen commanders who were
loosely affiliated with the major resistance parties became autonomous ac-
tors. Without the lever of arms and money funneled through Pakistan, they
turned to arms-trafficking, drug-trafficking, taxing transport, and extorting
businessmen as new sources of revenue. The central authority of the Rab-
bani government became confined to a few sections of Kabul city, which it-
self was under constant rocket attack. However, Kabul suffered complete
devastation only after the fall of the Najibullah government in April 1992.10

The ordinary Afghans, who saw some sign of hope with the departure of the
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Soviet forces and the fall of communist regime, were utterly frustrated to see
their country go through another phase of destructive war. Frustration with
the former resistance parties, their leaders, and former commanders who
had by then turned into warlords, was widespread and genuine among the
Afghan population inside the country and living in exile. This frustration
was perhaps higher in the vast and greatly fragmented Pashtun areas than
in other regions, since the Pashtuns had suffered greater destruction and
physical dislocation than any other group in the country. While the former
Mujahideen parties kept fighting turf wars in and around Kabul, the ethnic
and local warlords divided the country into fiefdoms and kept the restive
population under control at gunpoint.

The excesses of the local warlords in the south of the country in the Kand-
har region attracted the attention of the local clergy members who had gone
back to teaching Islam to their old and new Taliban (students) after waging
a war against the communists. The leading clergy or ulema of Afghanistan
were part of the resistance movement and were at the forefront of mobiliz-
ing support for the war and recruiting young fighters from their madrasa (Is-
lamic school) networks. During the Soviet-Afghan war, they had closed
down their religious institutions, arguing that fighting in the holy war
against the Soviets who had invaded the country, was more urgent—both in
the religious as well practical terms, than mere imparting of education. The
ulema in Afghanistan have had a strong social base, more perhaps in the
Pashtun areas than other regions, and sufi (mystic) and madrasa associa-
tions have existed with the local population showing tremendous reverence
to them. It is a contentious issue whether the local chieftain or the religious
scholars enjoyed more respect, loyalty, and following in the Pashtun terri-
tory than other regions.11 But the fact is that the ulema in Pashtun society
have emerged as an integral part of the power arrangements, and their
sphere of influence has expanded with the spread of Deobandi and Wa-
habbi religious beliefs and practices.

The war against the Soviet Union forced the leading Afghan ulema and
their students to fight part time and to relocate their madrasa institutions
in and around the refugee population in Pakistan. They concentrated their
efforts mainly in the Pashtun areas of Balochistan and the NWFP where
they not only had similar ethnic groups but also had former teachers, col-
leagues, and peers as their main support base. The finances for the mainte-
nance and expansion of the madrasa networks came from the local com-
munities, the Islamic Nongovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and
charities from the Middle Eastern countries, and from the refugees despite
their difficult economic conditions. The madrasa networks were the only
large-scale educational institutions that gave shelter, food, and education to
hundreds of thousands of orphans who did not have anybody to take care
of them. Most of the latter-day Taliban were graduates of these madrasa
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who grew up and socialized in a purely religious and conservative environ-
ment. Their world outlook, ideology, attitude toward other religions, and
sects of Islam, views about the West, and political culture were shaped at a
very impressionable age. They had never been exposed to any alternative
view of religious, or world affairs. Their mental and intellectual condition-
ing was quite firm, after which they took up arms against their political foes
in Afghanistan.

The tradition of settling the question of power through armed struggle is
as old as the formation of the Afghan state itself; but such armed incursions
were always led by the tribal chiefs, members of the oligarchy, or the Afghan
kings themselves. In some cases, they enlisted the support of the clergy to
gain religious sanction to their quest for power, but always kept the ulema
in a secondary position. The ulema were seldom involved directly or in a
leading position in waging a war to capture political power in the country.
Why did the Taliban, which included the top clergy and its students, take
up arms and how did they succeed in capturing Kabul, defeating the Mu-
jahideen rivals and bottling up the forces of the Northern Front in a narrow
corner of the country? This question is at the center of all studies done on
the rise of the Taliban movement in Afghanistan. But they usually have dif-
ferent explanations for the phenomenon. The most convenient explanation
of the emergence of the Taliban and its quick victories is that Pakistan
equipped, financed, and guided the Taliban’s struggle for advancing its own
interests. Although we cannot dismiss the Pakistani factor in the growth and
military success of the Taliban movement, we should also look at the inter-
nal and regional environment in Afghanistan. Pakistan’s political and
strategic interests and the situation in and around Afghanistan pushed it to-
ward the Taliban and Pakistan emerged as the most vital source of support
for them. This support included diplomatic recognition, allowing the Tal-
iban to use Pakistani madrasa and mosque networks to raise funds and re-
cruit fighters. Whether the Arab and Pakistani contingents in the Taliban
militia made any difference is a controversial matter. Their presence alone
suggests that foreign actors in Afghanistan were deliberately allowed to
come in due to political considerations. There was hardly any check from
the Pakistani side on the cross-border movement of war-fighting materials,
equipment, vital life-supporting resources, or movement of men in either
direction. What type of financial or military assistance was provided and at
what scale the government of Pakistan extended support to the Taliban is
not publicly known, but no serious student of Pakistan’s Afghan policy
would rule it out. In the absence of public scrutiny and lack of transparency
in the dealing of the governments in such matters, the information remains
the prerogative of a few. While concealing facts helps the policy, it also hurts
the policy by creating an exaggerated and inflated assessment of a country’s
involvement. Pakistan is no exception to this. Pakistan’s contribution to the
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Taliban both official as well private, political, or economic, in the way of
hard material assistance or in the shape of soft social support, evidenced by
the constant flow of Pakistani and Arab fighters was perhaps substantial.
But our contention is that the foreign support Pakistan extended to the Tal-
iban movement should not obscure us from the internal and regional en-
vironments that shaped the Taliban movement. Almost every analyst of the
Taliban phenomenon has focused on the religious and ideological aspects,
ignoring the ethnic considerations behind the popularity of the Taliban
movement. Why was it that the Taliban militia expanded like a whirlwind
in the Pashtun parts of Afghanistan, and were able to capture them without
a single fight, after which they rolled on to capture Kabul? Where did the
Pashtun warlords, the former Mujahideen fighters, and the local chieftains
go and why did they not pose any challenge to the Taliban?

There was a strong resentment among the Pashtun that power in
Afghanistan had passed on to the Tajiks and there was no leader or party
that could deliver power back to the Pashtuns. The decade-long war against
the Soviet Union had transformed ethnic relations, and this change could
be viewed as more significant than either the defeat of communism or the
communists in Afghanistan.12 The Taliban was the only organized force to
do exactly what the Pashtuns had wanted, i.e., change the power-sharing
arrangements in Afghanistan. It was for this reason that the Pashtuns threw
their weight behind the Taliban. Some would also argue that the Afghans
were exhausted by the war and they hardly had any will to fight the new
force (the Taliban) that had emerged. Also, the Pashtuns did not really have
any affiliations or love left for the Masud-Rabbani combination in Kabul to
do anything that would stop the Taliban. The political and military vacuum
in the country, the loss of hope in the Mujahideen parties, political frag-
mentation, and the chaotic economic and security conditions played a sig-
nificant part in the popularity of the Taliban.

Pakistan was an important regional player in the Afghan power game,
and as indicated previously, it supported the Taliban movement to check-
mate its regional rivals and keep itself in a position of greater influence than
others. Pakistan’s public posturing regarding Afghanistan asserted that Pak-
istan sought a unified, peaceful, and friendly Afghanistan. This three-in-one
strategy has defined Pakistan’s Afghan policy for more than two decades.
Pakistan has argued that politically fragmented, anarchical, and unfriendly
Afghanistan would menace Pakistan’s security environment. Even during
the reign of the Taliban, Pakistan tried to promote the idea of a negotiated
settlement that would bring about a broad-based government and would
enable the sharing of power among all Afghan groups. It sought the in-
volvement of the United Nations in brokering peace among the Afghan
groups.13 Pakistani diplomats kept shuttling between Mazar-i-Sharif, the
power center of the northern coalition, and Kandhar, the political base of
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the Taliban movement, to bring the two sides to a negotiating table.14 Also,
Pakistan made several efforts to convene a conference of regional countries
to promote a consensus on the political future of Afghanistan. In all these
efforts, Pakistan faced tremendous difficulties from its Islamic neighbors
and the Afghan opposition to the Taliban rule. Iran, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan,
and Turkmenistan all accused Pakistan of supporting the Taliban move-
ment. Iran, another player with a long history of involvement and regional
ambitions, was quite vehement in peddling the theory that Saudi Arabia
and the United States financed the Taliban movement and Pakistan played
the role of an intermediary between the Taliban and these countries.15

But why did Pakistan move away from the traditional Mujahideen parties
that it supported for fifteen long years and began to support their rivals in
the Taliban movement? Pakistan’s disappointment with the Rabbani gov-
ernment was quite obvious as it failed to maintain a good degree of influ-
ence in Kabul. Professor Rabbani and Ahmed Shah Masud, the two promi-
nent and most powerful leaders of the Mujahideen government, had serious
complaints against Pakistan’s Afghan policy. They were irked by Islamabad’s
continued assistance to their political rival Gulbedin Hikmatyar, who had es-
tablished his headquarters in Charasiab, which placed Kabul under constant
threat of his rocket attacks. Hikmatyar never spared any opportunity to at-
tack and weaken the Rabbani government. Rabbani and Masud blamed Pak-
istan for whatever Gulbedin Hikmatyar did to them. There is enough evi-
dence to suggest that Pakistan wanted to get the Rabbani government
replaced by Gulbedin Hikmatyar since he had proved to be the most reliable
and closest ally of Pakistan during the anti-Soviet war of resistance. There are
two other reasons that explain Pakistan’s preference for Hikmatyar. Rabbani
and Masud had been pushed by Pakistan’s constant support to Hikmatyar
who had joined the Iranian camp. Russia and the two adjacent central Asian
states, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, also formed an alliance with the Rabbani
government. India, which had been very eager to enter the Afghan political
scene, sensed greater opportunity with the growing alienation of the Rabbani
government with Pakistan. New Delhi used its influence in Tehran to build
bridges with the Mujahideen government in Kabul and began to extend tech-
nical, and in some areas, intelligence support. Loss of influence with the Mu-
jahideen government and its slipping away to the group of rival powers fur-
ther raised the stakes of Gulbedin Hikmatyar among the managers of
Pakistan’s Afghan policy. The second and more important reason was ethnic,
as Gulbedin Hikmatyar with all the pretensions of leading an all-Afghan
party, Hizb-i-Islami, was largely Pashtun in character having deeper ties to the
Pashtun religious groups across the border in Pakistan. The Pashtuns, being
the largest ethnic group that had historically controlled Kabul and its vari-
ous dynasties that had ruled Afghanistan, had a feeling that power had
shifted away from them to the non-Pashtun minorities who were dominant
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in the Mujahideen government led by Rabbani and Masud. Both of them
were Tajiks, the second largest ethnic group in the country that the Pashtun
culturally looked down upon. Hikmatyar led the strongest, better organized
and equipped fighting force which had the ability to topple the regime in
Kabul. His political capacity to rally the Pashtun tribes around him added
significance to Pakistan’s betting on him as the winning horse. In an atmos-
phere of growing regional rivalry, the more the Kabul regime moved to the
opposite powers, the more Pakistan became aligned with Gulbedin Hikmat-
yar, allowing him a flow of money and weapons.

At the open diplomatic level, Pakistan kept the pretensions of neutrality,
trying to broker peace between Hikmatyar and Rabbani. It used the emer-
gence of the Taliban movement (in its formative phase) to bring Hikmatyar
and Rabbani together against this new force that seemed to be gaining
ground in and around the volatile Kandhar region. Qazi Husain Ahmad,
leader of the Jamat-i-Islami of Pakistan, with the tacit support and blessings
of the government of Pakistan traveled to Kabul in 1994 to seek reconcilia-
tion among the Mujahideen parties, especially between Jamiat and Hizb, led
respectively by Rabbani and Hikmatyar. Like many earlier initiatives of the
Pakistanis this bid to end the feud among the Mujahideen parties ended in
failure. At this point Pakistan began to reassess its relationship with Hik-
matyar, as he had failed to deliver what he had promised, and was not able
to recapture Kabul and return it back to the control of Pashtun-dominated
groups. Due to the high emphasis on the Islamist leanings of Hikmatyar and
his party, the Hizb, the ethnic factor of the party has been ignored almost by
all writers who have published anything on that period of Afghanistan’s po-
litical history. Hikmatyar was known more by his over-exaggerated character
of Islamic fundamentalism than his Pashtun roots. Pashtun tribes supported
Hikmatyar more than any other group because his forces were better
equipped and organized; he was a better paymaster and had enjoyed greater
support from Pakistan than his rivals. The Pashtun tribes and Pakistan were
the twin pillars of support of Hikmatyar, but they had later began to move
away from the Mujahideen parties toward the Taliban, who they taken not
taken seriously in the early stages of its development.

Pakistan’s interest in the Taliban government was pragmatic, not ideo-
logical. They were strong enough to provide stability in the Pashtun areas
of Afghanistan, which was important for Pakistan’s security. The Taliban
also ended the Indian influence on Afghanistan, and raised Pakistan’s hope
for a gas pipeline from Turkmenistan and trade possibilities with central
Asian states. But supporting the Taliban was not without domestic and for-
eign policy costs. At the domestic front, Islamic extremism and its links with
the Taliban grew menacingly and raised fears of Pakistan falling under the
reign of religious political parties. This has somewhat materialized with the
electoral success of the MMA, a coalition of religious parties in the 2002
elections. These parties have increased their political space using the defeat
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of the Taliban and have consequently emerged as a dominant force in
Balochistan and the NWFP. The MMA’s success is partly based on sympathy
for the Taliban and anti-American sentiment, but largely it is due to popu-
lar disenchantment with the nationalist and mainstream political parties in
Pakistan. The pro-Taliban feelings still run deep in Pakistan and go well be-
yond the Pashtun territories, and this will remain an important force in the
political process of Pakistan irrespective of what shape it takes in the com-
ing years.

In the area of foreign policy, even though the strategic partnership with
the Taliban placed Pakistan in a somewhat better position, the alliance gave
rise to other complex problems. Rivalry with Iran and central Asian states
grew more intense and became unmanageable. Since the world community
saw Taliban rule as extremely harsh, medieval, and discriminatory toward
women and minorities, Pakistan’s association with them caused major im-
age and policy problems for Pakistan. The Taliban rule that was essentially
security oriented did not earn any international support for reconstruction
of the country, as a result of which millions of refugees could not be repa-
triated. In the end, involvement with the Taliban proved to be a messy af-
fair for Pakistan and Pakistan gained very little from its policy of Taliban
support. Pakistan’s dream of opening up trade with central Asia and build-
ing gas pipelines has remained unrealized. Additionally, there was a senti-
ment of passive hostility in that region against Pakistan for the support it
gave to the Taliban. The United States, European countries, and even China,
its closest ally, were offended by Pakistan’s failure to influence policies or
politics of the Taliban on any issue. Even in the face of international isola-
tion and harsh criticism Pakistan found it extremely difficult to extricate it-
self from the pro-Taliban policy, changing its policies only after the Al
Qaeda terrorists with links in Afghanistan struck the Pentagon in Washing-
ton, D.C., and the World Trade Center towers in New York on 11 Septem-
ber 2001. These tragic events changed some of the fundamentals of world
politics, and Pakistan, being a backer of the Taliban, could not escape a
tremendous fallout on its domestic and foreign policy orientations.

PAKISTAN’S DEFINING MOMENTS

The fast movement of events in the wake of the terrorist attacks in New York
and Washington presented a difficult diplomatic terrain to negotiate for
Pakistan. Essentially, it had only two options: to stay an ally and supporter
of the Taliban or join the American-led international coalition against ter-
rorism. Realistically, there was nothing in between these two alternatives,
even genuine attempts to find a neutral course would not have earned any
credibility with the world community and would have damaged Pakistan’s
national security interests. Triggered by public anger, humiliation, and the
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scale of human tragedy, the immediate reaction of the United States left no
room to maneuver for Islamabad.

It would be redundant to overemphasize the point that statecraft, strate-
gic decisions, and pursuit of national interests require prudence, cool re-
flection, and careful weight of the costs and benefits of various alternatives.
This amounts to what, in policy-making jargon, is known as rational choice
theory. By calculating risks and payoffs of the two options and after con-
sulting with every section of the power structure of the government, Gen-
eral Pervez Musharraf made the right decision in supporting the United
States’ new war against terrorism—which was directed against Pakistan’s
former ally, the Taliban. It was a timely decision dictated by Pakistan’s pru-
dence and difficult circumstances. Any delay or margin of error would have
taken the initiative away from Pakistan and perhaps might have pushed
Pakistan to the brink of diplomatic and even strategic disaster. The govern-
ment, understanding the gravity of the situation, the intensity of the inter-
national revulsion against terrorism, and global sympathy and support for
the United States, easily read the grave dangers that wavering, hedging out,
or riding on the public’s emotions could pose to national interests.

A misstep would have provided India the opportunity to lead a formida-
ble international coalition of forces against Afghanistan, placing Pakistan
on the hit list. Had such a situation unfolded, Pakistan might have suffered
incalculable losses that could have included destruction of its nuclear as-
sets. In Pakistan’s immediate interests, turning its back on the Taliban and
going along with the United States meant the collapse of India’s attempt to
categorize Pakistan with the Taliban, and as a source of international ter-
rorism, and to declare Pakistan as a rogue state. Pakistan’s decision to fight
a common war against terrorism brought it back to the center stage, and, for
the second time in twenty years, it is a frontline state, this time, against in-
ternational terrorism. The nature of war against the faceless enemy, who
may be living next door and may have the ability to cause colossal damage,
required strategic partnership with countries like Pakistan that are close to
the sources of trouble.

Therefore, Pakistan was a natural choice as a strategic partner in the war
against terrorism. Pakistan has assisted the United States and other allies in
a variety of ways, offering its bases for reconnaissance and rescue opera-
tions, extending logistic support to the American troops operating in
Afghanistan, providing intelligence resources and airspace for strikes
against the Taliban and Al Qaeda targets. There are two other important ar-
eas of cooperation that also need to be mentioned. First, the denial of Pak-
istani territory to the retreating Taliban and Al Qaeda fighters was a crucial
step in preventing them from claiming sanctuary with their comrades in
Pakistan. For this purpose, the United States and Pakistan set up joint pa-
trolling of the borders, and Islamabad deployed troops in some areas of the
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tribal belt bordering Afghanistan for the first time in history. Pakistani con-
centration on the Afghan border swelled to 100,000 troops along its border
around Tora Bora in March 2002, when the United States was conducting
its largest military operation against the Taliban and Al Qaeda forces in
eastern Afghanistan.16 The substantial numbers of Pakistani troops that re-
main there are assisted by the technical means provided by the United
States in checking infiltration. In such a difficult, long mountainous terrain,
it was a difficult operation that succeeded in netting hundreds of Al Qaeda
members. All the same, quite a few members of Al Qaeda did succeed in
crossing over the border to take shelter in Karachi and other densely popu-
lated towns. The second important and perhaps most long-term impact of
Pakistani cooperation with the United States relates to the hunt for terror-
ists hiding in Pakistan. Through joint operations the Pakistani authorities
and the FBI have arrested several leading Al Qaeda members. Many Al
Qaeda members are on the run and now there is evidence that Pakistani re-
ligious extremists have organized terrorist networks of their own to carry
out attacks against foreigners and Western interests in the country. The joint
Pakistan–United States operations against them may continue for some
time.17 The fight against terrorism in central Asia is going to be of a long du-
ration, and Pakistan will remain a critical participant until the situation in
Afghanistan stabilizes and the region around it, including Pakistan itself,
makes a peaceful transition to stable political order.

SEEKING NEW PARTNERSHIP WITH AFGHANISTAN

It has been a difficult task for Pakistan to forge new ties with the new rulers
of Afghanistan for a number of reasons. Pakistan has an image of being a
strong supporter of the Taliban and there is considerable evidence that Pak-
istan allowed supplies of material and its men to assist the religious militia
to defeat their ethnic and sectarian rivals in Afghanistan. This has proved to
be a psychological barrier for the international coalition in the way of ac-
cepting Islamabad as a partner. The leaders of the Northern Front in partic-
ular have been very hostile, since they attribute a large amount of their ter-
ritorial loss, human suffering, and misery indirectly to Pakistan.18 The late
Ahmed Shah Masud and his followers from the Panjsher valley, who hold
major positions in the Karzai administration, consider Pakistan responsible
for the unending civil war in Afghanistan. Their animosity against Pakistan
runs very deep. In June to July 2002, there were a number of stories, con-
firmed by central Asian diplomats, circulating in the national and interna-
tional press that the Northern Front warlords sold out thirty or more Pak-
istani prisoners to India, who were allegedly flown out from Dushanbe, the
capital of Tajikistan.19 This caused outrage in Pakistan and has further
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strengthened the view that the Northern Front leaders hold a prejudice
against Pakistan and its citizens. The Northern Front leaders have kept
thousands of Pakistani Taliban in their private prisons, tortured them se-
verely and later released them on receipt of payment of huge ransom by
their family members.20 The released prisoners have told unthinkable sto-
ries of torture and reported how thousands of them died in containers with-
out a single hole to breathe from, while being transported. Every Pakistani
Taliban, irrespective of his motivation to go and fight against the Northern
Front, has violated Afghan sovereignty; but the view in Pakistan and among
the government circles is that the Taliban should have been treated as pris-
oners of war with all the protection of rights and punishments under the in-
ternational law. There are still Pakistani prisoners in the captivity of the war-
lords and even the intervention of the Karzai government has not succeeded
in getting them released. Karzai and many of his advisers and cabinet min-
isters from the Pashtun areas have been eager to mend fences with Pakistan
and start a new chapter. Karzai chose Pakistan as his first foreign destina-
tion after assuming the chairmanship of the Afghan interim administration.
While visiting he asserted that “we, Afghan, have nothing but goodwill for
Pakistan, and it is from the heart. We don’t have to put it into writing or ex-
press it in any other form.”21

Pakistan for its part has tried to reassure all factions in Afghanistan that
it has a new outlook and that it would not side with any faction nor would
it allow the use of its territory for any hostile action against the new gov-
ernment in Kabul. During the period from the launching of the military
strikes to the Bonn Agreement among the Afghan groups in December
2001, Pakistan has tried to seek assurances from the United States and other
partners in the war against terrorism that Pakistan’s interests in Afghanistan
would not be neglected. While political stability, political and economic re-
construction, and peace are old concerns of Pakistan, it wanted better un-
derstanding and accommodation of interests of the Pashtun majority in the
post-Taliban political arrangements. Islamabad used its influence indirectly
by pushing the idea that the neglect or alienation of the Pashtun majority
would bring about instability and insecurity. A feeling of alienation among
the Pashtuns does exist but with Hamid Karzai as the head of the transi-
tional government and the cooptation of other Pashtuns into decision-
making and power-sharing arrangements, the Pashtuns are better off now
than at any other time during the past twenty years.

The Northern Front leaders who hold key positions in the new govern-
ment have slowly reassessed the need to forge relations with Pakistan on
pragmatic grounds. It was the combined influence of Karzai, and a gesture
of goodwill to Pakistan on the part of Abdul Rashid Dostam, the Uzbek
warlord, that he released 400 Pakistani prisoners in May 2002 in addition
to the 500 that he released earlier.22 The Afghans understand better than
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they did in the early 1990s that the economy of the eastern and southern
parts of Afghanistan is integrated with that of Pakistan. Pakistan offers the
most economical, shortest, and safest transit route and is a major source of
supplies for reconstruction of physical infrastructure. However, there are
still 1.8 million refugees on Pakistani soil waiting to be repatriated. The ex-
isting problems, including the fight against terrorism and the prospects of
Afghanistan’s economic revival and stability, are tied up with Pakistan more
than any other neighbor. Pakistan has made conscious efforts on a sus-
tained basis to cultivate relations with the new leaders of Afghanistan. It has
been a strong advocate in assisting Afghanistan’s recovery in world forums
and has pledged $100 million in assistance over a period of five years.23 It
has already disbursed $18 million to this end. It has also allowed liberal do-
nations and sale of wheat from its surplus stocks and other supplies on a
regular basis, coupled with access to ports, roads, and railways, which are
being used for reconstruction activities.24

Relations between the two countries have improved substantially. The
government leaders of the two countries have been regularly visiting each
other and they are engaged in high-level consultation. Some of the mis-
trust and bitterness that they felt toward each other is gone, but there is
still more work to be done. For this they have taken the route of economic
cooperation in furthering mutual interest. There are good signs that they
are succeeding in this respect. The bilateral trade has gone up. In July to
November, 2002, Pakistan exported goods worth $165 million to
Afghanistan compared to $185 million in the entire fiscal years of 2001
to 2002.25 Imports from Afghanistan also registered an increase during
this period from $55 million for the previous year to $27 million in the
first four months.26 The two countries have revived the Turkmenistan,
Afghanistan, and Pakistan gas pipeline project, which was thrown into
cold storage after UNOCOL, a United States–based consortium of com-
panies withdrew from the project. They also announced the signing of a
landmark tripartite agreement on 27 December 2002, to construct a
1,400-kilometer pipeline from Daulatabad gas fields in Turkmenistan to
Multan in Pakistan. The $2.7 billion project would immensely contribute
to the economy of Afghanistan and integrate the economies of south and
central Asian regions. The pipeline is planned to be extended in the future
to the central areas of India.

There are a number of problems that the two countries have yet to re-
solve. Repatriation of refugees, release of Pakistani prisoners from Afghan
jails, and transit trade facilities will be on the top of the coming years’
agenda. Pakistani prisoners are being released, though at a slow pace, and
Pakistan is not averse to punishing those involved in crimes against Afghan
citizens. They have reached an understanding to expedite a process that will
include the release of Afghans from Pakistan prisons. The issue of refugees
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is troublesome; Pakistan has hosted more than 3 million refugees in the
past, and there are an estimated 1.8 million in the country. Most of the
refugees wish to return home with or without assistance from the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees, which has been funding their re-
turn. Over 1.2 million have gone back voluntarily during the past year. But
the flood of returning refugees has already caused economic and social
problems, since the interim government lacks the resources to rehabilitate
more of them. Recently, Afghanistan and Pakistan reached an agreement to
facilitate refugee repatriation in phases over the next three years. Conditions
of war, peace, and economic opportunity will determine whether the
refugees return home to Afghanistan or stay in Pakistan or whether more
reenter Pakistan or not. Therefore, Pakistan’s vital interest lies in the stabil-
ity and peace of Afghanistan, which would remove the burden of the
refugees on Pakistan’s labor market, utilities, and services.

The transit trade issue between Afghanistan and Pakistan is as old as the
independence of Pakistan. Landlocked Afghanistan has right of transit
through Pakistan, which was recognized through a bilateral agreement of
1965. However, Pakistan has terminated this facility or tried to control the
list of items that Afghanistan can import through Pakistan on occasion to
use as political and economic leverage. In recent decades and years, the 
issue has been of the reexportation of third-party goods back to Pakistan—
which has been causing massive damage to its local industry and 
revenue—revenue that it could otherwise collect in customs duties. The
volume of this informal trade is very large, estimated to be about $3 bil-
lon, and it involves Pakistani traders and the connivance of Pakistani cus-
tom officials as well. Afghanistan wants an unfettered transit trade, and
Pakistan wants to ensure that whatever is imported through Pakistan stays
in Afghanistan and is consumed there. There is a running dispute on the
list of items that Afghanistan can import. This will continue to be a prob-
lem until Pakistan puts itself in order, as most of the Afghan transit goods
are sold openly in its markets.27

For the past few years, there has been a lot of debate in the Western and do-
mestic media about how serious Pakistan’s President Pervez Musharraf has
been about defeating the Taliban insurgency. This debate has taken two
strands. The first line of argument is that Musharraf is either not in control of
the intelligence agencies or he is being kept in the dark about the involvement
of some persons within the Inter Services Intelligence (ISI) with the transbor-
der movement of Pakistani and Afghan Taliban or directly extending support
to the Taliban.28 Musharraf on different occasions has vigorously rejected this
view, saying that anybody who blames the ISI of involvement in Afghanistan
is casting aspersions on his integrity, and that the agency would not do a thing
or hide anything without his knowledge.29 In our view, Pakistan has one of
the best organized, tightly controlled, and commanded intelligence networks
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in the world. The talk of intelligence agents on the loose, freely operating or
advancing any agenda other than that of the government, doesn’t fit the his-
tory and the profile of the agencies.

The second strand of accusations is more serious, that Pervez Musharraf
has changed his tracks on Afghanistan, and that Pakistan is no longer in-
terested in the stability of the Karzai regime. Since the reemergence of the
Taliban as a coherent guerrilla force, Afghanistan and the international
coalition fighting against the Taliban have repeatedly pointed their fingers
at Pakistan. Why would Pakistan change its policy after catching and hand-
ing over hundreds of Taliban and Al Qaeda suspects to the United States
and having lost more 700 security personnel in the fights with the pro-Tal-
iban tribes in the Waziristan region bordering with Afghanistan? The accu-
sation of change of priorities and the charge of not doing enough doesn’t
look plausible prima facie. But there has been some deep rethinking in Pak-
istan about the political and security costs of being the frontline state in the
war on terror. In a first reversal, Pakistan decided to end its military cam-
paign against the pro-Taliban tribes in September 2006 by singing a peace
accord with them. The accord has been the subject of controversy for with-
drawal of the security forces to their fixed positions, leaving the lawless re-
gion to tribal chiefs, clergy, and the Taliban fighters.

Pakistan justified its Waziristan deal on grounds of pragmatism and on
account of assurances that the tribes would not provide sanctuary to the Tal-
iban or to foreigners hiding in the mountains. Fierce fighting broke out in
April 2007 between the tribes and the Uzbek militants that were residing in
the region since the end of the Taliban regime. Hundreds of fighters lost
their lives on both sides in some of the worst clashes.30 This fight may give
a different interpretation to the Waziristan deal, and supports the notion
that the deal was more about ousting the Uzbeks and Arabs, who are affil-
iated with Al Qaeda, from the region than hampering the movement of the
Taliban.

The shift in Pakistan’s policy from stopping the Taliban from crossing the
border in either direction to neglecting their links with the private Pakistani
groups or giving them support cannot be entirely ruled out in the changing
circumstances of Afghanistan and the dimming prospects of any victory for
the United States in Iraq. The Iraq debacle has badly exposed the weakness
of the United States both in terms of sustainable domestic support for war
or the ability of the U.S. forces to engage in asymmetrical warfare in Afghan-
istan.31 The growing perception in the region among the governments and
the insurgents fighting against foreign military forces in Afghanistan is 
that the United States and its allies may not stay for too long. The Taliban 
insurgents have time, territory, and supportive populations, which they 
believe would be assets to raise American costs of war and force it to rethink
its nation- and state-building enterprise. This thought might have forced the
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Pakistani policy makers to rethink their long-term interests and consider
which social groups in Afghanistan would be their allies in the regional ri-
valry, which will most probably be exacerbated with the withdrawal of U.S.
and NATO forces. The Pashtuns have emerged as the focal point of Pakistan’s
strategy to secure its interests in Afghanistan.

CENTRAL ASIAN STATES

The independence of central Asian republics after the breakup of the Soviet
Union in 1991 has added three more countries to the list of Afghanistan’s
neighbors and consequently to its troubles. The central Asian societies have
evolved on a different pattern than Afghanistan, which remains essentially
feudal and tribal in character. Under the Soviet rule central Asia went through
a process of modernization and political change that has produced new pat-
terns of political leadership. However the institutional thinking of the state in
central Asia is patterned on the old Soviet regime that is not willing to accept
political pluralism and views dissent as a security threat.

The new leaders belong to the class of individuals who benefited from
the Russification of education and the patronage of the Communist Party.
After independence, they have retained links with the Russian Federation,
and in the field of national security, they have entered into wide-ranging
agreements. In this difficult process of state formation and promotion of
separate national identities, they have relied heavily on Russian protection,
while exploring alternative external linkages to balance Russian dominance.
Russian forces remain in all central Asian states allegedly under mutual
arrangements.

The Russian military presence in central Asia serves two important objec-
tives. One, it provides internal security and an assurance that no state in the
region would exploit internal political vulnerabilities of these states. Sec-
ond, it signals the Russian interest in retaining central Asia as a sphere of in-
fluence. Given the density of past interactions with Russia and the continu-
ing dependence on the Russian market and outlets to the rest of the world,
the central Asian states may not be able to delink themselves from Moscow.
Although state and nation building would require them to diversify sources
of support and lessen their dependence on Russia, it would be a slow and
calculated process based on tangible benefits. Afghanistan presents to them
both a barrier and a bridge to the outside world away from the Russian me-
tropolis. A peaceful, friendly and noninterventionist Afghanistan may be
the bridge to south and southwest Asian regions, while the civil war there
may block their access to alternative routes for the export of energy re-
sources that they have in abundance. If they cross the Afghan bridge, there
is a one-billion-people-strong market in south Asia starved of energy re-
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sources at a stage of economic takeoff. Therefore, central Asian states have
a natural interest in the political developments and power transitions in
Afghanistan.

The ethnic polarization in Afghanistan and the emerging divide between
the Pashtun majority and ethnic minorities of the north seem to have dragged
the central Asian states into the civil war. Three of them, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan, share a common border with Afghanistan. Tajiks
form the second largest ethnic group in Afghanistan, while the Uzbeks rank
fourth. The central Asian leaders are apprehensive about the return of the Tal-
iban, who are Pashtuns, for two reasons. First, they fear that an Islamic state
in Afghanistan under the control of conservative and militant elements would
destabilize their societies, and perhaps incite similar elements across the bor-
der. Second, they echo the concerns of their ethnic cousins in Afghanistan
who believe that the Taliban would reestablish Pashtun dominance and deny
the ethnic minorities autonomy in their affairs.32 Since the ouster of Rabbani
government, which was dominated by the Tajiks, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan
have increased their political and material support to the forces of northern
coalition. Tajikistan has offered sanctuaries to the anti-Taliban forces and has
even allowed them to move their aircraft from Afghanistan to its own airfields
and operate from there.

INDIA

Afghanistan is not a distant country in the larger geopolitical vision of In-
dia, but rather falls in a region where India would like to establish its in-
fluence. India’s self-perception of being a regional power and ambitions to
play a vital role in the security of the adjacent regions has been a major fac-
tor in shaping its policy toward Afghanistan since its independence.33 Tra-
ditionally, the Indian leaders have cultivated closer ties with the Afghan rul-
ing dynasty and other influential sectors of the Afghan society; India has
showed generosity in providing assistance in different areas of social devel-
opment in Afghanistan. Since the early years, India has appeared to be very
keen to win over Afghanistan to its side in its multiple disputes with Pak-
istan. This was never a one-sided feeling of goodwill and cooperation.
Afghan leaders, with the exception of the Mujahideen and Taliban regimes
that were closely linked to Pakistan, gave tremendous importance to their
relationship with India and reciprocated with warmth and understanding
on regional issues.

Let us consider the motivations, interests, fears, and ambitions of India and
Afghanistan and how have they determined the nature of ties between these
two countries. The Afghan leaders understood the importance of the geopo-
litical space they occupied; located on the periphery of the subcontinent, it
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served as a vital land bridge to central Asia, but we are not sure if they had a
very clear idea about their vulnerabilities as being an essentially landlocked
country with transit routes through Pakistan. They were also cognizant of the
strategic landscape that evolved in the wake of the Cold War rivalry between
the former Soviet Union and the United States, and the pressures this placed
on Afghanistan.

Afghanistan had three primary interests that it wanted to pursue in its im-
mediate neighborhood through links with the larger world community.
These were: national autonomy, security, and development. Perhaps these
interests could better be pursued by maintaining neutrality as a historical
buffer. But Afghanistan felt that it was no longer compelled by the same
consideration that made the country a buffer on the edge of empires. Na-
tional ambitions in the age of the postcolonial nation-building process
moved Afghan leaders away from their traditional policies. The creation of
Pakistan between Afghanistan and India included a vast majority of the
Pashtuns and their border regions; this was a factor in rethinking their role
in the region and world affairs.

Afghanistan’s foreign policy formation is a classical case of how elite ori-
entations shape perceptions of threats, opportunities, challenges, and a na-
tional role in underdeveloped states. In the absence of participatory politics
and an unequal distribution of power in the state institutions, individual
leaders in many of the developing countries have left a deep imprint on do-
mestic and foreign policy directions; the same is true of the Afghan leaders.
The Afghan leaders began to reassess their position in the region after the
departure of the British from the subcontinent and developments in Cold
War politics. They were not enthused about the creation of Pakistan, and in
their view the newly formed state unfairly included Pashtun regions that
they considered unfair. Also, prominent Pakistani Pashtun leaders like Ab-
dul Ghaffar Khan echoed similar concerns about the future of the Pashtuns
after the departure of the British. They wanted the Pashtun regions to stay
out of the new state of Pakistan and pressed for a referendum on this is-
sue.34 They got the referendum demand accepted but boycotted it them-
selves at the last moment.

In the early years of Pakistan’s independence, the Pashtun ruling oli-
garchy of Afghanistan followed a parallel line on Pashtun rights by raising
questions about the Durand Line and demanding that the Pashtun tribal re-
gions be made into a separate state of Pashtunistan or be joined to
Afghanistan on the basis of their right to self-determination.35 They found
sympathy and support in India and the Soviet Union against Pakistan.
Moscow and Delhi were estranged from Pakistan for their own reasons.

Afghanistan’s policy framework was quite rational in seeking cooperation
with as many countries in the region and beyond as possible, in order to
obtain assistance for development of their state and avoid too much de-
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pendence on Pakistan. India was keen to court Kabul due to India’s rivalry
with Pakistan. India saw a leverage of influence in Kabul that it could use
against Pakistan. Afghanistan, however, was very careful in not becoming
openly aligned with India for domestic political reasons as well as for the
costs of open confrontation with Pakistan.

All the neighbors of Afghanistan have a direct interest in the reconstruc-
tion of Afghanistan as a normal state, country, society, and nation. The war
in Afghanistan has adversely affected the economies, societies, and security
environment of the region. Building a safe society, functional state institu-
tions, and reviving the economy of Afghanistan would benefit all its neigh-
bors; but perhaps Pakistan is most likely to gain the most because there is
a greater integration of economies, of the bordering provinces, and there is
an extensive transit trade network. While thinking about reconstruction one
must remember that the reconstruction in Afghanistan is a multilateral
project that needs the positive involvement of all state actors that have the
capacity to influence its internal politics and security.

Afghanistan’s neighbors, including Pakistan, have exploited the internal
fragmentation and intergroup rivalry in Afghanistan to advance their own
strategic interests. The situation of Afghanistan with the international com-
munity’s focus on economic and political reconstruction after the departure
of the Taliban is radically different. At the moment, Afghanistan’s neighbors
are somewhat neutralized by the presence of American forces and other
partners of the coalition against terrorism. But they retain an intrusive ca-
pacity because of their proximity; and their entangled geopolitical and eco-
nomic considerations both benefit and harm Afghanistan’s rebuilding
process. The policy choices of Afghanistan’ neighbors determine their fu-
ture stability, peace, and reconciliation, as much as the choices of the
Afghan factions and Afghanistan’s ability to resolve divisive issues within its
own borders. Judging from past history, neighbor involvement in war and
peace would greatly impact the future stability and economic growth in
Afghanistan.

Pakistan has been involved in Afghanistan for more than two decades,
and now it has a frontline position in the war against terrorism that has tar-
geted Taliban. Pakistan policy had been pro-Taliban, and now it is support-
ing the war against its former allies in Afghanistan; this raises serious ques-
tions about the efficacy of Pakistan’s foreign policy which today stands in
stark contrast to what it was before 11 September 2001. 9–11 gave Pakistan
a good excuse to change the direction of its Afghan policy. But its involve-
ment with the Afghan groups locked in internal struggle for power has left
Pakistan with fewer friends and more enemies in Afghanistan, particularly
among the literate urban middle class and non-Pashtuns. Other countries
around Afghanistan have equally antagonized Pashtuns for supporting
their ethnic rivals in the past. Afghanistan is itself on the course of national
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recovery; simultaneously it is trying to recover its relations with its neigh-
bors. However, since the new state is trying to bring various social groups
and warlords that had conducted parallel foreign policies, under its control,
the direction of its foreign policy remains undetermined. Afghanistan as a
state is on the margins of its neighbors and, hence, is inextricably linked to
each of them in a number of important ways. Let us hope that the forces of
history, ethnicity, markets, and logic of profit would bring the countries
around Afghanistan closer, as all of them would benefit from peace and sta-
bility. Among the many lessons that neighbors can draw from their Afghan
experience, one stands out very clearly: The free-spirited Afghans want
friends, not masters.
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Afghanistan and the international community face a gigantic task of re-
structuring a fractured state, normalizing a society that has seen nothing ex-
cept violence over the past thirty years, and rebuilding the shattered econ-
omy and infrastructure in order to create and sustain livelihoods for the
people. The real challenge is how to reintegrate microsocial communities
and microstates, which are run by numerous warlords who emerged with
the collapse of the Afghan state. After seven years of international assistance
to the country toward achieving stability and peace, successes are few and
far between. This is understandable because nation and state building is a
historical process and many of its essential elements cannot be superficially
implanted. Luckily Afghans have a common sentiment of nationalism and
have subjective allegiance to the country that they have lived in and owned
for centuries. While this is a necessary condition for nationhood, it is, how-
ever, not enough by itself; it requires institutional means for its realization,
which has to be brought about through the agency of the state. The com-
plex web of social, political, and economic relationships that make the na-
tion and state grow and get strengthened are in place with the support of
international community.

The international community, with a wide range of reconstruction pro-
grams in different areas of national life, has been trying to balance the need
for modernization with the culture and values of an underdeveloped, Mus-
lim society that has lived on the margins of the world system. Afghanistan is
not the first postconflict reconstruction project for the donor agencies or
great powers. Their experience of rebuilding in other societies may provide
good learning points to avoid costly mistakes. But the modeling of postcon-
flict reconstruction in Afghanistan on positive experiences of state rebuilding
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by the world community in other countries may or may not work. In many
respects, each conflict’s situation is different and requires contextualization
of perspective while applying lessons learned in other social and regional
contexts. What makes the difference is the character of the combatants, the
nature of their social support base, the regional environment, longevity of
conflicts, and their cumulative effect on the state and society. Judging on
these counts, Afghanistan presents itself as a more complex case of stubborn
internal feuds and external intervention than both its neighbors and great
powers.

The international community and the post-Taliban regime found
Afghanistan devoid of a state, institutions, legal order, formal economy, and
any sense of a security order. They entered into this emptiness through a
collaborative war that bombed the Taliban out of power. The war that was
ostensibly waged to get the Taliban out of power for providing a safe haven
to Osama bin Laden, Al Qaeda, and other transnational Islamic militants
had a strange mix of motives. Retribution for the tragedy of 9/11 was the
most dominant and immediate one. But fighting what the American con-
servative sections of the society regarded as new enemies of the West require
measures beyond the removal of an unwanted regime. The United States
and its allies were perhaps more sanguine about the permanent departure
of the Taliban from the Afghan scene, and for that reason, they did not an-
ticipate their revival of war-fighting capability. The military operations to
destroy or capture the Taliban and fleeing Al Qaeda operatives did not end
with the removal of the regime.

The demands of fighting insurgency from largely Pashtun areas conflicted
with the aim of the international community to reconstruct the country.
Afghanistan and its foreign allies found themselves in a fix as how best to
reconstruct the infrastructure, economy, and state institutions in a climate
of insurgency. Therefore, nation and state building became enmeshed with
securing Afghanistan from the attacks of the Taliban and transnational or
nonstate actors opposed to the United States. The dual tasks of fighting the
insurgency and rebuilding have strained material and political resources,
while achieving only modest success.

THE TALIBAN THREAT

The resurgence of the Taliban, mainly in the Pashtun regions from where it
emerged as a military force nearly twelve years back, poses a serious chal-
lenge to the stability of Afghanistan. The Taliban has regrouped and reor-
ganized as a viable guerrilla force by reestablishing links with Al Qaeda’s
transnational networks. During the past three years it has regularly attacked
outposts of the Afghan government and NATO forces. Occasionally, it has
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launched conventional attacks by occupying districts; these have, however,
been only for short periods. They do not have the military strength to es-
tablish their rule over fixed territory or to defend themselves against the dis-
lodging campaigns of NATO or against the U.S. air power. Nor do they have
any credible plan or strategy to reconquer Afghanistan as long as American
and NATO forces are in the country.

They seem to be pursuing two objectives by transforming themselves into
a guerrilla force. The first objective is to raise the human and material cost
for the U.S. and NATO forces. The Taliban is aware of the damage Ameri-
cans have suffered in stabilizing Iraq, which has made American presence
there unpopular and controversial in the United States. The lessons from
the Iraqi resistance in this regard or those of its own experience against the
former Soviet Union are not lost to them. The Taliban know that time is
never on the side of foreign forces, as they lose domestic support when they
suffer too many casualties. The NATO countries except Britain have placed
too many conditions on the deployment of their troops in combat zones
because of the negative reaction they face when soldiers get killed or are in-
jured by the Taliban. Compared to what Americans and the British have suf-
fered in Iraq, their casualties and material cost in Afghanistan remains
within the limits of tolerance. There is also a difference in the combat envi-
ronment of the two countries. Afghanistan is largely rural and Taliban, un-
like the Iraqi militants, usually operates in the countryside. However, the
Taliban has demonstrated its capacity to penetrate the major towns, as it has
caused major deadly explosions in Kabul, Kandhar, and other provincial
towns.1 The second objective of the Taliban is to prevent Afghan security
forces and other state institutions from maintaining an effective presence in
the Pashtun areas. Enlarging the writ of the Afghan state would defeat their
objective of running a parallel authority system through the use of the gun.

The Afghan government and the international community have faced
tremendous difficulties in launching and completing reconstruction proj-
ects because of attacks from the Taliban insurgents. Security problems and
frequent attacks against the workers and contractors have slowed down the
pace of reconstruction in the Pashtun provinces; this has worked to the po-
litical advantage of the Taliban. The Taliban has exploited poverty, anger,
and powerlessness among the Pashtuns to create a political space for its ide-
ology and political vision.

Although some Afghans might be looking toward the Taliban as the true
deliverers, closer to the Pashtun cultural and religious ethos, and better en-
forcers of a security order, the majority accepts them as a necessary evil in
the absence of an effective Afghan state with enough authority to protect
them. The Taliban are close by, have guns, and are willing to engage in bat-
tles with anybody who challenges their parallel rule in the Pashtun coun-
tryside.
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There is a dialectical relationship between the Taliban warlords and the
Afghan state, which is supported by the American and NATO forces. The
stronger the Afghan state and its security forces grow, the weaker the Taliban
and other warlords would become. The Afghan state is gradually encroach-
ing upon the undefined fiefdoms and self-proclaimed territorial domains
of the Taliban and similar militant outfits through building roads, putting
schools and health centers back in service, and increasing the presence of
police and other departments of the government. But the march of the
Afghan state into the Taliban territories has been slow. Too much time was
wasted in the first few years, during which the military effort to destroy the
fighting capability of the Taliban could have been complemented with po-
litical alliances with influential tribes and by putting enough money into
the reconstruction program.

We do understand that military means are necessary to fight an insur-
gency, but are not sufficient by themselves in conditions like those preva-
lent in conflict-ridden societies like Afghanistan and, hence, need to be
complemented with political means of negotiation and reconciliation with
all groups. The Afghan government has occasionally demonstrated its will-
ingness to grant qualified amnesty to moderate elements in the Taliban
movement, but its efforts have been half-hearted, and it has failed to con-
vince the international coalition about the effectiveness of political means
to weaken the Taliban insurgency.

ILLUSIVE PEACE AND STABILITY

Peace and stability have been, and continue to be, defining concepts in this
enterprise, but have been elusive in terms of their realization. There are
questions about who has the real responsibility in establishing peace and
stability in Afghanistan, how it can be done, and what should be a realistic
time frame to reconstruct the war-torn country. There are no easy answers
to these questions because of the complex legacies of the long war, the na-
ture of the ongoing conflict, and the involvement of multiple diverse actors
at both ends of the stability and confrontation spectrum.

The first question is easy to comment on; if the task is left to Afghanistan,
it will not be able to rebuild itself. Afghanistan has very limited resources,
and has too many internal divisions. Afghanistan therefore needs sustained
international support and participation to reorganize its political institu-
tions, rehabilitate its infrastructure, and restart its economic activities.
Afghan peoples and the country genuinely need the positive engagement of
great powers, particularly of the United States, NATO, and European coun-
tries with continued flow of economic assistance and active involvement in
rebuilding national security institutions. At this point, the withdrawal of
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the international coalition would push Afghanistan back to civil war, and
expose the entire geopolitical region around the country to the rivalry of in-
secure and ambitious neighbors. The presence of coalition forces has, to
some extent, neutralized the predation of neighbors, but it might be a tem-
porary affair. Iran and Pakistan, for very different reasons, are reported to
have been providing assistance to the Taliban, though this has been offi-
cially denied by both of them.2 The premature departure of international
forces from Afghanistan without the presence of a strong national army to
keep internal cohesion will most likely cause Afghanistan to fall back into
a chaotic civil war along ethnic lines. The neighboring states will also reen-
gage in a proxy war by supporting political groups aligned to them.

The international community has a moral responsibility as well as a gen-
uine self-interest in rebuilding Afghanistan as a functional and secure state.
The perils of letting Afghanistan lapse back to anarchy are too many and
would be felt not only in Afghanistan’s neighborhood but also in far-off
places.

While there are no two opinions about the collective international own-
ership of reviving Afghanistan, there are however differences on how best
this task can be accomplished. The multiple actors involved in post-Taliban
Afghanistan have rightly conceived reconstruction in terms of security and
development. The two themes run parallel and would conceptually rein-
force each other, as security would create a peaceful environment to launch
and implement development schemes, and the success of the latter would
build a constituency of support for the new political arrangements. Secur-
ing Afghanistan, upon which the entire reconstruction project hinges, has
proved to be a tougher mission than expected. After six years of ousting the
Taliban from power, the international coalition is still fighting them in the
southern and eastern provinces of the country. The Taliban insurgency in re-
cent years has grown in numbers and lethality, denying the Kabul govern-
ment sustained access to the local populations. The Taliban’s conventional
attacks against fixed targets in the districts and suicide missions against the
NATO forces have increased manifold. The original assumptions about
quick victory and rehabilitation have proved wrong, and it appears that the
international forces will be in Afghanistan for a long haul.

Apparently a lot has gone wrong in the struggle for reconstructing
Afghanistan. The reliance on the warlords, accommodating them in the post-
Taliban power structure, tolerance of their corruption, and involvement in
the drug trafficking that directly finances the Taliban insurgency is just one
of the mixed-up priorities. Heavy reliance on military means in order to de-
feat the Taliban is yet another issue. Military means are necessary in counter-
ing insurgency but are not sufficient by themselves. They must have a paral-
lel political track to negotiate with the insurgents. The international coalition
and the Kabul authorities seem to have a strong psychological barrier against
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the Taliban, whom they consider to be out of the pale of civility and hence
deem any efforts to negotiate with them useless. This cannot be wrong if we
think of the Taliban insurgency inspired by Al Qaeda and its global Islamic
outlook; however, what we may be missing is the internal character of the
Taliban movement, the question of power and ethnicity, and the possibility
that some sections of the Taliban movement can negotiate deals.

Military means are not without serious political consequences as they do
not show sensitivity to the feelings and interests of the local populations. The
use of air power, which is frequently called in to bombard suspected Taliban
hideouts, has caused massive collateral damage. The civilian casualties have
rather estranged the local populations and have turned them against the in-
ternational coalition and the Karzai government.3 This may be a cheaper al-
ternative to ground forces that ISAF cannot put on the ground in Afghanistan,
but its political backlash may have heavy costs for the Kabul authorities.

The time frame is another crucial variable in the reconstruction of Afghani-
stan. Populations need to see visible gains for their interest in reconstruction
and hope of leading a normal life to be reestablished. At the same time,
Afghanistan, because of its broken personality, needs a long-term commitment
of international players to rebuild it. It was a big blunder to go after Iraq when
the war in Afghanistan was still ongoing. The second war has hurt the cause of
Afghanistan very badly, and the failure in Iraq, the specter of which looms very
large, would damage it more with Al Qaeda centering on this theater. This mis-
take might be corrected with unwavering, resolute support to Afghanistan for
as long as it takes to help Afghanistan in being able to defend itself.

ETHNIC PLURALISM

One of the major conclusions of this book is that the three-decades-long con-
flict has substantially changed the conventional ethnic balance of Af-
ghanistan. It has ended the centuries-old Pashtun dominance over the state
structure. The minority ethnic groups with a history of grievances, both real
and imagined, against the Pashtuns have greatly empowered themselves in
the multilayered and multidimensional Afghan conflict. Before the entry of
American forces in Afghanistan supported by the United Nations and its Eu-
ropean allies, the ethnic minorities were locked in a deadly conflict with the
Islamist but essentially Pashtun Taliban forces. It was partly due to the ethnic
dimension of the conflict that they entered into the American fold, a marriage
of convenience against a common Taliban foe. The Northern Front, created
out of the ethnic minorities, pooled up its resources with the international
coalition against the Taliban rule, and was able to capture Kabul and the
country after the U.S. and allied forces threw the Taliban out of power. They
emerged as the most influential factor in negotiating and shaping the post-
Taliban power structure in light of the Bonn process that the United Nations
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authorized. In the first few years, the representation of minorities in power at
the center and their autonomy in the provinces was the most glaring feature
of Afghanistan’s political scene. Mr. Hamid Karzai, a Pashtun president, ap-
peared to be helplessly powerless with too many Northern Front stars occu-
pying positions of power and influence and dictating to him domestic and
foreign policy choices that Afghanistan was to take.

The situation has changed considerably with the presidential and parlia-
mentary elections, and the electoral system has allowed greater regional
representation of every group in multimember constituencies. The electoral
process, which has been one of the most important gains for Afghanistan,
has only confirmed the ethnic fragmentation of the country as communi-
ties have largely voted on an ethnic basis. Afghanistan as a multiethnic so-
ciety will require a democratic framework to create a sense of nationhood
and national integration. The Pashtun will have to disregard the numbers
of the ethnic minorities, and let go of the sense of majority and historical
claim they have over the country and will have to learn lessons of political
and social pluralism and cohabit with and share power with other ethnic
groups. The questions of identity, empowerment, and representation are as
important for the Tajiks and Uzbeks as they might be for the Pashtuns.

One remarkable thing about Afghanistan’s ethnic groups is that even dur-
ing the most brutal phases of the Afghan war, during the reign of the Tal-
iban they never thought of breaking out of their historical union with
Afghanistan. Long-term common interests rather than emotionalism and
political rhetoric endure political bonds among the social groups. Democ-
racy and rule of law as they evolve with other facets of state and nation
building in Afghanistan would create the essential environment for negoti-
ating power relations more than fighting over them. This will also lead all
parties to begin resorting to peaceful political means as opposed to violent
ones, sharing rather than dominating each other, and teach them to live in
an environment of cultural diversity. It may sound more optimistic than
might be the view of an average observer of Afghanistan’s history. But this
optimism rests on the assumption of the slow growth of democracy, and
the interests of the great powers and neighboring states in rebuilding
Afghanistan as a normal state. The failure to rebuild Afghanistan as a cohe-
sive and integrated state would force the ethnic communities back to their
local structure of authority, and would lead to ethnic and tribal warlordism,
keeping the country fragmented as it was during the civil war.

AVOIDABLE MISTAKES

The United States, as the leading country and with a lot at stake in the war 
on terror, must take responsibility for what has already gone wrong in Afghan-
istan. It is evident from the rise of the Taliban insurgency, though largely 
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confined to the Pashtun regions, that there is growing frustration over the lack
of economic opportunities and the climate of fear and insecurity that they con-
tinue to live in. Seven years down the line, the United States supported by re-
gional and international partners is nowhere close to achieving its avowed ob-
jectives in Afghanistan. It is partly due to some major miscalculations of its
capacity to fix complex issues of war and stability in remote areas of the world
and partly due to the underestimation of the adversaries it faces in
Afghanistan. It could perhaps have done a better job in stabilizing Afghanistan
if it had set its priorities right and applied appropriate means.

Washington planned its invasion of Afghanistan in haste, out of political
compulsions, and with a sentiment of retribution against the Taliban and
their Al Qaeda allies. Changing the Taliban regime by bombing its army
and functionaries to dust became its war cry. In this effort, Washington re-
lied heavily on the local adversaries of the Taliban, the Northern Front lead-
ers who belonged to minority ethnic communities. The Afghan civil war be-
fore the entry of the American and allied forces had a very strong ethnic
dimension. The United States in its fury did not ponder over the long-term
consequences of courting the minority groups against the majority com-
munity, the Pashtuns. It had some Pashtuns on its side, like Commander
Abdul Haq and Hamid Karzai, who stirred up trouble around Jalalabad 
and Kandhar in the wake of the American invasion, but their effort was 
cosmetic-aimed to give the impression that Pashtuns also supported re-
moval of the Taliban. Perhaps the United States was frustrated with the Tal-
iban leaders who appeared to be as rigid and inflexible as ever in acceding
to the demands of handing over the Al Qaeda leaders, and therefore did not
see any reason in further engaging with them. The American war and post-
Taliban power arrangements created a lopsided ethnic balance, lending cre-
dence to the feeling that power had shifted to the Tajiks and Uzbeks. The
Pashtuns in the first few years considered Karzai more as a symbolic head
of the state than a real chief executive. The political process following the
adoption of the new constitution and elections of the president and the
Loya Jirga have begun to erase that impression, but the residual grievances
about marginalization among the Pashtun do exist, which the Taliban con-
tinues to exploit.

With initial success of dislodging the Taliban, the United States appeared
very optimistic about stability, peace, and reconstruction of the Afghan
state. Declaring quick victory of its “Operation Enduring Freedom,” it de-
cided to dislodge another dictator in Iraq, perhaps too soon. The Iraq inva-
sion has cost the United States dearly in terms of image and credibility to
defeat its new adversaries, and has overstretched its resources and strategic
assets. The diversion of war resources to a new theater in Iraq greatly un-
dermined the United States’ overall capacity to bring peace and stability to
Afghanistan. Washington’s two-war strategy has failed and has left a nega-
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tive impact on the situation in Afghanistan. Its probable retreat from Iraq
would send a wrong message to the Taliban and Al Qaeda in Afghanistan,
and would lead them to believe that the United States does not have stay-
ing power, and that it can be forced to withdraw by raising the costs of its
occupation. Its Iraqi debacle will have negative demonstrative effects on its
counterinsurgency operations; this is somewhat already visible in the sui-
cide bombings that are carried out on more or less the same pattern as that
of the Middle Eastern conflict.

Yet another failure of American strategy in Afghanistan is not persistently
exploring the option of negotiations with the Taliban. Aside from a few feel-
ers from President Karzai, there has hardly been any serious initiative to 
enter into negotiations with the Pashtun Taliban. War in the form of coun-
terinsurgency operations is no permanent solution of the Afghan problem.
It has rather hardened attitudes on both sides of the conflict, created greater
sympathy for the Taliban guerrillas, and has denied political and social
space to the Afghan government in the Pashtun provinces.

NEUTRALIZING NEIGHBORS

All the neighbors of Afghanistan have a direct interest in the reconstruction
of Afghanistan as a normal state, country, society, and nation. War in
Afghanistan has adversely affected the economies, societies, and security en-
vironment of the region. Building a safe society, functional state institutions
and reviving the economy of Afghanistan would benefit all its neighbors;
but perhaps Pakistan is likely to gain the most because of greater integra-
tion of economies in the bordering provinces and because of the extensive
transit trade network. While thinking about reconstruction, one must re-
member that Afghanistan is a multilateral project that needs positive in-
volvement of all state actors who have the capacity to influence its internal
politics and security.

Afghanistan’s neighbors, including Pakistan, have for long exploited the
internal fragmentation and inter-group rivalry to advance their own strate-
gic interests. The situation of Afghanistan after the departure of the Taliban
with the international community’s focus on economic and political re-
construction is radically different. At the moment, Afghanistan’s neighbors
are somewhat neutralized by the presence of American forces and those of
other partners of the coalition against terrorism. However, the neighboring
states retain intrusive capacity because of their proximity and entangled
geopolitical and economic considerations. This is both a benefit and harm
in Afghanistan’s rebuilding process. Judging from the past history of neigh-
bor’s involvement, the conditions prevalent in Afghanistan would greatly
impact the future stability and economic growth in the region. Also the
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choices of Afghan factions and the nation’s ability to resolve divisive issues
within its own borders would determine future stability, peace, and recon-
ciliation.

AFGHANISTAN HAS TO STAND ON ITS FEET

Never has Afghanistan seen so much positive involvement of the interna-
tional community in its reconstruction as it has since the ouster of the Tal-
iban regime. It is important for the Afghans to ponder what brought so
much assistance to them, and how long it will last. It was not their poverty,
mass dislocation of population inside and outside the country, or the civil
war that turned the attention of the West and its regional allies toward their
country. It was the negative side of Afghanistan in being a safe haven for
transnational terrorist networks and a source of terrorism and insecurity for
the region that made the world finally change its attitude from benign neg-
lect to active participation in Afghanistan’s economic and political recon-
struction. Although the international interest in reviving Afghanistan as a
functional and effective state is borne out of fear and anxiety about a failed
state in the crossroads of three strategic regions, it is nevertheless genuine,
well meaning, and constructive.

It is also true that without international assistance Afghanistan cannot
hope to develop itself into an effective state and nation. Its material re-
source base, including land, water, and natural resources are either too poor
or unexplored and underdeveloped to sustain its revival. Its human re-
sources in education, bureaucracy, and other state institutions withered
away with the destructive war. Sustainable international assistance is vital
for Afghanistan to recover its lost social and economic energies. While rec-
ognizing the significance of international involvement in Afghanistan, we
need to be aware of two caveats. First, the reconstruction program should
be aimed at helping Afghans to help themselves. Some of the programs, like
the ring road connecting all outlying provinces, rehabilitation of irrigation
channels, plans for hydroelectric plants the and investment in social sector
are geared toward that end. The objective should be to tap local Afghan re-
sources and reduce dependence of the country on external assistance, which
at the moment seems unrealistic given the massive cost of rebuilding the
country.

Another caution is about the neoliberal framework underlying economic
reconstruction. Uncritical application of market-based economic models to
poverty-stricken Afghanistan may cause inequality of incomes, concentra-
tion of legal and illegal wealth in sectors of the society that dominate its po-
litical life and create a large rent-seeking class. There is a clear bias in the re-
construction in favor of private groups and companies that limits the sphere
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of the state. This is not entirely due to the weak capacity of the state to pro-
vide effective and transparent governance in managing reconstruction pro-
grams; what really shapes the policy of the donors is ideological skepticism
about the ability of the modern state to provide services efficiently. The
market-oriented reconstruction may spur growth, which is necessary, but
may leave the vast majority of poor without social safety nets. In conditions
of social anarchy that exist on the periphery of the Afghan state, old and
new enemies may exploit popular anger and turn it against the state and its
emerging rapacious elites. This may prove counterproductive to the objec-
tive of establishing positive and deep linkages between the state and the so-
ciety that have historically been week.

The Afghan have to be urged to stand on their own feet, as Hamid Karzai
in one of his speeches to an assembly of elders said in June 2007.4 Interna-
tional support and sympathy for their country has come about in unusual
circumstances that may not last forever. Donors get fatigued or turn to new
causes when they are drawn toward more demanding events. Countries like
Afghanistan slide down on their ladder of the hierarchy of interests and pri-
orities. How can the Afghans best take advantage of international support
to be stable, peaceful, and unified would largely depend on their own vi-
sion and social capacity to reconcile differences among them. For too many
years, and too often with repetitive boredom, they have accused others, par-
ticularly intervention by their neighbors, for their woes. Their narrative of
victimization by external enemies is only partially credible. They must take
responsibility for their own follies and admit their own hand in taking the
Afghan tragedy from a self-destructive socialist revolution to civil war. Their
perpetual infighting at every turn of events earned them an unfortunate im-
age that Afghans know only one thing, how to fight and nothing else.
Afghans have to bury the hatchet and turn a new leaf in their relationships.
Perhaps they need to evolve a new social contract that outlaws war as a
means of settling disputes. There are peaceful alternatives, and one can find
a lot in the traditional institutions and norms of Afghanistan to reconcile
differences. After the overthrow of the Taliban, they have a better constitu-
tional framework, having elected legislature and provincial councils that
they can use as forums to pursue reconciliation as a political objective and
settle differences over power sharing.

Afghanistan’s neighbors have frequently fished into the muddy waters of
Afghanistan and transferred their own conflicts and rivalries to
Afghanistan.5 The fragmentation among the Afghan groups and their vio-
lent struggle for power pushed them to seek patronage of the external pow-
ers. The presence of the United States and NATO forces has severed hori-
zontal linkages of the Afghan groups to some degree, far from completely
eliminating them. As the Afghans create greater consensus among them-
selves and resolve their problems over power sharing and other issues, the
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menacing role of the neighbors may get diffused over time. One important
way the Afghans can better handle their neighbors is by rethinking their
place and role in the complex geopolitical system of their region. They may
recast their foreign policy in a framework that would alleviate the fears of
one neighbor using Afghanistan for hostile purposes against another and
contain their ambitions by denying the use of Afghanistan as an arena of
any fresh “great game.”

This framework must rest on two pillars: neutrality and cooperation with
all neighbors. It would be prudent for the Afghans to redefine Afghanistan
as a neutral state. Neutrality will not lessen Afghanistan’s statehood; it will
rather remove apprehensions of countries like Pakistan and contain ambi-
tions of all other neighbors.6 It will also restore the historic personality of
Afghanistan as a buffer, but with a different definition and value than was
required by the strategic need of the old European empires that were fear-
ful of touching each other’s colonial boundaries. Afghanistan’s revival and
its future progress would largely depend on regional cooperation that the
Afghans may consider as the core principle of their foreign policy.7 This
would transform Afghanistan from an area of geopolitical contestation to a
zone of opportunity. Afghanistan occupies a central position to emerge as a
transit commercial state that would give positive meanings to its buffer sta-
tus. It can be a meeting point for regional trade, serve as a corridor for en-
ergy resources, and provide an opportunity to all for investment in its in-
frastructure and exploration of mineral resources.

NOTES

1. “Attack on Police Bus in Kabul Kills 35,” Daily Times, 20 June 2007.
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4. “Karzai Urges Afghans to Stand on Their Own Feet,” Daily Times, 19 June 2007.
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